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Abstract. An edited version is given of the text of Gödel’s unpublished manuscript
of the notes for a course in basic logic he delivered at the University of Notre Dame
in 1939. Gödel’s notes deal with what is today considered as important logical
problems par excellence, completeness, decidability, independence of axioms, and
with natural deduction too, which was all still a novelty at the time the course
was delivered. Full of regards towards beginners, the notes are not excessively
formalistic. Gödel presumably intended them just for himself, and they are full
of abbreviations. This together with some other matters (like two versions of the
same topic, and guessing the right order of the pages) required additional effort to
obtain a readable edited version. Because of the quality of the material provided
by Gödel, including also important philosophical points, this effort should however
be worthwhile. The edited version of the text is accompanied by another version,
called the source version, which is quite close to Gödel’s manuscript. It is meant to
be a record of the editorial interventions involved in producing the edited version
(in particular, how the abbreviations were disabridged), and a justification of that
later version.
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Abbrev.biatedc editorial introduction
Gödel taught a one-semester course in basic logic at the University of Notre
Dame in the spring of 1939, when he turned 33. Among his unpublished
writings in the Princeton University Library one can find notebooks with the
manuscript of his notes for that course. The title Logic Lectures, which we
gave to these notes, is suggested by the German “Log.bikc Vorl.besungenc”,
or a variant of that, written on the front covers of the notebooks.
Besides the Notre Dame course Gödel taught a basic logic course in Vienna in the summer of 1935, notes for which, on 43 notebook pages (27 of
which are numbered), made mainly of formulae and very little accompanying
text in ordinary language, have been preserved in a manuscript at the same
place. The notes for the Notre Dame course, which with their 427 notebook
pages are ten times bigger, are more detailed and we think more important.
Propositional logic is not much present in the Vienna notes.
We have published recently in [A. & D. 2016] a brief, and hence not complete, summary with comments of the Notre Dame notes, and an assessment
of their importance. This preceding short paper is a natural introduction to
this introduction, which is more oriented towards details concerning Gödel’s
text. We deal however here occasionally, in the paragraph on definite descriptions below and in the last few pages of this introduction, with some
matters of logic and philosophy, partly in the sphere of the preceding paper,
but not to be found there. Anyway, that paper enables us to abbreviate this
introduction (which explains up to a point its title; the rest will be explained
in a moment).
We will not repeat ourselves, and we will not give again all the references
we gave in the preceding paper, but we want to mention however John Dawson, who in [Dawson] supplies biographical data on Gödel’s stay at Notre
Dame, John and Cheryl Dawson who in [Dawson 2005] set what we did with
the Notre Dame notes as a task for Gödel scholars,1 and Pierre CassouNoguès, who has published in [Cassou-Noguès 2009] a dozen printed pages
extracted and edited from Gödel’s manuscript of the Notre Dame course (this
concerns pp. 1.-26. of Notebook I, including small bits of Notebook 0, pp.
73.1-73.7 of Notebook V, pp. 122.-125., 134.-136. of Notebook VI and pp.
137.-157. of Notebook VII; altogether 60 notebook pages).2
1

We are grateful to John Dawson for encouraging us to get into this publishing project.
We have found sometimes useful Cassou-Noguès’ reading of Gödel’s manuscript, and
we wish to acknowledge our debt. Our decipherment of the manuscript does not however
2
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Besides the edited version of Gödel’s text we have prepared another version of it, which we call the source version, and the present introduction
should serve for both of them. This other, source, version is quite close to
the original manuscript, and is meant to be a record of the additions and
other interventions made in the manuscript to arrive at the edited version,
and a justification of that later version.
Gödel used abbreviations in the manuscript of the notes quite a lot. For
example, the second sentence and the beginning of the third of Notebook 0
of the manuscript are: “Accord. to this def the centr. part of log. must be
the theory of inf and the theory of logically true prop. By a log true prop. I
mean a prop. which is true for merely log reasons. . . ” In the source version
this is rendered as: “Accord.bingc to this defbinitionc the centrbalc part of
log.bicc must be the theory of infberencec and the theory of logically true
propbositionsc. By a logbicallyc true prop.bositionc I mean a prop.bositionc
which is true for merely logbicalc reasons. . . ” All the abbreviated words
are typed in the source version as they occur in the manuscript, with a
full stop after the abbreviation or without, together with their prolongation
or decipherment within the parenthetical signs b and c to obtain the nonabbreviated, disabridged, word they are supposed to stand for, which one
finds in the edited version. Sometimes whole words are omitted and they are
restored in the source version within b and c.
Using abbreviations may produce problems, which are however surmountable. For example, log., with or without full stop, stands for “logic”, “logically” and “logical”. Singular or plural has to be inferred from the context;
“form.”, with or without full stop, stands for “formula” or “formulas” (Gödel
has the plural “formulas” while we here and in our comments use “formulae”; he says often “expression” for “formula”). Sometimes, but not very
often, it is not obvious, and even not certain, what is the abbreviated word;
for example, both “proposition” and “property” are abbreviated by “prop.”.
This involvement with abbreviations in the manuscript goes so far that one
finds even “probl.” for “problem” and “symb.” for “symbol”. Because of
their number, and some particular problems they produced occasionally, taking care of the abbreviations made our editing task considerably harder, but
this number tells that they cannot be neglected if one wants to leave a more
precise record of Gödel’s style (see the end of this introduction).
In the source version one may also find all the parts of the text crossed
accords always with his, and we have not followed his editorial interventions.
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out in the manuscript, with the indication that they were found crossed out,
either by being really crossed out in the source version, or if they are too long,
the crossing out is mentioned as an editorial comment within b and c. We
use b and c in the source version in connection with the abbreviations as we
said above, and in general for other editorial comments too. (For example,
we will have bunreadable textc.)
In a few cases we have estimated that a crossed out part of the text
is worth reproducing even in the edited version. (Gödel’s crossing out a
text need not mean dissatisfaction with it, but it may mean perhaps lack
of time to use it in the lectures.) In one place it may compensate a little
bit for a lost part of the text (see the footnote on p. 7. of Notebook IV),
in another (see the footnote on pp. 114.-115. of Notebook VI), it completes
what is needed for establishing that binary relations with composition and
the identity relation make a monoid. (Composition of relations is called by
Gödel “relative product”, and his examples for it are with relations between
relatives, nephew, son, brother, sister, uncle, father, grandfather, grandchild,
child,. . . , which is etymologically inspirative.) A third such place, which is
tied to Russell’s understanding of definite descriptions (see pp. 123.-125. of
Notebook VI), is philosophically important.
Let us dwell for a moment at this third place, to justify our choice of
reproducing the crossed out text. Gödel’s says there that taking “The present
king of France is bald” as meaningless is undesirable because whether the
present king of France exists is an empirical question. He then continues:
“Therefore it would depend on an empirical fact whether or not this sequence
of words is a meaningful statement or nonsense, whereas one should expect
that it can depend only on the grammar of the language concerned whether
something makes sense.” So Gödel asserts the primacy and independence of
the understanding of language over empirical, i.e. epistemological, matters.
The primacy of the linguistic over the epistemological (and presumably other
philosophical concerns, like the ontological, or axiological) should be one of
the main, if not the main, mark of the linguistic turn in twentieth century
philosophy. Gödel’s single sentence quoted above is more significant and
more explanatory than thousands and thousands of others in the sea of ink
spilled over the king’s baldness.
The notes are written by hand in English in eight notebooks bound by
a spiral, with however some loose leafs (four leaves on a different paper,
not torn out from the notebook, without holes for the spiral, at the end of
Notebook III with pp. new page x-xiii, nine torn out leafs towards the
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end of Notebook V including pp. 73.1-73.7, and nine torn out leafs at the
end of Notebook VII with pp. new page iii-iv and 1.-7.). Gödel writes
usually on the left pages, the back sides of the leafs, and he uses the right
pages, the front side of the leafs, most often for inserted additions, or simply
continuations of the text from the left pages. As insertion signs, one finds
most often ∀ (which is not used in the manuscript for the universal quantifier),
but also ×, and a few others. Insertions tied to these signs, as well as other
insertions, often tied to |{z}, but not continuations on the right pages, are
marked in the source version with \ at the beginning of the insertion and / at
its end. Sometimes one finds remarks and examples not possible to insert
simply in the main text, and they are not to be found in the edited version.
Since usually only the left pages are numbered, and the right page is usually
associated with the left, we do not speak of left and right pages, but say, for
example, that something occurs on the right of a certain page, or use similar
forms of speaking.
There are no footnotes in the source version, because Gödel does not have
them. (We do not interpret his insertions as footnotes.) All the editorial
comments there are within b and c. All the footnotes in the edited text are
ours, and they are made of editorial comments.
In general we have strived to stay as close to Gödel’s text as possible,
at the cost of failing to follow standard usage. Gödel’s manners in writing
are sometimes strange, according to the contemporary standards, but they
always make sense. (On pp. 47.-49. of Notebook II he says, for example,
“then and only then” for “if and only if”, which one finds later. Instead of
three dots as a punctuation mark he uses two—perhaps because he wants
to abbreviate—but we have rendered that both in the source and the edited
version in the usual triple way.)
We have corrected Gödel’s not very numerous spelling mistakes, and did
not keep in the edited text peculiar or foreign spelling (like “tautologie” and
“geometrie”). If however an unusual spelling (like, for example, caracter
instead of character ) is permitted by the Oxford English Dictionary, then
we kept it. We have not corrected Gödel’s style in the notes, and we are
aware that it is often on the edge of the grammatically correct, and perhaps
even sometimes on the other side of the edge. In cases of doubt we opted for
keeping his words. We made this choice because thereby the reader should
be able to hear better Gödel lecturing, to hear his voice and not the voice
of somebody else. Gödel had at that time no doubt his own foreign accent,
which, since we ourselves are not native speakers of English, we did not want
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to replace with ours.
Gödel omitted in the notes many punctuation marks, in particular commas and quotation marks, but also full stops, presumably for the sake of
abbreviating. We have added them, in the source version with b and c and
in the edited text, together with some colons, only when we considered they
are absolutely indispensable, but we did not want to add all of them that
would usually be written. For example, Gödel practically never wrote commas before “then”, and we did not add those.
Gödel was very sparing in using quotation marks. (Initial quotation marks
he wrote in the German way ,, and not “.) He did not use them systematically
for naming words and sentences. We did put them at many places where we
were afraid understanding would be endangered, but at the cost of looking
unsystematic, as Gödel, we did not restore them everywhere. We felt that
in doing that, analogously to what we said in the preceding paragraph, we
would be too intrusive, and get too estranged from Gödel’s customs and
intentions. Perhaps he did not omit quotation marks just for the sake of
abbreviating, but wanted to use words autonymously, which might be related
to his involvement with self-reference (see the end of this introduction). Once
one becomes accustomed to this autonymous use, it hardly leads to confusion.
To make easier comparison with the scanned manuscript (which is the
only one we have seen), we have standardized only slightly the numbers of
the pages Gödel assigned to them there. These numbers are rendered in
both the source and edited version with boldface Arabic figures, followed by
a full stop, which is to be found in the manuscript, but not always, and also
further figures, Arabic, Roman, or letters found in the manuscript; examples will come in a moment. We found five successive, not very systematic,
numberings of pages in the manuscript starting from pages numbered 1. in
various notebooks. Some pages were left unnumbered by the numberings,
and we introduced our own way of naming them, usually with the label new
page.
We believe the first numbering is made of pp. 1.-26. I of Notebook I
(where a break occurs in that notebook). We will explain below why we
think these pages of Notebook I should precede Notebook 0.
The second numbering starts with pp. 1-38. of Notebook 0 (i.e. the whole
of that notebook), followed by pp. 38.1 II-44. II of Notebook I, followed by
pp. 33.-55.2 of Notebook II, followed by pp. 56.-60. of Notebook I, followed
finally by pp. 61.-76. of Notebook II. Our reasons for this complicated arrangement are in the sense of the text. For example, the involvement of
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Notebook II in this numbering has to do with the presentation of the axiom
system for propositional logic (see Section 1.1.9 in the edited text below). We
must warn however that though in this numbering the page numbers from
different notebooks sometimes fit perfectly, and follow the sense, sometimes
the fitting is somewhat less than perfect.
We have rearranged the page order in our edited version as the first and
second numberings require. In the source version the original order from
the scanned manuscript is kept in general, and also for the pages involved
in these numberings. The order of pages required by the remaining three
numberings are the same in the edited and source version and in the scanned
manuscript, with a small exception which we will mention in a moment.
The third numbering is from the initial, first, p. 1. of Notebook III up to
p. 53. of that notebook.
The fourth, longest, numbering is from the second p. 1. of Notebook III,
which is close to the end of the notebook, up to p. 157. of Notebook VII,
following more or less regularly the order of the notebooks and the numbering
in them.
A small rearrangement guided by subject matter is made in the edited
version in the last part of Section 1.1.10, where guided by subject matter
four pages from Notebook IV not numbered in the manuscript have been
inserted, which has made possible a perfect fitting in Section 1.1.14 Sequents
and natural deduction system.
The fifth, last and shortest, numbering is made of pp. 1.-7. of Notebook
VII, at the very end.
Zero precedes one, and presumably because of that, in the scanned manuscript Notebook 0 precedes Notebook I, while in §1.II of [Dawson 2005] one
finds that Notebook I “appears to be a rewritten, somewhat condensed version” of Notebook 0. It is however not clear in relevant cases that condensation from 0 to I is made, and sometimes the opposite, addition, from I to
0 seems to be at work. Sometimes even the text in Notebook 0 is shorter
than the corresponding text in Notebook I, from which it seems to have
been obtained by tidying up (cf. in the source version the text pp. 20.-21.
of Notebook 0 with the approximately twice longer corresponding text on
pp. 15.-16. of Notebook I). We want to present now additional reasons for
believing that Notebook I precedes Notebook 0, and that Notebook 0 together with the parts mentioned in the second numbering above is written
later and may be considered to supersede the pages of Notebook I in the first
numbering.
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From p. 4. until the end of p. 21. of Notebook I propositional variables
are written first mostly as capital P , Q and R, which are later on alternated
with the lower-case p, q and r. In the edited version they are all written
uniformly as lower-case, because when they alternate they might be confusing, while in the source version they are as in the manuscript. After p. 21.
of Notebook I and in Notebook 0 the lower-case letters only are used for
propositional variables. This usage is kept in Notebook II and later, and
the capital letters starting from p. 58. of Notebook I, which belongs to our
second numbering, and later, are used as schematic letters for formulae. The
notation in Notebook 0 seems to be a correction of that in Notebook I.
Before p. 42. II of Notebook I the signs + and −, which were used in the
notes for the 1935 Vienna course, are used instead of T and F for naming
truth values. The letters T and F are to be found in Notebook 0, on pages of
Notebook I that belong to our second numbering, and they are used regularly
in Notebook II and later. In the edited text we did not try to replace + and
− by T and F, because no confusion is likely.
The pages numbered in the manuscript with the suffix I in Notebook I,
which belong to our first numbering, could be superseded by pages after p.
23. of Notebook 0, which leave a better impression and belong to our second
numbering. The suffix II added in the manuscript to some later pages in
Notebook I would indicate that these pages belong to the second numbering.
In Notebook I decidability is considered with tautologies on pages that
make Section 1.1.7 Decidability for propositional logic of the edited text. In
Notebook 0 decidability is not considered, but it is considered more thoroughly on pp. 41. II-44. II of Notebook I, which belong to our second numbering.
The axioms of the system for propositional logic would appear for the first
time on p. 53. of Notebook II, which until the end Notebook II is followed
by a preliminary discussion of the role of primitive rules of inference in logic
(we consider this matter below in a more philosophical spirit), but no such
rule is given. The primitive inference rules are to be found on pp. 56.-59.
of Notebook I, and after them the four axioms are given again on p. 60. of
Notebook I. This induced part of the order in our second numbering.
On pp. 11.-12. of Notebook I Gödel writes something like handwritten o,
which we put (or perhaps σ), for exclusive disjunction, while on pp. 16. and
18. of Notebook 0 he has for it ◦, which is then again to be found on p. 44.
of Notebook II.
On the same pages pp. 11.-12. of Notebook I, and also on p. 7. of the
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same notebook, one finds a number of times a crossed out word “wrong”
replaced by “false”. In Notebook 0 “wrong” is not to be found and “false”
is used regularly, while later “wrong” occurs here and there, but “false”
predominates.
At the very beginning of the notes, the programme of the course is stated
together with a reprobation of traditional logic (which we will consider below
in this introduction). Citing the source version, a sentence in that part starts
with: “What the textbooks give and also what Arist.botlec gives is a more
or less arbitrary selection of the \ infinity of / bthec laws of logic” on p. 1.
of Notebook I, and with: “What the tradbitionalc logic gives is a more or
less arbitrary selection from the infinity of the laws of logic” on pp. 1-2. of
Notebook 0. We have not gone over the matter systematically, but it seems
to us that this is an indicative sample of what happens when one passes from
Notebook I to Notebook 0. In Notebook I we have “selection of the infinity of
laws of logic”, where “infinity of” has been inserted (“bthec” means that the
article has been added by us in the edited version), while in Notebook 0 we
have “selection from the infinity of the laws of logic”, which is less ambiguous
and better English. Note, by the way, that Aristotle and textbooks are not
mentioned here in Notebook 0 (on p. 1. of Notebook 0 a mention of textbooks
a little bit earlier has been crossed out, as marked by a footnote in the edited
version).
We conclude our discussion about Notebook I preceding Notebook 0 with
a detail that sets Notebook 0 apart, and that together with the number of
that notebook may point in the other direction. On the front cover of Notebook 0 one finds “Vorl. Log.”, while on the front covers of all the remaining
notebooks one finds “Log. Vorl.”, except for Notebook VII, where “Logik
Vorl.” is written (see the source version).
Gödel’s text has neither chapters nor sections, nor an explicit division
into lectures. The edited version and the source version make two chapters
in this book. We have divided the edited version into two parts, the first
about propositional and the second about predicate logic, and we have further divided these parts into sections which, as the parts, we have named
with our own words. Our titles of the parts and sections are not mentioned
in the source version. For them we use standard modern terminology and
not Gödel’s. We put “connectives” instead of “connections”. Gödel did not
use the expressions “functional completeness”, “disjunctive normal form”,
“conjunctive normal form”, “sequents”, “natural deduction”, “first-order languages”, “valid formulas” (he uses “tautology” also for these formulae, or he
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says that they are universally true). He uses the term “class” rather than
“set”, and we have kept it for naming Sections 1.2.7 and 1.2.8 in the edited
text. Our table of contents below is not exactly the same as that given in
[A. & D. 2016]. The present one is more detailed and follows more closely
the manuscript, including repetitions in it. We have added moreover to the
edited text an index for it.
Gödel did not pay very much attention in the notes to the division of
the text into paragraphs, and where we found it very desirable, following
either the sense of the text or rather the excessive length of the paragraphs
in the manuscript, we introduced new paragraphs, with due notice, using
bnew paragraphc, in the source version. We did not introduce them however
at all places where this might have been done, following a policy similar to
the one we had with punctuation marks.
Some, but not much, of Gödel’s text is unreadable and a very small
part of it is in shorthand. Sometimes it is not clear whether one has to
do with shorthand or unreadable text. We have not tried to decipher the
shorthand in the source version, because practically everywhere it occurs in
parts omitted in the edited version, which do not belong at all to the main
text, and sometimes are not directly about logic (as, for example, in the
theological remarks at the beginning of Notebook VII). We did not find we
need this decipherment. The unreadable portions of the text are marked with
the words “unreadable text”, “unreadable symbol”, or something related.
Pages written not very systematically, not numbered, with lists of formulae, jottings, and some unreadable text, crossed out to a great extent,
have been rendered as far as possible in the source version but not in the
edited one. We did not want to be too intrusive by making a selection in this
text, which we estimate should not all belong to the edited version. There
are thirteen such pages at the end of Notebook III. Notebook VII starts
with nine, not numbered, pages of remarks and questions mostly theological,
partly unreadable, partly in shorthand, and all seemingly not closely related
to the remaining notes for the course. They are rendered as far as possible
in the source version but not in the edited one. The text crossed out in the
manuscript is not in the edited version.
The underlined parts of the manuscript have in principle been rendered
in the edited version by italics. The underlining has however been kept in
derivations where it can play a special role.
As we said in [A. & D. 2016] (see the section Major problems and branches
of logic), [Hilbert & Ackermann 1928] influenced Gödel in general, and that
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influence is to be found in the Notre Dame course too. (This influence might
be seen in details like the remarks on the Latin aut and vel on p. 9. of Notebook 0, which follow [Hilbert & Ackermann 1928], Section I.§1, but Gödel
also mentions sive. . . sive on p. 7. of Notebook I.) In the notes Gödel does
not use the expressions “formal language” and “inductive definition”, and
does not have a proper inductive definition of the formal language, i.e. of the
formulae, of propositional logic (he comes nearest to that on pp. 11. and 15.
of Notebook 0 and p. 8. of Notebook I). The formal language of propositional
logic is not defined more precisely in [Hilbert & Ackermann 1928], though a
formal language of first-order predicate logic is defined by a regular inductive
definition in Section III.§4. In the Notre Dame notes however, the formulae
of predicate logic are not defined more precisely than those of propositional
logic (see pp. 32.ff of Notebook IV). It seems that in many textbooks of logic,
at that time and later, and even today, clear inductive definitions of formal
languages might be lacking, the matter being taken for granted.
In the precise inductive definition of formulae in [Gödel 1931] (Section 2,
pp. 52-53 in the Collected Works), his most famous paper, Gödel has the
clauses that if a is a formula, then ∼ (a) is a formula, and that if a and b
are formulae, then (a) ∨ (b) is a formula. This definition excludes outermost
parentheses, but in complex formulae it puts parentheses around propositional letters and negations, where they might be deemed unnecessary. This
way of dealing with parentheses should explain why on pp. 14.-15. of Notebook 0 (and occasionally also elsewhere, as on pp. 23.ff of Notebook III) it
is taken that there are parentheses around negations, as in (∼ p), which are
not customary, and that there should be a convention that permits to omit
them.
To prefix the universal and existential quantifiers (x) and (∃x) square
brackets are put in the notes around formulae before which they are prefixed, which is also neither customary nor necessary, as noted on p. 41. of
Notebook IV, where in some cases it is permitted, but not required, to omit
these brackets. As in some other matters of logical notation, neither the convention to write the brackets nor the permission to omit them are followed
systematically (see pp. 32.a ff of Notebook IV). We have not tried to mend
always this and similar matters in the edited text. Besides corrections of
slips of the pen, found in formulae as well as in English, but not very numerous, we have made changes of what is in the manuscript in cases where we
estimated that understanding would be hampered.
Gödel’s usage in the notes is not very systematic and consistent, neither
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concerning formalities of logical notation, nor concerning matters of ordinary
English, including punctuation marks (which he does not use as much as it
is usual). One should however always bear in mind that the notes were
presumably meant only for himself, and he could correct in the lectures
whatever irregularity they contain. This matter concerns also sometimes
the meaning of his text, which taken literally is not correct. He speaks, for
instance, nearly always of substitution of objects and not of their names for
individual variables (on p. 42. of Notebook IV one finds, for example, “the
free variables are replaced by individual objects”). On p. 138. of Notebook
VI he says “for any arbitrary object which you substitute for x”, but three
lines below he says “if you substitute for x the name of an arbitrary object”.
On p. 139. of Notebook VII he has “if you substitute for x the name of an
arbitrary object”, with “the name of” inserted later (which in our source
version is rendered with \ and / ). So one may take that Gödel had always
in mind the correct statements mentioning names, which at most places he
omitted for the sake of abbreviating, which he relied on very much. (It is also
possible that sometimes, except where names are mentioned, by substituting
an object for a variable Gödel meant interpreting the variable by the object.)
Gödel’s definition of tautology for propositional logic (see pp. 33. of Notebook 0 and 25. I. of Notebook I) and valid formula, i.e. tautology or universally true formula in his terminology, for predicate logic (see p. 45. of
Notebook IV) are not very formal. His definitions could be taken as defining
syntactical notions based on substitution, if this substitution is not understood as model-theoretical interpretation (cf. the parenthetical remark at
the end of the paragraph before the preceding one). The word “model” does
not however occur in the notes, and the notion, which is somehow taken for
granted, is not introduced with much detail.
Concerning tautologies of predicate logic, one finds on p. 54. of Notebook
IV and p. 55. of Notebook V: “An expression is a tautology if it is true in a
world with infinitely many individuals, i.e. one can prove that whenever an
expression is universally true in a world with infinitely many objects it is true
in any world no matter how many individuals there may be and of course
also vice versa.” Gödel says that he cannot enter into the proof of that. (For
this matter one may consult Section III.§12 of [Hilbert & Ackermann 1928].)
Gödel seems parsimonious by relying a lot on abbreviations, but he does
not spare his energy and time in explaining quite simple matters in great
detail, and in repeating himself. He addresses beginners, and does not forget
that they are that. This might be a reason to add to those mentioned in the
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following concluding remark in §1.II of [Dawson 2005] concerning the Notre
Dame notes: “Although the material is standard, the choice and ordering
of topics, as well as some of the examples that are discussed, may well be
of pedagogical interest.” In the remainder of this introduction, we will give
reasons that should be added to those given in [A. & D. 2016], [D. & A. 2016]
and [D.&A. 2016a] to justify our belief that the interest of these notes is not
just pedagogical.
Our involvement with Gödel’s notes from Notre Dame started with an
interest in Gödel’s views concerning deduction, about which we wrote in
[D. & A. 2016] and [D.&A. 2016a]. This was the main reason for our getting
into the project, which, as can be gathered from [A. & D. 2016], led to other
matters concerning the course that we found interesting. (Also, one of us
taught a logic course as a visiting professor at Notre Dame when he turned
33.) Concerning deduction, we would like to add here that on pp. 69.-70.
of Notebook II Gödel commends derived rules and says “in our system we
cannot only derive formulas but also new rules of inference”. We believe
this short remark is in accordance with our discussion in [D.&A. 2016a] and
[D. & A. 2016] of Gödel’s natural deduction system of Notebook IV and his
recommendation of it in Notebook III. Gödel’s remarks about rules of inference on pp. 52.-55.2 at the end of Notebook II, which in the edited text
are at the beginning of Section 1.1.9 Axiom system for propositional logic,
are relevant too for Gödel’s opinions about deduction. Gödel says there that
if rules are not formulated explicitly and derivability is understood as, for
example, in geometry, where it means “follows by logical inference”, then
“every logical law would be derivable from any other” (p. 55.1 of Notebook
II; cf. the second p. 4. towards the end of Notebook III).
In the edited text we entitled Section 1.1.4 of Notebook 0 and the corresponding Section 1.1.1 of Notebook I Failure of traditional logic—the two
gaps. Before dealing with the two gaps, let us survey other aspects of this
failure in connection with matters in the notes. There is first the arbitrariness
and narrowness of the selection of the type of logical form to be investigated.
The logical words selected are not completely pure (quantifiers are meshed
with the connectives in the Aristotelian a, e, i, o forms), and they do not
cover completely the propositional connectives, as Gödel points out towards
the end of Section 1.2.8 of the edited text (this is a matter in the sphere
of functional completeness, treated by Gödel in Section 1.1.8 of the edited
text).
These words are also incomplete because they do not cover the quantifiers,
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as it is clearly shown by the envisaged axiomatization of Aristotelian syllogistic as a formal theory of propositional logic in Section 1.2.8 Classes and
Aristotelian moods of the edited text. (We have said in § 16 of [A. & D. 2016]
that Lukasiewicz was working on such a presentation of Aristotelian syllogistic not much later than Gödel in the Notre Dame course, if not at the
same time, and they approached the subject in very much the same manner.
This was a short while before the invasion of Poland and the outbreak of the
Second World War, when Gödel was back in Vienna.)
Relations of arity greater than the arity one, which properties have, are
also left out in the Aristotelian approach, and this is another crucial incompleteness, as Gödel says in the third paragraph of Section 1.2.1 First-order
languages and valid formulas of the edited text, because these relations are
more important than properties “for the applications of logic in mathematics and other sciences”. He also notes in the following paragraph of that
section: “Most of the predicates of everyday language are relations and not
properties.”
Traditional logic deals exclusively with unary predicates, tied to properties, but it is incomplete also because it does not take all of them into account.
Those which have an empty extension are left out, and this is detrimental
for the use of logic, as Gödel says in Section 1.2.6 Existential presuppositions
of the edited text. First, logic becomes dependent on empirical matters,
and it also becomes impossible to use logic for answering in mathematics or
elsewhere the question whether there is something that satisfies a property.
Like leaving out zero in mathematics, it makes also the theory unnecessarily
more complicated and uglier, if it does not end up in confusion and outright
mistakes with the four wrong moods among the 19 moods, or with the conviction that no conclusion can be drawn where this is not the case (see the
end of Section 1.2.8).
In Sections 1.1.4 and 1.1.1 Gödel speaks about traditional logic failing to
present logical laws as theorems of a deductive system. Occasionally in the
past one heard boasts concerning this matter, which were based neither on
a proof nor even a clear conception of the completeness in question. With
a slight knowledge concerning classes and a few operations on them, which
is based on a small, simple and intuitive fragment of propositional logic, of
which Aristotelian logic is not aware, all the correct 15 Aristotelian moods are
contained in a single formula (see Section 1.2.8). Decidability, which Gödel
calls completeness (see the remarks about the first gap below), is beyond the
narrow horizon of traditional logic.
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So taking into account several kinds of completeness, traditional logic
failed to reach any of them. It is a complete failure. Traditional logic seems
at first glance to be much present in Gödel’s course, but only in the Stoic’s
anticipatory discovery of connectives and propositional logical form there is
something mentioned with approval—in the Aristotelian heritage nothing.
This complete failure of traditional logic in matters of completeness should
certainly be taken into account in the explanation of the waste of the realm
of traditional logic, which Greek mathematicians and most of the later ones
ignored in their work, while some, like Descartes, condemned severely, centuries ago. Gödel’s measured but thorough condemnation is made in the
light of various aspects of completeness, a modern theme developed by him
with success in logic and mathematics.
Gödel says that his chief aim in the propositional part of the course is to
fill two gaps, solve two problems, which traditional logic failed to deal with,
let alone solve (see the bottom of p. 3. of Notebook 0 and the bottom of
p. 2. and the top of p. 3. of Notebook I). The first is he says the problem
of completeness of logical inference and logically true propositions, which
he explicates as decidability, and the second is the problem of showing how
all of them can be deduced from a small—he says “minimum”—number of
primitive laws. He considers the first problem solved by showing that the
notion of tautology is decidable (see the bottom of p. 43. II of Notebook I),
and the second is solved by proving a deductive system for propositional
logic complete (i.e. the sets of provable formulae and tautologies coincide;
see the second p. 2. towards the end of Notebook III). The two analogous
problems for predicate logic are considered on p. 47. of Notebook IV. Gödel
mentions that the second completeness problem was solved positively, and he
gives indications concerning the negative solution of the first completeness
problem, i.e. decidability, without entering into the proofs. He mentions the
decidability of the monadic fragment.
For propositional logic Gödel considers (at the end of p. 43. II of Notebook I) that providing a decision procedure is even more than what is required
for solving the first problem, as if he thought that providing concretely such
a procedure (which is moreover easy to understand) is more than showing
decidability nonconstructively. Usually today, completeness is understood
in such a way that showing just the recursive enumerability of the set of
tautologies is enough for it, and showing the recursiveness of that set is
not compulsory. Decidability, i.e. the recursiveness of the set of tautologies,
amounts to showing that both this set and its complement with respect to
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the set of formulae, are recursively enumerable, and so it makes sense to call
decidability too completeness; it is completeness in a stronger sense. Gödel
in any case distinguished the first problem, and the completeness involved in
this problem, from the second problem of showing completeness with respect
to a deductive system. From a positive solution of the first problem one
can deduce the recursive enuberability of the set of logical laws, but that is
not enough for the second problem, which awaits to be solved. By not reducing proof theory to recursion theory, Gödel took deduction as a separate
important matter.
In that context, speaking of rules of inference Gödel says: “And of course
we shall try to work with as few as possible.” (p. 54. of Notebook II) The
“of course” in this sentence reflects something still in the air at the time
the course was given, about which we spoke in Section 5 of [D.&A. 2016a].
Gödel’s advocacy of minimality is also related to the problem of independence of the axioms, with which he dealt in Section 1.1.12 of the edited text
concerning his axiom system for propositional logic. This is besides completeness and decidability one of the main problems of logic, to which many
investigations in set theory, in which Gödel was involved too, were devoted.
We believe that his advocacy of minimality has however also to do with the
following.
We said above several times that Gödel used abbreviations very much.
The economy brought by them is not only, so to speak, physical—with them
less paper is needed, less ink, the reading is quicker. This economy is also of
a conceptual kind. The Chinese way of writing need not have evolved from
abbreviations, but it is as if it did. By moving away from the phonetic way
of writing we do not represent concepts indirectly through the mediation of
spoken words, which are represented in our writing. We represent the concepts directly. The written word “two” represents the number two indirectly
through the mediation of the spoken word, while the figure 2 represents it
directly. The written word “prop.” moves away from the representation of
the spoken word “proposition” (and the context is practically always sufficient not to confuse it with the “prop.” of “property”). The abbreviation
“log.” in our example above stands for different words of different grammatical categories, as a Chinese character does. The Chinese way and the similar
mathematical one are eminently reasonable, and bring advantages once one
becomes accustomed to them.
Mathematical notation is far from phonetic. If something phonetic is
still present in it, it is through abbreviations, or traces of abbreviations,
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often initial letters, as with functions being usually called f . There might be
something mathematical in Gödel’s inclination towards abbreviations.
Gödel’s lectures end in the notes with Section 1.2.10 Type theory and
paradoxes of the edited text (pp. 127.-140. of Notebook VI and 137.-157.
of Notebook VII, which precedes Section 1.2.11 Examples and samples of
previous subjects, which does not seem to be a lecture), where he presents
Russell’s paradox not explicitly as a set-theoretical matter, but through the
predicate Φ, read “impredicable”, such that Φ(x) is equivalent with ∼ x(x)
(see p. 142. of Notebook VII; he follows there [Hilbert & Ackermann 1928],
Section IV.§4). Then on pp. 149.-156. of Notebook VII he argues forcibly
that self-reference (his term is “self-reflexivity”) should not be blamed for the
contradiction. He says that rejecting self-reference, which inspired Russell’s
theory of types, both in its ramified and in its simplified form, excludes
many legitimate arguments based on self-reference, which do not lead to
contradiction and are necessary for building set theory (pp. 155.-156. of
Notebook VII). The contradiction in the paradoxes is due to the illegitimacy
of taking that there is a complete, achieved, totality of all objects—or to put
it in other words, the impossibility to achieve completeness in the extensional
realm.
It would be in Gödel’s style to write: “Abbr. is an abbr”. The turn
towards the conceptual here need not however be simply mathematical, because the self-reference involved could be akin not only to that made famous
by [Gödel 1931] but also to the intensional logic of the future (about which
we said something in Section 5 of [D. & A. 2016]), where with legitimate selfreference the achievement of completeness is expected.
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Chapter 1
EDITED TEXT
1.1
1.1.1

Propositional logic
Failure of traditional logic—the two gaps

JNotebook IK J1.K Logic is usually defined as the science whose object are
the laws of correct thinking. According to this definition the central part of
logic must be the theory of inference and the theory of logically true propositions [as e.g. the law of excluded middle] and in order to get acquainted with
mathematical logic it is perhaps best to go in medias res and begin with this
central part.
Professor Menger has pointed out in his introductory lecture that the
treatment of these things in traditional logic and in the current textbooks
is unsatisfactory. Unsatisfactory from several standpoints. First from the
standpoint of completeness. What the textbooks and also what Aristotle
gives is a more or less arbitrary selection of the infinity of the laws of logic,
whereas in a systematic treatment as is given in mathematical logic we shall
have to develop methods which allow J2.K us to obtain all possible logically
true propositions and to decide of any given proposition whether or not it is
logically true or of an inference whether it is correct or not. But secondly
the classical treatment is also unsatisfactory as to the question of reducing
the1 laws of logic to a certain number of primitive laws from which they
1

If the crossed out “inf.”, which appears at this place in the manuscript, is interpreted
instead as underlined, which is possible, this might be taken as an abbreviation for “infinity”. Above in this paragraph and at the beginning of p. 2. of Notebook 0 one finds the
phrase “the infinity of the laws of logic”.
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can be deduced. Although it is sometimes claimed that everything can be
deduced from the three fundamental laws of contradiction, excluded middle
and identity or from the modus Barbara this claim has never been proved or
even clearly formulated in traditional logic.
The chief aim in the first part of these lectures will be to fill those two
gaps [solve those two problems in a satisfactory way], i.e. to give as far as
possible a complete theory of logical inference and logically true propositions,
J3.K complete at least for a certain very wide domain of propositions, and to
show how they can be reduced to a certain number of primitive laws.
The theory of syllogisms2 as presented in the current textbooks is usually
divided into two parts:
1. The Aristotelian figures and moods of inference including the inferences
with one premise (e.g. contradiction),
2. inferences of an entirely different kind which are treated under the
heading of hypothetical disjunctive conjunctive inferences and which
seem to be a Stoic addition to the Aristotelian figures.
Let us begin with the syllogisms of the second kind which turn out to be
much more fundamental. We have for instance the modus ponendo ponens.
J4.K From the two premises
1. If Leibnitz has invented the infinitesimal calculus he was a great
mathematician,
2. Leibnitz has invented the infinitesimal calculus,
we conclude
Leibnitz was a great mathematician.
Generally, if p and q are arbitrary propositions and if we have the two
premises
1. If p so q,
2. p,
we can conclude
q.
Or take a disjunctive inference tollendo ponens. If we have the two premises
2

or syllogistic
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1. Either p or q,
2. Not p,
we can conclude
q.
It is possible to express this is syllogism by one logically true proposition
as follows:
If either p or q and if not-p then q.
This whole statement will be true whatever p, q may be.
Now what is the most striking caracter of these inferences which distinguishes them from the Aristotelian syllogistic figures? It is this: J5.K that in
order to make those inferences it is not necessary to know anything about
the structure of p and q. p or q (may themselves be disjunctive or hypothetical propositions), they may be affirmative or negative propositions, or
they may be simple or as complicated as you want; all this is indifferent for
this syllogism, i.e. only propositions as a whole occur in it and it is this fact
that makes this kind of syllogism simpler and more fundamental than the
Aristotelian. The law of contradiction and excluded middle would be other
examples of logical laws of this kind. Because e.g. the law of excluded middle
say for any proposition p either p or ∼ p is true and this quite independently
of the structure of p. With the Aristotelian logical syllogism it is of course
quite different; they depend on the structure of the propositions involved,
e.g. in order to apply the mood Barbara you must know e.g. that the two
premises are general affirmative propositions.

1.1.2

Connectives

Now the theory J6.K of logically true propositions and logical inferences in
which only propositions as a whole occur is called calculus of propositions. In
order to subject it to a systematic treatment we have first to examine more
in detail the connections3 between propositions which can occur in there
inferences, i.e. the or, and, if. . . so, and the not. One has introduced special
symbols to denote them, in fact there are two different symbolisms for them,
3

“connective” would be more suitable than “connection”, but Gödel does not seem
to have used that word at that time (see the last footnote on p. 10. of Notebook 0);
“connection” is put at analogous places below.
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the Russell and the Hilbert symbolism. I shall use in these lectures Russell’s
symbolism. In this not is denoted by ∼, and by a dot . , or by ∨ and the
if. . . so by ⊃, J7.K i.e. if p, q are arbitrary propositions then ∼ p means p
is false, p . q means both p and q are true, p ∨ q means at least one of the
propositions p, q is true, either both are true or one is true and the other one
false. This is different from the meaning that is given to the or in traditional
logic. There we have to do with the exclusive or, in Latin aut. . . aut, which
means that exactly one of the two propositions p, q is true and the other
one is false, whereas this logical symbol for or has the meaning of the Latin
sive. . . sive, i.e. one of the two propositions is true where it is not excluded
that both are true. The exclusive or as we shall see later can be expressed
by a combination of the other logistic symbols, but one has not introduced a
proper symbol for it because it turns out not to be as fundamental as the or
in the sense of sive. . . sive; J8.K it is not very often used. The next symbol
is the ⊃. If p, q are two propositions p ⊃ q means if p so q, i.e. p implies
q. Finally we introduce a fifth connection p ≡ q (p equivalent to q) which
means both p ⊃ q and q ⊃ p.
The five connections introduced so far are called respectively negation,
conjunction, disjunction, implication, equivalence, and all of them are called
connections or operations of the calculus of propositions. Conjunction and
disjunction are also called logical product and logical sum respectively. All
of the mentioned logical operations excluding negation are operations with
two arguments, i.e. they form a new proposition out of two given ones, for
example, p∨q. Only the negation is an operation with one argument forming
a new proposition ∼ p out of any single given proposition.
Not only the operations ⊃, ∨ and . are called implication, disjunction
and conjunction, but also an expression of the form p ⊃ q, p ∨ q is called an
implication etc., where p, q may again be expressions involving again ⊃, ∨ etc.
and p, q are called respectively first and second member. Of course if p and
q are propositions then ∼ p, ∼ q, p ∨ q, p . q and p ⊃ q are also propositions
and hence to them the operations of the calculus of propositions can again
be applied, so as to get more complex expressions, e.g. p ∨ (q . r), either p is
true or q and r are both true.
The disjunctive inference I mentioned before would read in this symbolism
as follows: [(p ∨ q) . ∼ p] ⊃ q. You see in more complex expressions as this
one brackets have to be used exactly as in algebra in order to indicate the
order in which the operations have to be applied. E.g. if I put the round
brackets in this expression like this p ∨ (q . ∼ p), it would have a different
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meaning, namely either p is true or q and ∼ p are both true.
There is an interesting J9.K remark due to Lukasiewicz that one can dispense with the brackets if one writes the operational symbols ∨, ⊃ etc. always
in front of the propositions to which they are applied, e.g. ⊃ p q instead of
p ⊃ q. Then e.g. the two different possibilities for the expression in square
brackets would be distinguished automatically because the first would be
written as follows . ∨ p q ∼ p; the second would read ∨p . q ∼ p, so that they
differ from each other without the use of brackets as you see and it can be
proved that it is quite generally so. But since the formulas in the bracket
notation are more easily readable I shall stick to this notation and put the
operational symbols in between the propositions.
You know in algebra one can spare many brackets by the convention that
the J10.K multiplication connects stronger than addition; e.g. a · b + c means
(a · b) + c and not a · (b + c). We can do something similar here by stipulating
an order of the strength in which the logical symbols bind, so that:
1. the ∼ (and similarly any operation with just one proposition as argument) connects stronger than any operation with two arguments, as ∨,
⊃ and ., so that ∼ p ∨ q means (∼ p) ∨ q and not ∼ (p ∨ q);
2. the disjunction and conjunction bind stronger than implication and
equivalence, so that e.g. p ∨ q ⊃ r . s means (p ∨ q) ⊃ (r . s) and not
perhaps p ∨ [(q ⊃ r) . s].
A third convention consists in leaving out brackets in such expressions as
(p ∨ q) ∨ r exactly as in (a + b) + c. A similar convention is made for. . .
After those merely symbolic conventions the next thing we have to do
is to examine in more detail the meaning of the operations of the calculus
of propositions. J11.K Take e.g. disjunction ∨. If any two propositions p, q
are given p ∨ q will again be a proposition. Hence the disjunction is an
operation which applied to any two propositions gives again a proposition.
But now (and this is the decisive point) this operation is such that the truth
or falsehood of the composite proposition p ∨ q depends in a definite way
on the truth or falsehood of the constituents p, q. This dependence can be
expressed most clearly in the form of a table as follows: let us form three
columns, one headed by p, one by q, one by p ∨ q, and let us write + for true
and − for false. Then for the proposition p ∨ q we have the following four
possibilities:
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p
+
+
−
−

q
+
−
+
−

p∨q
+
+
+
−

poq
−
+
+
−

Now J12.K for each of these four cases we can determine whether p ∨ q will be
true or false, namely since p ∨ q means that one or both of the propositions
p, q are true it will be true in the first, second and third case, and false in
the last case. And we can consider this table as the most precise definition
of what ∨ means.
It is usual to call truth and falsehood the truth values, so there are exactly
two truth values, and say that a true proposition has the truth value “truth”
(denoted by +) and a false proposition has the truth value “false” (denoted
by −), so that any proposition has a uniquely determined truth value. The
truth table then shows how the truth value of the composite expressions
depends on the truth value of the constituents. The exclusive or would have
another truth table; namely if we denote it by o for the moment we have that
p o q is false if both p and q are true, and it is false if both are false but true
in the two other cases. The operation ∼ J13.K has of course the following
truth table:
p ∼p
+ −
− +
Here we have only two possibilities: p true or p wrong, and in the first case
we have that not-p is wrong while in the second it is true. Also the truth
table for . can easily be determined:
p q
+ +
+ −
− +
− −

p.q
+
−
−
−

(I think I will leave that to you.)
A little more difficult is the question of the truth table for ⊃. J14.K p ⊃ q
was defined to mean “If p is true q is also true”. So let us assume that for
two given propositions p, q we know that p ⊃ q is true, i.e. assume that we
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know “If p then q” but nothing else. What can we conclude then about the
possible truth values of p and q?
Assumption p ⊃ q
p
−
−
+
+

q
+
−
+
−






possible truth values for p, q




impossible

First it may certainly happen that p is false because the assumption statement “If p then q” says nothing about the truth or falsehood of p. And in
this case where p is false q may be true as well as false because the assumption “If p then q” says nothing about what happens to q if p is false but
only if p is true. So we have both possibilities: p false q true, p false q false.
Next we have the possibility that p is true. J15.K But in this case owing to
the assumption q must also be true. So that the possibility p true q false
is excluded and we have only this third possibility p true q true, and this
possibility may of course really happen. So from the assumption p ⊃ q it
follows that either one of the first three cases happens. But we have also vice
versa: If one of the first three possibilities of the truth values is realized then
(p ⊃ q) is true. Because let us assume we know that one of the three cases
written down is realized. I claim then we know also: “If p is true then q is
true”. If p is true only the third of the three possibilities can be realized (in
all the others p is false), but in this third possibility q is true. J16.K So we
see that the statement p ⊃ q is exactly equivalent with the statement that
one of the three marked cases for the distribution of truth values is realized,
i.e. p ⊃ q is true in each of the three marked cases and false in the last case.
So we have obtained a truth table for implication. However there are two
important remarks about it namely:
1. Exactly the same truth table can also be obtained by a combination
of operations introduced previously, namely ∼ p ∨ q has the same truth table
p
−
−
+
+

q ∼p
− +
+ +
− −
+ −

∼p∨q
+
+
−
+
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J17.K Since p ⊃ q and ∼ p ∨ q have the same truth table they will be
equivalent, i.e. whenever the one expression is true the other one will also be
true and vice versa. This makes it possible to define p ⊃ q by ∼ p ∨ q and
this is the standard way of introducing implication in mathematical logic.
2. The second remark about implication is this. We must be careful not
to forget that p ⊃ q was understood to mean simply “If p then q” and only
this made the construction of the truth table possible. We have deduced
the truth table for implication from the assumption that p ⊃ q means “If
p then q” and nothing else. There are other meanings J18.K perhaps even
more suggested by the term implication for which our truth table would
be completely inadequate. E.g. p ⊃ q could be given the meaning: q is a
logical consequence of p, i.e. q can be derived from p by means of a chain of
syllogisms.
This kind of implication is usually called strict implication and denoted
in this way ≺ and the implication p ⊃ q defined before is called material
implication if it is to be distinguished. Now it is easy to see that our truth
table is false for strict implication. In order to prove that consider the first
line of a supposed such table
p q p≺q
+ +

where p and J19.K q are both true and ask what will be the truth value of p ≺
strictly q. It is clear that this truth value will not be uniquely determined.
For take e.g. for p the proposition “The earth is a sphere” and for q “The
earth is not a disk”. Then p and q are both true and p ≺ q is also true
because from the proposition that the earth is a sphere it follows by logical
inference that it is not a disk; on the other hand if you take for p again the
same proposition and for q “France is a republic” then again both p and
q are true but p ≺ q is wrong. J20.K So we see the truth value of p ≺ q
is not uniquely determined by the truth values of p and q, and therefore
no truth table exists. Such connections4 for which no truth table exists are
called intensional as opposed to extensional ones for which they do exist.
The extensional connections are called also truth functions.
4

The plural of “connective” would be more suitable (see the footnote on p. 6. of the
present Notebook I).
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So we see the implication which we introduced does not mean logical
consequence. Its meaning is best given by the simple “if then” which has
much wider significance than just logical consequence. E.g. if I say “If he
cannot come he will telephone to you”, that has nothing to do with logical
relations between J21.K his coming and his telephoning, but it simply means
he will either come or telephone which is exactly the meaning expressed by
the truth table. Now the decisive point is that we don’t need any other kind
of implication besides material in order to develop the theory of inference
because in order to make the conclusion from a proposition p to a proposition
q it is not necessary to know that q is a logical consequence of p. It is
quite sufficient to know “If p is true q is true”. Therefore I shall use only
material implication, at least in the first half of my lectures, and use the
terms “implies” and “it follows” only in this sense.
J22.K This simplifies very much the whole theory of inference because
material implication defined by the truth table is a much simpler notion. I
do not want to say by this that a theory of strict implication may not be
interesting and important for certain purposes; in fact I hope to speak about
it later on in my lectures. But its theory belongs to an entirely different part
of logic than that with which we are dealing at present, namely it belongs to
the logic of modalities.
Now I come to some apparently paradoxical consequences of our definition
of implication whose paradoxicality however disappears if we remember that
implication does not mean logical consequence. Namely if we look at the
truth table for p ⊃ q we see at once that p ⊃ q is always true if q is true
whatever p may be. So that means a true proposition is implied by any
proposition. Secondly we see that p ⊃ q is always true if p is false whatever
q J23. IK may be; i.e. a false proposition implies any proposition whatsoever.
In other words: “An implication with true second member is true (whatever
the first member may be) and an implication with a false first member is
always true (whatever the second member may be).” Or written in formulas
this means q ⊃ (p ⊃ q), ∼ p ⊃ (p ⊃ q). Both of these formulas are also
immediate consequences of the fact that p ⊃ q is equivalent with ∼ p ∨ q
because ∼ p ∨ q says exactly either p is false or q is true, so it will always
be true if p is false and if q is true whatever the other proposition may be.
These formulas are rather unexpected and if we apply them to special cases
we get strange consequences. E.g. J24.K “The earth is not a sphere” implies
that France is a republic, but it also implies that France is not a republic
because a false proposition implies any proposition whatsoever. Similarly
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the proposition “France is a republic” is implied by any other proposition
whatsoever, true or false. But these consequences are only paradoxical if
we understand implication to mean logical consequence. For the “if. . . so”
meaning they are quite natural, e.g. q ⊃ (p ⊃ q) means: If q is true then q is
true also if p is true, and ∼ p ⊃ (p ⊃ q) If we have a false proposition p then
if p is true anything is true. J25. IK Another of these so called paradoxical
consequences is this (p ⊃ q) ∨ (q ⊃ p), i.e. of any two arbitrary propositions
one must imply the other one. That it must be so is proved as follows: q
must be either true or false; if q is true the first member of the disjunction is
true and if q is false the second member is true because a false proposition
implies any other. So (one of the two members of the implication is true)
either p ⊃ q or q ⊃ p in any case.

1.1.3

Tautologies

We have here three examples of logically true formulas,5 i.e. formulas which
are true whatever the propositions p, q may be. Such formulas are called
tautological and it is exactly the chief aim of the calculus of propositions to
investigate those tautological formulas.
I shall begin with discussing a few more examples of such logically true
propositions before going over to general considerations. J26. IK We have
at first the traditional hypothetical and disjunctive inferences which in our
notation read as follows:
1. p . (p ⊃ q) ⊃ q

ponendo ponens

[2. ∼ q . (p ⊃ q) ⊃ ∼ p

tollendo tollens]

3. (p ∨ q) . ∼ q ⊃ p tollendo ponens
disjunctive ponendo tollens does not hold for the not exclusive ∨ which
we have
4. The inference which is called dilemma
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q)

1.1.4

Failure of traditional logic—the two gaps

JNotebook 0K J1.K Logic is usually defined as the science of the laws of
correct thinking. According to this definition the central part of logic must
5

see pp. 23. I-25. I of the present Notebook I
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be the theory of inference and the theory of logically true propositions. By
a logically true proposition I mean a proposition which is true for merely
logical reasons as e.g. the law of excluded middle, which says that for any
proposition p either p or ∼ p is true. I intend to go in medias res right away
and to begin with this central part.
As Professor Menger has pointed out in his introductory lecture the treatment of these things, inferences and logically true propositions, in traditional
logic6 is unsatisfactory in some respect. First with respect to completeness.
What the J2.K traditional logic gives is a more or less arbitrary selection
from the infinity of the laws of logic, whereas in a systematic treatment we
shall have to develop methods which allow us to obtain as far as possible all
logically true propositions and methods which allow to decide of arbitrary
given propositions whether or not they are logically true. But the classical
treatment is unsatisfactory also in another respect; namely as to the question of reducing the laws of logic to a certain number of primitive laws from
which J3.K all the others can be deduced. Although it is sometimes claimed
that everything can be deduced from the law of contradiction or from the
first Aristotelian figure, this claim has never been proved or even clearly
formulated in traditional logic.
The chief aim in the first part of this seminary will be to fill these two
gaps of traditional logic, i.e. 1. to give as far as possible a complete theory
of logical inference and of logically true propositions and 2. to show how all
of them can be deduced from a minimum number of primitive laws.
J4.K The theory of inference as presented in the current textbooks is
usually divided into two parts:
1. The Aristotelian figures and moods including the inferences with one
premise, i.e. conversion, contraposition etc.
2. Inferences of an entirely different kind, which are treated under the
heading of hypothetical disjunctive conjunctive inference, and which
are a Stoic addition to the Aristotelian figures.
Let us begin with these inferences of the second kind, which turn out to
be more fundamental than the Aristotelian figures.
Take the following examples of the disjunctive inference tollendo ponens:
J5.K From the two premises
6

The following text is here crossed out in the manuscript: “and in most of the current
textbooks”.
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1. Nero was either insane or a criminal,
2. Nero was not insane,
we can conclude
Nero was a criminal.
1. Today is either Sunday or a holiday,
2. Today is not Sunday,
Today is a holiday.
Generally, if p, q are two arbitrary propositions and we have the two
premises
1. Either p or q,
2. not-p,
we can conclude
q.
It is possible to express this syllogism by one logically true proposition as
follows:
“(If either p or q and not-p) then q”
This whole proposition under quotation marks will be true whatever the
propositions p and q may be.
J6.K Now what is the caracter of this inference which distinguishes it from
the Aristotelian figures? It is this that in order to make this inference it is
not necessary to know anything about the structure of the propositions p
and q. p and q may be affirmative or negative propositions, they may be
simple or complicated, they may themselves be disjunctive or hypothetical
propositions; all this is indifferent for this syllogism, i.e. only propositions
as a whole occur in it, and it is this caracter that makes this kind of syllogism simpler and more fundamental than e.g. the Aristotelian J7.K figures,
which depend on the structure of the propositions involved. E.g. in order to
make an inference by mood Barbara you must know that the two premises
are universal affirmative. Another example of a logical law in which only
propositions as a whole occur would be the law of excluded middle, which
says: For any proposition p either p or not-p is true.
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Connectives

Now the theory of those laws of logic in which only propositions as a whole
occur is called calculus of propositions, and it is exclusively with this part
of mathematical logic that we shall have J8.K to do in the next few lectures.
We have to begin with examining in more detail the connections between
propositions which occur in the inferences concerned, i.e. the or, and, if, not.
One has introduced special symbols to denote them. “Not” is denoted by
a circumflex,“and” by a dot, “or” by a kind of abbreviated v (derived from
vel), “if then” is denoted by this symbol similar to a horseshoe:
not
and
or
if. . . then
equivalent

∼
.
∨
⊃
≡

which is an abbreviated N

∼p
p.q
p∨q
p⊃q
p≡q

i.e. if p and q are arbitrary propositions ∼ p means p is false, p . q means
both p and q is true, p ∨ q means either p or q, p ⊃ q means if p then q, or
in other words p implies q.7
J9.K About the “or” namely, this logical symbol means that at least one
of the two propositions p, q is true but does not exclude the case where both
are true, i.e. it means one or both of them are true, whereas the “or” in
traditional logic is the exclusive “or” which means that exactly one of the
two propositions p, q is true and the other one false. Take e.g. the sentence
“Anybody who has a salary or interests from capital is liable to income tax”.
Here the “or” is meant in the sense of the logical “or”, because someone who
has both is also liable to income tax. On the other hand, in the proposition
“Any number except 1 is either greater or smaller than 1” we mean the
exclusive “or”. This exclusive “or” corresponds to the Latin aut, the logical
“or” to the Latin vel .8
The exclusive “or” can be expressed by a combination J10.K of the other
logical symbols, but no special symbol has been introduced for it, because it
7

Here one finds in the manuscript a broken sentence beginning with: “So if e.g. p is
the proposition today it will rain and q is the proposition tomorrow it will snow then”, of
which the words after q are on p. 9. of the present Notebook 0.
8
Here one finds in the manuscript an apparently broken sentence beginning with: “As
we shall see later”.
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is not very often used. Finally, I introduce a fifth connection, the so called
“equivalence” denoted by three horizontal lines. p ≡ q means that both
p implies q and q implies p. This relation of equivalence would hold e.g.
between the two propositions: “Tomorrow is a weekday” and “Tomorrow is
not a holiday”.9
The five notions which we have introduced so far are called respectively
operation of negation, conjunction, disjunction, implication, equivalence. By
a common name they are called functions of the calculus of propositions or10
Disjunction is also called J11.K logical sum and conjunction logical product
because of certain analogies with the arithmetic sum and the arithmetic
product. A proposition of the form p ∨ q is called a disjunction and p, q its
first and second member; similarly a proposition of the form p ⊃ q is called
an implication and p, q its first and second member, and similarly for the
other operations. Of course, if p, q are propositions, then ∼ p, ∼ q, p ∨ q,
p . q, p ⊃ q are also propositions and therefore to them the functions of the
calculus of propositions can again be applied so as to get more complicated
expressions; e.g. p ∨ (q . r), which would mean: Either p is true or q and r
are both true.
The disjunctive syllogism J12.K I mentioned before can be expressed in
our symbolism as follows: [(p ∨ q) . ∼ q] ⊃ p. You see in more complicated
expressions as e.g. this one brackets have to be used exactly as in algebra to
indicate in what order the operations have to be carried out. If e.g. I put the
brackets in a different way in this expression, namely like this (p ∨ q) . r, it
would mean something entirely different, namely it would mean either p or
q is true and in addition r is true.
There is an interesting remark due to the Polish logician Lukasiewicz,
namely that one can dispense entirely with brackets if one writes the J13.K
operational symbols ∨, ⊃ etc. always in front of the proposition to which they
are applied, e.g. ⊃ p q instead of p ⊃ q. Incidentally, the word “if” of ordinary
language is used in exactly this way. We say e.g. “If it is possible I shall do
it” putting the “if” in front of the two propositions to which we apply it.
Now in this notation where the operations are put in front the two different
possibilities of this expression p ∨ q . r would be distinguished automatically
9

Here one finds in the manuscript an incomplete sentence: “because we have If. . . but
also vice versa”.
10
text missing in the manuscript; “connective” would be suitable, but Gödel does not
seem to have used that word at that time. In the preceding paragraph and at the beginning
of the present Section 1.1.5 he has “connection” instead.
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without the use of brackets because the second would read . ∨ p q r, with “or”
applied to p, q and the “and” applied to this formula and r, whereas the first
would read “and” applied to q, r and the ∨ applied to p and this formula
∨p . qr. As you see, these two formulas differ from each other without the
use of brackets and it can be shown that J14.K it is quite generally so. Since
however the formulas in the bracket notation are more easily readable I shall
keep the brackets and put the operation symbol between the propositions to
which they are applied.
You know in algebra one can save many brackets by the convention that
multiplication is of greater force than addition, and one can do something
similar here by stipulating an order of force between the operations of the
calculus of propositions, and this order is to be exactly the same in which I
introduced them, namely
⊃
∼ . ∨
≡
No order of force is defined for ⊃ ≡, they are to have equal force. Hence
J15.K

∼ p ∨ q means (∼ p) ∨ q
not ∼ (p ∨ q)
00
00
p.q∨r
(p . q) ∨ r
p . (q ∨ r)
exactly as for arithmetical sum and product
00
00
p∨q ⊃r
(p ∨ q) ⊃ r
p ∨ (q ⊃ r)
00
00
∼p⊃q
(∼ p) ⊃ q
∼ (p ⊃ q)
00
00
∼p.q
(∼ p) . q
∼ (p . q)
00
00
∼p≡q
(∼ p) ≡ q
∼ (p ≡ q)

In all these cases the expression written without brackets has the meaning
of the proposition in the second column. If we have the formula of the third
column in mind we have to write the brackets. Another convention used
in arithmetic for saving brackets is this that instead of (a + b) + c we can
write a + b + c. We make the same conventions for logical addition and
multiplication, i.e. p ∨ q ∨ r means (p ∨ q) ∨ r, p . q . r means (p . q) . r.
The letters p, q, r which denote arbitrary propositions are called propositional variables, and any expression composed of propositional variables and
the operations ∼, ∨, ., ⊃, ≡ is called meaningful expression or formula of the
calculus of propositions, where also the letters p, q themselves are considered
as the simplest kind of expressions.
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After those merely symbolic conventions the next thing we have to do
is to examine in more detail the meaning of the operations of the calculus
of propositions. Take e.g. the disjunction ∨. If J16.K any two propositions
p, q are given p ∨ q will again be a proposition. But now (and this is the
decisive point) this operation of “or” is such that the truth or falsehood of
the composite proposition p ∨ q depends in a definite way on the truth or
falsehood of the constituents p, q. This dependence can be expressed most
clearly in the form of a table as follows: Let us form three columns, one
headed by p, one by by q, one by p ∨ q, and let us write T for true and F for
false. Then for the propositions p, q we have the following four possibilities
p
T
T
F
F

q p∨q
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
F

p◦q
F
T
T
F

p.q
T
F
F
F

Now for each of these four cases we can easily determine J17.K whether p ∨ q
will be true or false; namely, since p ∨ q means that one or both of the
propositions p, q are true it will be true in the first, second and third case,
and false only in the fourth case. We can consider this table (called the truth
table for ∨) as the most precise definition of what ∨ means.
It is usual to call truth and falsehood the truth values and to say of a true
proposition that it has the truth value “Truth”, and of a false proposition that
it has the truth value “Falsehood”. T and F then denote the truth values and
the truth table for ∨ shows how the truth value of the composite expression
p ∨ q depends on the truth values of the constituents. The exclusive “or”
would have another truth J18.K table; namely if I denote it by ◦ for the
moment, we have p ◦ q is false in the case when both p and q are true and
in the case when both p and q are false, and it is true in the other cases,
where one of the two propositions p, q is true and the other one is false. The
operation ∼ has the following truth table
p ∼p
T F
F T
Here we have only two possibilities: p is true and p is false, and if p is true
not-p is false and if p is false not-p is true. The truth table for “and” can
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also easily be be determined: p . q is true only in the case where both p and
q are true and false in all the other three cases.
A little more J19.K difficult is the question of the truth table for ⊃. p ⊃ q
was defined to mean: If p is true then q is also true. So in order to determine
the truth table let us assume that for two given propositions p, q p ⊃ q holds,
i.e. let us assume we know “If p then q” but nothing else, and let us ask what
can we conclude about the truth values of p and q from this assumption.
Assumption p ⊃ q
T
T
T
F

p q
F T
F F
T T
T F

∼p
T
T
F
F

∼p∨q
T
T
T
F

First it may certainly happen that p is false, because the assumption “If p
then q” says nothing about the truth or falsehood of p, and in this case when
p is false q may be true as well as false, because the assumption says nothing
about what happens to q if p is false, but only if p is true. J20.K So we have
both these possibilities: p F q T, p F q F. Next we have the possibility that
p is true, but in this case q must also be true owing to the assumption so
that the possibility p true q false is excluded and it is the only of the four
possibilities that is excluded by the assumption p ⊃ q. It follows that either
one of those three possibilities, which I frame in
p
F
F
T

q
T
F
T

occurs. But we have also vice versa: If one of these three possibilities for the
truth value of p and q is realized then p ⊃ q holds. For let us assume we
know that one of the three marked J21.K cases occurs; then we know also “If
p is true q is true”, because if p is true only the third of the three marked
cases can be realized and in this case q is true. So we see that the statement
“If p then q” is exactly equivalent with the statement that one of the three
marked cases for the truth values of p and q is realized, i.e. p ⊃ q will be true
in each of the three marked cases and false in the last case. And this gives
the desired truth table for implication. However there are two important
remarks about it, namely:
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1. Exactly the same truth table can also be J22.K obtained by a combination of operations introduced previously, namely ∼ p ∨ q, i.e. either p is false
or q is true has the same truth table. For ∼ p is true whenever p is false, i.e.
in the first two cases and ∼ p ∨ q is then true if either ∼ p or q is true, and
as you see that happens in exactly the cases where p ⊃ q is true. So we see
p ⊃ q and ∼ p ∨ q are equivalent, i.e. whenever p ⊃ q holds then also ∼ p ∨ q
holds and vice versa. This makes possible to define p ⊃ q by ∼ p ∨ q and this
is the usual way of introducing the implication in mathematical logic.
2. The second remark about the truth table for implication is this. We
must J23.K not forget that p ⊃ q was understood to mean simply “If p then
q” and nothing else, and only this made the construction of the truth table
possible. There are other interpretations of the term “implication” for which
our truth table would be completely inadequate. E.g. p ⊃ q could be given
the meaning: q is a logical consequence of p, i.e. q can be derived from p by
means of a chain of syllogisms. In this sense e.g. the proposition “Jupiter is a
planet” would imply the proposition “Jupiter is not a fixed star” because no
planet can be a fixed star by definition, i.e. J24.K by merely logical reasons.
This kind and also some other similar kinds of implication are called
strict implication and denoted by this symbol ≺ and the implication defined
by the truth table is called material implication if it is to be distinguished
from ≺. Now it is easy to see that our truth table would be false for strict
implication and even more, namely that there exists no truth table at all
for strict implication. In order to prove this consider the first line of our
truth table, where p and q are both true and let us ask what will the truth
value of p ≺ q be in this case. J25.K It turns out that this truth value is
not uniquely determined. For take e.g. for p the proposition “Jupiter is a
planet” and for q “Jupiter is not a fixed star”, then p, q are both true and
p ≺ q is also true. On the other hand if you take for p again “Jupiter is a
planet” and for q “France is a republic” then again both p and q are true,
but p ≺ q is false because “France is a republic” is not a logical consequence
of “Jupiter is a planet”. So we see the truth value of p ≺ q is not uniquely
determined by the truth values of p and q and therefore no truth table
exists. J26.K Such functions of propositions for which no truth table exists
are called intensional as opposed to extensional ones for which a truth table
does exist. The extensional functions are also called truth functions, because
they depend only on the truth or falsehood of the propositions involved.
So we see logical consequence is an intensional relation between propositions and the material implication introduced by our truth table cannot mean
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logical consequence. Its meaning is best given by the word “if” of ordinary
language which has a much wider signification than just logical consequence;
e.g. if someone says: “If I don’t come I J27.K shall call you” that does not
indicate that this telephoning is a logical consequence of his not coming, but
it means simply he will either come or telephone, which is exactly the meaning expressed by the truth table. Hence material implication introduced by
the truth tables corresponds as closely to “if then” as a precise notion can
correspond to a not precise notion of ordinary language.
If we are now confronted with the question which one of the two kinds
of implication we shall use in developing the theory of inference we have to
consider two things: 1. material implication is the much simpler and clearer
notion and 2. it is quite sufficient for developing the theory of inference
because in order to conclude q from p it is quite sufficient J28.K to know p
implies materially q and not necessary to know that p implies strictly q. For
if we know p ⊃ q we know that either p is false or q is true. Hence if we
know in addition that p is true the first of the two possibilities that p is false
is not realized. Hence the second must be realized, namely q is true. For
these two reasons that material implication is simpler and sufficient I shall
use only material implication at least in the first introductory part of my
lectures, and shall use the terms “implies” and “follows” only in the sense
of material implication. I do not want to say by this that a theory of strict
implication may not be interesting and important for certain purposes. In
fact I hope it will be discussed in the second half of this seminary. But this
theory belongs to an entirely different part of logic than the one I am dealing
with now, J29.K namely to the logic of modalities.
I come now to some apparently paradoxical consequences of our definition of material implication whose paradoxicality however disappears if we
remember that it does not mean logical consequence. The first of these consequences is that a true proposition is implied by any proposition whatsoever.
We see this at once from the truth table which shows that p ⊃ q is always
true if q is true whatever p may be. You see there are only two cases where
q is true and in both of them p ⊃ q is true. But secondly we see also that
p ⊃ q is always true if p is false whatever q may be. So that means a false
proposition implies any proposition whatsoever, which is the second of the
paradoxical consequences. These properties of implication J30.K can also be
expressed by saying: “An implication with true second member is always true
whatever the first member may be and an implication with false first member
is always true whatever the second member may be”; we can express that
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also by formulas like this q ⊃ (p ⊃ q), ∼ p ⊃ (p ⊃ q). Both of these formulas
are also immediate consequences of the fact that p ⊃ q is equivalent with
∼ p ∨ q because what ∼ p ∨ q says is exactly that either p is false or q is true;
so ∼ p ∨ q will always be true if p is false and will be also true if q is true
whatever the other proposition may be. If we apply J31.K these formulas to
special cases we get strange consequences; e.g. “Jupiter is a fixed star” implies
“France is a republic”, but it also implies “France is not a republic” because
a false proposition implies any proposition whatsoever. Similarly “France is
a republic” is implied by “Jupiter is a planet” but also by “Jupiter is a fixed
star”. But as I mentioned before these consequences are paradoxical only
for strict implication. They are in pretty good agreement with the meaning
which the word “if” has in ordinary language. Because the first formula then
says if q is true q is also true if p is true which is not paradoxical but trivial
and the second says if p is false then if p is true anything J32.K is true. That
this is in good agreement with the meaning which the word “if” has can be
seen from many colloquialisms; e.g. if something is obviously false one says
sometimes “If this is true I am a Chinaman”, which is another way of saying “If this is true anything is true”. Another of these so called paradoxical
consequences is e.g. that for any two arbitrary propositions one must imply
the other, i.e. for any p, q (p ⊃ q) ∨ (q ⊃ p); in fact q must be either true or
false—if it is true the first member of the disjunction is true because it is an
implication with true second member, if it is false the second member of the
disjunction is J33.K true. So this disjunction is always true.

1.1.6

Tautologies

Those three formulas, as well as the formula of disjunctive inference we had
before,11 are examples of so called universally true formulas, i.e. formulas
which are true whatever the propositions p, q, r occurring in them may be.
Such formulas are also called logically true or tautological, and it is exactly
the chief aim of the calculus of propositions to investigate these tautological
formulas.
I shall begin with discussing a few more examples before going over to
more general considerations. I mention at first some of the traditional hypothetical and J34.K disjunctive inferences which in our notation read as
follows:
11
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1. (p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q

ponendo ponens

2. (p ⊃ q) . ∼ q ⊃ ∼ p
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tollendo tollens

3. (p ∨ q) . ∼ q ⊃ p tollendo ponens as we had before
(the modus ponendo tollens holds only for the exclusive ∨)
4. An inference which is also treated in many of the textbooks under the
heading of “dilemma” is this
(p ⊃ r) . (q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ∨ q ⊃ r)
If both p ⊃ r and q ⊃ r then from p∨q follows r. It is usually written as
an inference with three premises, J35.K namely from the three premises
(p ⊃ r) . (q ⊃ r) . (p ∨ q) one can conclude r.
This is nothing else but the principle of proof by cases, namely the premises
say: one of the two cases p, q must occur and from both of them follows r.
That this formula with three premises means the same thing as the formula
under consideration is clear because this earlier formula says: “If the first
two premises are true then if the third is true r is true”, which means exactly
the same thing as “If all the three premises are true r is true. The possibility
of going over from one of these two formulas to the other is due to another
important logical principle which is called importation and reads like this
[p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] ⊃ (p . q ⊃ r)

importation

and its inverse which is called exportation and reads like this
(p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)]

exportation.

So owing to these two implications we have also an equivalence between the
left and right-hand side. Next we have the three laws of identity, excluded
middle and contradiction which read as follows in our notation
1. p ⊃ p

2. p ∨ ∼ p

3. ∼ (p . ∼ p)

We can add another similar law, the law of double negation which says
∼ (∼ p) ≡ p. Next we have the very important formulas of transposition:
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)
Other forms of this formula of transposition would be
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(p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ ∼ p)
(∼ p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ p)

proved in the same way.

In all those formulas of transposition we can write equivalence instead of
the main implication,12 i.e. J36.K we have also (p ⊃ q) ≡ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p).
Another form of transposition, namely with two premises is this (p . q ⊃ r) ⊃
(p . ∼ r ⊃ ∼ q) because under the assumption p . q ⊃ r if we know p . ∼ r,
then q cannot be true because r would be true in this case.
Next we have different so called reductio ad absurdum, e.g.
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p
A particularly interesting form of reductio ad absurdum is the one which
Professor Menger mentioned in his introductory talk and which reads as
follows
(∼ p ⊃ p) ⊃ p
Other examples of logically true formulas are the commutative and associative law for disjunction and conjunction
1. p ∨ q ≡ q ∨ p
2. (p ∨ q) ∨ r ≡ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
3. similar formulas hold for addition
p . q ≡ q . p, (p . q) . r ≡ p . (q . r)
J37.K Next we have some formulas connecting ∨ and . namely at first the
famous so called De Morgan formulas:
∼ (p . q) ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q
∼ (p ∨ q) ≡ ∼ p . ∼ q
The left-hand side of the first means not both p, q are true, the right-hand
side at least one is false. The left-hand side of the second means not at least
one is true, the right-hand side both are false.
These formulas give a means to distribute so to speak the negation of a
product on the two factors and also the negation of a sum on the two terms,
where however sum has to be changed into product and product into sum in
this distribution process. Another tautology connecting sum and product is
J38.K the distributive law which reads exactly analogously as in arithmetic
12
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1. p . (q ∨ r) ≡ p . q ∨ p . r
because let us assume left is true then we have p and two cases q, r; in the
first case p . q, in the second p . r is true, hence in any case right is true
and 2. p ∨ q . r ≡ (p ∨ q) . (p ∨ r)
3. (p ⊃ q) . (q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ⊃ r) Syllogism, Transitivity of ⊃
4. (p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)]
(p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] Export
inverse
Import13
5. (p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p . r ⊃ q . s) Leibnitz theorema praeclarum
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p . r ⊃ q . r)
factor
6. (p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ s)
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ r) Sum
7. p ⊃ p ∨ q 70 . p . q ⊃ p
8. p ∨ p ⊃ p 80 . p ⊃ p . p
≡
≡
9. p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q)

1.1.7

Decidability for propositional logic

JNotebook IK J38.1 IIK14 Last time and also today in the classes we set
up the truth tables for some of the functions which occur in the calculus
of propositions. Their purpose is to give a precise definition of the functions concerned because they state exactly the conditions under which the
proposition to be defined, e.g. p ∨ q, is true and under which conditions it is
not true. In ordinary language we have also the notions and, or, if etc. which
have very approximately the same meaning, but for setting up a mathematical theory it is necessary that the notions involved have a higher degree of
preciseness than the notions of ordinary language. It is exactly this what is
accomplished by the truth tables.
13

This line and the preceding one are crossed out in the manuscript.
Notebook 0 ends with p. 38., and hence, judging by how it is numbered, the present
page should be a continuation of Notebook 0. The content of this page does not make
obvious this supposition, but does not exclude it.
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J40. IIK15 Take e.g. the formula p . (p ⊃ q) ⊃ q, the modus ponendo
ponens. Here we have two propositional variables p, q and therefore four
possibilities for these truth values, namely
p
T
T
F
F

q p⊃q
T
T
F
F
T
T
F
T

p . (p ⊃ q) p . (p ⊃ q) ⊃ q
T
T
F
T
F
T
F
T

J41. IIK and what we have to do is simply to check that the truth value of the
whole expression is true in each of these four cases, i.e. we have to ascertain
that the truth table of the whole expression consists of T’s only. That’s very
simple. let us write down all the parts of which this expression is built up.
We have first p ⊃ q is a part, then p .(p ⊃ q) and finally the whole expression.
So we see actually in all four cases the whole formula is true. Hence it is
universally true. It is clear that this purely mechanical method of checking
all possibilities will always give a decision whether a given formula is or is
not a J42. IIK tautology. Only if the number of variables p, q occurring in
the expression is large this method is very cumbersome, because the number
of cases which we have to deal with is 2n if the number of variables is n and
the number of cases is the same as the number of lines in the truth table.
Here we had 2 variables p, q and therefore 22 = 4 cases. With 3 variables we
would have 23 = 8 cases and in general if the number of variables is increased
by one the number of cases to be considered is doubled, because each of the
previous cases is split into two new cases according as the truth value of the
new variable is truth or falsehood. Therefore we have J43. IIK 2n cases for n
variables. In the applications however usually the number of cases actually to
be considered is much smaller because mostly several cases can be combined
into one, e.g. in our example case 1 and 2 can be treated together because if
q is true the whole expression is certainly true whatever p may be because it
is then an implication with true second member.
So we see that for the calculus of propositions we have a very simple procedure to decide for any given formula whether or not it is logically true. This
solves the first of the two general problems which I mentioned in the beginning for the calculus of propositions, namely the problem to give a complete
15
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theory of logically true formulas. We have even more, namely a procedure to
decide of any formula whether or not it is logically true. That this problem
J44. IIK could be solved in such a simple way is chiefly due to the fact that
we introduced only extensional operations (only truth functions of propositions). If we had introduced strict implication the question would have been
much more complicated. It is only very recently that one has discovered general procedures for deciding whether a formula involving strict implication is
logically true under certain assumptions about strict implication.
Now after having solved this so called decision problem for the calculus
of propositions I can go over to the second problem I have announced in the
beginning.

1.1.8

Functional completeness

JNotebook IIK J33.K16 After having solved last time the first of the two
problems I announced in the beginning, namely the problem of deciding of a
given expression whether or not it is a tautology, I come now to the second,
namely to reduce the infinite number of tautologies to a finite number of
axioms from which they can be derived. So this problem consists in setting
up what is called a deductive system for the calculus of propositions. Now
if you think of other examples of deductive systems as e.g. geometry you
will see that their aim is not truly to derive the theorems of the science
concerned from a minimal number of axioms, but also to define the notions
of the discipline concerned in terms of a minimal number of undefined or
J34.K primitive notions. So we shall do the same thing for the calculus of
propositions.
We know already that some of the notions introduced ∼, ∨, . , ⊃, ≡, |
can be defined in terms of others, namely e.g. p ⊃ q ≡ ∼ p ∨ q, p ≡ q ≡
p ⊃ q . q ⊃ p, but now we want to choose some of them in terms of which all
others can be defined. And I claim that e.g. ∼ and ∨ are sufficient for this
purpose because
1. p . q ≡ ∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q)
2. p ⊃ q ≡ ∼ p ∨ q
16

In the source version, as in the manuscript, one finds in the present Notebook II first
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arithmetical order, and in between pp. 56.-60. of Notebook I fit well.
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3. p ≡ q ≡ (p ⊃ q) . (q ⊃ p)
4. p | q ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q

So it is possible to take ∼ and ∨ as J35.K primitive terms for our deductive
system and we shall actually make this choice. But it is important to remark
that this choice is fairly arbitrary. There would be other possibilities, e.g.
to take ∼, . because ∨ can be expressed in terms of ∼ and . by p ∨ q ≡
∼ (∼ p . ∼ q) and by ∨ and ∼ the others can be expressed as we have just
seen. This fact that the choice of primitive terms is arbitrary to a certain
extent is not surprising. The same situation prevails in any theory, e.g. in
geometry we can take either the notion of movement of the space or the
notion of congruence between figures as primitive because it is possible J36.K
to define congruence of figures in terms of movement of space and vice versa.
The same situation we have here. We can define ∨ in terms of “and” and
“not” but also vice versa “and” in terms of “or” and “not”. And there are
still further possibilities for the primitive terms, e.g. it would be possible to
take ∼ and ⊃ as the only primitive terms because ∨ can be defined by
p ∨ q ≡ ∼ p ⊃ q since
∼ p ⊃ q ≡ ∼∼ p ∨ q ≡ p ∨ q

by the law of double negation

In the three cases discussed so far we had always two primitive notions in
terms of J37.K which the others could be defined. It is an interesting question
whether there might not be a single operation in terms of which all the
others can be defined. This is actually the case as was first discovered by
the logician Sheffer. Namely the | function suffices to define all the others
because ∼ p ≡ p | p means at least one of the propositions p, p is false, but
since they are both p that means p is false, i.e. ∼ p, so ∼ can be defined
in terms of | and now the “and” can be defined in terms of ∼ and | since
p . q ≡ ∼ (p | q) for p | q means at least J38.K one of the two propositions
is false; hence the negation means both are true. But in terms of ∼ and
the . others can be defined as we saw before. It is easy to see that we have
now exhausted all possibilities of choosing the primitive terms from the six
operations written down here. In particular we can prove e.g.: ∼, ≡ are not
sufficient to define the others in terms of them. We can e.g. show that p ∨ q
cannot be defined in terms of them.
Now what could it mean that p . q or p ∨ q can be defined in terms of
∼, ≡? It would mean that we can find an expression f (p, q) in two variables
containing only the symbols ∼, ≡ besides p, q and such that p ∨. q ≡ f (p, q),
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i.e. such that this expression would have the same truth table as p ∨. q. But
we shall
prove now that such an expression does not exist.
l
Let’s write down the truth functions in two variables p, q which we certainly can define in terms of ∼, ≡; we get the following eight: 1. p ≡ p, 2.
∼ (p ≡ p), 3. p, 4. q, 5. ∼ p, 6. ∼ q, Jnew pageK 7. p ≡ q, 8. ∼ (p ≡ q),
and now it can be shown that no others can be defined except those eight
because we can show the following two things: 1. If we take one of those eight
functions and negate it we get again one of those eight functions, 2. If we
take any two of those eight functions and form a new one by connecting them
by an equivalence symbol we get again one of the eight. I.e. by application
of the operation of negation and of the operation of equivalence we never get
outside of the set of eight functions written down. So let’s see at first that
by negating them Jnew pageK we don’t get anything new. Now if we negate
the first. . . Now let’s connect any two of them by ≡. If we connect the first
with any formula P we get P again, i.e. (> ≡ P ) ≡ P because. . . and if
connect a contradiction C with any formula P by ≡ we get the negation of
P , i.e. (C ≡ P ) ≡ ∼ P because. . . So by combining the first two formulas
with any other we get certainly nothing new. For the other cases it is very
helpful that (p ≡ ∼ q) ≡ ∼ (p ≡ q); this makes possible to factor out the
negation so to speak. Now ink order to apply that to the other formulas we
divide them in two groups. . .
J39.K For this purpose we divide the 16 truth functions of two variables
which we wrote down last time into two classes according as the number of
letters T occurring in their truth table is even or odd, or to be more exact
according as the number of T’s occurring in the last column. So e.g. p . q is
odd, p ≡ q is even and an arbitrary expression in two variables will be called
even if its truth function is even. And now what we can show is this: Any
expression in two variables containing only ∼ and ≡ is even (i.e. its truth
table contains an even number of T’s, i.e. either 0 or 2 or 4 T’s). In order to
show that we prove the following three lemmas.
1. The letter expressions, namely the letters p, q are even.
2. If an expression f (p, q) is even then also the expression ∼ f (p, q) is
even.
3. If two expressions f (p, q), g(p, q) are even then also the expression
f (p, q) ≡ g(p, q) obtained by connecting them with an equivalence sign
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is even.

J40.K So propositions 2, 3 have the consequence:

By applying the operations ∼ and ≡ to even expressions as many times
as we wish we always get again an even expression.

But any expression containing only ∼ and ≡ is obtained from the single
letters p, q by an iterated application of the operations ∼ and ≡; hence since
p, q are even the expression thus obtained will also be even. So our theorem
that every expression containing only ∼ and ≡ is even will be proved when
we shall have proved the three lemmas.
1. is clear because of the truth table for p (and for q the same thing). 2.
also is clear because ∼ f (p, q) has T’s when f (p, q) had F’s, i.e. the number
of T’s in the new expression is the same as the number of F’s in the J41.K
old one. But the number of F’s in the old one is even because the number of
T’s is even and the number of F’s is equal to the number of T’s.
Now to the third. Call the number of T’s of the first t1 , the number of T’s
of the second t2 and call the number of cases in the truth table where both f
and g have the truth value T r. We have that t1 is even and t2 is even, but we
do not know anything about r; it may be odd or even. We shall try to find
out in how many cases f (p, q) ≡ g(p, q), i.e. f ≡ g, will be true and to show
that this number of cases will be even. I prefer to find out in how many cases
it will be false. If we know that this number is even we know also that the
number of cases in which it is true will be even. Now this whole expression
is false if g and f have different truth values, i.e. if J42.K either we have g
false and f true or we have g true and f false. The cases where f is true
and g false make t1 − r cases because from t1 cases where f is true we should
subtract cases when g is also true, and because r was the number of cases in
which both are true. Hence in t1 − r cases f is T and g is F, and similarly in
t2 − r cases g is T and f is F; hence altogether in t1 − r + t2 − r cases f and g
have different truth values, i.e. in t1 + t2 − 2r cases f (p, q) ≡ g(p, q) is false,
and this is an even number because t1 , t2 and 2r are even, and if you add an
even number to an even number, after subtracting an even number from the
sum you get again an even number. Hence the number of cases in which the
whole expression is false is an even number and such is also the number of
cases in which it is true, i.e. f (p, q) ≡ g(p, q) is an even expression. q.e.d.
So this shows that only even truth functions J43.K can be expressed in
terms of ∼ and ≡. Hence e.g. ∨ and . cannot be expressed because three T’s
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occur in their truth tables. It is easy to see that of the 16 truth functions
exactly half the number is even and also that all even truth functions really
can be expressed in terms of ∼ and ≡ alone. Expressions for these eight truth
functions in terms of ∼ and ≡ are given in the notes that were distributed.17
The general theorem on even functions I proved then has the consequence
that these eight truth functions must reproduce themselves by negating them
or by connecting any two of them by ∼; i.e. if you negate one of those
expressions the resulting expression will be equivalent to one of the eight and
if you form a new expression by connecting any two of them the resulting
expression will again be equivalent to one of the eight. I recommend J44.K
as an exercise to show that in detail.
It is an easy corollary of this result about the undefinability of . and ∨
in terms of ≡ that also ∼ and the exclusive or are not sufficient as primitive
terms because as we saw last time the exclusive or can be expressed in terms
of ∼ and ≡, namely by ∼ (p ≡ q); hence if e.g. ∨ could be defined in terms of
∼ and ◦ (exclusive or) it could also be defined in terms of ∼ and ≡ because
the ◦ can be expressed in terms of ∼ and ≡. The reason for that is of course
that ◦ is also an even function and therefor only even functions can be defined
in terms of it. So we see that whereas ∼ and ∨ are sufficient as J45.K primitive
terms ∼ and exclusive or are not, which is one of the reasons why the not
exclusive or is used in logic. Another of those negative results about the
possibility of expressing some of the truth functions by others would be that
∼ cannot be defined in terms of . , ∨, ⊃; even in terms of all three of them it
is impossible to express ∼. I will give that as a problem to prove.
As I announced before we shall choose from the different possibilities of
primitive terms for our deductive system the one in which ∼ and ∨ are taken
as primitive and therefore it is of importance to make sure that not only
the particular functions ≡, . , ⊃, | for which J46.K we introduced special
symbols but that any truth function whatsoever in any number of variables
can be expressed by ∼ and ∨. For truth functions with two variables that
follows from the considerations of last time since we have expressed all 16
truth functions by our logistic symbols and today we have seen that all of
them can be expressed by ∼ and ∨. Now I shall prove the same thing also
for truth functions with three variables and you will see that the method of
proof can be applied to functions of any number of variables. For the three
variables p.q, r we have eight J47.K possibilities for the distribution of truth
17
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values over them, namely
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

p q r f (p, q, r)
T T T p.q.r
T T F p.q.∼r
T F T p.∼q.r
T F F
F T T
F T F
F F T
F F F

P1
P2

P8

Now to define a truth function in three variables means to stipulate a
truth value T or F for f (p, q, r) for each of these eight cases. Now to each
of these eight cases we can associate a certain expression in the following
way: to 1. we associate p . q . r, to 2. we associate p . q . ∼ r, to 3. we
associate p . ∼ q . r,. . . So each of these expressions will have a ∼ before those
letters which have an F in the corresponding case. Denote the expressions
associated with these eight lines by P1 ,. . . ,P8 . Then the expression P2 e.g.
will be true then and only J48.K then if the second case is realized for the
truth values of p, q, r (p . q . ∼ r will be true then and only then if p is T,
q is T and r is false, which is exactly the case for the truth values p, q, r
represented in the second line. And generally Pi will be true if the i th case
for the truth values of p, q, r is realized. Now the truth function which we
want to express by ∼ and ∨ will be true for certain of those eight cases and
false for the others. Assume it is true for case number i1 ,i2 ,. . . ,in and false for
the others. Then form the disjunction Pi1 ∨ Pi2 . . . ∨ Pin , i.e. the disjunction
of those Pi which correspond to the cases in which the given function is true.
This disjunction is an expression in the variables p, q, r containing only the
operations ., ∼ and ∨, and I claim its truth table J49.K will coincide with the
truth table of the given expression f (p, q, r). For f (p, q, r) had the symbol
T in the i1 ,i2 ,. . . ,inth line but in no others and I claim the same thing is true
for the expression Pi1 ∨ . . . ∨ Pin .
You see at last a disjunction of an arbitrary number of members will be
true then and only then if at least one of its members is true and it will be
false only if all of its members are false (I proved that in my last lecture
for the case of three members and the same proof holds generally). Hence
this disjunction will certainly be true in the i1 ,. . . , inth case because Pi1 e.g.
is true in the i1th case as we saw before. Therefore the J50.K disjunction is
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also true for the i1th case because then one of its members is true. The same
holds for i2 . . . etc. So the truth table for the disjunction will certainly have
the letter T in the i1 ,. . . ,in line. But it will have F’s in all the other lines.
Because Pi1 was true only in the i1th case and false in all the others. Hence
in a case different from the i1 ,. . . ,inth Pi1 ,. . . ,Pin will all be false and hence
the disjunction will be false, i.e. Pi1 ∨ . . . ∨ Pin will have the letter F in all
lines other than the i1 ,. . . ,inth , i,e. it has T in the i1 ,. . . ,in line and only in
those. But the same thing was true for the truth table of the given f (p, q, r)
by assumption. So they coincide, i.e. f (p, q, r) ≡ Pi1 ∨ . . . ∨ Pin .
J51.K So we have proved that an arbitrary truth function of three variables
can be expressed by ∼, ∨ and ., but . can be expressed by ∼ and ∨, hence
every truth function of three variables can be expressed by ∼ and ∨, and
I think it is perfectly clear that exactly the same proof applies to truth
functions of any number of variables.
Now after having seen that two primitive notions ∼, ∨ really suffice to
define any truth function we can begin to set up the deductive system.
I begin with writing three definitions in terms of our primitive notions:
P ⊃ Q =Df ∼ P ∨ Q
P . Q =Df ∼ (∼ P ∨ ∼ Q)
P ≡ Q =Df P ⊃ Q . Q ⊃ P
J52.K I am writing capital letters because these definitions are to apply also
if P and Q are formulas, not only if they are single letters, i.e. e.g. p ⊃ p ∨ q
means ∼ p ∨ (p ∨ q) and so on.

1.1.9

Axiom system for propositional logic

The18 next thing to do in order to have a deductive system is to set up
the axioms. Again in the axioms one has a freedom of choice as in the
primitive terms, exactly as also in other deductive theories, e.g. in geometry,
many different systems of axioms have been set up each of which is sufficient
to derive the whole geometry. The system of axioms for the calculus of
propositions which I use is essentially the one set up by first by Russell and
then also adopted by Hilbert. It has the following four axioms:
18
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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p⊃p∨q
p∨p⊃p
p∨q ⊃q∨p
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)

I shall discuss the meaning of these axioms later. At present I want only
to say that an expression written down in our theory as an axiom or as a
theorem always means that it is true for any propositions p, q, r etc., e.g.
p ⊃ p ∨ q.
Now in geometry and any other theory except logic the deductive system
is completely given by stating what the primitive terms and what the axioms
are. It is important to remark that it is different here for the following
reason: in geometry and other theories it is clear how the theorems are to be
derived from the axioms; they are to be derived by the rules of logic which
are assumed to be known. In our case however we cannot assume the rules
of logic to be known J54.K because we are just about to formulate the rules
of logic and to reduce them to a minimum. So this will naturally have to
apply to the rules of inference as well as to the axioms with which we start.
We shall have to formulate the rules of inference explicitly and with greatest
possible precision, that is in such a way there can never be a doubt whether
a certain rule can be applied for any formula or not. And of course we shall
try to work with as few as possible. I have to warn here against an error.
One might think that an explicit formulation of the rules of inference
besides the axioms is superfluous because the axioms themselves seem to
express rules of inference, e.g. p ⊃ p ∨ q the rule that from a proposition
p one can conclude p ∨ q, and one might think that the axioms themselves
contain at the same time the rules by which the theorems are to be derived.
But this way out of the difficulty would be entirely wrong J55.K because e.g.
p ⊃ p ∨ q does not say that it is permitted to conclude p ∨ q from p because
those terms “allowable to conclude” do not occur in it. The notions in it
are only p, ⊃, ∨ and q. According to our definition of ⊃ it does not mean
that, but it simply says p is false or p ∨ q is true. It is true that the axioms
suggest or make possible certain rules of inference, e.g. the just stated one,
but it is not even uniquely determined what rules of inference it suggests;
e.g. ∼ p ∨ (p ∨ q) says either p is false or p ∨ q is true, which suggests the
rule of inference p : p ∨ q, but it also suggests ∼ (p ∨ q) : ∼ p. So we need
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written specifications, i.e. we have to formulate rules of inference in addition
to formulas.19
It is only because the “if then” in ordinary language is ambivalent and has
besides the meaning given by the truth table also the meaning “the second
member can be inferred from the first” that the axioms seem to express
uniquely rules of inference.
J55.1K This remark applies generally to any question whether or not
certain laws of logic can be derived from others (e.g. whether the law of
excluded middle is sufficient). Such questions have only a precise meaning if
you state the rules of inference which are to be accepted in the derivation. It
is different e.g. in geometry; there it has a precise meaning whether it follows,
namely it means whether it follows by logical inference, but it cannot have
this meaning in logic because then every logical law would be derivable from
any other. So it could J55.2K only mean derivable by the inferences made
possible by the axioms. But as we have seen that has no precise meaning
because an axiom may make possible or suggest many inferences.
JNotebook IK J56.K20 Now it has turned out that three rules of inference
are sufficient for our purposes, namely for deriving all tautologies from these
formulas. Namely first the so called rule of substitution which says:
If we have a formula F (of the calculus of propositions) which involves
the propositional variables say p1 , . . . , pn then it is permissible to conclude from it any formula obtained by substituting in F for all or some
of the propositional variables p1 , . . . , pn any arbitrary expressions, but
in such a way that if a letter pi occurs in several places in F we have
to substitute the same formula in all places where it occurs.
E.g. take the formula (p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] which is called exportation.
According to the rule of substitution we can conclude from it the formula
obtained by substituting p . q for r, i.e. (p . q ⊃ p . q) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q)].
The expression which we substitute, in our case p . q, is quite arbitrary J57.K
and it need not be a tautology or a proved formula. The only requirement
is that if the same letter occurs on several places in the formula in which
we substitute (as in out case the r) then we have to substitute the same
expression in all the places where r occurs as we did here. But it is perfectly
19

Here a note in a box in the manuscript mentions pp. 56-60 of Notebook I.
In the scanned manuscript, pages numbered from 45., with or without II, up to 55.
are missing in the present Notebook I.
20
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allowable to substitute for different letters the same formula, e.g. for q and r
and it is also allowable to substitute expressions containing variables which
occur on some other places in the formula, as e.g. here p . q. It is clear that
by such a substitution we get always a tautology if the expression in which
we substitute is a tautology, because e.g. that this formula of exportation is
a tautology says exactly that it is true whatever p, q, r may be. So it will in
particular be true if we take for r the proposition p . q, whatever p and q may
be J58.K and that means that the formula obtained by the substitution is a
tautology.
The second rule of inference we need is the so called rule of implication
which reads as follows:
If P and Q are arbitrary expressions then from the two premises P, P ⊃
Q it is allowable to conclude Q.
An example: take for P the formula p . q ⊃ p . q and for Q the formula p ⊃
(q ⊃ p . q)) so that P ⊃ Q will be the formula (p . q ⊃ p . q) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q)].
Then from those two premises we can conclude p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q). Again we
can prove that this rule of inference is correct, i.e. if the two premises are
tautologies then the conclusion is. Because if we assign any particular truth
values to the propositional variables occurring in P and Q, P and P ⊃ Q will
both get the truth value truth because they are tautologies. Hence Q will
also get the truth value true if any particular truth values are assigned to its
variables. Because if P and P ⊃ Q both have the truth value truth, Q has
also the truth. So Q will have the truth value T whatever truth values are
assigned to the variables occurring in it which means that it is a tautology.
Finally as the third rule of inference we have the rule of defined symbol
which says (roughly speaking) that within any formula the definiens can
be replaced by the definiendum and vice versa, or formulated J59.K more
precisely for a particular definiens say p ⊃ q it says:
From a formula F we can conclude any formula G obtained from F
by replacing a part of F which has the form P ⊃ Q by the expression
∼ P ∨ Q and vice versa. (Similarly for the other definitions we had.)
As an example:
1. ∼ p ∨ (p ∨ q) from the first axiom by replacing p ⊃ Q by ∼ p ∨ Q
2. ∼ p ⊃ (∼ p ∨ q) (Again clear that tautology of tautology.)
∼ p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
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This last rule is sometimes not explicitly formulated because it is only necessary if one introduces definitions and it is superfluous in principle to introduce them because whatever can be expressed by a defined symbol can
be done without (only it would sometimes be very long and cumbersome).
If however one introduces definitions as we did this third rule of inference is
indispensable.
Now what we shall prove is that any tautology can be derived from these
four axioms by means of the mentioned three rules of inference:
J60.K

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

p⊃p∨q
p∨p⊃p
p∨q ⊃q∨p
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)

Let us first ascertain that all of these formulas are tautologies and let us
ascertain that fact first by their meaning and then by their truth table.
The first means: If p is true p ∨ q is true. That is clear because p ∨ q
means at least one of the propositions p, q is true, but if p is true then the
expression p ∨ q is true. The second means: If the disjunction p ∨ p is true
p is true, i.e. we know that the disjunction p ∨ p is true means that one of
the two members is true, but since both members are p that means that p is
true. The third says if p ∨ q is true q ∨ p is also true.
JNotebook IIK J61.K This does not need further explanation because the
“or” is evidently symmetric in the two members. Finally the fourth means
this: “If p ⊃ q then if r ∨ p is true then r ∨ q is also true”, i.e. “If you have
a correct implication p ⊃ q then you can get again a correct implication by
adding a third proposition r to both sides of it getting r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q”.
That this is so can be seen like this: it means “If p ⊃ q then if one of the
propositions r, p is true then also one of the propositions r, q is true”, which is
clear because if r is true r is true and if p is true q is true by assumption. So
whichever of the two propositions r, p is true always it has the consequence
that one of the propositions r, q is true.
J62.K Now let us ascertain the truth of these formulas by the truth-table
method, combining always as many cases as possible into one case.
1. If p is F this is an implication with a false first member, hence true
owing to the truth table of ⊃; if p is true then p∨q is also true according
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to the truth table of “or”, hence the formula is an implication with true
second member, hence again true.
2. If p is true this will be an implication with true second member, hence
true. If p is false then p ∨ p is a disjunction both of whose members are
false, hence false according to the truth table for ∨. Hence in this case
we have an implication with J63.K a false first member, which is true
by the truth table of ⊃.
3. Since the truth table for ∨ is symmetric in p, q it is clear that whenever
the left-hand side has the truth value true also the right-hand side has
it, and if the left-hand side is false the right-hand side will also be false;
but an implication both of whose members are true or both of whose
members are false is true by the truth table of implication, because
p ⊃ q is false only in the case when p is true and q false.
4. Here we have to consider only the following three cases:
1. one of r, q has the truth value T
2. both r, q are F and p true
3. both r, q are F and p false

J64.K These three cases evidently exhaust all possibilities.
1. In the first case r ∨ q is true, hence also (r ∨ p) ⊃ (r ∨ q) is true because
it is an implication with second member true; (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)
is true for the same reason.
2. In the second case p is true and q false, hence p ⊃ q false, hence the
whole expression is an implication with false first member, hence true.
3. In the third case all of r, q and p are false; then r ∨ p and r ∨ q are false,
hence the implication r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q is true, hence the whole formula is
true because it is an implication with true second member.
So we see that the whole formula is always true.

1.1.10

Theorems and derived rules of the system for
propositional logic

Now I can begin with deriving other tautologies from these three axioms by
means of the three rules of inference, namely the rule of substitution and
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implication and defined symbol, in order to prove later on that all logically
true formulas can be derived from them.
∼r
Let us first substitute
in (4) to get (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ r ∨ p ⊃ ∼ r ∨ q), but
r
for ∼ r ∨ p we can substitute r ⊃ p and likewise for ∼ r ∨ q, J65.K getting:
5. (p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(r ⊃ p) ⊃ (r ⊃ q)]

Syllogism

This is the so called formula of syllogism, which has a certain similarity to
the mood Barbara in so far as it says: If from p follows q then if from r
follows p from r follows q.
p
6. Now substitute in (1) p ⊃ p∨p and now make the following substitution:
q
p∨p p p
in Syllogism
p
q r
(p ∨ p ⊃ p) ⊃ [(p ⊃ p ∨ p) ⊃ (p ⊃ p)]
This is an implication and the first member of it reads p ∨ p ⊃ p, which is
nothing else but the second axiom. Hence we can apply the rule of implication
to the J66.K two premises and get
(p ⊃ p ∨ p) ⊃ (p ⊃ p)
This is again an implication and the first member of it was proved before;
hence we can again apply the rule of implication and get
7. p ⊃ p law of identity
Using the third rule
8*. we have ∼ p ∨ p
Now let us substitute

the law of excluded middle
∼p
p

in this formula to get ∼∼ p ∨ ∼ p and now apply

to it the commutative law for ∨, i.e. substitute
∼∼ p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼∼ p
∼ p ∨ ∼∼ p

∼∼ p

∼p

p

q

rule of implication

in (3) to get
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J67.K 9.* p ⊃ ∼∼ p

I have to make an important remark on how we deduced p ⊃ p from the
axioms. We had at first the two formulas p ⊃ p ∨ p and p ∨ p ⊃ p. Now
p p∨p p
substitute them in a certain way in the formula of Syllogism
r
p
q
and then by applying twice the rule of implication we get p ⊃ p. If P, Q, R
are any arbitrary expressions and if we have succeeded in deriving P ⊃ Q and
Q ⊃ R from the four axioms by means of the three rules of inference then we
Q R P
can also derive J68.K P ⊃ R. Because we can simply substitute
p q
r
in Syllogism getting (Q ⊃ R) ⊃ [(P ⊃ Q) ⊃ (P ⊃ R)]. Then we apply the
rule of implication to this formula and Q ⊃ R getting (P ⊃ Q) ⊃ (P ⊃ R)
and then we apply again the rule of implication to this formula and P ⊃ Q
getting P ⊃ R.
So we know quite generally if P ⊃ Q and Q ⊃ R are both demonstrable
then P ⊃ R is also demonstrable whatever formula P, Q, R may be because
we can obtain P ⊃ R always in the manner just described. This fact allows
us to save the trouble of repeating the whole argument by which we derived
the conclusion from the two premises in each particular case, but we can
state it once for all as a new J69.K rule of inference as follows:
From the two premises P ⊃ Q, Q ⊃ R we can conclude P ⊃ R whatever
the formulas P, Q, R may be. 4.R.
So this is a fourth rule of inference, which I call Rule of syllogism. But note
that this rule of syllogism is not a new independent rule, but can be derived
from the other three rules and the four axioms. Therefore it is called a derived
rule of inference. So we see that in our system we cannot only derive formulas
but also new rules of inference and the latter is very helpful for shortening
the proofs. In principle it is superfluous to introduce such derived rules of
inference because whatever can be proved with their help can also be proved
without them. It is exactly this what we have shown before introducing this
new rule of inference, namely we have shown that the conclusion of it can be
obtained also by the former axioms and rules of inference and this was the
justification for introducing it.
J70.K But although these derived rules of inference are superfluous in
principle they are very helpful for shortening the proofs and therefore we
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shall introduce a great many of them. We now apply this rule immediately
p
to the (1) and (3) axioms because they have this form P ⊃ Q, Q ⊃ R for
P
p∨q
q∨p
, and get because (1), (3)
Q
R
10.* p ⊃ q ∨ p
paradox: 11. p ⊃ (q ⊃ p)
Add *

∼q
q

p ⊃ (∼ q ∨ p)

in last formula 10.*

12. [∼ p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
Add

∼p

q

p

q

∼ p ⊃ (∼ p ∨ q)

] in (1)

Other derived rules:
4·10 R P1 ⊃ P2 P2 ⊃ P3 P3 ⊃ P4 : P1 ⊃ P4
P 1 ⊃ P3

generalized rule of syllogism

5.R* P ⊃ Q : R ∨ P ⊃ R ∨ Q
addition from the left
This rule is similar to the rules by which one calculates with inequalities
a<b
[6R

:

c+a<c+b

P ⊃ Q : (R ⊃ P ) ⊃ (R ⊃ Q) ]

5·1R* P ⊃ Q : P ∨ R ⊃ Q ∨ R
J71.K 1. P ∨ R ⊃ R ∨ P
2. R ∨ P ⊃ R ∨ Q
3. R ∨ Q ⊃ Q ∨ R
P ∨R⊃Q∨R
7R*

P ⊃Q

addition from the right

P

R

p

q

in (3)

by rule addition from the left
R

Q

p

q

in (3)

by rule Syllogism

R⊃S : P ∨R⊃Q∨S
Rule of addition of two implications
P ∨R ⊃Q∨R
addition from the right to the
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00

first premise (R)
second 00 (Q)

Q ∨R⊃Q ∨S

addition from the left

P ∨R⊃Q∨S

Syllogism, but this is the conclusion to be
proved

P ⊃Q
R⊃Q : P ∨R⊃Q
P ∨R⊃Q∨Q
Q

Q∨Q⊃Q

p

P ∨R⊃Q

Dilemma

in (2)

Syllogism

J72.K Application to derive formulas
p ⊃ ∼∼ p

proved before, substitute

∼p
p

∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p
addition from the right
∼ p ∨ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p rule of implication
∼∼∼ p ∨ p
rule of defined symbol
13.

∼∼ p ⊃ p

14.

Transposition

(p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ ∼ p)

Proof

(∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ (∼ q ∨ ∼ p)

14·1

substitution in (3)
rule of defined symbol

(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)
(∼ p ∨ q) ⊃ (∼∼ q ∨ ∼ p)
Proof
q ⊃ ∼∼ q
∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼∼ q
∼ p ∨ ∼∼ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ ∼ p Permutation (3)
∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ ∼ p
rule of defined symbol

14·1
14·2
14·3*
14·4*

(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)
(∼ p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ p)
(p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ ∼ p)
(∼ p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ p)

14·2

(∼ p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ p)

∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ ∼ p
∼∼ q ∨ ∼ p ⊃ ∼ p ∨ q 21
∼p∨∼q⊃∼q∨∼p
∼∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ p
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Proof

∼∼ p ⊃ p
∼∼ p ∨ ∼ q ⊃ p ∨ ∼ q
p∨∼q ⊃∼q∨p
∼∼ p ∨ ∼ q ⊃ ∼ q ∨ p
(∼ p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ p)

J73.K

14·4* (∼ p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ p)
∼∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ p
Proof

∼∼ p ⊃ p
q ⊃ ∼∼ q
∼∼ p ∨ q ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼ q Addition of two implications
p ∨ ∼∼ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ p Permutation
∼∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ p q.e.d. rule of defined symbol

Four transposition rules of inference:
9R
P ⊃∼Q : Q⊃∼P
9·1R
9·2R ∼ P ⊃ Q : ∼ Q ⊃ P
9·3R

P ⊃Q : ∼Q⊃∼P
∼P ⊃∼Q : Q⊃P

By them the laws for . correspond to laws for ∨ or can be derived, e.g.
15.*
Proof

p.q ⊃p
∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ p

p.q ⊃q
∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ q

∼p ⊃∼p∨∼q
∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ p

∼q ⊃∼p∨∼q
∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ q

Formula 10.*
Transposition 9·2R

15.2 Similarly for products of any number of factors we can prove that the
product implies any factor, e.g.
p.q.r ⊃ p
p.q.r ⊃ q
p.q.r ⊃ r

because (p . q) . r ⊃ p . q
p . q ⊃ p,
p.q ⊃q
(p . q) . r ⊃ r

and for any number of factors.
From this one has the following rules of inference:
21

∼∼ p ∨ ∼ q ⊃ ∼ q ∨ p, as in the proof below
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P ⊃Q
P ⊃Q
because

Q :

P .R⊃Q
R.P ⊃Q
P .R⊃P
P ⊃Q
P .R⊃Q

:
:

adjoining a new hypothesis
by substitution
by assumption
Syllogism

P ⊃Q

from paradox

J74.K Associativity: Recall (1) p ⊃ p ∨ q, II p ⊃ q ∨ p
15.* (p ∨ q) ∨ r ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
1. p ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
q ⊃q∨r

q∨r

Addition (1)

q

q ∨ r ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
q∨r
Addition*
p

Formula 10.*
p
(p ⊃ q ∨ p
q

2. q ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
Syllogism
a.) p ∨ q ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
Dilemma
r ⊃q∨r

(II

r
p

)

q ∨ r ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r) see before

b.) r ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
(p ∨ q) ∨ r ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)

inverse similar

15·1 p ∨ (q ∨ r) ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r
p⊃p∨q

p ∨ q ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r

(p ⊃ p ∨ q

p ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r
q ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r
r ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r

[II p ⊃ q ∨ p

r

p∨q

p

q

q ∨ r ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r
p ∨ (q ∨ r) ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r
Exportation and importation
16.* (p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)]

Exportation

]

p∨q

r

p

q

)

q∨r

p

p

q

)
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J75.K (∼ (p . q) ∨ r) ⊃ ∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r)
∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ ∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r)
Proof ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q

double negation
substitute

∼p∨∼q
p

∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r addition from the right
(∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ ∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r)
associative law
Syllogism ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ ∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) q.e.d.
[p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] ⊃ (p . q ⊃ r)

Importation

∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) ⊃ ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r
Proof × ∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) ⊃ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r
∼ p ∨ ∼ q ⊃ ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q)
×
(∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r
∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) ⊃ ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r

Associativity
Addition right
Syllogism ××

[p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] ⊃ [q ⊃ (p ⊃ r)]
×
J76.K
×
×

∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) ⊃ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r
∼p∨∼q⊃∼q∨∼p
(∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ (∼ q ∨ ∼ p) ∨ r
(∼ q ∨ ∼ p) ∨ r ⊃ ∼ q ∨ (∼ p ∨ r)
∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) ⊃ ∼ q ∨ (∼ p ∨ r)

Syllogism × × ×

Rule of exportation or importation or commutativity
11

P .Q⊃R

11·1

P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R)

11·2

P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R)

:

P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R)

Exportation

:

P .Q⊃R

Importation

:

Q ⊃ (P ⊃ R)

Commutativity

JNotebook IIIK
J1.K (p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(r ⊃ p) ⊃ (r ⊃ q)]
(q ⊃ r) ⊃ [(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)]
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)] Commutativity

q⊃r p⊃q p⊃r
P

Q

R
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(p ⊃ q) . (q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)

Importation

p⊃q q⊃r p⊃r
P

Q

(q ⊃ r) . (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)
(p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
(p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q
J2.K

p⊃q p q
P

Q R

Importation

17

p.q ⊃q.p

Proof

∼q∨∼p⊃∼p∨∼q

(3)

∼q ∼p
p

q

∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ (∼ q ∨ ∼ p)
Transposition
p.q ⊃q.p
rule of defined symbol
18.
Proof

p⊃p.p
∼p∨∼p⊃∼p
p ⊃ ∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ p)
Transposition
p⊃p.p
defined symbol

19.

p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q)
(p . q ⊃ p . q) ⊃ (p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q)) exportation
p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q)

19.1

12R

r

p ⊃ (q ⊃ q . p)
(p . q ⊃ q . p) ⊃ (p ⊃ (q ⊃ q . p)) exportation

J3.K

p.q

P , Q : P .Q
P ⊃ (Q ⊃ P . Q)
Q⊃P .Q
P .Q

rule of product

q.p
r

R
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Inversion

13R

J4.K

P .Q : P , Q
rule of product
P .Q⊃P P .Q⊃Q
P ⊃Q
R⊃S : P .R⊃Q.S
∼Q⊃∼P ∼S ⊃∼R
∼Q∨ ∼S ⊃∼P ∨ ∼R
∼ (∼ P ∨ ∼ R) ⊃ ∼ (∼ Q ∨ ∼ S)

13.1R

P ⊃Q : R.P ⊃R.Q
because R ⊃ R and other side

13.2R

P
P
P
P

F 22.

p . (q ∨ r) ≡ p . q ∨ p . r

I.

q ⊃q∨r
p . q ⊃ p . (q ∨ r)
r ⊃q∨r
p . r ⊃ p . (q ∨ r)
p . q ∨ p . r ⊃ p . (q ∨ r)

Rule of multiplication

⊃Q
P ⊃S : P ⊃Q.S
.P ⊃Q.S
⊃P .P
⊃Q.S
rule of composition

II.
× q ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q)
q ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r)
+ r ⊃ (p ⊃ p . r)
+ (p ⊃ p . r) ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r)
p.q ⊃p.q∨p.r
r ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r)
p.r ⊃p.q∨p.r
q ∨ r ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r)
× (p ⊃ p . q) ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r)
(q ∨ r) . p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r
J5.K Equivalences
P ⊃Q.Q⊃P : P ≡Q
because (P ⊃ Q) . (Q ⊃ P ) rule of defined symbol
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P ≡Q

:

P ⊃Q.Q⊃P

Transposition:

Proof

P ≡Q
:
∼P ≡∼Q
P ≡∼Q
:
∼P ≡Q
P ≡Q
P ⊃Q
Q⊃P
∼Q⊃∼P ∼P ⊃∼Q

∼P ≡∼Q

Addition and Multiplication
(
P ≡Q

J6.K

P ∨R≡Q∨S
P .R≡Q.S

R≡S

P ⊃Q R⊃S
Q⊃P S⊃R
P ∨R⊃Q∨S
Q∨S ⊃P ∨R
P ∨ R ≡ Q ∨ S.
Syllogism
P ≡Q , Q≡S :
P ≡Q : Q≡P

P ≡S

p≡p

p⊃p

p⊃p

p ≡ ∼∼ p
p ⊃ ∼∼ p
∼ (p . q) ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q

(

P Q
p p

)

∼∼ p ⊃ p

∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q
∼ (p ∨ q) ≡ ∼ p . ∼ q
≡ ∼ (∼∼ p ∨ ∼∼ q)
p ≡ ∼∼ p
q ≡ ∼∼ q
p ∨ q ≡ ∼∼ p ∨ ∼∼ q
J6a.K
23.

|

∼ (p ∨ q) ≡ ∼ (∼∼ p ∨ ∼∼ q)

p ∨ (q . r) ≡ (p ∨ q) . (p ∨ r)
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p⊃p∨q
p⊃p∨r
x p ⊃ (p ∨ q) . (p ∨ r)
q . r ⊃ p ∨ q because q . r ⊃ q
q.r ⊃p∨r
x q . r ⊃ (p ∨ q) . (p ∨ r)
2.) x p ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)] ×
h
i
r ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]
1.)

r ⊃ [q ⊃ q . r]
q ⊃ q . r ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]
x r ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]
(p ∨ r) ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]
(p ∨ r) . (p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)
× because

Summation

p⊃p∨q.r
p ∨ q . r ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]
p ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]

J7.K Syllogism under an assumption
P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R) , P ⊃ (R ⊃ S)

14R

:

P ⊃ (Q ⊃ S)

and similarly for any number of premises
P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R) . (R ⊃ S)
(Q ⊃ R) . (R ⊃ S) ⊃ Q ⊃ S
exportation syllogism
P ⊃ (Q ⊃ S)


14.1R






also generalized

P ⊃Q
P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R)
P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R) . Q
(Q ⊃ R) . Q ⊃ R
P ⊃R
Syllogism

J8.K (p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ s)

1.
2.

p∨r ⊃r∨p
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)

:

P ⊃R
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

r∨q ⊃q∨r
(r ⊃ s) ⊃ (q ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ s)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ r ∨ p)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (r ∨ q ⊃ q ∨ r)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (q ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ r)

9.

(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ s)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ q)

q
s

(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (q ∨ q ⊃ q)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q)
J9.K (p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p . r ⊃ q . s)

A.
B.
C.

(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)
(r ⊃ s) ⊃ (∼ s ⊃ ∼ r)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p) . (∼ s ⊃ ∼ r)
(∼ q ⊃ ∼ p) . (∼ s ⊃ ∼ r) ⊃ (∼ q ∨ ∼ s ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼ r)
(∼ q ∨ ∼ s ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼ r) ⊃ (p . r ⊃ q . s)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p . r ⊃ q . s)
A, B, C
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ⊃ q . s)
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ s) ⊃ (p . p ⊃ q . s)
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ⊃ p . p)
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ⊃ q . s)
(p ⊃ ∼ p) ⊃ ∼ p
∼p∨∼p⊃∼p

J10.K (∼ p ⊃ p) ⊃ p

(∼∼ p ∨ p) ⊃ p
∼∼ p ⊃ p
p⊃p
(∼∼ p ∨ p) ⊃ p
see below∗
∼ (p . ∼ p)
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(p ⊃ q).(p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q . ∼ q)]
p ⊃ (q . ∼ q) ⊃ (∼ (q . ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p)
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (∼ (q . ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p) 
Principle of Commutativity
∼ (q . ∼ q) ⊃ [(p ⊃ q).(p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p]

(p ⊃ q).(p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p
∼ (p . ∼ p)
∗

∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼∼ p)

JNotebook IVK
Jnew page iK22

(p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(r ⊃ p) ⊃ (r ⊃ q)] 1.
p ⊃ ∼∼ p
2.

R: ∼ p
S: ∼∼∼ p
T: p
Su 2.
∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p
R⊃S
∼ p ∨ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p
R∨T ⊃S∨T
Su (3)
∼p∨p⊃p∨∼p
3.
R∨T ⊃T ∨R
Su (4)
(∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p) ⊃ [p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p] 4.
Imp 2., 4.
p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p
5.
T ∨R⊃T ∨S
Su (3)
p ∨ ∼∼∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p
6.
T ∨S ⊃S∨T
Su 1.
(p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p) ⊃
[(∼ p ∨ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼ p) ⊃ (∼ p ∨ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p)] 7.
Imp twice 5., 7.; 3. ∼ p ∨ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p
8.
Su 1.
(p ∨ ∼∼∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p) ⊃
[(∼ p ∨ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p) ⊃ (∼ p ∨ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p)] 10.
Imp twice 6., 10.; 8. ∼ p ∨ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p
22

Before p. 7., the first numbered page in Notebook IV, there are in the manuscript four
not numbered pages with theorems of the axiom system for propositional logic. These
pages are here numbered with the prefix new page and inserted within Notebook III, at
the end of the present Section 1.1.10, to which they belong by their subject matter.
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Jnew page iiK

p⊃q∨p
p⊃p∨q
p∨q ⊃q∨p

Su 1.

(p ∨ q ⊃ q ∨ p) ⊃ [(p ⊃ p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ q ∨ p)]
p∨q
Su
p

2.
q∨p

p

q

r

Imp (2., (3))

(p ⊃ p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ q ∨ p)

3.

Imp (3., (1))

p⊃q∨p

4.

Jnew page iiiK
1.

(1)
(3)

(∼ p ⊃ p) ⊃ p

(∼∼ p ∨ p) ⊃ p

A. p ⊃ p
∼∼ p ⊃ p
∼∼ p ∨ p ⊃ p

Dilemma

2.

(p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p . ∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)

1.

(p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)]
(q ⊃ r) ⊃ (∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)
[p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] ⊃ [p ⊃ (∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)]
[p ⊃ (∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)] ⊃ [p . ∼ r ⊃ ∼ q]

Exportation
Transposition
Addition from the left
Importation

(p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p . ∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)

1., 2., 3. Syllogism

2.
3.

3.1 (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ (p ⊃ q))
r ⊃ (p ⊃ r)
3.2 [p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)] ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
Jnew page ivK
1.

2.

p⊃q
r
∼ p ∨ (∼ p ∨ q) ⊃ ∼ p ∨ q

∼ p ∨ (∼ p ∨ q) ⊃ (∼ p ∨ ∼ p) ∨ q
∼p∨∼p⊃∼p
(∼ p ∨ ∼ p) ∨ q ⊃ ∼ p ∨ q
Addition from the right
∼ p ∨ (∼ p ∨ q) ⊃ ∼ p ∨ q
Syllogism 1., 2.
[p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)] ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
Rule of defined symbol
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1.1.11

Completeness of the axiom system for
propositional logic

JNotebook IIIK J11.K Now I can proceed to the proof of the completeness
theorem announced in the beginning which says that any tautology whatsoever can actually be derived in a finite number of steps from our four axioms
by application of the three primitive rules of inference (substitution, implication, defined symbol) or shortly “Every tautology is demonstrable”. We
have already proved the inverse theorem which says: “Every demonstrable
expression is a tautology”.
J12.K But the proposition which we are interested in now is the inverse
one, which says “Any tautology is demonstrable”. In order to prove it we have
to use again the formulas Pi which we used for proving that any truth table
function can be expressed by ∼ and ∨. If we have say n propositional variables p1 , p2 , p3 , . . . , pn then consider the conjunction of them p1 .p2 .p3 . . . . .pn
and call a “fundamental conjunction” of these J13.K letters p1 , . . . , pn any
expression obtained from this conjunction by negating some or all of the
variables p1 , . . . , pn . So e.g. p1 . ∼ p2 . p3 . . . . . pn would be a fundamental conjunction, another one ∼ p1 . p2 . ∼ p3 . p4 . . . . . pn etc.; in particular
we count also p1 . . . . . pn itself and ∼ p1 . ∼ p2 . . . . . ∼ pn (in which all
variables are negated) as fundamental conjunctions.

2

2
23

2 for one
4 for two
8 for three
∼ p1 . p 2 . p 3 ,

p1 , ∼ p1
p1 . p 2 , p1 . ∼ p2 , ∼ p1 . p 2 , ∼ p1 . ∼ p2
p1 . p 2 . p 3 , p1 . p 2 . ∼ p3 , p1 . ∼ p2 . p 3 , p1 . ∼ p 2 . ∼ p 3
∼ p1 . p 2 . ∼ p3 , ∼ p1 . ∼ p2 . p 3 , ∼ p1 . ∼ p2 . ∼ p3

So for the n variables p1 , . . . , pn there are exactly 2n fundamental conjunctions in general; 2n because you see by adding a new variable pn+1 the
number of fundamental conjunctions is doubled, because we can combine
pn+1 and ∼ pn+1 with any of the previous J14.K fundamental conjunctions
(as e.g. here p3 with any of the previous four and ∼ p3 getting eight). I
denote those 2n fundamental conjunctions for the variables p1 , . . . , pn by
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
P1 , P2 , . . . , Pi , . . . , P2n . I am using (n) as an upper index to indicate
that we mean the fundamental conjunction of the n variables p1 , . . . , pn . The
order in which they are enumerated is arbitrary. [We may stick e.g. to the
order which we used in the truth tables.] From our formulas considered for
(n)
n = 3 we know J14.1K that to each of these fundamental conjunctions Pi
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corresponds exactly one line in a truth table for a function of the n variables
(n)
p1 , . . . , pn in such a way that Pi will be true in this line and false in all the
(n)
others. So if we numerate the lines correspondingly we can say Pi will be
true in the ith line and false in all other lines.
J15.K Now in order to prove the completeness theorem I prove first the
following auxiliary theorem.
Let E be any expression which contains no other propositional variables
(n)
but p1 , . . . , pn and Pi any fundamental conjunction of the variables
(n)
(n)
p1 , . . . , pn . Then either Pi ⊃ E or Pi ⊃ ∼ E is demonstrable
where by either or I mean at least one.23
E
Example p1 . p2 . p3 ⊃ [p . q ⊃ r]
p1 . ∼ p2 . p3 ⊃ (p1 . p2 ⊃ p3 )

p1 . ∼ p2 . p 3
or

p1 . ∼ p2 . p3 ⊃ ∼ (p1 . p2 ⊃ p3 )
∼ p . ∼ q . r ⊃ ∼ (p . q ⊃ r)
It is to be noted that E need not actually contain all the variables
p1 , . . . , pn ; it is only required that it contains no other variables but p1 , . . . , pn .
So e.g. p1 ∨ p2 would be an expression for which the theorem applies, i.e.
)
(n)
Pi ⊃ (p1 ∨ p2 )
demonstrable
⊃ ∼ (p1 ∨ p2 )
J19.K24 I shall prove the auxiliary theorem only for such expressions as
contain only the primitive symbols ∼, ∨ (but do not contain ⊃, ≡) because
that is sufficient for our purpose, and I prove it by a kind of complete induction, which we used already once in order to show that ∨ cannot be defined
in terms of ∼, ≡ . J20.K Namely I shall prove the following three lemmas:
1. The theorem is true for the simplest kind of expression E, namely the
variables p1 , . . . , pn themselves, i.e. for any variable pk of the above
(n)
(n)
series p1 , . . . , pk and any fundamental conjunction Pi , Pi ⊃ pk or
(n)
Pi ⊃ ∼ pk is demonstrable.
23

perhaps “at most one”, or “exactly one”
The text that follows should be a continuation of p. 15. of the present Notebook III,
according to a note at the bottom of that page. Page 16. is crossed out in the manuscript
and pages 17.-18. are missing in the scanned manuscript.
24
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2. If the theorem is true for an expression E, then it is also true for the
negation ∼ E.
3. If it is true for two expressions G, H then it is also true for the expression
G ∨ H.
After having proved these three lemmas we are finished. Because any
expression J21.K E containing only the variables p1 , . . . , pn and the operations
∼, ∨ is formed by iterated application of the operations ∼, ∨ beginning with
the variables p1 , . . . , pn . Now by (1.) we know that the theorem is true for
the variables p1 , . . . , pn and by (2.) and (3.) we know that it remains true if
we form new expressions by application of ∼ and ∨ to expressions for which
it is true. Hence it will be true for any expression of the considered type. So
it remains only to prove these three auxiliary propositions.
J22.K (1.) means: For any variable pk (of the series p1 , . . . , pn ) and any
(n)
(n)
(n)
fundamental conjunction Pi either Pi ⊃ pk or Pi ⊃ ∼ pk is demonstrable. But now the letter pk or the negation ∼ pk must occur among the
(n)
members of this fundamental conjunction Pi by definition of a fundamental
conjunction. On the other hand we know that for any conjunction it is
demonstrable that the conjunction implies any of its members. (I proved
that explicitly for conjunctions of two and three members and remarked
that the same method will prove it for conjunctions of any J23.K number of
members. The exact proof would have to go by an induction on the number
of members. For two, proved. Assume P (n) has n members and p is a variable
among them. Then P (n) is P (n−1) . r:
1. p occurs in P (n−1) ; then P (n−1) ⊃ p, hence P (n−1) . r ⊃ p.
2. r is p; then P (n−1) . p ⊃ p is demonstrable.) Hence if pk occurs among
(n)
(n)
the members of Pi then Pi ⊃ pk is demonstrable and if ∼ pk occurs
(n)
among them then Pi ⊃ ∼ pk is demonstrable. So one of these two formulas
is demonstrable in any case and that is exactly the assertion of lemma (1.).
Now to (2.), i.e. let us assume the theorem is true for E, i.e. for any
(n)
(n)
(n)
fundamental conjunction Pi either Pi ⊃ E or Pi ⊃∼ E is demonstrable
and let us show that the theorem is true also for the expression ∼ E, i.e. for
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
any Pi either Pi ⊃ ∼ E or Pi ⊃ ∼ (∼ E) is demonstrable for any Pi
(n)

Pi ⊃ E
(n)
Pi ⊃ ∼ E

(n)

Pi ⊃ ∼ E
(n)
Pi ⊃ ∼ (∼ E)
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(because it is J24.K this what the theorem says if applied to ∼ E). But
(n)
(n)
now in the first case if Pi ⊃ E is demonstrable then Pi ⊃ ∼ (∼ E) is
also demonstrable because E ⊃ ∼ (∼ E) is demonstrable by substitution in
(n)
the law of double negation, and if both Pi ⊃ E and E ⊃ ∼ (∼ E) are
(n)
demonstrable then also Pi ⊃ ∼ (∼ E) by the rule of syllogism. So we see
if the first case is realized for E then the second case is realized for ∼ E and
of course if the second case is realized for E the first case is realized for ∼ E
(because they say the same thing). J25.K So if one of the two cases is realized
for E then also one of the two cases is realized for ∼ E, i.e. if the theorem is
true for E it is also true for ∼ E which was to be proved.
(n)
Now to (3.). Assume the theorem true for G, H and let Pi be any arbi(n)
trary fundamental conjunction of p1 , . . . , pn . Then Pi ⊃ G is demonstrable
(n)
(n)
(n)
or Pi ⊃ ∼ G is demonstrable and Pi ⊃ H is demonstrable or Pi ⊃ ∼ H
is demonstrable by assumption and we have to prove from these assumptions
that also:
(n)

Pi

⊃G∨H

or

(n)
Pi

⊃ ∼ (G ∨ H)

is demonstrable.

In order to do that distinguish three cases:
J26.K
(n)

1. [For G first case realized, i.e.] Pi ⊃ G is demonstrable; then we
(n)
have G ⊃ G ∨ H also by substitution in axiom, hence Pi ⊃ G ∨ H
demonstrable by rule of syllogism [hence first case realized for G ∨ H].
(n)

2. case [For H first case realized] Pi ⊃ H is demonstrable; then H ⊃ G∨
(n)
H by substitution in formula 10.*, hence Pi ⊃ G ∨ H is demonstrable
by rule of syllogism [hence first case realized for G ∨ H].
(n)

(n)

3. case Neither for G is Pi ⊃ G nor for H is Pi ⊃ H the first case
(n)
realized. Thus for both of them second case happens, i.e. Pi ⊃ ∼ G
(n)
and Pi ⊃ ∼ H are both demonstrable by assumption, but then by
(n)
(n)
rule of transposition G ⊃ ∼ Pi and H ⊃ ∼ Pi are demonstrable.
(n)
(n)
Hence G ∨ H ⊃ ∼ Pi by rule of Dilemma. Hence Pi ⊃ ∼ (G ∨ H)
by transposition [i.e. second case realized for G ∨ H].
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J27.K So we see in each of the three cases which exhaust all possibilities
(n)
(n)
either Pi ⊃ G ∨ H or Pi ⊃ ∼ (G ∨ H) is demonstrable, namely the
first happens in case 1 and 2, the second in case 3. But that means that
(n)
the theorem is true for G ∨ H since Pi was any arbitrary fundamental
conjunction. So we have proved the three lemmas and therefore the auxiliary
theorem for all expressions E containing only ∼, ∨.
Now let us assume in particular that E is a tautology of this kind (i.e.
containing only the letters p1 , . . . , pn and only ∼, ∨); then I maintain J28.K
(n)
(n)
that Pi ⊃ E is demonstrable for any fundamental conjunction Pi . Now
(n)
(n)
we know from the preceding theorem that certainly either Pi ⊃ E or Pi ⊃
∼ E is demonstrable. So it remains only to be shown that the second case,
(n)
that Pi ⊃∼ E is demonstrable, can never occur if E is a tautology and that
can be shown as follows: As I mentioned before any demonstrable proposition
(n)
is a tautology. But on the other hand we can easily see that Pi ⊃ ∼ E
is certainly not a tautology if E is a tautology because the truth value of
(n)
Pi ⊃ ∼ E will be false J29.K in the ith line of its truth table. For in the ith
(n)
line Pi is true as we saw before and E is also true in the ith line because it
is assumed to be a tautology, hence true in any line. Therefore ∼ E will be
false in the ith line, therefore Pi ⊃ ∼ E will be false in the ith line because
Pi is true and ∼ E false and therefore Pi ⊃ ∼ E false by the truth table of
⊃. So this expression Pi ⊃ ∼ E has F in the ith line of its truth table, hence
(n)
is not a tautology, hence cannot be demonstrable and therefore Pi ⊃ E is
(n)
demonstrable for any fundamental conjunction Pi , if E J30.K is a tautology
containing only ∼, ∨, p1 , . . . , pn .
(n)
(n)
But from the fact that Pi ⊃ E is demonstrable for any Pi it follows
that E is demonstrable in the following way: We can show first that also
(n−1)
for any fundamental conjunction Pi
of the n − 1 variables p1 , . . . , pn−1 ,
(n−1)
(n−1)
Pi
⊃ E is demonstrable because if Pi
is a fundamental conjunction of
(n−1)
the n − 1 variables p1 , . . . , pn−1 then Pi
. pn is a fundamental conjunction
(n−1)
of the n variables p1 , . . . , pn and likewise Pi
. ∼ pn is a fundamental
conjunction of the n variables p1 , . . . , pn ; therefore by our previous theorem
(n−1)
(n−1)
J31.K Pi
.pn ⊃ E and Pi
. ∼ pn ⊃ E are both demonstrable. Applying
the rule of exportation and commutativity to those two expressions we get
(n−1)
(n−1)
pn ⊃ (Pi
⊃ E) and ∼ pn ⊃ (Pi
⊃ E) are both demonstrable.
To be more exact we have to apply first the rule of exportation and then
(n−1)
the rule of commutativity because the rule of exportation gives Pi
⊃
(pn ⊃ E). But now we can apply the rule of dilemma to these two formulas
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(n−1)

(P ⊃ R, Q ⊃ R : P ∨ Q ⊃ R) and obtain ∼ pn ∨ pn ⊃ (Pi
⊃ E) is
demonstrable; and now since ∼ pn ∨ pn is demonstrable we can apply the
(n−1)
rule of implication again and obtain Pi
⊃ E is demonstrable which was
to be shown. Now since this holds J32.K for any fundamental conjunction
(n−1)
Pi
of the n − 1 variables p1 , . . . , pn−1 it is clear that we can apply the same
(n−2)
argument again and prove that also for any fundamental conjunction Pi
of
(n−2)
the n − 2 variables p1 , . . . , pn−2 , Pi
⊃ E is demonstrable. So by repeating
this argument n − 1 times we can finally show that for any fundamental
conjunction of the one variable p1 this implication is demonstrable, but that
means p1 ⊃ E is demonstrable and ∼ p1 ⊃ E is demonstrable (because p1
and ∼ p1 are the fundamental conjunction of the one variable J33.K p1 ), but
then ∼ p1 ∨ p1 ⊃ E is demonstrable by rule of dilemma and therefore E is
demonstrable by rule of implication.
Incidentally so we have shown that any tautology containing only ∼ and
∨ is demonstrable, but from this it follows that any tautology whatsoever is
demonstrable because: let P be one containing the defined symbols . , ⊃, ≡ .
I then denote by P 0 the expression obtained from P by replacing . , ⊃, ≡ by
their definiens, i.e. R . S by ∼ (∼ R ∨ ∼ S) wherever it occurs in P etc. Then
P 0 will also be a tautology. But P 0 is a tautology containing only ∼, ∨ hence
P 0 is demonstrable, but then also P is demonstrable because it is obtained
from P 0 by one or several applications of the rule of defined symbol, namely
since P 0 was obtained from P by replacing p . q by ∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) etc. P is
obtained from P 0 by the inverse substitution, but each such substitution is
an application of rule of defined symbol, hence: If P 0 is demonstrable then
also P is demonstrable.
As an example take the formula (p ⊃ q) ∨ (q ⊃ p) which is a tautology.
1. Without defined symbols (∼ p ∨ q) ∨ (∼ q ∨ p) = E
2. Fundamental conjunctions in p, q
p . q, p . ∼ q, ∼ p . q,

∼p.∼q

To prove that p . q ⊃ E etc. are all demonstrable we have to verify our
auxiliary theorem successively for all particular formulas, i.e. for p, q, ∼ p,
∼ q, ∼ p ∨ q, ∼ q ∨ p, E.
J34.K
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p
p.q ⊃
p
p. ∼q ⊃
p
∼p
∼p.q ⊃
∼p. ∼q ⊃ ∼p

q
q
∼q
q
∼q

∼p
∼ (∼ p)
∼ (∼ p)
∼p
∼p

∼q
∼ (∼ q)
∼q
∼ (∼ q)
∼q

∼p∨q
∼p∨q
∼ (∼ p ∨ q)
∼p∨q
∼p∨q
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∼q∨p
∼q∨p
∼q∨p
∼ (∼ q ∨ p)
∼q∨p

(∼ p ∨ q) ∨ (∼ q ∨ p)
E
E
E
E
p . ∼ q ⊃ ∼ (∼ p)
p.∼q ⊃∼q

∼ p ⊃ ∼ (p . ∼ q)
q ⊃ ∼ (p . ∼ q)
∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼ (p . ∼ q)
p . ∼ q ⊃ ∼ (∼ p ∨ q)

p.q ⊃E
∼p.q ⊃E

p ⊃ (q ⊃ E)
∼ p ⊃ (q ⊃ E)
∼ p ∨ p ⊃ (q ⊃ E)
q⊃E

p.∼q ⊃E
∼p.∼q ⊃E

p ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ E)
∼ p ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ E)
∼ p ∨ p ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ E)
∼q⊃E

J35.K
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∼q∨q ⊃E

E

Independence of the axioms

Now after having proved that any tautology can be derived from the four
axioms, the next question which arises is whether all of those four axioms
are really necessary to derive them or whether perhaps one or the other of
them is superfluous. That would mean one of them could be left out and
nevertheless the remaining three would allow to derive all tautologies. If
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this were the case then in particular also the superfluous axiom (since it is a
tautology) could be derived from the three other, J36.K i.e. it would not be
independent from the other. So the question comes down to investigating the
independence of the four axioms from each other. That such an investigation
is really necessary is shown very strikingly by the last development. Namely
when Russell first set up this system of axioms for the calculus of propositions
he assumed a fifth axiom, namely the associative law for disjunction and only
many years later it was proved by P. Bernays that this associative law was
superfluous, i.e. could J37.K be derived from the others. You have seen in
one of the previous lectures how this derivation can be accomplished. But
Bernays has shown at the same time that a similar thing cannot happen for
the four remaining axioms, i.e. that they are really independent from each
other.
Again here as in the completeness proof the interest does not lie so much in
proving that these particular four axioms are independent but in the method
to prove it, because so far we have only had an opportunity to prove that
certain propositions follow from other propositions. But now we are confronted with the opposite problem to show that certain propositions do not
follow from certain others and this problem requires evidently an entirely
new method for its solution. This method is very interesting and somewhat
connected with the questions of many-valued logics.
You know the calculus of propositions can be interpreted as an algebra in
which J38.K we have the two operations of logical addition and multiplication
as in usual algebra but in addition to them a third operation, the negation and
besides some operations defined in terms of them (⊃, ≡ etc.). The objects to
which those operations are applied are the propositions. So the propositions
can be made to correspond to the numbers of ordinary algebra. But as you
know all the operations . , ∨ etc. which we introduced are “truth functions”
and therefore it is only the truth value of the propositions that really matters
in this algebra, J39.K i.e. we can consider them as the numbers of our algebra
instead of the propositions (simply the two “truth values” T and F). And
this is what we shall do, i.e. our algebra (as opposed to usual algebra) has
only two numbers T, F and the result of the operations . , ∨, ∼ applied to
these two numbers is given by the truth table, i.e. T ∨ F = T (i.e. the sum
of the two numbers T and F is T) T ∨ T = T, F ∨ T = T, F ∨ F = F,
∼T = F, ∼F = T. In order to stress J40.K more the analogy to algebra I
shall also write 1 instead of T and 0 instead of F. Then in this notation
the rules for logical multiplication would look like this: 1 . 1 = 1 , 0 . 1 = 0,
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1.0 = 0, 0.0 = 0. If you look at this table you see that logical and arithmetical
multiplication exactly coincide in this notation. Now what are the tautologies
considered from this algebraic standpoint? They are expressions f (p, q, r, . . .)
which have always the value 1 whatever numbers p, q, r may be, J41.K i.e.
in algebraic language expressions identically equal to one f (p, q, . . .) = 1
and the contradictions expressions identically zero f (p, q, . . .) = 0. So an
expression of usual algebra which would correspond to a contradiction would
be e.g. x2 − y 2 − (x + y)(x − y); this is equal to 0.
But now from this algebraic standpoint nothing can prevent us to consider also other similar algebras with say three numbers 0, 1, 2 instead of
two and with the operations ∨, . , ∼ defined in some different manner. For
any such algebra we shall have tautologies, J42.K i.e. formulas equal to 1
and contradictions equal to 0, but they will of course be different formulas
for different algebras. Now such algebra with three and more numbers were
used by Bernays for the proof of independence, e.g. in order to prove the
independence of the second axiom Bernays considers the following algebra:
3 numbers
negation
addition

0, 1, 2
∼0=1
∼1=0
1∨x=x∨1=1
0∨0=0

∼2=2
2∨2=1
2∨0=0∨2=2

Implication and other operations need not be defined separately because
p ⊃ q = ∼ p ∨ q.
J43.K A tautology is a formula equal to 1, e.g. ∼ p ∨ p because for p
equal to 0 or 1 it is equal to 1, because the operations for 0, 1 as arguments
coincide with the operations of the usual calculus of propositions; if p = 2
then ∼ p = 2 and 2 ∨ 2 = 1 is also true. Also p ⊃ p is a tautology because
by definition it is the same as ∼ p ∨ p.
Now for this algebra one can prove the following proposition:
1. Axioms (1), (3), (4) are tautologies in this algebra.
2. For each of the three rules of inference we have: If the premises are
tautologies in this algebra then so is the conclusion.
J44.K I.e.
1. If P and P ⊃ Q are tautologies then Q is a tautology.
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2. If Q0 by substitution from Q and Q is a tautology then also Q0 is
a tautology.
3. If Q0 is obtained from Q by replacing P ⊃ Q by ∼ P ∨ Q etc. and
Q is a tautology then also Q0 is a tautology.
3. The axiom (2) is not a tautology in this algebra.

After having shown these three lemmas we are finished because by 1, 2:
Any formula demonstrable from axioms (1), (3), (4) by the three rules of
inference is a tautology for our algebra but axiom (2) is not a tautology for
our J45.K algebra. Hence it cannot be demonstrable from (1), (3), (4).
Now to the proof of the lemmas 1, 2, 3. First some auxiliary theorems
(for 1 I say true and for 0 false because for 1 and 0 the tables of our algebra
coincide with those for T and F):
1. p ⊃ p

(we had that before, because ∼ p ∨ p = 1 also ∼ 2 ∨ 2 = 1)

2. 1 ∨ p = p ∨ 1 = 1

0∨p=p∨0=p

3. p ∨ q = q ∨ p
4. Also in our three-valued algebra we have: An implication whose first
member is 0 is 1 and an implication whose second member is 1 is also
1 whatever the other member may be, i.e. 0 ⊃ p = 1 and p ⊃ 1 = 1
because:
1.) 0 ⊃ p = ∼ 0 ∨ p = 1 ∨ p = 1
J46.K

2.) p ⊃ 1 = ∼ p ∨ 1 = 1

Now (1)

p⊃p∨q =1

1. p = 0
2. p = 1

→
→

(3) p ∨ q = q ∨ p

p⊃p∨q =1
1⊃1∨q =1⊃1=1
→

p∨q =q∨p=1

(4) (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)

E

1. r = 0

r∨p=p

r∨q =q

2. r = 1

r∨p=r∨q =1

E = (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ q) = 1

E = (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (1 ⊃ 1) = (p ⊃ q) ⊃ 1 = 1
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J47.K

3. r = 2
=2∨1=1
=2∨2=1
r∨p⊃r∨q =1
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q) = 1

α.) q = 1, 2 r ∨ q

β.) q = 0
1. p = 0
r∨p=r∨q
(r ∨ p) ⊃ (r ∨ q) = 1
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ⊃ p) ⊃ (r ∨ q) = 1
2. p = 1
E=1

p⊃q=0

3. p = 2
(2 ⊃ 0) ⊃ (2 ∨ 2 ⊃ 2 ∨ 0) = 2 ⊃ (1 ⊃ 2) = 2 ⊃ 2 = 1
J48.K Lemma 2. A.

p=1 p⊃q=1 →
1=∼p∨q =0∨q =q

q=1

Hence if f (p, q, . . .) = 1 then
f (p, q, . . .) ⊃ g(p, q, . . .) = 1
g(p, q, . . .) = 1
B. Rule of substitution holds for any truth-value algebra, i.e. if f (p, q, . . .) =
1 then f (g(p, q, . . .), q, . . .) = 1.
C. Rule of defined symbol likewise holds because p ⊃ q and ∼ p ∨ q have
the same truth table.
J49.K Lemma 3. (2) p ∨ p ⊃ p is not a tautology, i.e.

2 ∨ 2 ⊃ 2 = 1 ⊃ 2 = ∼ 1 ∨ 2 = 0 ∨ 2 = 2 6= 1

So the lemmas are proved and therefore also the theorem about the independence of Axiom (2).
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1.1.13

Remark on disjunctive and conjunctive normal
forms

We have already developed a method for deciding of any given expression
whether or not it is a tautology, namely the truth-table method. I want
to develop another method which uses the analogy of the rules of the J50.K
calculus of proposition with the rules of algebra. We have the two distributive
laws:
p . (q ∨ r) ≡ (p . q) ∨ (p . r)
p ∨ (q . r) ≡ (p ∨ q) . (p ∨ r)

p.q ≡q
p∨q ≡q

In order to prove them by the shortened truth-table method I use the following facts which I mentioned already once at the occasion of one of the
exercises:
if p is true
if p is false

p.q ≡q
p∨q ≡q

In order to prove those equivalences I distinguish two cases: 1. p true and 2.
p false.25
J51.K Now the distributive laws in algebra make it possible to decide
of any given expression containing only letters and +, −, · whether or not
it is identically zero, namely by factorizing out all products of sums, e.g.
x2 − y 2 − (x + y)(x − y) = 0. A similar thing is to be expected in the algebra
of logic. Only two differences: 1. In logic we have the negation which has
no analogue in algebra. But for negation we have also a kind of distributive
law given by the De Morgan formulas ∼ (p ∨ q) ≡ ∼ p . ∼ q J52.K and
∼ (p . q) ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q. (Proved very easily by the truth-table method.) These
formulas allow us to get rid of the negations by shifting them inwards to the
letters occurring in the expression. The second difference is that we have two
distributive laws and therefore two possible ways of factorizing. If we use the
first law we shall get as the final result a sum of products of single letters as
in algebra. By using the other law of distribution we get a product of sums
unlike in algebra. I think it is best to explain that on an J53.K example:
× 1. (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)
25

There seems to be a gap in the text here.
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∼ (∼ p ∨ q) ∨ (q ∨ ∼ p)
(p . ∼ q) ∨ q ∨ ∼ p
(p ∨ q ∨ ∼ p) . (∼ q ∨ q∨ ∼ p)
× 2. (p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ ∼ q) . p
(∼ p ∨ q) . (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) . p
(∼ p . ∼ p ∨ q . ∼ p ∨ ∼ p . ∼ q ∨ q . ∼ q) . p
(∼ p . p) ∨ (q . ∼ p . p) ∨ (∼ p . ∼ q . p) ∨ (q . ∼ q . p)
3. (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)
∼ (∼ p ∨ q) ∨ [∼ (r ∨ p) ∨ r ∨ q]
(p . ∼ q) ∨ (∼ r . ∼ p) ∨ r ∨ q
(p ∨ ∼ r ∨ r ∨ q) . (p ∨ ∼ p ∨ r ∨ q) .
(∼ q ∨ ∼ r ∨ r ∨ q) . (∼ q ∨ ∼ p ∨ r ∨ q)

1.1.14
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Sequents and natural deduction system

J1.K26 In the last two lectures a proof for the completeness of our system of
axioms for the calculus of propositions was given, i.e. it was shown that any
tautology is demonstrable from these axioms. Now a tautology is exactly
what in traditional logic would be called a law of logic or a logically true
proposition. J2.K Therefore this completeness proof solves for the calculus
of propositions the second of the two problems which I announced in the
beginning of my lectures, namely it shows how all laws of a certain part of
logic namely of the calculus of propositions can be deduced from a finite
number of logical axioms and rules of inference.
I wish to stress that the interest of this result does not lie so much in
this that our particular four axioms and three rules are sufficient to deduce
everything, J3.K but the real interest consists in this that here for the first
time in the history of logic it has really been proved that one can reduce
all laws of a certain part of logic to a few logical axioms. You know it has
often been claimed that this can be done and sometimes the laws of identity,
contradiction, excluded middle have been considered as the logical axioms.
But not even the shadow of a proof was given that every logical inference
can be derived from them. Moreover the assertion to be proved was not even
26

Here the numbering of pages in the present Notebook III starts anew with 1.
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clearly formulated, because J4.K it means nothing to say that something can
be derived e.g. from the law of contradiction unless you specify in addition
the rules of inference which are to be used in the derivation.
As I said before it is not so very important that just our four axioms are
sufficient. After the method has once been developed, it is possible to give
many other sets of axioms which are also sufficient to derive all tautologies
of the calculus J5.K of propositions, e.g.
p ⊃ (∼ p ⊃ q)
(∼ p ⊃ p) ⊃ p
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)]
I have chosen the above four axioms because they are used in the standard
textbooks of logistics. But I do not at all want to say that this choice was
particularly fortunate. On the contrary our system of axioms is open to some
objections from the aesthetic point of view; e.g. one of the aesthetic requirements for a set of axioms is that the axioms should be as simple and evident
as possible, in any case simpler than the theorems to be proved, whereas in
our system J6.K e.g. the last axiom is pretty complicated and on the other
hand the very simple law of identity p ⊃ p appears as a theorem. So in
our system it happens sometimes that simpler propositions are proved from
more complicated axioms, which is to be avoided if possible. Recently by the
mathematician G. Gentzen a system was set up which avoids these disadvantages. I want to reference briefly about this system27 JNotebook IVK
J7.K28 or to be more exact on a system which is based on Gentzen’s idea, but
simpler than his. The idea consists in introducing another kind of implication
(denoted by an arrow →).29
27

At the end of Notebook III there are in the manuscript thirteen not numbered pages
with formulae, sometimes significant, and jottings. Since it would be too intrusive to make
a selection of what would be appropriate for the edited text, they are not given here.
28
The present p. 7., is in the manuscript the first numbered page of Notebook IV. It
is there preceded by four pages, which have been fitted in this edited text at the end of
Section 1.1.10 Theorems and derived rules of the system for propositional logic.
29
The remainder of p. 7. is crossed out in the manuscript, but since pp. 8.-9. in the
present Notebook IV are missing in the scanned manuscript, and because of the interest
of this part of the text, this crossed out remainder is cited here: “such that P → Q means
Q is true under the assumption P . The difference of this implication as opposed to our
former one is
1. There can be any number of premises, e.g. P, Q → R means R holds under the
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J10.K system with altogether three primitive terms →, ∼, ⊃. We have
now to distinguish between expressions in the former sense, i.e. containing
only ∼, ⊃ and variables, e.g. p ⊃ q, ∼ p ⊃ q, q ⊃ p ∨ r, etc., and secondary
formulas containing the arrow, e.g. p, p ⊃ q → q. I shall use capital Latin
letters P, Q only to denote expressions of the first kind, i.e. expressions in
our former sense, and I use capital Greek letters ∆, Γ to denote sequences of
an arbitrary number of assumptions P, Q, R . . .
| {z }
∆

J11.K Hence a formula of Gentzen’s system will always have the form ∆ →
S, a certain sequence of expressions of the first kind implies an expression of
the first kind. Now to the axioms and rules of inference.
I Any formula P → P where P is an arbitrary expression of the first
kind is an axiom and only those formulas are axioms.
J12.K So that is the law of identity which appears here as an axiom and as
the only axiom.
As to the rules of inference we have four, namely
1. The rule of addition of premises, i.e. from ∆ → A one can conclude
∆, P → A and P, ∆ → A, i.e. if A is true under the assumptions ∆ then it
is a fortiori true under the assumptions ∆ and the further assumption P .
J13.K

2. The Rule of exportation:
∆, P → Q

:

∆ → (P ⊃ Q)

If the propositions ∆ and P imply Q then the propositions ∆ imply that P
implies Q.
3. The Rule of implication:
∆→P
∆ → (P ⊃ Q)

∆→Q

So that is so to speak the rule of implication under some assumptions: If A
and A ⊃ B both hold under the assumptions ∆ then B also holds under the
assumptions ∆.
assumptions P, Q (i.e. the same thing which would be denoted by P . Q ⊃ R. In particular
the number of premises. . . ”
The next page, p. 10., begins with the second part of a broken sentence.
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4. Rule of Reductio ad absurdum or rule of indirect proof:
∆, ∼ P → Q
∆, ∼ P → ∼ Q

∆→P

Here the premises mean that from the assumptions ∆ and ∼ P a contradiction follows, i.e. ∼ P is incompatible J14.K with the assumptions ∆, i.e. from
∆ follows P .
Again it can be proved that every tautology follows from the axioms and
rules of inference. Of course only the tautologies which can be expressed in
terms of the symbols introduced, i.e. ∼, ⊃ and →. If we want to introduce
also ∨, . etc. we have to add the rule of the defined symbol . or other rules
concerning ∨, . etc.
Now you see that in this system the aforementioned disadvantages have
been avoided. All the axioms are really very simple and J15.K evident. It is
particularly interesting that also the pseudo-paradoxical propositions about
the implication follow from our system of axioms although nobody will have
any objections against the axioms themselves, i.e. everybody would admit
them if we interpret both the → and the ⊃ to mean “if. . . then”. Perhaps
I shall derive these pseudo-paradoxes as examples for derivations from this
system. The first reads:
q→p⊃q
J16.K
By I
00
1
00
2

Proof:

q→q
q, p → q
q → (p ⊃ q)

Incidentally, again applying 2 we get → q ⊃ (p ⊃ q) which is another form
for the same theorem. The second paradox reads like this:
∼p→p⊃q
I
1
I
1
4
2

p→p
∼ p, p, ∼ q → p
∼p→∼p
∼ p, p, ∼ q → ∼ p
∼ p, p → q
∼ p → (p ⊃ q)

Proof:
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J17.K Incidentally this formula ∼ p, p → q which we derived as an intermediate step of the proof is interesting also on its own account; it says:
From a contradictory assumption everything follows since the formula is true
whatever the proposition q may be. I am sorry I have no time left to go into
more details about this Gentzen system. I want to conclude now this chapter
about the calculus of proposition.30

1.2
1.2.1

Predicate logic
First-order languages and valid formulas

J24.K I am concluding now the chapter about the calculus of propositions and
begin with the next chapter which is to deal with the so called calculus of
functions or predicates. As I explained formerly the calculus of propositions
is characterized by this that only propositions as a whole occur in it. The
letters p, q, r etc. denoted arbitrary propositions and all the formulas and
rules which we proved are valid whatever propositions p, q, r may be, i.e. they
are independent of the structure of the propositions involved. Therefore we
could use single letters p, q . . . to denote whole propositions.
J25.K But now we shall be concerned with inferences which depend on the
structure of the propositions involved and therefore we shall have to study at
first how propositions are built up of their constituents. To this end we ask
at first what do the simplest propositions which one can imagine look like.
Now evidently the simplest kind of propositions are those in which simply
some predicate is asserted of some subject, e.g. Socrates is mortal. Here the
predicate mortal is asserted to belong to the subject Socrates. Thus far we
are in agree- J26.K ment with classical logic.
But there is another type of simple proposition which was very much
neglected in classical logic, although this second type is more important for
the applications of logic in mathematics and other sciences. This second
type of simple proposition consists in this that a predicate is asserted of
several subjects, e.g. New York is larger than Washington. Here you have
two subjects, New York and Washington, and the predicate larger says that
a certain relation subsists between those two subjects. Another example is
“Socrates is the teacher of Plato”. So you see there are two different kinds
30

Here p. 17. ends and pp. 18.-23. are missing in the scanned manuscript from the
present Notebook IV.
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J27.K of predicates, namely predicates with one subject as e.g. mortal and
predicates with several subjects as e.g. greater.
The predicates of the first kind may be called properties, those of the
second kind are called relations. So e.g. “mortal” is a property, “greater” is
a relation. Most of the predicates of everyday language are relations and not
properties. The relation “greater” as you see requires two subjects and therefore is called a dyadic relation. There are also relations which require three or
more subjects, e.g. betweenness is a relation with three subjects, i.e. triadic
relation. If I say e.g. New York J28.K lies between Washington and Boston.,
the relation of betweenness is asserted to subsist for the three subjects New
York, Washington and Boston, and always if I form a meaningful proposition
involving the word between I must mention three objects of which one is to
be in between the others. Therefore “betweenness” is called a triadic relation
and similarly there are tetradic, pentadic relations etc. Properties may be
called monadic predicates in this order of ideas.
I don’t want to go into any discussions of what predicates are (that could
lead J29.K to a discussion of nominalism and realism). I want to say about
the essence of a predicate only this. In order that a predicate be well-defined
it must be (uniquely and) unambiguously determined of any objects (whatsoever) whether the predicate belongs to them or not. So e.g. a property is
given if it is uniquely determined of any object whether or not the predicate
belongs to it and a dyadic relation is given if it is . . . uniquely determined
of any two objects whether or not the relation subsists between them. I
shall use capital letters M, P, to denote individual predicates—as e.g. mortal, greater etc. J30.K and small letters a, b, c to denote individual objects as
e.g. Socrates, New York etc. (of which the predicates M, P . . . are asserted).
Those objects are usually called individuals in mathematical logic.
Now let M be a monadic predicate, e.g. “mortal”, and a an individual, e.g.
Socrates. Then the proposition that M belongs to a is denoted by M (a). So
M (a) means “Socrates is mortal” and similarly if G is a dyadic relation, e.g.
larger, and b, c two individuals, e.g. New York and Washington, then G(b, c)
means “The relation G subsists between b and c”, i.e. in our case “New
York is larger than Washington”. So in this notation there is no copula,
but e.g. the proposition “Socrates is mortal” J31.K has to be expressed like
this Mortality(Socrates), and that New York is greater than Washington by
Larger(New York, Washington).
That much I have to say about the simplest type of propositions which
say that some definite predicate belongs to some definite subject or subjects.
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These propositions are sometimes called atomic propositions because they
constitute so to speak the atoms of which the more complex propositions
are built up. But now how are they built up? We know already one way of
forming J32.K compound propositions namely by means of the operations of
the propositional calculus . , ∨, ⊃ etc., e.g. from the two atomic propositions
“Socrates is a man” and “Socrates is mortal” we can form the composit
proposition “If Socrates is a man Socrates is mortal”; in symbols, if T denotes
the predicate of mortality it would read M (a) ⊃ T (a), or e.g. M (a) ∨ ∼
M (a) would mean “Either Socrates is a man or Socrates is not a man”.
M (a) . T (a) would mean “Socrates is a man and Socrates is mortal”, and
so on. The propositions which we can obtain in this way, i.e. by combining
atomic propositions by means J31.aK of the truth functions ∨, . etc. are
sometimes called molecular propositions.
But there is still another way of forming compound propositions which
we have not yet taken account of in our symbolism, namely by means of the
particles “every” and “some”. These are expressed in logistics by the use of
variables as follows: Take e.g. the proposition “Every man is mortal”. We
can express that in other words like this: “Every object which is a man is
mortal” or “For every object x it is true that M (x) ⊃ T (x)”. Now in order
to indicate that this implication J32.aK is asserted of any object x one puts
x in brackets in front of the proposition and includes the whole proposition
in brackets to indicate that the whole proposition is asserted to be true for
every x. And generally if we have an arbitrary expression, say Φ(x) which
involves a variable x, then (x)[Φ(x)] means “For every object x, Φ(x) is
true”, i.e. if you take an arbitrary individual a and substitute it for x then
the resulting proposition Φ(a) is true. As in our example (x)[M (x) ⊃ T (x)],
J33.K if you substitute Socrates for x you get the true proposition. And
generally if you substitute for x something which is a man you get a true
proposition because then the first and second term of the implication are
true. If however you substitute something which is not a man you also get a
true proposition because. . . So for any arbitrary object which you substitute
for x you get a true proposition and this is indicated by writing (x) in front
of the proposition. (x) is called the universal quantifier.
J34.K As to the particle “some” or “there exists” it is expressed by a
reversed ∃ put in brackets together with a variable (∃x). So that means:
there is an object x; e.g. if we want to express that some men are not mortal
we have to write (∃x)[M (x) . ∼ T (x)] and generally if Φ(x) is a propositional
function with the variable x, (∃x)[Φ(x)] means J35.K “There exits some object
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a such that Φ(a) is true”. Nothing is said about the number of objects for
which Φ(a) is true; there may be one or several. (∃x)Φ(x) only means there is
at least one object x such that Φ(x). (∃x) is called the existential quantifier.
From this definition you see at once that we have the following equivalences:
(∃x)Φ(x) ≡ ∼ (x)[∼ Φ(x)]
(x)Φ(x) ≡ ∼ (∃x)[∼ Φ(x)]
Generally (x)[∼ Φ(x)] means Φ(x) holds for no object and ∼ (∃x)[Φ(x)]
means there is no object x such that Φ(x). Again you see that these two
statements are equivalent with each other. It is easy e.g. to express the
traditional four J36.K types of propositions a, e, i, o in our notation. In each
case we have two predicates, say P , S and
SaP
SiP
SeP
SoP

means
means
means
means

every S is a P
some S are P
no S is a P
some S are ∼ P

i.e.
i.e.
i.e.
i.e.

(x)[S(x) ⊃ P (x)]
(∃x)[S(x) . P (x)]
(x)[S(x) ⊃ ∼ P (x)]
(∃x)[S(x) . ∼ P (x)]

You see the universal propositions have the universal quantifier in front of
them and the particular propositions the existential quantifier. I want to
mention that in classical logic two entirely different types of propositions are
counted as universal affirmative, namely propositions of the type “Socrates
is mortal” expressed by P (a) and “Every man is mortal” (x)[S(x) ⊃ P (x)].
J37.K Now the existential and universal quantifier can be combined with
each other and with the truth functions ∼, . . . in many ways so as to express
more complicated propositions.
J37.1K31 Thereby one uses some abbreviations, namely: Let Φ(xy) be
an expression containing two variables; then we may form: (x)[(y)[Φ(xy)]].
That means “For any object x it is true that for any object y Φ(xy)” that
evidently means “Φ(xy) is true whatever objects you take for x, y” and this is
denoted by (x, y)Φ(xy). Evidently the order of the variables is arbitrary here,
i.e. (x, y)Φ(xy) ≡ (y, x)Φ(xy). Similarly (∃x)[(∃y)[Φ(xy)]] means “There are
some objects x, y such that Φ(xy)” and this is abbreviated by (∃x, y)Φ(xy)
and means:. . . But it has to be noted that this does not mean that there
are really two different objects x, y satisfying Φ(xy). This formula is also
31

This page followed by the new page below is inserted within p. 37, which continues
with the paragraph after the next starting with “I want now to give”.
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true if there is one object a such that Φ(aa) because then there exists an x,
namely a, such that there exists a y, namely again a, such that etc. Again
(∃x, y)Φ(xy) ≡ (∃y, x)Φ(xy).
But it is to be noted that this interchangeability holds Jnew pageK only
for two universal or two existential quantifiers. It does not hold for an universal and an existential quantifier, i.e. (x)[(∃y)[Φ(yx)]] 6≡ (∃y)[(x)[Φ(yx)]].
Take e.g. for Φ(yx) the proposition “y greater than x”; then the first means
“For any object x it is true that there exists an object y greater than x”; in
other words “For any object there exists something greater”. The right-hand
side however means “There exists an object y such that for any x y is greater
than x”, there exists a greatest object. So that in our case the right side says
just the opposite of what the left side says. The above abbreviation is also
used for more than two variables, i.e. (x, y, z)[Φ(xyz)] (∃x, y, z)[Φ(xyz)].
I want now to give some examples for the notation introduced. Take e.g.
the proposition “For any integer there exists a greater one”. The predicates
occurring in this proposition are: 1. integer and 2. greater. Let us denote
them by I and > so I(x) is to be read “x is an integer” and > (xy) is to be
read “x greater y” or “y smaller x”. Then the proposition is expressed in
logistic symbolism as follows:
(x)[I(x) ⊃ (∃y)[I(y) . > (yx)]].
We can express the same fact by saying J38.K there is no greatest integer.
What would that look like in logistic symbolism:
∼ (∃x)[I(x) . such that no integer is greater i.e. (y)[I(y) ⊃ ∼ > (yx)]].
As another example take the proposition “There is a smallest integer” that
would read:
(∃x)[I(x) . such that no integer is smaller i.e. (y)[I(y) ⊃ ∼ > (xy)]].
I wish to call your attention to a near at hand mistake. It would be wrong
to express this last proposition like this:
(∃x)[I(x) . (y)[I(y) ⊃ > (yx)]]
because that would mean there is an integer smaller than every integer. But
such an integer does not exist J39.K since it would have to be smaller than
itself. An integer smaller than every integer would have to be smaller than
itself—that is clear. So the second proposition is false whereas the first is
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true, because it says only there exists an integer x which is not greater than
any integer.
Another example for our notation may be taken from Geometry. Consider the proposition “Through any two different points there is exactly one
straight line”. The predicates which occur in this proposition are 1. point
P (x), J40.K 2. straight line L(x), 3. different that is the negation of identity.
Identity is denoted by = and difference by 6=. = (xy) means x and y are
the same thing, e.g. = (Shakespeare, author of Hamlet), and 6= (xy) means
x and y are different from each other. There is still another relation that
occurs in our geometric proposition, namely the one expressed by the word
“through”. That is the relation which holds between a point x and a line
y if “y passes through x” or in other words if “x lies on y”. Let us denote
that relation by J(xy). Then the geometric proposition mentioned, in order to be expressed in logistic symbolism, has to be splitted into two parts,
namely there is at least one line and there is at most one line. The first reads:
(x, y)[P (x) . P (y) . 6= (xy) ⊃ J41.K (∃u)[L(u) . J(xu) . J(yu)]]. So that means
that through any two different points there is. . . But it is not excluded by
that statement that there are two or three different lines passing through two
points. That there are no two different lines could be expressed like this
(x, y)[P (x) . P (y) . 6= (xy) ⊃ ∼ (∃u, v)[L(u) . L(v) . 6= (uv) .
J(xu) . J(yu) . J(xv) . J(yv)]]
I hope these examples will suffice to make clear how the quantifiers are to
be used. For any quantifier occurring in an expression there is a definite portion of the expression to which it relates (called the scope of the expression),
e.g. scope of x whole expression, of y only this portion. . . So the scope is
the proposition of which it is asserted that it holds for all or every object. It
is indicated by the brackets which begin immediately behind the quantifier.
There are some conventions about leaving out these brackets, namely they
may be left out 1. if the scope is atomic, e.g. (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ p : (x)[ϕ(x)] ⊃ p,
not (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ p], 2. if the scope begins with ∼ or a quantifier, e.g.
(x) ∼ [ϕ(x) . ψ(x)] ∨ p : (x)[∼ [ϕ(x) . ψ(x)]] ∨ p
(x)(∃y)ϕ(x) ∨ p
: (x)[(∃y)[ϕ(x)]] ∨ p
But these rules are only facultative, i.e. we may also write all the brackets if
it is expedient for the sake of clarity.
A variable to which a quantifier (x), (y), (∃x), (∃y) refers is called a
“bound variable”. In the examples which I gave, all variables J42.K are
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bound (e.g. to this x relates this quantifier etc.) and similarly to any variable
occurring in those expressions you can associate a quantifier which refers to
it. If however you take e.g. the expression: I(y) . (∃x)[I(x) . > (yx)], which
means: there is an integer x smaller than y, then here x is a bound variable
because the quantifier (∃x) refers to it. But y is not bound because the
expression contains no quantifier referring to it. Therefore y is called a free
variable of this expression. An expression containing free variables is not
a proposition, but it only becomes a proposition if the free variables are
replaced by individual objects, e.g. this expression here means J43.K “There
is an integer smaller than the integer y”. That evidently is not a definite
assertion which is either true or wrong. But if you substitute for the free
variable y a definite object, e.g. 7, then you obtain a definite proposition,
namely: “There is an integer smaller than 7”.
The bound variables have the property that it is entirely irrelevant by
which letters they are denoted; e.g. (x)(∃y)[Φ(xy)] means exactly the same
thing as (u)(∃v)[Φ(uv)]. The only requirement is that you must use different letters for different bound variables. But even that is only necessary
for variables J44.K one of whom is contained in the scope of the other as
e.g. in (x)[(∃y)Φ(xy)], where y is in the scope of x which is the whole expression, and therefor it has to be denoted by a letter different from x;
(x)[(∃x)Φ(xx)] would be ambiguous. Bound variables whose scopes lie outside of each other however can be denoted by the same letter without any
ambiguity, e.g. (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ψ(x). For the sake of clarity we also require
that the free variables in a propositional function should always be denoted
by letters different from the bound variables; so e.g. ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x) is not a
correctly formed propositional function, but ϕ(x) . (y)ψ(y) is one.
The examples of formulas which I gave last time and also the problems
to be solved were propositions concerning certain definite predicates I, <,
=, etc. They are true only for those particular predicates occurring in them.
But now exactly as in the calculus of propositions there are certain formulas
which are true whatever propositions the letters p, q, r may be so also in the
calculus of predicates J45.K there will be certain formulas which are true for
any arbitrary predicates. I denote arbitrary predicates by small Greek letters
ϕ, ψ. So these are supposed to be variables for predicates exactly as p, q . . .
are variables for propositions and x, y, z are variables for objects.
Now take e.g. the proposition (x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x), i.e. “Either every
individual has the property ϕ or there is an individual which has not the
property ϕ”. That will be true for any arbitrary monadic predicate ϕ. We
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had other examples before, e.g. (x)ϕ(x) ≡ ∼ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x) that again is true
for any arbitrary monadic predicate ϕ. Now exactly as in the calculus of
propositions such expressions which are true for all predicates are called
tautologies or universally true. Among them are e.g. all the formulas which
express the Aristotelian J46.K moods of inference, e.g. the mood Barbara is
expressed like this:
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)[ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] ⊃ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ χ(x)]
The mood Darii like this
ϕ M aP
χ SiM
SiP

ψ
ϕ

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (∃x)[χ(x) . ϕ(x)] ⊃ (∃x)[χ(x) . ψ(x)]

1.2.2

Decidability and completeness in predicate logic

It is of course the chief aim of logic to investigate the tautologies and exactly as in the calculus of propositions there are again two chief problems
which arise. Namely: 1. To develop methods for finding out about a given
expression whether or not it is a tautology, 2. To reduce all tautologies to a
finite number of logical axioms and rules of inference from which they can
be derived. I wish to mention right now that only J47.K the second problem
can be solved for the calculus of predicates. One has actually succeeded in
setting up a system of axioms for it and in proving its completeness (i.e. that
every tautology can be derived from it).
As to the first problem, the so called decision problem, it has also been
solved in a sense but in the negative, i.e. one has succeeded in proving that
there does not exist any mechanical procedure to decide of any given expression whether or not it is a tautology of the calculus of predicates. That
does not mean that there are any individual formulas of which one could
not decide whether or not they are J48.K tautologies. It only means that
it is not possible to decide that by a purely mechanical procedure. For the
calculus of propositions this was possible, e.g. the truth-table method is a
purely mechanical procedure which allows to decide of any given expression
whether or not it is a tautology. So what has been proved is only that a
similar thing cannot exist for the calculus of predicates. However for certain
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special kinds of formulas such methods of decision have been developed, e.g.
for all formulas with only monadic predicates (i.e. formulas without relations
in it); J49.K e.g. all formulas expressing the Aristotelian moods are of this
type because no relations occur in the Aristotelian moods.
Before going into more detail about that I must say a few more words
about the notion of a tautology of the calculus of predicates.
There are also tautologies which involve variables both for propositions
and for predicates, e.g.
p . (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p . ϕ(x)]
i.e. if p is an arbitrary proposition and ϕ an arbitrary predicate then the
assertion on the left, i.e. “p is true and for every x, ϕ(x) is true” is equivalent
with the assertion on the right, i.e. “for every object J50.K x the conjunction
p . ϕ(x) is true”. Let us prove that, i.e. let us prove that the left side implies
the right side and vice versa the right side implies the left side. If the left
side is true that means: p is true and for every x, ϕ(x) is true, but then the
right side is also true because then for every x, p . ϕ(x) is evidently true.
But also vice versa: If for every x, p . ϕ(x) is true then 1. p must be true
because otherwise p . ϕ(x) would be true for no x and 2. ϕ(x) must be true
for every x since by assumption even p . ϕ(x) is true for every x. So you see
this equivalence holds for any predicate ϕ, J51.K i.e. it is a tautology.
There are four analogous tautologies obtained by replacing . by ∨ and
the universal quantifier by the existential quantifier, namely
2. p ∨ (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)]
3. p . (∃x)ϕ(x) ≡ (∃x)[p . ϕ(x)]
4. p ∨ (∃x)ϕ(x) ≡ (∃x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)]
I shall give the proof for them later on. These four formulas are of a great
importance because they allow to shift a quantifier over a symbol of conjunction or disjunction. If you write ∼ p instead of p in the first you get
[p ⊃ (x)ϕ(x)] ≡ (x)[p ⊃ ϕ(x)]. This law of logic is used particularly frequently in proofs as you will see later. Other examples of tautologies are
e.g.
(x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x) ≡ (x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)]
(∃x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x)ψ(x) ≡ (∃x)[ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)]
or e.g.
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∼ (x)(∃y)ϕ(xy) ≡ (∃x)(y) ∼ ϕ(xy)

J52.K That means:
≡
Proof. ∼ (x)(∃y)ϕ(xy) means
(∃x) ∼ (∃y)ϕ(xy), but ∼ (∃y)ϕ(xy) ≡ (y) ∼
ϕ(xy) as we saw before. Hence the whole expression is equivalent with ≡
(∃x)(y) ∼ ϕ(xy) which was to be proved.
Another example: (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x), i.e. If every individual has the
property ϕ then a fortiori there are individuals which have the property ϕ.
The inverse of this proposition is no tautology, i.e.
(∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) is not a tautology
because if there is an object x which has the property ϕ that does not imply
that every individual has the property ϕ.
But here there is an important remark J53.K to be made. Namely: In
order to prove that this formula here is not a tautology we must know that
there exists more than one object in the world. For if we assume that there
exists only one object in the world then this formula would be true for every
predicate ϕ, hence would be universally true because if there is only one
object, say a, in the world then if there is an object x for which ϕ(x) is
true this object must be a (since by assumption there is no other object),
hence ϕ(a) is true; but then ϕ is true for every object because by assumption
there exists only this object a. I.e. in a world with only one J54.K object
(∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) is a tautology. It is easy to find some expressions which
are universally true if there are only two individuals in the world etc., e.g.
(∃x, y)[ψ(x) . ψ(y) . ϕ(x) . ∼ ϕ(y)] ⊃ (x)[ψ(x)]
At present I only wanted to point out that the notion of a tautology of the
calculus of predicates needs a further specification in order to be precise. This
specification consists in this that an expression is called a tautology only if it
is universally true no matter how many individuals are in the world assuming
only that there is at least one (otherwise the meaning of the quantifiers is
not definite). So e.g. (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃y)ϕ(y); this is a tautology because it is
true. . . but this inverse is not because. . . It can be proved that this means
the same thing as if I said: An expression is a tautology if it is true in a
world with infinitely many individuals, i.e. one can prove that whenever an
expression is universally true in a world JNotebook VK J55.K with infinitely
many objects it is true in any world no matter how many individuals there
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may be and of course also vice versa. I shall not prove this equivalence but
shall stick to the first definition.
The formulas by which we expressed the tautologies contain free variables
(not for individuals) but for predicates and for propositions, e.g. ϕ here is a
free variable in this expression (no quantifier related to it, i.e. no (ϕ) (∃ϕ)
occurs); similarly here, so these formulas are really propositional functions
since they contain free variables.
And the definition of a tautology was that whatever particular proposition or predicate you substitute for those free variables of predicates or
propositions you get a true proposition. The variables for individuals were
all bound.
We can extend the notion of a J56.K tautology also to such expressions
as contain free variables for individuals, e.g.
ϕ(x) ∨ ∼ ϕ(x)
This is a propositional function containing one free functional variable and
one free individual variable x and whatever object and predicate you substitute for ϕ, x you get a true proposition. Formula
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)
contains ϕ, y and is universally true because if M is an arbitrary predicate
and a an arbitrary individual then
(x)M (x) ⊃ M (a)
So in general a tautological logical formula of the calculus of functions is a
propositional function composed of the above mentioned symbols and which
is true whatever particular J57.K objects and predicates and propositions you
substitute for free variables no matter how many individuals there exist. We
can of course express this fact, namely that a certain formula is a universally
true, by writing quantifiers in front, e.g.
(ϕ, x)[ϕ(x) ∨ ∼ ϕ(x)]
or
(ϕ, y)[(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)]
For the tautology of the calculus of propositions
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(p, q)[p ⊃ p ∨ q]

But it is more convenient to make the convention that universal quantifiers
whose scope is the whole expression may be left out. So if a formula containing free variables is written down as an assertion, e.g. as an axiom or theorem,
it means that it holds for everything substituted for the free variables, i.e.
it means the same thing as if all variables were bound by quantifiers whose
scope is the whole expression. This convention is in agreement with the way
in which theorems are expressed in mathematics, e.g. the law of raising a sum
to the square is written (x + y)2 = x2 + 2xy + y 2 , i.e. with free variables x, y
which express that this holds for any numbers. J57.1K It is also in agreement
with our use of variables for propositions in the calculus of propositions. The
axioms and theorems of the propositional calculus were written with free
variables, e.g. p ⊃ p ∨ q, and a formula like this was understood to mean that
it holds for any propositions p, q.

1.2.3

Axiom system for predicate logic

J58.K I hope that these examples will be sufficient and that I can now begin
with setting up the axiomatic system for the calculus of predicates which
allows to derive all tautologies of the calculus of predicates. The primitive
notions will be 1. the former ∼, ∨ 2. the universal quantifier (x), (y). The
existential quantifier need not be taken as a primitive notion because it can
be defined in terms of ∼ and (x) by (∃x)ϕ(x) ≡ ∼ (x) ∼ ϕ(x). The formulas
of the calculus of predicates will be composed of three kinds of letters: p, q, . . .
propositional variables, ϕ, ψ, . . . functional variables for predicates, x, y, . . .
variables for individuals. Furthermore they will contain J59.K (x), (y), ∼, ∨
and the notions defined by those three, i.e. (∃x), (∃y), ⊃, . , ≡, | etc. So the
quantifiers apply only to individual variables, propositional and functional
variables are free, i.e. that something holds for all p, ϕ is to be expressed by
free variables according to the convention mentioned before.
So all formulas given as examples before are examples for expressions of
the calculus of functions but also e.g. (∃x)ψ(xy) and [p . (∃x)ψ(xy)] ∨ ϕ(y)
would be examples etc. I am using the letters Φ, Ψ, Π to denote arbitrary
expressions of the calculus of predicates and if I wish to indicate that some
variable say x occurs in a formula as a free variable denote the formula by
Φ(x) ∨ Ψ(xy) if x, y occur both free, which does not exclude that there may
be other free variables besides x, or x and y, in the formula.
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The axioms are like this:
I. The four axioms of the calculus of propositions
p⊃p∨q
p∨p⊃p

p∨q ⊃q∨p
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)

II. One specific axiom for the universal quantifier
Ax. 5

(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)

This is the formula mentioned before which says: “For any y, ϕ it is true
that if ϕ holds for every x then it holds for y”.
These are all axioms which we need. The rules of inference are the following four:
J60.K
1

The rule of implication which reads exactly as for the calculus of propositions: If Φ, Ψ are any expressions then from Φ, Φ ⊃ Ψ you can conclude Ψ.

The only difference is that now Φ, Ψ are expressions which may involve quantifiers and functional variables and individual variables in addition to the
symbols occurring in the calculus of propositions. So e.g.
from [p ∨ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x)]] ⊃ ϕ(y) ∨ ∼ ϕ(y)
and [p ∨ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x)]]
conclude ϕ(y) ∨ ∼ ϕ(y)
2

The rule of Substitution which has now three parts (according to the
three kinds of variables):
a) For individual variables x, y bound or free any other individual
variable may be substituted as long as our conventions about the
notion of free variables are observed, i.e. bound variable whose
scopes do not lie outside of each other must be denoted by different letters and all free variables must be denoted by letters different from all bound variables – [Rule of renaming the individual
variables].

J61.K

b) For a propositional variable any expression may be substituted
with a certain restriction formulated later.
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c) If you have an expression Π and ϕ a functional variable occurring
in Π perhaps on several places and with different arguments ϕ(x),
ϕ(y),. . . and if Φ(x) is an expression containing x free then you
may substitute Φ(x) for ϕ(x), Φ(y) for ϕ(y) etc. simultaneously
in all places where ϕ occurs. Similarly for ϕ(xy) and Φ(xy).

J61.1K It is clear that this is a correct inference, i.e. gives a tautology
if the formula in which we substitute is a tautology, because if a formula is
a tautology that means that it holds for any property or relation ϕ, ψ, but
any propositional function with one or several free variables defines a certain
property or relation; therefore the formula must hold for them. Take e.g.
the tautology (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y) and substitute for ϕ the expression (∃z)ψ(zx)
which has one free individual variable. Now the last formula says that for
every property ϕ and any individual y we have: “If for any x ϕ(x) then ϕ(y)”.
But if ψ is an arbitrary relation then (∃z)ψ(zx) defines a certain property
because it is a propositional function with one free variable x. Hence the
above formula must hold also for this property, i.e. we have: If for every object
(x)[(∃z)ψ(zx)] then also for y (∃z)ψ(zy) and that will be true whatever the
relation ψ and the object y may be, i.e. it is again a tautology.
J62.K You see in this process of substitution we have sometimes to change
the free variables, as here we have to change x into y because the ϕ occurs
with the variable y here; if the ϕ occurred with the variable u ϕ(u) we would
have to substitute (∃z)ψ(zu) in this place. In this example we substituted an
expression containing x as the only free variable, but we can substitute for
ϕ(x) here also an expression which contains other free individual variables
besides x, i.e. also in this case we shall obtain a tautology. Take e.g. the
expression (∃z)χ(zxu). This is a propositional function with the free individual variable x but it has the free individual variable u in addition. Now if
we replace χ by a special triadic relation R and u by a special object a then
(∃z)R(zxa) is a propositional function with one free variable x; hence J63.1K
it defines a certain property, hence the above formula holds, i.e.
(x)(∃z)R(zxa) ⊃ (∃z)R(zya)
whatever y may be, but this will be true whatever R, a may be; therefore if
we replace them by variables χ, u the formula obtained:
(x)(∃z)χ(zxu) ⊃ (∃z)χ(zyu)
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will be true for any χ, u, y, i.e. it is a tautology. So the rule of substitution
is also correct for expressions containing additional free variables u, and
therefore this Φ(x) is to mean an expression containing the free variable x
but perhaps some other free variables in addition.
J64.K Examples for the other two rules of substitution:
For propositional variable
p . (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p . ϕ(x)]
substitute (∃z)ψ(z). Since this holds for every proposition it holds also for
(∃z)ψ(z) which is a proposition if ψ is any arbitrary predicate. Hence we
have for any predicates ψ, ϕ
(∃z)ψ(z) . (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[(∃z)ψ(z) . ϕ(x)]
But we are also allowed to substitute expressions containing free variables
and propositional variables e.g. (z)χ(zu) (free variable u) because if you take
for u any individual object a [and p any individual proposition π] and χ any
relation R then J65.K this will be a proposition. And p.(x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p.ϕ(x)]
holds for any proposition. So it will also hold for this, i.e.
[(z)χ(zu)] . (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[(z)χ(zu) . ϕ(x)]
will be true whatever p, χ, ϕ, u may be, i.e. a tautology.
Finally an example for substitution of individual variables:
For a bound (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y) : (z)ϕ(z) ⊃ ϕ(y). So this inference
merely brings out the fact that the notation of bound variables is arbitrary.
The rule of substitution applied for free variables is more essential;
e.g. from (x, y)ϕ(xy) ⊃ ϕ(uv) we can conclude (x, y)ϕ(xy) ⊃ ϕ(uu)
by substituting u for v. This is an allowable substitution because the
variable which you substitute, u, does not occur as a bound variable.
It occurs as a free variable but that does not matter.
Of course if a variable occurs in several places it has to be replaced by
the same other variable J66.K in all places where it occurs. In the rule of
substitution for propositional and functional variable there is one restriction
to be made as I mentioned before, namely one has to be careful about the
letters which one uses for the bound variables, e.g.
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(∃x)[p . ϕ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)[p . ϕ(x)]

is a tautology. Here we cannot substitute ψ(x) for p because
(∃x)[ψ(x) . ϕ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)[ψ(x) . ϕ(x)]
is not a tautology, because here the expression which we substituted contains
a variable x which is bound in the expression in which we substitute. Reason: This formula holds for any proposition p but not for any propositional
function with the free variable x.
Now if we substitute for p an expression Φ containing perhaps free variables y, z, . . . (but not the free variable x) then y, z will be free in the whole
expression. Therefore if y, z, . . . are replaced by definite things then Φ will
become a proposition because then all free variables contained in it are replaced by definite objects.
Therefore the expression to be substituted must not contain x as a free
variable because it would play the role of a propositional function and not of
a proposition. In order to avoid such occurrences we have to make in the rule
of substitution the stipulation that the expression to be substituted should
contain no variable J67.K (bound or free) which occurs in the expression in
which we substitute bound or free, excluding of course the variable x here. If
you add this restriction you obtain the formulation of the rule of substitution
which you have in your notes that were distributed.
So far I formulated two rules of inference (implication, substitution). The
third is
3

the rule of defined symbol which reads:
1. For any expressions Φ, Ψ , Φ ⊃ Ψ may be replaced by ∼ Φ ∨ Ψ
and similarly for . and ≡.

J68.K

2. (∃x)Φ(x) may be replaced by ∼ (x) ∼ Φ(x) and vice versa where
Φ(x) is any expression containing the free variable x. (So that
means that the existential quantifier is defined by means of the
universal quantifier in our system.)

The three rules of inference mentioned so far (implication, substitution,
defined symbol) correspond exactly to the three rules of inference which we
had in the calculus of propositions. Now we set up a fourth one which is
specific for the universal quantifier, namely:
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Rule of the universal quantifier: From Π ⊃ Φ(x), if Π does not contain
x as a free variable we can conclude J69.K Π ⊃ (x)Φ(x).

That this inference is correct can be seen like this: Assume π is a definite
proposition and M (x) a definite propositional function with exactly one free
variable x and let us assume we know: π ⊃ M (x) holds for every x. Then I
say we can conclude: π ⊃ (x)M (x). For 1. if π is false the conclusion holds,
2. if π is true then by assumption M (x) is true for every x, i.e. (x)M (x) is
true; hence the conclusion again holds because it is an implication both terms
of which are true. So we have proved that in any case π ⊃ (x)M (x) is true if
π ⊃ M (x) is true for every x. But from this consideration about a particular
proposition π and a particular propositional J70.K function with one free
variable M (x) it follows that the above rule of inference yields tautologies if
applied to tautologies. Because assume Π ⊃ Φ(x) is a tautology. Now then Π
will contain some free variables for propositions p, q, . . . for functions ϕ, ψ, . . .
and for individuals y, z, . . . (x does not occur among them) and Φ(x) will
also contain free variables p, q, . . . , ϕ, ψ, . . . and free variables for individuals
x, y, z (x among them). Now if you substitute definite propositions for p, q,
definite predicates for ϕ, ψ and definite objects for y, z, . . . but leave x where
it stands then J71.K by this substitution all free variables of Π are replaced
by individual objects, hence Π becomes a definite proposition π and all free
variables of Φ excluding x are replaced by objects; hence Φ(x) becomes a
propositional function with one free variable M (x) and we know π ⊃ M (x)
is true for any object x because it is obtained by substitution of individual
predicates, propositions and objects in a tautology. But then as we have just
seen under this assumption π ⊃ (x)M (x) is true. But this argument applies
whatever particular predicate, J72.K proposition etc. we substitute; always
the result π ⊃ (x)M (x) is true, i.e. Π ⊃ (x)Φ(x) is a tautology. This rule of
course is meant to apply to any other individual variable y, z instead of x.
So these are the axioms and rules of inference of which one can prove that
they are complete: i.e. every tautology of the calculus of functions can be
derived.
Now I want to give some examples for derivations from these axioms.
Again an expression will be called demonstrable or derivable if it can be
obtained from Axioms (1). . . (4) and Ax. 5 by rules 1–4. First of all I wish
to remark that, since among our axioms and rules all axioms and rules of
the calculus of propositions occur, we can derive from our axioms and rules
all formulas and rules which we formerly derived in the calculus of proposi-
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tions. But the rules are now formulated for all expressions of the calculus of
predicates, e.g. if Φ, Ψ are such expressions
Φ⊃Ψ
Ψ⊃Π
Φ⊃Π
So we are justified to use them in the subsequent J73.K derivations. At first I
mention some further rules of the calculus of propositions which I shall need:
1.
2.
10 .
30 .

P ≡Q
:
P ≡Q
:
p ≡ ∼∼ p
(p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q

1.

ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)

2.

(x)[∼ ϕ(x)] ⊃ ∼ ϕ(y)

Substitution, Ax. 5

ϕ(y) ⊃ ∼ (x)[∼ ϕ(x)]

Transposition

ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)

defined symbol

∼ ϕ(x)
ϕ(x)

(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)
ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)

1.2.4

P ⊃ Q, Q ⊃ P and vice versa
∼P ≡∼Q
(20 . p ≡ p)
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ q) Importation

Ax. 5
1.

Remarks on the term “tautology” and “thinking
machines”

J73.1K Last time I set up a system of axioms and rules of inference from which
it is possible to derive all tautologies of the calculus of predicates. Incidentally
I wish to mention that the technical term tautology is somewhat out of
fashion at present, the word analytical (which goes back to Kant) is used in
its place, and that has certain advantages because analytical is an indifferent
term whereas the term tautological suggests a certain philosophy of logic,
namely the theory that the propositions of logic are in some sense void of
content, that they say nothing. Of course it is by no means necessary for
a J73.2K mathematical logician to adopt this theory, because mathematical
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logic is a purely mathematical theory which is wholly indifferent towards any
philosophical question. So if I use this term tautological I don’t want to
imply by that any definite standpoint as to the essence of logic, but the term
tautological is only to be understood as a shorter expression for universally
true. Now as to our axiomatic system the Axioms were as follows 1.32
2. Rules of inference
1

Implication

Φ, Φ ⊃ Ψ

2

Substitution

a) individual variables
b) propositional variables
c) functional variables

3

Rule of defined symbol
1. For . , ⊃, ≡ as formerly
2. (∃x)Φ(x) may be replaced by ∼ (x) ∼ Φ(x) and vice versa

4

Rule of the universal quantifier

:

Ψ

Φ ⊃ Ψ(x)

:

Φ ⊃ (x)Ψ(x)

J73.3K It may seem superfluous to formulate so carefully the stipulations
about the letters which we have to use for the bound variables here in rule
2 because if you take account of the meaning of the expressions involved
you will observe these rules automatically, because otherwise they would
either be ambiguous or not have the intended meaning. To this it is to be
answered that it is exactly the chief purpose of the axiomatization of logic
to avoid this reference to the meaning of the formulas, i.e. we want to set up
a calculus which can be handled purely mechanically (i.e. a calculus which
makes thinking superfluous J73.4K and which can replace thinking for certain
questions).
In other words we want to put into effect as far as possible Leibnitz’s
program of a “calculus ratiocinator” which he characterizes by saying that
he expects there will be a time in the future when there will be no discussion
or reasoning necessary for deciding logical questions but when one will be able
simply to say “calculemus”, let us reckon exactly as in questions of elementary
arithmetic. This program has been partly carried out by this axiomatic
system for logic. For you see that the rules of inference can be applied J73.5K
purely mechanically, e.g. in order to apply the rule of syllogism Φ, Φ ⊃ Ψ
32

These axioms, which are omitted at this place in the manuscript, are presumably those
on p. 59. of the present Notebook V.
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you don’t have to know what Φ or Ψ or the sign of implication means, but
you have only to look at the outward structure of the two premises. All you
have to know in order to apply this rule to two premises is that the second
premise contains the ⊃ and that the part preceding the ⊃ is conform with
the first premise. And similar remarks apply to the other axioms.
Therefore as I mentioned already it would actually be possible to construct a machine which would do the following thing: The supposed machine
is to have a crank and whenever you turn the crank once around the machine would write down a tautology of the calculus of predicates and it would
write down every existing tautology of the calculus of predicates J73.6K if you
turn the crank sufficiently often. So this machine would really replace thinking completely as far as deriving of formulas of the calculus of predicates is
concerned. It would be a thinking machine in the literal sense of the word.
For the calculus of propositions you can do even more. You could construct a machine in the form of a typewriter such that if you type down a
formula of the calculus of propositions then the machine would ring a bell if
it is a tautology and if it is not it would not. You could do the same thing
for the calculus J73.7K of monadic predicates. But one can prove that it is
impossible to construct a machine which would do the same thing for the
whole calculus of predicates. So here already one can prove that Leibnitz’s
program of the “calculemus” cannot be carried through, i.e. one knows that
the human mind will never be able to be replaced by a machine already for
this comparatively simple question to decide whether a formula is a tautology
or not.

1.2.5

J74K
3.

Theorems and derived rules of the system for
predicate logic
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
∼ (∃x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)
∼∼ (x) ∼ ϕ(x) ≡ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)
∼ (∃x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)

4.

Syllogism

p . (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p . ϕ(x)]
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x)

p ≡ ∼∼ p
defined symbol

(x) ∼ ϕ(x)
p
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p . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ p . ϕ(y)
p . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)[p . ϕ(y)]

Multiplication from left
Rule 4 Φ : p . (x)ϕ(x) Ψ(y) : p . ϕ(y)

(x)[p . ϕ(x)] ⊃ p . ϕ(y)

Ax. 5

p . ϕ(y) ⊃ ϕ(y)

p.q ⊃q

J75K

p . ϕ(y) ⊃ p
(x)[p . ϕ(x)] ⊃ ϕ(y)
(x)[p . ϕ(x)] ⊃ p
(x)[p . ϕ(x)] ⊃ (y)ϕ(y)
(x)[p . ϕ(x)] ⊃ p . (y)ϕ(y)

p.q ⊃p
Syllogism
Syllogism
Rule 4
Composition

5.?

p ∨ (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)]

Substitution

p . ϕ(x)
ϕ(x)

ϕ(y)
q

(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)
Ax. 5
p ∨ (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ p ∨ ϕ(y)
Addition from left
p ∨ (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)[p ∨ ϕ(y)] Rule 4
(x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)] ⊃ p ∨ ϕ(y)
Ax. 5
p ∨ ϕ(y) ⊃ (∼ p ⊃ ϕ(y))
p ∨ q ⊃ (∼ p ⊃ q)
(x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)] ⊃ (∼ p ⊃ ϕ(y)) Syllogism
(x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)] . ∼ p ⊃ ϕ(y)
Importation
(x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)] . ∼ p ⊃ (y)ϕ(y) Rule 4
(x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)]⊃ [∼ p ⊃ (y)ϕ(y)] Exportation
⊃ [p ∨ (y)ϕ(y)]
J76K
6.

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ψ(x)]
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)]

Ax. 5

ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)

ϕ(x)
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)
Ax. 5
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ [ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)] . ϕ(y) Multiplication
ϕ(y) ψ(y)
[ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)] . ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y) (p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q
p
q
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(y)
Syllogism
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⊃ (y)ψ(y)
Rule 4
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)ψ(y)] Exportation

7.

Derived Rule I
Φ(x) : (x)Φ(x)

J77K

8.
1.
2.
3.
?9.

P ⊃Q
p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ Φ(x) by addition of premises Q
p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ (x)Φ(x) Rule 4
p∨∼p
(x)Φ(x) Rule of implication

:
:

P .R⊃Q
P ⊃Q

Derived rule II
Φ(x) ⊃ Ψ(x) : (x)Φ(x) ⊃ (x)Ψ(x)
(x)[Φ(x) ⊃ Ψ(x)]
Substitution: (x)[Φ(x) ⊃ Ψ(x)] ⊃ (x)Φ(x) ⊃ (x)Ψ(x)
Implication
Derived rule III
Φ(x) ≡ Ψ(x) : (x)Φ(x) ≡ (x)Ψ(x)
Φ(x) ⊃ Ψ(x)
(x)Φ(x) ⊃ (x)Ψ(x)
Ψ(x) ⊃ Φ(x)
(x)Ψ(x) ⊃ (x)Φ(x)
...

J78K
?10.

∼ (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)
ϕ(x) ≡ ∼∼ ϕ(x)
double negation
(x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x) ∼∼ ϕ(x)
Rule II
∼ (x)ϕ(x) ≡ ∼ (x) ∼∼ ϕ(x)
Transposition
≡ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)
defined symbol

?100 .

(x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)
(x)ϕ(x) ∨ ∼ (x)ϕ(x)
Excluded middle
∼ (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)
?10.
(x)ϕ(x) ∨ ∼ (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)

?11.

(x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)] ≡ (x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x)

Implication
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ϕ(x) . ψ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x)
(x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)] ⊃ (x)ϕ(x)
Rule II
00
(x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)] ⊃ (x)ψ(x)
(x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)] ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x)
Composition
)
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)
Ax. 5
(x)ψ(x) ⊃ ψ(y)

J79K

(x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) . ψ(x)
Composition
(x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x) ⊃ (x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)]
Rule 4

?12.

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)[ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] ⊃ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ χ(x)]

*

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)[ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] ⊃ (x){[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] .
[ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)]} Substitution ?11.
[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . [ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] ⊃ [ϕ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] Substitution Syllogism
(x){[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . [ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)]} ⊃ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ χ(x)]
Rule II

**

* and ** with Syllogism give the result.
J80.K
13.
Rule

Ψ(x) ⊃ Φ

:

(∃x)Ψ(x) ⊃ Ψ

∼ Φ ⊃ ∼ Ψ(x)
∼ Φ ⊃ (x) ∼ Ψ(x)
∼ (x) ∼ Ψ(x) ⊃ Φ
(∃x)Ψ(x) ⊃ Φ
130 .

ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
(x) ∼ ϕ(x) ⊃ ∼ ϕ(y)
ϕ(y) ⊃ ∼ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)

14.
×
×
×

defined symbol

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ψ(x)]
[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [∼ ψ(x) ⊃ ∼ ϕ(x)]
00
(x) 00
(x)
(x)[∼ ψ(x) ⊃ ∼ ϕ(x)] ⊃ (x) ∼ ψ(x) ⊃ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)
[(x) ∼ ψ(x) ⊃ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)] ⊃ ∼ (x) ∼ ϕ(x) ⊃ ∼ (x) ∼ ψ(x)
(x) ∼ ψ(x) (x) ∼ ϕ(x)
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)
p
q
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(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [∼ (x) ∼ ϕ(x) ⊃ ∼ (x) ∼ ψ(x)]

Rule of defined
symbol

J81.K
15.
Rule corresponding to 14.
16.

(∃x)[ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)] ≡ (∃x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x)ψ(x)
ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)
(∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)[ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)]
...
Dilemma
ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
ψ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ψ(x)
ϕ(y) ∨ ψ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x)ψ(x)
00
00
(∃y)[ 00 ] ⊃

An example where we have to substitute for ϕ(x) something containing
other free variables besides x:
(y)(x)ψ(xy) ≡ (x)(y)ψ(xy)
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(u)

ψ(xy)
ϕ(x)

* (x)ψ(xy) ⊃ ψ(uy)
(z)ϕ(z) ⊃ ϕ(y)

(x)ψ(xz)
ϕ(z)

* (z)(x)ψ(xz) ⊃ (x)ψ(xy)
* * Syllogism
(z)(x)ψ(xz) ⊃ ψ(uy)
Rule 4 y
00
(z)(x)ψ(xz) ⊃ (y)ψ(uy)
u
(z)(x)ψ(xz) ⊃ (u)(y)ψ(uy)
y
x
(y)(x)ψ(xz) ⊃ (x)(y)ψ(uy)
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Existential presuppositions

J82.K I have mentioned already that among the tautological formulas of the
calculus of predicates are in particular those which express the Aristotelian
moods of inference, but that not all of the 19 Aristotelian moods are really
valid in the calculus of propositions. Some of them require an additional
third premise in order to be valid, namely that the predicates involved be
not vacuous; e.g. the mood Darapti is one of those not valid, it says
M aS, M aP : SiP , in symbols:
(x)[M (x) ⊃ S(x)] . (x)[M (x) ⊃ P (x)] ⊃ (∃x)[S(x) . P (x)]
But this is not a tautological formula because that would mean it holds for
any monadic predicates M, S, P whatsoever. But J83.K we can easily name
predicates for which it is wrong; namely if you take for M a vacuous predicate
which belongs to no object, say e.g. the predicate president of America born
in South Bend and for S and P any two mutually exclusive predicates, i.e.
such that no S is P , then the above formula will be wrong because the
two premises are both true. Since J84.K M (x) is false for every x we have
M (x) ⊃ S(x) is true for every x (because it is an implication with false
first term); likewise M (x) ⊃ P (x) is true for every x. I.e. the premises are
both true but the conclusion is false because S, P are supposed to be two
predicates such that there is no S which is a P . Hence for the particular
predicate we chose the first term of this whole implication is true and the
second is false, i.e. the whole formula is false. So there are predicates which
substituted in this formula yield a false proposition, hence this formula is not
a tautology. If we want to transform that expression into a real tautology we
have to add the further premise that M is not J85.K vacuous, i.e.
(∃x)M (x) . (x)[M (x) ⊃ S(x)] . (x)[M (x) ⊃ P (x)] ⊃ (∃x)[S(x) . P (x)]

would really be a tautology. Altogether there are four of the 19 Aristotelian
moods which require this additional premise. Furthermore SaP ⊃ SiP , P iS
(conversion) as I mentioned last time also requires that S is non-vacuous.
Also SaP ⊃ ∼ (SeP ), i.e. SaP and SeP cannot both be true, does not hold
in the logical calculus because if S is vacuous both SaP and SeP are true
(x)[S(x) ⊃ P (x)] . (x)[S(x) ⊃ ∼ P (x)]; S(x) = x is a president of the States
born in South Bend, P (x) = x is bald, then both
Every president. . . is bald
No president. . .
is bald
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So we see Aristotle makes the implicit assumption that all predicates
which he speaks of are non-vacuous; in the logistic calculus however we do
not make this assumption, i.e. all tautologies and all formulas derivable from
our axioms hold for any predicates whatsoever they may be, vacuous or not.
J86.K Now one may ask: which procedure is preferable, to formulate the laws
of logic in such a way that they hold for all predicates vacuous and nonvacuous or in such a way that they hold only for non-vacuous. I think there
can be no doubt that the logistic way is preferable for many reasons:
1. As we saw it may depend on purely empirical facts whether or not
a predicate is vacuous (as we saw in the example of a president of America
born in South Bend). Therefore if we don’t admit vacuous predicates it
will depend on empirical facts which predicates are to be admitted in logical
reasonings or which inferences are valid, but that J87.K is very undesirable.
Whether a predicate can be used in reasoning (drawing inferences) should
depend only on mere logical considerations and not on empirical facts.
But a second and still more important argument is this: that to exclude
vacuous predicates would be a very serious hampering, e.g. in mathematical
reasoning, because it happens frequently that we have to form predicates of
which we don’t know in the beginning of an argument whether or not they are
vacuous, e.g. in indirect proofs. If we want to prove that there does not exist
an algebraic equation whose root is π we operate J88.K with the predicate
“algebraic equation with root π” and use it in conclusions, and later on it
turns out that this predicate is vacuous. But also in everyday life it happens
frequently that we have to make general assertions about predicates of which
we don’t know whether they are vacuous. E.g. assume that in a university
there is the rule that examinations may be repeated arbitrarily often; then we
can make the statement: A student which has. . . ten times is allowed to. . .
for an eleventh time. But if we want to exclude vacuous predicates we cannot
express this true proposition if we don’t know whether there exists a student
who has. . . But of course this proposition (rule) has nothing to do with
the existence of a student. . . Or e.g. excluding vacuous predicates has the
consequence that we cannot always form the conjunction of two predicates,
e.g. president of U.S.A. is an admissible predicate, born in South Bend is
admissible, but president of America born in South Bend is not admissible.
So if we want to avoid absolutely unnecessary complications we must not
exclude the vacuous predicates and have to formulate the laws of logic in such
a way that they apply both to vacuous and non-vacuous predicates. I don’t
say that it is false to exclude them, but it leads to absolutely unnecessary
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complications.

1.2.7

Classes

As to the 15 valid moods of Aristotle they can all be expressed by one logistic
formula. However in order to do that I have first to embody the calculus of
monadic predicates in a different form, namely in the form of the calculus of
classes. J89.K The calculus of classes also yields the solution of the decision
problem for formulas with only monadic predicates.
If we have an arbitrary monadic predicate, say P , then we can consider
the extension of this predicate, i.e. the totality of all objects satisfying P ;
it is denoted by x̂[P (x)]. These extensions of monadic predicates are all
called classes. So this symbol x̂ means: the class of objects x such that
the subsequent is true. It is applied also to propositional functions, e.g.
x̂[I(x) . x > 7] means “the class of integers greater than seven”. J90.K So to
any monadic predicate belongs a uniquely determined class of objects as its
“extension”, but of course there may be different predicates with the same
extension, as e.g. the two predicates: heat conducting, elasticity conducting.
These are two entirely different predicates, but every object which has the
first property also has the second one and vice versa; therefore their extension
is the same, i.e. if H, E denotes them, x̂[H(x)] = x̂[E(x)] although H 6= E.
I am writing the symbol of identity and distinctness in between the two
identical objects as is usual in mathematics. I shall speak about this way
of writing in more detail later. In general we have if ϕ, ψ are two monadic
predicates then
x̂[ϕ(x)] = x̂[ψ(x)] ≡ (x)[ϕ(x) ≡ ψ(x)]
This equivalence expresses the essential property of extensions of predicates.
It is to be noted that we have not defined what classes are because we explained it by the term extension, and extensions we explained by the term
totality, and a totality is the same thing as a class. So this definition would
be circular. The real state of affairs is this: that we consider x̂ as a new
primitive (undefined) term, which satisfies this axiom here. Russell however
has shown that one can dispense with this x̂ as a primitive term by introducing it by a kind of implicit definition, but that would take too much time
to explain it; so we simply can consider it as a primitive.
The letters α, β, γ, . . . are used as variables for classes and the statement
that JNotebook VIK J91.K an object a belongs to α (or is an element of α)
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by a ε α. Hence
y ε x̂[ϕ(x)] ≡ ϕ(y)

(
α = x̂[x ε α]
Furthermore
(x)[x ε α ≡ x ε β] ⊃ α = β

So far we spoke only of extensions of monadic predicates; we can also introduce extensions of dyadic (and polyadic) predicates. If e.g. Q is a dyadic
predicate then x̂ŷ[Q(xy)] (called the extension of Q) will be something that
satisfies the condition:
x̂ŷ[ψ(xy)] = x̂ŷ[χ(xy)]. ≡ .(x, y)[ψ(xy) ≡ χ(xy)]
e.g. the class of pairs (x, y) such that Q(xy) would J92.K be something which
satisfies this condition, but the extension of a relation is not defined as the
class of ordered pairs, but is considered as an undefined term because ordered pair is defined in terms of extension of relations. An example for this
formula, i.e. an example of two different dyadic predicates which have the
same extension would be x < y, x > y ∨ x = y, x exerts an electrostatic
attraction on y, x and y are loaded by electricities of different sign.
Extensions of monadic predicates are called classes, extensions of polyadic
predicates are called relations in logistic. So in logistic the term relation is
used not for the polyadic predicates themselves but for their extensions, that
conflicts with the meaning of the term relation in everyday life and also
with the meaning in which I introduced this term a few lectures ago, but
since it is usual to use this term relation in this extensional sense I shall
stick to this use and the trouble is that there is no better term. If R is a
relation, the statement that x bears R J93.K to y is denoted by xRy. This
way of writing, namely to write the symbol denoting the relation between
the symbols denoting the objects for which the relation is asserted to hold, is
adapted to the notation of mathematics, e.g. <, x < y, =, x = y. Of course
we have:
(x, y)[xRy ≡ xSy] ⊃ R = S
for any two relations R, S, exactly as before (x)[x ε α ≡ x ε β] ⊃ α = β. So
a relation is uniquely determined if you know all the pairs which have this
relation because by this formula there cannot exist two different relations
which subsist between the same pairs (although there can exist many different
dyadic predicates).
Therefore a relation can be represented e.g. by a figure of arrows
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Such a figure determines a unique relation; in general it will be infinite.
The letters R, S, T are mostly used as variables for relations. But now let
us return to the extensions of monadic predicates, i.e. the classes for which
we want to set up a calculus.
V
W
First we have two particular classes
(vacuous class),
(the universal
class) which are defined as the extension J94.K of a vacuous predicate and of
a predicate that belongs to everything. So
V
= x̂[ϕ(x) . ∼ ϕ(x)]
W
= x̂[ϕ(x) ∨ ∼ ϕ(x)]
V
It makes no difference which vacuous predicate I take for defining . If
A, B are two different vacuous predicates then x̂[A(x)] = x̂[B(x)] because
(x)[A(x) ≡ B(x)]. And similarly if C, D are two different predicates belonging to everything x̂[C(x)] = x̂[D(x)] because (x)[C(x) ≡ D(x)], i.e. there
exists exactly one 0-class and exactly one J95.K universal class, although of
course there exist many different vacuous predicates. But
V they all have the
same extension, namely nothing whichVis denoted by . So the zero class
is the class with no elements (x)[∼ x ε W], the
class is the class of
V universal
W
which every object is an element (x)(x ε ); and are sometimes denoted
by 0 and 1 because of certain analogies with arithmetic.
Next we can introduce certain operations for classes which are analogous
to the arithmetical operations: namely
Addition or sum

α + β = x̂[x ε α ∨ x ε β]
y ε α + β ≡ y ε x̂[x ε α ∨ x ε β] ≡ y ε α ∨ y ε β
mathematician or democrat
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Multiplication or intersection
Opposite or complement
Difference

α · β = x̂[x ε α . x ε β]
mathematician democrat
−α = x̂[∼ x ε α] or α
non mathematician
α − β = α · (−β) = x̂[x ε α . ∼ x ε β]
mathematician not democrat
(New Yorker not sick)33

Furthermore we have a relation classes which corresponds to the arithmetic relation of <, namely the relation of subclass
α ⊆ β ≡ (x)[x ε α ⊃ x ε β]

Man ⊆ Mortal

All these operations obey laws very similar J96.K to the corresponding arithmetical laws: e.g.
α+β =β+α
α·β =β·α
(α + β) + γ = α + (β + γ)
(α · β) · γ = α · (β · γ)
(α + β) · γ = α · γ + β · γ
(α · β) + γ = (α + γ) · (β + γ)
They follow from the corresponding laws of the calculus of propositions: e.g.
x ε(α + β) ≡ x ε α ∨ x ε β ≡ x ε β ∨ x ε α ≡ x ε(β + α)
x ε(α + β) · γ ≡ x ε(α + β) . x ε γ ≡ (x ε α ∨ x ε β) . x ε γ
≡ (x ε α . x ε γ) ∨ (x ε β . x ε γ) ≡ x ε α · γ ∨ x ε β · γ ≡ x ε(α · γ + β · γ)
α+0=α
α·1 =α
(x) ∼ (x ε 0)
(x)(x ε 1)34
33

α·0 =0
α+1= 1
x ε(α + 0) ≡ x ε α ∨ x ε 0 ≡ x ε α

On the right of this table, two intersecting circles, as in Euler or Venn diagrams, are
drawn in the manuscript.
34
On the right of this table, three intersecting circles, as in Euler or Venn diagrams, with
α, β and perhaps γ marked in them, and some areas shaded, are drawn in the manuscript.
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α⊆β
γ⊆δ

α⊆β.β ⊆γ ⊃α⊆γ
Law of transitivity

α+γ ⊆β+δ
α·γ ⊆β·δ

α ⊆ β . β ⊆ α ⊃ α = β.
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Laws different from arithmetical:
α+α=α·α=α
xεα + α ≡ xεα ∨ xεα ≡ xεα
α ⊆ β ⊃ [α + β = β . α · β = α]
β ⊆α+β
α⊆β
β⊆β
α+β ⊆β+β =β
J97.K

−(α + β) = (−α) · (−β)
De Morgan
x ε − (α + β) ≡ ∼ x ε (α + β) ≡ ∼ (x ε α ∨ x ε β) ≡ ∼ (x ε α) . ∼ (x ε β) ≡
x ε − α . x ε − β ≡ x ε (−α) · (−β)
−(α · β) = (−α) + (−β)
α · (−α) = 0
α + (−α) = 1
−(−α) = α

The complement of α is sometimes also denoted by α (so that α = −α).
Exercise Law for difference:
α · (β − γ) = α · β − α · γ
α · β = α − (α − β)
α⊆β⊃β⊆α

1.2.8

Classes and Aristotelian moods

If α · β = 0, that means the classes α and β have no common element,
then α and β are called mutually exclusive. We can now formulate the four
Aristotelian types of judgement a, e, i, o also in the symbolism of the calculus
of classes as follows:
αaβ
J98.K
αeβ

≡

α⊆β

≡

α·β =0

≡

α⊆β

≡

α·β =0
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αiβ
αoβ

≡ ∼ (α ⊆ β) ≡
≡ ∼ (α ⊆ β) ≡

α·β =
6 0
6 0
α·β =

So all of these four types of judgements can be expressed by the vanishing,
respectively not vanishing, of certain intersections.
Now the formula which compresses all of the 15 valid Aristotelian inferences reads like this
∼ (α · β = 0 . α · γ = 0 . β · γ 6= 0)
So this is a universally true formula because α · β = 0 means β outside of α,
α · γ = 0 means γ inside of α. If β outside γ inside they can have no element
in J99.K common, i.e. the two first propositions imply β · γ = 0, i.e. it cannot
be that all three of them are true. Now since this says that all three of them
cannot be true you can always conclude the negation of the third from the
two others; e.g.
α·β =0 . α·γ =0 ⊃ β·γ =0
α · β = 0 . β · γ 6= 0 ⊃ α · γ 6= 0 etc.
and in this way you obtain all valid 15 moods if you substitute for α, β, γ in
an appropriate way the minor term, the major term and the middle term or
their negation, e.g.
J100.K
I

Barbara

M aP
SaM

SaP

M ·P =0 . S·M =0 ⊃ S·P =0
∼ (M · P = 0 . S · M = 0 . S · P 6= 0)
α=M
β=P
γ=S
III

Feriso

M eP
M iS

SoP

M · P = 0 . M · S 6= 0 ⊃ S · P 6= 0
∼ (M · P = 0 . M · S 6= 0 . S · P = 0)
α=P
β=M
γ = S.
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The four moods which require an additional premise can also be expressed
by one formula, namely:
∼ (α 6= 0 . α · β = 0 . α · γ = 0 . β · γ = 0)
J101.K Darapti
M aP
M aS
SiP
e.g. is obtained by taking
α=M
β=P
γ=S
M aP . M aS ⊃ SiP
M · P = 0 . M · S = 0 ⊃ S · P 6= 0
However, this second formula is an easy consequence of the first, i.e. we can
derive it by two applications of the first. To this end we have only to note
that α 6= 0 can be expressed by α i α because
ϕ i ψ ≡ (∃x)[ϕ(x).ψ(x)]
ϕ i ϕ ≡ (∃x)[ϕ(x) . ϕ(x)] ≡ (∃x)ϕ(x)
∼ (α · β = 0 . α · γ = 0 . β · γ 6= 0)
α · α 6= 0
α·β =0
α·β =0
α:β
β:α
γ:α
α · β 6= 0
α·γ =0
α:γ
β:α
γ:β

β·γ =0

III Feriso α · α 6= 0 . α · β = 0 . α · γ = 0 ⊃ β · γ 6= 0
α · α 6= 0

α·β =0

α · β 6= 0

α·γ =0

β · γ 6= 0
J102.K In general it can be shown that every correct formula expressed by
the Aristotelian terms a, e, i, o and operations of the calculus of propositions
can be derived from this principle; to be more exact, fundamental notions
a, i
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α e β ≡ ∼ (α i β)
α o β ≡ ∼ (α a β)
1. α a α
Identity
2. α a β . β a γ ⊃ α a γ
3. α i β . β a γ ⊃ γ i α

I Barbara
IV Dimatis

and all axioms of the propositional calculus; then if we have a formula composed only of such expressions α a β, α i γ and ∼, ∨ . . . and which is universally true, i.e. holds for all classes α, β, γ involved, then it is derivable from
these axioms by rule of substitution and implication and defined symbol.
J103.K I am sorry I have no time to give the proof.
So we can say that the Aristotelian theory of syllogisms for expressions of
this particular type a, e, i, o is complete, i.e. every true formula follows from
the Aristotelian moods. But those Aristotelian moods are even abundant
because those two moods alone are already sufficient to obtain everything
else. The incompleteness of the Aristotelian theory lies in this that there
are many J104.K propositions which cannot be expressed in terms of the
Aristotelian primitive terms. E.g. all formulas which I wrote down for +, ·, −
(distributive law, De Morgan law etc.) because those symbols +, ·, − do not
occur in Aristotle. But there are even simpler things not expressible in
Aristotelian terms; e.g. a · c = 0 (some not a are not c), e.g. αβ oe βγ according to
Aristotle there is no conclusion from that (there is a principle that from two
negative premises no conclusion can be drawn) J105.K and that is true if we
take account only of propositions expressible by the a, e, i, o. But there is a
conclusion to be drawn from that, namely “Some not α are not γ” α · γ 6= 0.
Since some β are not γ and every β is not α we have some not α (namely the
β) are not γ. The relation which holds between two classes α, γ if α · γ 6= 0
cannot be expressed by a, e, i, o, but it is arbitrary to exclude that relation.
Another example
αiβ
αoβ
α contains at least two elements
J106.K Such propositions: “There are two different objects to which the
predicate α belongs” can of course not be expressed by a, e, i, o, but they
can in the logistic calculus by
(∃x, y)[x 6= y . x ε α . y ε α].
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Relations

J107.K Last time I developed in outline the calculus of classes in which we
introduced certain operations +, ·, − which obey laws similar to those of
arithmetic. One can develop a similar calculus for relations. First of all we
can introduce for relations operations +, ·, − in a manner perfectly analogous
to the calculus of classes.
J108.K If R and S are any two dyadic relations I put
R+S
R·S
−R
R−S

=
=
=
=

x̂ŷ[xRy ∨ xSy]
x̂ŷ[xRy . xSy]
x̂ŷ[∼ xRy] p. 110
x̂ŷ[xRy . ∼ xSy]

So e.g. if R is the relation of father, S the relation of mother one has for
the relation of parent:
parent = father + mother
x is a parent of y ≡ x is a father of y ∨ x is a mother of y
≤
= (< + =)
child = son + daughter
J109.K Or consider similarity for polygons and the relation of same size
and the relation of congruence, then Congruence = Similarity · Same size,
or consider the four relations parallelism, without common points, coplanar,
and skew, then we have
Parallelism = without common point · coplanar,
or Parallelism = without common point · − skew
or −brother will subsist between two objects x, y if 1. x, y are two human
beings and x is not a brother of y or 2. if x or y is not a human being because
x brother y is true only if x and y are human beings and in addition x is a
brother of y. So if x or y are not human beings the relation eo ipso will not
J110.K hold, i.e. the relation −brother will hold. Exactly as for classes there
will exist also a vacuous and a universal relation denoted by Λ̇ and V̇. Λ̇ is
the relation which subsists between no objects (x, y) ∼ xΛ̇y, and (x, y)xV̇y,
e.g.
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greater · smaller = Λ̇
greater + (not greater) = V̇

Also there exists an analogon to the notion of subclass, namely R ⊆ S if
xRy ⊃ xSy, e.g.
father ⊆ ancestor
brother ⊆ relative
smaller ⊆ not greater
These operations for relations (i.e. +, ·, −) are exactly analogous to the
corresponding for classes and therefore will obey the same laws, e.g. (R +
S) · T = R · T + S · T . But in addition to them there are certain operations
specific for relations and therefore more interesting, e.g. for any relation R
we can form what is called the inverse of R (denoted by R̆ or R−1 ) where
R̆ = x̂ŷ[yRx], hence xR̆y ≡ yRx, i.e. if y has the relation R to x then x has
the relation R̆ J111.K to y, e.g.
child = (parent)−1
x child y ≡ y parent x
< = (>)−1
smaller = (greater)−1
(nephew + niece) = (uncle + aunt)−1
There are also relations which are identical with their inverse, i.e. xRy ≡
yRx. Such relations are called symmetric. Other example (brother + sister)
is symmetric because –. . . ; brother is not symmetric, sister isn’t either.
J112.K Another operation specific for relations and particularly important
is the so called relative product of two relations rendered by R|S and defined
by
R|S = x̂ŷ[(∃z)(xRz . zSy)]
i.e. R|S subsists between x and y if there is some object z to which x has
the relation R and which has the relation S to y, e.g.
nephew = son|(brother or sister)
J113.K x is a nephew to y if x is son of some person z which is brother or
sister of y. In everyday language the proposition xRy is usually expressed
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by x is an R of y or x is the R of y. Using this we can say xR|Sy means x
is an R of an S of y, e.g. x is a nephew of y means x is a son of a brother or
sister of y. Other example:35
paternal uncle = brother|father
The relative product can also be applied to a relation and the same relation
again, i.e. we can form R|R (by def= R2 ) square of a relation, J114.K e.g.
paternal grandfather = (father)2
grandchild = (child)2
Similarly we can form (R|R)|R = R3 , e.g.36
great grandchild = (child)3
The relative product again follows laws very similar to the arithmetic
ones, e.g.
Associativity: (R|S)|T = R|(S|T )
Distributivity: R|(S + T ) = R|S + R|T
also
R|(S · T ) ⊆ R|S · R|T
but not commutativity
R|S = S|R is false
brother|father 6= father|brother
J115.K37 Identity I is a unity for this product, i.e. R|I = I|R = R because
xR|Iy ≡ xIz . zRy for some z
≡ xRy
Monotonicity: R ⊆ S, P ⊆ R ⊃ R|P ⊆ S|Q
J117.K38 A relation R is called transitive if
35

A note inserted in the manuscript at this example mentions a continuation on p. 119.
A note inserted in the manuscript at this example mentions a continuation on p. 117.
37
The whole of pages 115. and 116. are crossed out, but the beginning of the present
page, p. 115., is given here because it completes naturally what was said before about the
relative product, i.e. composition, of relations.
38
see the preceding footnote, at the beginning of p. 115.
36
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(x, y, z)[xRy . yRz ⊃ xRz] ≡ R is transitive

In other words if an R of an R of z is an R of z; e.g. brother is transitive, a
brother of a brother of a person is a brother of this person, in other words
x brother y . y brother z ⊃ x brother z
Smaller is also transitive, i.e.
x<y.y<z⊃x<z
Very many relations in mathematics are transitive: congruence, parallelism,
isomorphism, ancestor. Son is not transitive, a son of a son of a person is
not a son of a person.
J118.K Therefore called intransitive; friend is an example of a relation
which is neither transitive nor intransitive. A friend of a friend of x is not always a friend of x, but is sometimes a friend of x. By means of the previously
introduced operation transitivity can be expressed by
R2 ⊆ R because
xR2 y . ⊃ (∃z)(xRz . zRy) ⊃ xRy
if R is transitive, but also vice versa if R satisfies the condition R2 ⊆ R then
R is transitive
xRy . yRz ⊃ xR2 z ⊃ xRz
J119.K A very important property of relations is the following one: A
binary relation R is called one-many if for any object y there exists at most
one object x such that xRy:
(x, y, z)[xRy . zRy ⊃ x = z] ≡ R is one-many
and many-one if R−1 is one-many; e.g. father is one-many, every object x can
have at most one father, it can have no father if it is no man, but it never
has two or more fathers. The relation < is not one-many: for any number
there are many different numbers smaller than it.
The 39 relation x is the reciprocal of number y is one-many. Every number
has at most J120.K one reciprocal. Some numbers have no reciprocal, namely
39

This sentence and the beginning of the next one, until the end of p. 119., are crossed
out in the manuscript, though the remainder of the paragraph on p. 120. is not.
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0 (but that makes no difference). The relation of reciprocal is at the same
time many-one; such relations are called one-one.
The relation of husband in Christian countries e.g. is an example of a
one-one relation. The relation smaller is neither one-many nor many-one; for
any number there exist many different numbers smaller than it and many
different numbers greater than it.
One-many-ness can also be defined for polyadic relations. J121.K A triadic
relation M is called one-many if
(x, y, z, u)[xM (zu) . yM (zu) ⊃ x = y]
e.g. x̂ŷẑ(x = y + z), x̂ŷẑ[x = yz ] have this property. For any two numbers y
and z there exists at most one x which is the sum or difference. x̂ŷ(x is a
square root of y) is not one-many because there are in general two different
numbers which are square roots of y. You see the one-many relations are
exactly the same thing which is called “functions” in mathematics. The
dyadic one-many relations are the functions with one argument as e.g. x2 ,
the J122.K triadic one-many relations are the functions with two arguments
as e.g. x + y.
In order to make statements about functions, i.e. one-many relations it
is very convenient to introduce a notation usual in mathematics and also in
everyday language; namely R‘x denotes the y which has the relation R to x,
i.e. the y such that yRx provided that this y exists and is unique. Similarly
for a triadic relation M ‘(yz) denotes the x such that. . . Instead of this also
yM z is written, e.g. + denotes a triadic relation between J123.K numbers
(sum) and y + z denotes the number which has this triadic relation to y and
z provided that it exists. In everyday language the ‘ is expressed by the
words The. . . of, e.g. The sum of x and y, The father of y.
There40 is only one tricky point in this notation. Namely what meaning
are we to assign to propositions containing this symbol R‘x if there does not
exist a unique y such that yRx (i.e. none or several), e.g. The present king of
J124.K France is bald. We may convene that such propositions are meaningless (neither true nor false). But that has certain undesirable consequences,
namely whether or not the present king of France exists or not is an empirical
question. Therefore it would depend on an empirical fact whether or not this
sequence of words is a meaningful statement or nonsense whereas one should
40

The text in this paragraph, until the end of p. 125., is crossed out in the manuscript,
but because of its interest it is given here.
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expect that it can depend only on the grammar of the language concerned
whether something makes sense. J125.K Russell makes the convention that
such statements are false and not meaningless. The convention is: That every
atomic proposition in which such an R‘x (describing something nonexistent)
occurs is false, i.e.
ϕ(R‘x) ≡ (∃y)[(z)[zRx ≡ z = y] . ϕ(y)]

1.2.10

Type theory and paradoxes

J126.K All aforementioned notions of the calculus of classes and relations
are themselves relations; e.g. α ⊆ β is a binary relation between classes,
α + β is a dyadic function, i.e. a triadic relation between classes (which
subsists between α, β, γ if γ = α + β). The operation of inverse is a relation
between relations subsisting between R and S if R = S −1 or the relative
product is a triadic relation between relations subsisting between R, S, T
if R = S|T . Symmetry defines a certain class of relations (the class of
symmetric relations). So we see that we have obtained a J127.K new kind
of concepts (called concepts of second type or second order) which refer to
the concepts of first order, i.e. which expresses properties of concepts of
first order or relations between concepts of first order or to be more exact
properties and relations of extensions of concepts of first order. But this is
not very essential since we can define corresponding concepts which express
properties and relations of the predicates themselves, e.g. χ sum of ϕ, ψ if
χ(x) ≡ ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x) etc.
And it is possible to (go on) continue in this way, i.e. we can define
concepts of third type or order, which refer to the concepts of second order.
An example would be: “mutually exclusive”; a class of classes U, i.e. a class
whose elements are themselves classes, is called a mutually exclusive class
of classes if α, β ε U ⊃ α · β = Λ. This concept of “mutually exclusive
class of classes” expresses a property of classes of classes, i.e. of an object
of third order, therefore is of third order. So you see in this way we get a
whole hierarchy of concepts J128.K which is called the hierarchy of types.
In fact there are two different hierarchies of types, namely the hierarchy of
extensions and the hierarchy of predicates.
An interesting example of predicates of higher type are the natural numbers. According to Russell and Frege the natural numbers are properties of
predicates. If I say e.g.: There are eight planets, this expresses a property of
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the predicate J129.K “planet”. So the number 8 can be defined to be a property of predicates which belongs to a predicate ϕ if there are exactly 8 objects
falling under this predicate. If this definition is followed up it turns out that
all notions of arithmetic can be defined in terms of logical notions and that
the laws of arithmetic can be derived from the laws of logic except for one
thing, namely for building up arithmetic one needs the proposition that there
are infinitely many objects, which cannot be proved from the axioms of logic.
J130.K The lowest layer in the hierarchy of types described are the individuals or objects of the world; what these individuals are is an extralogical
question which depends on the theory of the world which we assume; in a
materialist theory it would be the atoms or the points of space and time,
in a spiritualist theory it would be the spirits and so on. As to the higher
types (classes, classes of classes, predicates of predicates etc.) each type must
be distinguished very carefully from any other as can be shown e.g. by the
following J131.K example. If a is an object one can form the class whose
only element is a (denoted by ‘a). So this ‘a would be the extension of a
predicate, which belongs to a and only to a. It is near at hand to identify this
a and ‘a, i.e. to assume that the object a and the class whose only element
is a are the same. However it can be shown that this is not admissible, i.e.
it would lead to contradictions to J132.K assume this identity ‘a = a to be
generally true because if we take for x a class (which has several elements)
then certainly ‘α and α are distinct from each other; since ‘α is a class
which has only one element, namely α, whereas α is a class which has several
elements, so they are certainly distinct from each other. But although we
have to distinguish very carefully between the different types there is on the
other hand a very close analogy between the different types. E.g. classes of
individuals J133.K and classes of classes of individuals will obey exactly the
same laws. For both of them we can define an addition and a multiplication
and the same laws of calculus will hold for them. Therefore it is desirable
not to formulate these laws separately for classes of classes and classes of
individuals, but to introduce a general notion of a class comprising in it all
those particular cases: classes of individuals, classes of relations, classes of
classes etc. And it was actually in J134.K this way that the logistic calculus
was first set up (with such a general notion of a class and of a predicate and
of a relation and so on embracing under it all types) and this way also corresponds more to natural thinking. In ordinary language e.g. we have such
a general notion of a class without a distinction of different types.
The more detailed working out of logic on this typeless base has led to
ι

ι

ι

ι

ι

ι
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the discovery of the most interesting J135.K facts in modern logic. Namely to
the fact that the evidences of natural thinking are not consistent with themselves, i.e. lead to contradictions which are called “logical paradoxes”. The
first of these contradictions was discovered by the mathematician Burali-Forti
in 1897. A few years later Russell produced a similar contradiction which
however avoided the unessential mathematical by-work of Burali-Forti’s contradiction and showed the real logical structure of the contradiction much
clearer. This so J136.K called Russell paradox has remained up to now the
classical example of a logical paradox and I want to explain it now in detail.
I shall first enumerate some apparently evident propositions from which the
paradox follows in a few steps.
The paradox under consideration involves only the following notions:
1. object in the most general sense, which embraces everything that can
be made an object of thinking; in particular it embraces the individuals,
classes, predicates of all types
J137.K41
2. monadic predicate (briefly predicate), also in the most general sense
comprising predicates of individuals as well as predicates of predicates
etc. And this term predicate is to be so understood that it is an essential requirement of a predicate that it is well-defined for any object
whatsoever whether the given predicate belongs to it or not
Now of these two notions “object” and “predicate” we have the following
apparently evident propositions:
1. If ϕ is a predicate and x an object then it is uniquely determined whether
ϕ belongs to x or not.
Let us denote the proposition ϕ belongs to x by ϕ(x). So we have if ϕ is
a well-defined predicate and x an object then ϕ(x) is always a meaningful
proposition J138.K which is either true or false.
41

A note in the manuscript at the bottom of the preceding page, p. 136., and at the
top of this page, seem to suggest that pp. 137.-140. of the present Notebook VI are to
be superseded by pages in Notebook VII starting with p. 137., the first numbered page
in Notebook VII. These four pages of Notebook VI are nevertheless given here.
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2. Vice versa: If we have a combination of words or symbols A(x) which
contains the letter x and is such that it becomes a meaningful proposition for any arbitrary object which you substitute for x then A(x)
defines a certain predicate ϕ which belongs to an object x if and only
if A(x) is true.
So the assumption means that if you substitute for x the name of an arbitrary object then it is always uniquely determined whether the resulting
proposition is true or false.
3. It is uniquely determined of any object whether or not it is a predicate.
Let us denote by P (x) the proposition “x is a predicate” so that P (red),
∼ P (smaller), ∼ P (New York); then by 3 P (x) is always a meaningful proposition whatever x J139.K may be.
4. Any predicate is an object.
I think these four propositions are all evident to natural thinking. 1 and
2 can be considered as a definition of the term predicate and 3 says that the
notion of predicate thus defined is well-defined.
And now let us consider the following statement P (x) . ∼ x(x) that means
x is a predicate and it belongs to x (i.e. to itself). According to our four
assumptions that is a meaningful proposition which is either true or false
whatever you substitute for x. Namely, at first by 3 it is uniquely defined:
if you J140.K substitute for x something which is not a predicate it becomes
false, if you substitute for x a predicate then P (x) is true but x(y) is either
true or false for any object y written over x by 1. But x is a predicate, hence
an object by assumption 4, hence x(x) is either true or false, hence the whole
statement is always meaningful, i.e. either true or false. Therefore by 2 it
≡
defines a certain predicate Φ such that Φ(x) means
P (x) . ∼ x(x).
JNotebook VIIK J137.K42
2. The notion of a “well-defined monadic predicate”.
42

see the footnote at the top of p. 137. of the preceding Notebook VI. Notebook VII
starts with nine, not numbered, pages of remarks and questions mostly theological, partly
unreadable, partly in shorthand, and all seemingly not closely related to the remaining
notes for the course. They are rendered as far as possible in the source version and deleted
here.
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That is a monadic predicate ϕ such that for any object x whatsoever it is
uniquely determined by the definition of ϕ whether or not ϕ belongs to x,
so that for any arbitrary object x ϕ(x) is a meaningful proposition which is
either true or false. Since I need no other kind of predicate in the subsequent
considerations but only well-defined monadic predicates, I shall use the term
“predicate” in the sense of monadic well-defined predicate.
3. The concept which is expressed by the word “is” or “belongs” in ordinary language and which we expressed by ϕ(x), which means the
predicate ϕ belongs to x.
Now for these notions (of object and predicate) we have the following
apparently evident propositions:
J138.K
1. For any object x it is uniquely determined whether or not it is a predicate; in other words well-defined predicate is itself a well-defined predicate.
2. If y is a predicate and x an object then it is well-defined whether the
predicate y belongs to x. This is an immediate consequence of the
definition of a well-defined predicate.
Let us denote for any two objects y, x by y(x) the proposition y is a predicate and belongs to x. So for any two objects y, x y(x) will be a meaningful
proposition of which it is uniquely determined whether it is true or false,
namely if y is no predicate it is false whatever x may be, if it is a predicate
then it is true or false according as the predicate y belongs to x or does not
belong to x, which is uniquely determined.
J139.K
3. If we have a combination of symbols or words containing the letter x
(denote it by A(x)) and if this combination is such that it becomes a
meaningful proposition whatever object you substitute for x then A(x)
defines a certain well-defined predicate ϕ which belongs to an object x
if and only if A(x) is true.
(I repeat the hypothesis of this statement: It is as follows, that if you substitute for x the name of an arbitrary object then the resulting expression is
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always a meaningful proposition of which it is uniquely determined whether
it is true or false.) Now this statement too could be considered as a consequence of the definition of a well-defined predicate.
4. Any predicate is an object. That J140.K follows because we took the
term object in the most general sense according to which anything one
can think of is an object.
I think these four propositions are all evident to natural thinking. But
nevertheless they lead to contradictions, namely in the following way. Consider the expression ∼ x(x) that is an expression involving the variable x
and such that for any object substituted for this variable x you do obtain a
meaningful proposition of which it is uniquely determined whether it is true
or false. J141.K Namely if x is not a predicate this becomes false by the
above definition of y(x); if x is a predicate then by 1 for any object y it is
uniquely determined whether x belongs to y, hence also for x it is uniquely
determined because x is a predicate, hence an object (by 4). ∼ x(x) means
x is a predicate not belonging to itself. It is easy to name predicates which
do belong to themselves, e.g. the predicate “predicate”; we have the concept
“predicate” is a predicate. Most of the predicates of course do not belong to
themselves. Say e.g. the predicate man is not a man, J142.K so it does not
belong to itself. But e.g. the predicate not man does belong to itself since
the predicate not man is certainly not a man, so it is a not man, i.e. belongs
to itself.
Now since ∼ x(x) is either true or false for any object x it defines a
certain predicate by 3. Call this well-defined predicate Φ, so that Φ(x) ≡ ∼
x(x). For Φ even a term in ordinary language was introduced, namely the
word “impredicable”, and for the negation of it the word “predicable”; so an
object is called predicable if it J143.K is a predicate belonging to itself and
impredicable in the opposite case, i.e. if it is either not a predicate or is a
predicate and does not belong to itself. So predicate is predicable, not man
is predicable, man is impredicable, Socrates is impredicable.
And now we ask is the predicate “impredicable” predicable or impredicable. Now we know this equivalence holds for any object x (it is the definition
of impredicable); Φ is a predicate, hence an object, hence this equivalence
holds for Φ, i.e. Φ(Φ) ≡ ∼ Φ(Φ). What does Φ(Φ) say? Since Φ means
impredicable it says impredicable is impredicable. So we see that this proposition is equivalent with its own negation.
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J144.K But from that it follows that it must be both true and false,
because we can conclude from this equivalence:
Φ(Φ) ⊃ ∼ Φ(Φ)
∼ Φ(Φ) ⊃ Φ(Φ)
By the first implication, Φ(Φ) cannot be true, because the assumption that
it is true leads to the conclusion that it is false, i.e. it leads to a contradiction; but Φ(Φ) cannot be false either because by the second implication the
assumption that it is false leads to the conclusion that it is true., i.e. again
to a contradiction. So this Φ(Φ) would be a proposition which is neither true
nor false, hence it would be both true and false J145.K because that it is not
true implies that it is false and that it is not false implies that it is true. So
we apparently have discovered a proposition which is both true and false,
which is impossible by the law of contradiction.
The same argument can be given without logical symbols in the following
form. The question is: Is the predicate “impredicable” predicable or impredicable. 1. If impredicable were predicable that would mean that it belongs
to itself, i.e. then impredicable is impredicable. So from the assumption that
impredicable is predicable we derived that it is impredicable; so it is not
predicable. 2. On the other hand assume impredicable is impredicable; then
it belongs to itself, hence is predicable. So from the assumption that it is
impredicable we derived that it is predicable. So it is certainly not impredicable. So it is neither predicable nor impredicable. But then it must be both
predicable and impredicable because since it is not predicable it is impredicable and since it is not impredicable it is predicable. So again we have a
proposition which is both true and false.
Now what are we to do about this situation? One may first try to say:
Well, the law of contradiction is an error. There do exist such strange things
as propositions which are both true and false. But this way out of the difficulty is evidently not possible J146.K because that would imply that every
proposition whatsoever is both true and false. We had in the calculus of
propositions the formula p . ∼ p ⊃ q for any p, q, hence also p . ∼ p ⊃ ∼ q
where p and q are arbitrary propositions. So if we have one proposition p
which is both true and false then any proposition q has the undesirable property of being both true and false, which would make any thinking completely
meaningless. So we have to conclude that we arrived at this contradictory
conclusion
Φ(Φ) and ∼ Φ(Φ)
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J147.K by some error or fallacy, and the question is what does this error
consist in [i.e. which one of our evident propositions is wrong].
The nearest at hand conjecture about this error is that there is some circular fallacy hidden in this argument, because we are speaking of predicates
belonging to themselves or not belonging to themselves. One may say that
it is meaningless to apply a predicate to itself. I don’t think that this is the
correct solution. For the following reasons:
1. It is not possible to except for any predicate P J148.K just this predicate
P itself from the things to which it can be applied
i.e. we cannot modify the assumption 1. by saying the property ϕ(x) is welldefined for any x except ϕ itself because if you define e.g. a predicate µ by
two predicates ϕ, ψ by µ(x) ≡ ϕ(x) . ψ(x) then we would have already three
predicates µ, ϕ and ψ to which µ cannot be applied:
µ(ϕ)

≡
Df

ϕ(ϕ) . ψ(ϕ) where this makes no sense.

J149.K So it is certainly not sufficient to exclude just self-reflexivity of a
predicate because that entails automatically that we have to exclude also
other things and it is very difficult and leads to very undesirable results if
one tries to formulate what is to be excluded on the basis of this idea to
avoid self-reflexivities. That was done by Russell in his so called ramified
theory of types which since has been abandoned by practically all logicians.
On the other hand it is not even justified to exclude self-reflexivities of every
formula because self-reflexivity does not always lead to contradiction but
is perfectly legitimate in many cases. If e.g. I say: “Any sentence of the
English language contains a verb” then it is perfectly alright to apply this
proposition to itself and to conclude from it that also this proposition under
consideration contains a verb.
Therefore the real fallacy seems to lie J150.K in something else than the
self-reflexivity, namely in these notions of object and predicate in the most
general sense embracing objects of all logical types. The Russell paradox
seems to show that there does not exist such a concept of everything. As we
saw the logical objects form a hierarchy of types and however far you may
proceed in the construction of these types you will always be able to continue
the process still farther and therefore it is illegitimate and makes no sense to
speak of the totality of all objects.
J151.K One might think that one could obtain the totality of all objects in
the following way: take first the individuals and call them objects of type 0,
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then take the concepts of type 1, then the concepts of type 2, 3 etc. for any
natural number. But it is by no means true that we obtain in this manner the
totality of all concepts, because e.g. the concept of the totality of concepts
thus obtained for all integers n as types is itself a concept not occurring
in this totality, i.e. it is a concept of a type higher than J152.K any finite
number, i.e. of an infinite type. It is denoted as a concept of type ω. But
even with this type ω we are by no means at an end, because we can define
e.g. relations between concepts of type ω and they would be of a still higher
type ω + 1. So we see there are in a sense much more than infinitely many
logical types; there are so many that it is not possible to form a concept of
the totality of all of them, because whichever concept we form we can define
a concept of a higher type, hence not falling under J153.K the given concept.
So if we want to take account of this fundamental fact of logic that there
does not exist a concept of the totality of all objects whatsoever, we must
drop the words “object”, “predicate”, “everything” from our language and
replace them by the words: object of a given type, predicate of a given type,
everything which belongs to a given type. In particular, proposition 4 has
now to be formulated like this. If A(x) is an expression which becomes a
meaningful proposition for any object x of a given type α then it defines
a concept of type α + 1. We cannot even formulate the proposition in its
previous form, because we don’t have such words as object, predicate etc. in
our language. Then the Russell paradox disappears immediately because we
can form the concept Φ defined by Φ(x) ≡ ∼ x(x) only for x’s of a given type
α, i.e. J154.K we can define a concept Φ such that this equivalence holds for
every x of type α. (We cannot even formulate that it holds for every object
because we have dropped these words from our language). But then Φ will
be a concept of next higher type because it is a property of objects of type α.
Therefore we cannot substitute Φ here for x because this equivalence holds
only for objects of type α.
So this seems to me to be the (satisfactory) true solution of the J155.K
Russell paradox. I only wish to mention that the hierarchy of types as I
sketched it here is considerably more general than it was when it was first
presented by its inventor B. Russell. Russell’s theory of types was given in
two different forms, the so called simplified and the ramified theory of types,
both of which are much more restrictive then the one I explained here; e.g.
in both of them it would be impossible to form concepts of type ω, also the
statement x(x) would always be meaningless. Russell’s theory of J156.K types
is more based on the first idea of solving the paradoxes (namely to exclude
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self-reflexivities) and the totality of all objects is only excluded because it
would be self-reflexive (since it would itself be an object). However the
development of axioms of set theory has shown that Russell’s system is too
restrictive, i.e. it excludes many arguments which (as far as one can see) do
not lead to contradictions and which are necessary for building up abstract
set theory.
There are other logical paradoxes which are solved by the theory of types,
i.e. by excluding the terms object, every etc. But there are others in which
the fallacy is of an entirely different nature. They are the so called epistemological paradoxes. J157.K The oldest of them is the Epimenides. In the form
it is usually presented, it is no paradox. But if a man says “I am lying now”
and says nothing else, or if he says: The proposition which I am pronouncing
right now is false, then this statement can be proved to be both true and
false, because this proposition p says that p is false; so we have p ≡ (p is
false), p ≡ ∼ p, from which it follows that p is both true and false as we saw
before. The same paradox can be brought to a much more conclusive form
as follows:43

1.2.11

Examples and samples of previous subjects

J1.K All four rules are purely formal, i.e. for applying them it is not necessary
to know the meaning of the expressions. Examples of derivations from the
axioms. Since all axioms and rules of the calculus of propositions are also
axioms and rules of the calculus of functions we are justified in assuming all
formulas and rules formerly derived in the calculus of propositions.
1. Example44 ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
Derivation:
(1) (x)[∼ ϕ(x)] ⊃ ∼ ϕ(y) obtained by substituting ∼ ϕ(x) for ϕ(x)
in Ax. 5
(2) ϕ(y) ⊃ ∼ (x)[∼ ϕ(x)] by rule of transposition applied to (1)
(3) ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x) by rule of defined symbol from (2)
J2.K 2. Example45 (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ψ(x)]
43

Here the text in the manuscript is interrupted and the subsequent numbering of pages
in the present Notebook VII starts anew from 1.
44
see 130 . on p. 80. of Notebook V
45
see 6. on p. 76. of Notebook V
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(1) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)] by substituting ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)
for ϕ(x) in Ax. 5
(2) (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y) Ax. 5
(3) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ [ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)] . ϕ(y) by rule of
multiplication of implications applied to (1) and (2)
(4) [ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)] . ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y) by substituting ϕ(y) for p and ψ(y)
for q in the demonstrable formula (p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q
J3.K(5) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(y) by rule of syllogism applied to
(3) and (4)
(6) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)ψ(y) by rule of quantifier from (5)
(7) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)ψ(y)] by rule of exportation
from (6)
(8) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ψ(x)] by rule of substitution for
individual variables
Predicates which belong to no object are called vacuous (e.g. president
of U.S.A. born in South Bend). SaP and SeP are both true if S is vacuous
whatever P may be. J4.K All tautologies are true also for vacuous predicates
but some of the Aristotelian inferences are not, e.g.
SaP ⊃ SiP
(false if S is vacuous)
00
SaP ⊃ ∼ (SeP ) (false 00 00 00
),
the mood Darapti M aP . M aS ⊃ SiP is false if M is vacuous and if S, P are
any two predicates such that ∼ (SiP ).
The totality of all objects to which a monadic predicate P belongs is
called the extension of P and denoted by x̂[P (x)], so that the characteristic
J5.K property of the symbol x̂ is:
x̂ϕ(x) = x̂ψ(x) ≡ (x)[ϕ(x) ≡ ψ(x)]
Extensions of monadic predicates are called classes (denoted by α, β, γ . . .).
That y belongs to the class α is expressed by yεα so that yεx̂ϕ(x) ≡ ϕ(y). x̂ is
applied to arbitrary propositional functions Φ(x), i.e. x̂Φ(x) means the class
of objects satisfying Φ(x), e.g. x̂[I(x) . x > 7] = class of integers greater than
seven. Also for dyadic predicates Q(xy) extensions denoted by x̂ŷ[Q(xy)] are
introduced, which satisfy the equivalence
x̂ŷ[ψ(xy)] = x̂ŷ[χ(xy)] ≡ (x, y)[ψ(xy) ≡ χ(xy)]
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J6.K It is usual to call these extensions (not the dyadic predicates themselves) relations. If Φ(xy) is a propositional function with two variables
x̂ŷΦ(xy) denotes the relation which is defined by Φ(xy). If R is a relation
xRy means that x bears the relation R to y so that
u{x̂ŷ[ϕ(xy)]}v ≡ ϕ(uv)
The extension of a vacuous predicate is called zero class and denoted by
0 (or Λ); the extension of a predicate belonging to every object is called
universal class and denoted by 1 (or V).
J7.K For classes operation of +, · , − which obey laws similar to the
arithmetic laws are introduced by the following definitions:46
α+β
α·β
−α
α−β

46

=
=
=
=

x̂[x ε α ∨ x ε β]
x̂[x ε α . x ε β]
x̂[∼ x ε α]
α · (−β)

see p. 95. of Notebook VI
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Chapter 2
SOURCE TEXT
2.0

Notebook 0

bFolder 58, on the front cover of the notebook “Vorl.besungenc Log.bikc
bGerman: Lectures Logicc N.D.bNotre Damec 0” together with some crossed
out practically unreadable text in which one can recognize what is presumably: Arb, Beg., Res, Vol, N.D.c
bBefore p. 1. one finds on a page not numbered the following apparently
incomplete note, which does not seem directly related to the text that follows:
x is called D-pair (respbectivelyc D-tripblec) if z = h i (respbectivelyc z =
h i) where the x, y, z are then evid.bentlyc uniquely det.berminedc by z
bunreadable textcc
J1.K Logbicc is usually def.binedc absc the science of the laws of bpresumably “corr”, which abbreviates “correct”; if “corr” is read instead as “con”,
then this would abbreviate “consistent”c thinking. Accord.bingc to this defbinitionc the centr.balc part of log.bicc must be the theory of infberencec and
the theory of logically true propbositionsc. By a logbicallyc true prop.bositionc
I mean a prop.bositionc which is true for merely logbicalc reasons as e.g. the
law of excluded middleb,c which says that for any propbositionc p either p or
∼ p is true. \ I intend to go in medbiasc res right away anbdc to begin with
this centr.balc part. /
bnew paragraphc As Profbessorc Mbengerc has pointed out in his introductory lecture the treatment of these thingsb,c \ inferences and log.bicallyc
true prop.bositions,c / in traditional logic and in most of the current textbooks
123
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is unsatisfactory in some respbectc. b1.c First with resp.bectc to completeness. What the J2.K tradbitionalc logic gives is a more or less arbitrary
selection from the infinity of the laws of logicb,c whereas in a systematic
treatment we shall have to develop methods which allow us to obtain \ as far
as possible / all logically true prop.bositionsc and \ least for cert. domains of
logic, and furthermore / methods \ which allow / to decide of arbitrary given
prop.bositionsc bofc \ these domains / whether or not they are logically true.
But the classical treatment is unsatisfactory also from in another respect.b;c
namely as to the question of reducing the laws of logic to a cert.bainc number of prim.bitivec laws from which J3.K all the others can be deduced. Although it is sometimes claimed that everything can be deduced from the law
of contradiction or from the first Aristotelian figureb,c this claim has never
been proved or even clearly formulated in traditional logic. bdash from the
manuscript deletedc
bnew paragraphc The chief aim in the first part of this seminary will be
to fill these two gaps \ of trad.bitionalc logbicc / b,c ib.ce. 1. to give as far as
possible to give a complete theory of log.bicalc infberencec and of log.bicallyc
true prop.bositionsc and 2. to show how \ all of them / can be deduced from
a minimum number of prim.bitivec laws.
J4.K The theory of infberencec as present.bedc in the current textbooks is
usually divided into two partsb:c
1. The Aristbotelianc figures and moods including the inf.berencesc with
one prem.bise,c ib.ce. conv.bersion,c contr.bapositionc etc.
2. Inferences of an entirely different kindb,c which are treated under the
heading of hyp.botheticalc disj.bunctivec conjbunctivec inf.berence,c and
which are a Stoic addition to the Arist.botelianc figuresb.c
Let us begin with these infberencesc of the sec.bondc kindb,c which turn
out to be much more fundamental than the Aristbotelianc figures.
Take the following examplebsc of the disj.bunctivec inf.berencec tollendo
ponens:
J5.K From the two premisbsces

1. Nero was either insane or a criminalb,c
2. Nero was not insaneb,c
we can conclude
Nero was a criminalb.c
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b“Nero” above, in all three instances, is written almost as “New”.c
\ b1.c Today is either Sunday or a holidayb,c
b2.c Today is not Sundayb,c
Today is a holidayb.c /
Generallyb, icf p, q are \ two / arbitrary propbositionscbinserted !! from
the manuscript deletedc and we have the two premisbsces
1. Either p or qb,c
2. not-qbnot-p,c
we can conclude
pbq.c
It is possible to express this syllbogismc by one log.bicallyc true prop.bositionc
as follows:
,,b“c(If either p or q and if not-p) then q” b!! from the manuscript deletedc
This whole prop.bositionc under quotation marks will be true whatever the
prop.bositionsc p and q may beb.c
J6.K Now what is the caract.berc of this inf.berencec which distinguishes
them bitc from the Arist.botelianc figures? It is this that in order to make
this inf.berencec it is not necessary to know anything about the structure
of \ the propbositionsc / p and q. p and q may be bmay bec aff.birmativec
or neg.bativec prop.bositions,c they may be simple or complicatedb,c they
may themselves be disj.bunctivec or hyp.botheticalc prop.bositions;c all this
is indifferent for this syllogismb,c i.e. only propbositionsc as a whole occur in
itb,c and it is this \ caract.berc / that makes this kind of sylblogismc simpler
and more fund.bamentalc than \ e.g. / the Aristbotelianc J7.K figuresb,c
which depend on the structure of the prop.bositionsc involved. bEc.g. in
order to make an infberencec by mood Barbara you must know that the two
prem.bisesc are universal affirmative. Another example of a log.bicalc law in
which only propbositionsc as a whole occur would be the law of excl.budedc
middleb,c which says: For any propbositionc p either p or not-p is true.
bdash from the manuscript deleted, and new paragraph introducedc Now
the theory of those laws of logic in which only prop.bositionsc as a whole
occur is called calculus of propositionbs,c and it is exclusively with this part
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of math.bematicalc logic that we shall have J8.K to do in the next \ few /
lecturesb.c bdash from the manuscript deletedc We have to begin with examining in more detail the connections between prop.bositionsc which occur in
the inf.berencesc concernedb,c ib.ce. the or, and, if, not. One has introduced
special symbols to denote them. b“Ncotb”c is denoted by a circumflexb,c
b“candb”c by a dotb,c ,,b“cor” by a kind of \ abbrev.batedc / v (derived
from vel)b,c b“cif thenb”c is denoted by this symbol similar to a horseshoe
\ b!! from the manuscript deleted; it indicated presumably where the following table should be inserted.c / b:c
\ bp, 2 > 1, q and 3 > 2, which are presumably given as examples in the
manuscript, are here deletedc
not
∼ \ which is an abbrevbiatedc N / ∼ p
and
.
p.q
or
∨
p∨q
if. . . then
⊃
p⊃q
equivalent
≡
p≡q /
i.eb.c if p and q are arbitrary prop.bositionsc ∼ p m.beansc p is falseb,c p . q
means both p and q is trueb,c p ∨ q means either p or qb,c p ⊃ q means bicf p
then qb,c or in other words p implies qb.c So if e.g. p is the propbositionctoday
it will rain and q bisc J9.K the prop.bositionctomorrow it will snow then btext
in the manuscript brokenc
bAcbout the b“corb”:c namelyb,c this logbicalc symb.bolc means that at
least one of the two prop.bositionsc p, q is true but does not exclude the case
where both are trueb,c \ ib.ceb.c it means one or both of them are trueb,c
/ i e it corresponds to the latin vel whereas the b“corb”c in trad.bitionalc
logic is the exclusive b“corb”c which corresp. to the latin aut and means that
exactly one of the two propbositionsc p, q is true and the other one false.
\ Take e.g. the sentence b“cAnybody who has a salary or interests \ from
capbitalc / is liable to income taxb”c. Here the b“corb”c is meant in the
sense of the logbicalc b“corb”,c because someone who has both is also liable
to income taxb.c On the other handb,c in the prop.bositioncb“Acny number
bminus written over another sign; should be: exceptc 1 is either greater
or smaller bthanc 1b”c we mean the excl.busivecb“corb”c. This excl.busivec
b“corb”c corresp.bondsc to the bLcat.binc autbaut,c the log.bicalc b“corb”c to
the bLcat.binc velbvel c. As we shall see laterb.c /
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The excl.busivec ,,b“cor” can be expressed by a comb.binationc J10.K of
the other logical symb.bols,c but no special symbol \ has been / introduced
for it, because it is not very often used. Finallyb,c I introduce a fifth
connectionb,c \ the sobccalled / ,,b“cequivalence” denoted by three horiz.bontalc lines. p ≡ q means that both p implies q and q implies p. This relation of
equivalence would hold e.g. between the two propbositions: b“cTbwcomorrow
is a weekdayb”c and b“Twcomorrow is not \ a / holidayb”cbfull stop added
here, which in the manuscript is followed by the words: “because we have —
\ If. . . but also vice versa / ”c
The five notions which we have introduced so far are called resp.bectivelyc
\ operation of / negbationc, conjbunctionc, disjbunctionc, implic.bation,c
equivalence. By a common name they are called fbucnctbionsc of the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc \ or bmissing text, full stop from the manuscript
deletedc Disjbunctionc is also called J11.K log.bicalc sum and conj.bunctionc
log.bicalc prod.buctc because of certbainc analogies with the arithmetic sum
and the ar.bithmeticc prodbuctc. A propbositionc of the form p ∨ q is called
a disj.bunctionc or a logical sum and p, q its first and sec.bondc memberb;c
similarly a propbositionc of the form p ⊃ q is called an implbicationc and p, q
its first and sec.bondc memberb,c and similarly for the other opberationsc. Of
courseb,c if p, q are prop.bositions,c then ∼ pb,c ∼ qb,c p ∨ qb,c p . qb,c p ⊃ q
bunderlining omitted in the edited versionc are also prop.bositionsc and therefore to them the functions of the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc can again be applied so as to get more complicated exprbessions;c e.g. p ∨ (q . r)bunderlining
omitted in the edited versioncb,c which would mean: Either p is true or q
and r are both true.
bnew paragraphc The disj.bunctivec syllogism J12.K I mentioned before
can be expressed in our symbolism as follows: [(p ∨ q) . ∼ q] ⊃ pbunderlining
omitted in the edited versioncb.c You see in more complicated expressions
as e.g. this one brackets have to be used exactly as in algebra to indicate in what order the op.berationsc have to be carried out. If e.g. I put
the brackets in a diff.berentc way in this expr.bession,c namely like this
(p ∨ q) . rbunderlining omitted in the edited versioncb,c it would mean something entirely diff.berent,c namely \ it would mean / either p or q is true and
in addition r is true.
bnew paragraphc There is an interesting remark due to the Polish log.bicianc LbLcukasiewiczb,c namely that one can dispense entirely with brackets
if one writes the J13.K bthec operational symb.bolsc ∨, ⊃ etcb.c always in
front of the propbositionc to which they are appliedb,c e.g. ⊃ p qbunderlining
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omitted in the edited versionc instead of p ⊃ qbunderlining omitted in the
edited versionc. \ Inc.bidentally,c the word b“cifb”c \ of ordinary langbuagec
/ is used in exactly this way. We say e.g. b“cIf it is possible I shall bdo
itcb”c putting the b“cifb”c in front of the \ two / propbositionsc to which
we apply it. / \ Now / in this notation \ where the op.berationsc are put
in front / the two diff.berentc possibilities of this expression p ∨ qb.cr would
be distbinguishedc automatically without the use of brackets because the
sec.bondc would read . ∨ p q rbunderlining omitted in the edited versioncb,
withc ,,b“cor” applbiedc to p, q and the ,,b“cand” applied to this form.bulac
and rb,c whereas the first would read ,,b“cand” applied to q, r and the ∨
applied to p and this formbulac ∨p . qrbunderlining omitted in the edited
versioncb.c \ As you seeb,c / tbwritten over Tchese two formbulasc differ
from each other without the use of brackets and it can be shown that J14.K
it is quite generally so. Since however the formulas in the bracket notation
are more easily readable I shall keep the brackets and put the operat.bionc
symb.bolc in between the prop.bositionsc to which they are applied.
bnew paragraphc You know in algebra one can save many brackets by the
conv.bentionc that multiplbicationc is of greater force than additionb,c and
one can do something similar here by stipulating an order of force between
the op.berationsc of the calc.bulusc of prop.bositions,c and this order is to be
exactly the same in which I introduced themb,c namely
⊃
≡
bNco order of force is def.binedc for ⊃ ≡b,c they are to have equal force.
Hence
∼ . ∨

J15.K

∼ p ∨ q means (∼ p) ∨ q
not ∼ (p ∨ q)
00
00
p.q∨r
(p . q) ∨ r
p . (q ∨ r)
\ exactly as for arith.bmeticalc sum and prod.buctc /
00
00
p∨q ⊃r
(p ∨ q) ⊃ r
p ∨ (q ⊃ r)
00
00
∼p⊃q
(∼ p) ⊃ q
∼ (p ⊃ q)
00
00
∼p.q
(∼ p) . q
∼ (p . q)
00
00
∼p≡q
(∼ p) ≡ q
∼ (p ≡ q)
\ bIcn all these cases the exprbessionc written without brackets has the meaning of the propbositionc in the sec.bondc colbumnc. If we have the formbulac
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of the 3bthirdc colbumnc in mind we have to write the brackets. /
Another convbentionc used in arithm.beticc for saving brack.betsc is this
that instbeadc of (a + b) + c we can write a + b + c. We make the same
conventions for log.bicalc addition and mult.biplication,c ib.ceb.c p ∨ q ∨ r
meanbsc (p ∨ q) ∨ rb,c p . q . r bmeansc (p . q) . rb.c \ b
bnew paragraphc Tche letters p, q, r which den.botec arb.bitraryc prop.bositionsc are called prop.bositionalc variablesb,c and any expression composed
of prop.bositionalc var.biablesc and the oper.bationsc ∼b,c ∨b,c .b,c ⊃b,c ≡ is
called meaningful expression or formula of the calc.bulusc of prop.bositions,c
where also the letters p, q themselves are considered as the simplest kind of
expressionsb.c
After those merely symbolic conventions the next thing we have to do is to
examine in more detail the meaning of the op.berationsc of the calc.bulusc of
propbositionsc. Take e.g. the disj.bunctionc ∨b.c If J16.K any two prop.bositionsc p, q are given p ∨ q will again be a propbositionc. But now (and this
is the decisive point) this op.berationc of b“corb”c is such that the truth or
falsehood of the compositbec prop.bositionc p∨q depends in a def.binitec way
on the truth or falsehood of the const.bituentsc p, q. This dependence can
be expressed most clearly in bthec form of a table as follows: Let us form
three col.bumns,c one headed by pb,c one by by qb,c one by p ∨ qb,c and
let us write T for true and F for false. Then for the propbositionsc p, q we
have the foll.bowingc four possibilities bdots pointing in the manuscript to
the following tables deletedc
p
T
T
F
F

q p∨q
T
T
F
T
T
T
F
F

p◦q
F
T
T
F

p.q
T
F
F
F

Now for each of these 4bfourc cases we can easily determine J17.K \ whether
/ p ∨ q will be true or falseb;c namelyb,c since p ∨ q means that one or both
of the propbositionsc p b∨ ,c q are true it will be true in the firstb,c sec.bondc
and third caseb,c and false only in the fourth case.\ We can consider this
table (called the truthb ctable \ for ∨ / ) as the most precise def.binitionc of
what ∨ means. /
bnew paragraphc It is usual to call truth and falsehood the truth values
and to say of a true prop.bositionc that it has the truth value ,,b“cTruth”b,c
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and of a false prop.bositionc that it has the truth value ,,b“cFalsehood”b.c T
and F then denote the truth values and the this table called the truth table
\ for ∨ / shows how the truth value of the compositbec exprbessionc \ p ∨ q
/ depends on the truth values of the constituents. The exclusive b“corb”c
would have another truth J18.K tableb;c namely if I denote it by ◦ for the
moment, we have p ◦ q is false in the case when both p and q are true and
in the case when both 00 00 00 bp and qc are falseb,c and it is true in the other
cases, where one of the two prop.bositionsc p, q is true and the other one is
false. The op.berationc ∼ has the following truthb ctable
p ∼p
T F
F T
Here we have only two poss.bibilities:c p is true and p is falseb,c and if p
is true not-p is false and if p is false not-p is true. The truthb ctable for
,,b“cand” can also easily be determinedb:c p . q is true only in the case where
p both p and q are true and false in all the other three cases.
bnew paragraphc A little more J19.K difficult is the question of the truthb c
table for ⊃. p ⊃ q was defined to mean: If p is true then q is also true. So
\ in order to determine the truthb ctable / let us assume that for two given
propbositionsc p, q p ⊃ q holdsb,c i.eb.c let us assume we know b“cIf p then
qb”c but nothing else bunderlining replaced partially in the edited version by
italicscb,c and let us ask what can \ we conclude about / the truth values
of p and q from this assumption. bIt is not indicated in the manuscript
where the following table should be inserted. The text in the manuscript
that follows it is a comment upon it. In this table the first three lines in the
columns beneath p and q are put in a box, which in the edited text is printed
separately in the next display, further down.c
Assbumptionc

p⊃q
T
T
T
F

p
F
F
T
T

q ∼p
T T
F T
T F
F F

∼p∨q
T
T
T
F

First it may certainly happen that p is falseb,c bec.bausec the ass.bumptionc
,,b“cIf p then q” says nothing about the truth or falsehood of pb,c and in this
case when p is false q may be true as well as falseb,c because the ass.bumptionc
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says nothing about what happens to q if p is falseb,c but only if p is trueb.c
J20.K So we have both these poss.bibilities:c p F q Tb,c p F q F. Next
we have the poss.bibilityc that p is trueb,c but in this case q must also be
true owing to the ass.bumption;c so that the poss.bibilityc p true q false is
excluded and it is the only of the four possibilities that is excluded by the
ass.bumptionc p ⊃ q. It follows that either one of those three possib.bilities,c
b(c which I frame in b
p
F
F
T

q
T
F
T

cb)c occurs. But we have also vice versa: If one of these three possibbilitiesc
for the truthb cval.buec of p and q is realized then p ⊃ q holds. For let us
assume we know that one of the three marked J21.K cases occursb;c then we
know also ,,b“cIf p is true q is true”b,c because if p is true only the third of the
three marked cases can be realized and in this case q is true. So we see that
the statement b“cIf p then qb”c is exactly equivalent with the statement that
one of the three marked cases for the truth values of p and q is realizedb,c
i.e. p ⊃ q will be true in each of the three marked cases and false in the last
case. And this gives the desired truthb ctable for implication. However there
are two important remarks about itb,c namelyb:c
1. Exactly the same truthb ctable can also be J22.K obtained by a combination of operations introduced previouslyb,c namely ∼ p ∨ qb,c ib.ce. either
p is false or q is true has the same truth table. For ∼ p is true whenever p
is falseb,c i.eb.c in the first two cases and ∼ p ∨ q is then true if either ∼ p
or q is trueb,c and as you see that happens in exactly the cases where p ⊃ q
is trueb.c So we see p ⊃ q and ∼ p ∨ q are equivalentb,c ib.ceb.c whenever
p ⊃ q holds then also ∼ p ∨ q holds and vice versa. This makes possible to
define p ⊃ q by ∼ p ∨ q and \ this / is the usual way of introducing the
impl.bication \ in math.bematicalc logbicc / b.c
bnew paragraph, 2.c The sec.bondc remark about the truthb ctable for
impl.bicationc is this. We must J23.K not forget that p ⊃ q was understood
to mean simply b“cIf p then qb”c and nothing elseb,c and only this made
the constr.buctionc of the truthb ctable possible. There are other interpretations of the term ,,b“cimplic.bationc” for which our truthb ctable would
be completely inadequateb.c E.g. p ⊃ q could be given the meaning: q is
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a log.bicalc consequence of pb,c ib.ce. q can be derived from p by means of
a chain of syllogisms. In this sense e.g. the prop.bositioncb“cJup.biterc is a
planetb”c would imply the propbositioncb“cJup.biterc is not a fixbedc starb”c
because no planet can be a fixbedc star by def.binition,c ib.ce. J24.K by merely
logbicalc reasons.
bnew paragraphc This kind \ and also some other similar kinds / of
impl.bicationc isbarec usually called strict impl.bicationc and denoted by this
symbol \ ≺ / and the implication defined before \ by the truthb ctable /
is called material impl.bicationc if it is to be distinguished from ≺. Now
it is easy to see not only that our truthb ctable would be false for strict
impl.bicationc and even moreb,c namely that there exists no truthb ctable
at all for strict implication. In order to prove this consider the first line
of our truth table, where p and q are both true and let us ask what will
the truthb cvalue of p ≺ q be in this caseb.c J25.K It turns out that this
truthb cvalue is not be uniquely detberminedc. For take e.g. for p the propbositioncb“cJupbiterc is a planetb”c and for q b“cJu.bpiterc is not a fixbedc
starb”,c then p, q are both true \ and / p ≺ q is also trueb.c On the other
hand if you take for p again b“cJu.bpiterc is a planetb”c and for q b“cFrance
is a republicb”c then again both p and q are trueb,c but p ≺ q is false because
b“cFrance is a republicb”c is not a log.bicalc consequ.bencec of b“cJu.bpiterc is
a planetb”c. So we see the truth value of p ≺ q is not uniquely det.berminedc
by the truth values of p and q and therefore no truthb ctable existsb.c J26.K
Such functions of prop.bositionsc for which no truthb ctable exists are called
intensional as opposed to extensional ones for which a truthb ctable does exist. The ext.bensionalc fbucnctbionsc are also called truthb cfunctions, because they depend only on the truth or falsehood of the prop.bositionsc
involvedb.c
So we see logical consequbencec is an intensional rel.bationc \ betw.beenc
prop.bositionsc / and bthere arecbthec matberialc impl.bicationc introdbucedc
by our a truthb ctable cannot mean logical consequenceb.c Its meaning is
best given by the word b“cifb”c of ordinary language which has a much
wider sign.bificationc than just log.bicalc cons.bequence;c e.g. bifc \ someone
/ says: b“cIf I don’t come I J27.K shall call youb”c that does not indicate that
this telephoning is a log.bicalc consequ.bencec of \ his not / comingb,c but it
means simply he will either come or telephoneb,c which is exactly the meaning
expressed by the truthb ctable. \ Hence mat.berialc implication introduced
by the truth tablebsc corresponds as closely to b“cif thenb”c as a precise
notion can correspond to a not precise notion of ordinary languageb.c /
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bdash from the manuscript deleted, and new paragraph introducedc If
we are now confronted with the question which one of the two kinds of
impl.bicationc we shall use in developing the theory of inf.berencec we have
to consider two thingsb:c 1. mat.berialc implication is the much simpler
and clearer notion and 2. it is quite sufficient for developing the theory
of inf.berencec because in order to conclude q from p it is quite sufficient
J28.K to know p implies matberiallyc q and not nec.bessaryc to know that
p impl.biesc strictly qb.c \ For if we know p ⊃ q we know that either p
is false or q is true. Hence if we know in add.bitionc that p is true the
first of the two poss.bibilitiesc that p is false is not realizedb.c Hence the
sec.bondc must be realizedb,c namely q is trueb.c / For these two reasons
\ that mat.berialc impl.bicationc is simpler and sufficient / I shall use only
mat.berialc impl.bicationc at least in thbec \ first / introductory part of my
lecturesb,c and shall use the terms ,,b“cimplies” and ,,b“cfollows” only in the
sense \ of matberialc imp.blicationc / . I do not want to say by this that
a theory of strict implbicationc may not be interesting and important for
cert.bainc purposes. In fact I hope it will be discussed in the secbondc half
of this seminary. But this theory belbongsc to an entirely diff.berentc part
of logic than the one I am dealing with nowb,c J29.K namely to the logic of
modalities.
I come now to some apparently parad.boxicalc consequences of our defbinitionc of matberialc impl.bicationc whose paradboxicality; one finds however
“paradoxity” on p. 22. of Notebook Ic however disappears if we remember that it does not mean log.bicalc consequbencec. The first of these consequ.bencesc is that a true prop.bositionc is implied by any prop.bositionc
whatsoever. We see this at once from the truthb ctable which shows that
p ⊃ q is always true if q is true whatever p may be. \ You see there are
only two cases where q is true bnamelyc and in both of them p ⊃ q is true.
/ But sec.bondlyc we see also that p ⊃ q is always true if p is false whatever
q may be. b\ bec. you see / c So that means that bac false propobositionc
implies any prop.bositionc whatsoeverb,c which is the secbondc of the paradoxical consequences. These properties of impl.bicationc J30.K can also be
expressed by sayingb: “cAn implication with true sec.bondc member is always true whatever the first member may be and an impl.bicationc with false
first member is always true whatever the second member may beb”;c we can
express that also by formulas like this q ⊃ (p ⊃ q)b,c ∼ p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)b.c Both
of these formbulasc are also immediate consequences of the fact that p ⊃ q
is equivbalentc with ∼ p ∨ q because what ∼ p ∨ q says is exactly that either
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p is false or q is trueb;c so ∼ p ∨ q will always be true if p is false and \ will
be also true / if q is true whatever the other propbositionc may be. If we
apply J31.K these formulas to special cases we get strange cons.bequences;c
e.g. b“cJ.bupiterc is a fixbedc starb”c implies b“cFrance is a republicb”,c but
it also implies b“cFrance is not a republicb”c because a false propbositionc
implies any propbositionc whatsoever. Similarly b“cFrance is a republicb”c is
implied by b“cJu.bpiterc is a planetb”c but also by b“cJu.bpiterc is a fixbedc
starb”c. But as I mentioned before these consequbencesc are only paradoxical
only for strict implbicationc. They are in pretty good agreement with the
meaning which the word b“cifb”c has in ord.binaryc langubagec. if the Because the first formula then says if q is true q is also true if p is true \ which
is not paradoxical but trivial / and the sec.bondc says if p is false then if p
is true anything J32.K is true. That this is in \ good / agreement with the
meaning which the word ,,b“cif” has can be seen from many colloquialismsb;c
e.gb.c if something is obviously false one says sometimes b“Icf this is true I
am a Chinamanb”,c which is another way of saying b“Icf this is true anything
is trueb”.c Another of these so called parad.boxicalc cons.bequencesc is e.gb.c
that for any two arbitrary propbositionsc one must imply the otherb,c ib.ce.
for any p, q (p ⊃ q) ∨ (q ⊃ p)b;c in fact q must be either true or falseb—cif
it is true the first member of the disj.bunctionc is true bec.bausec it is an
impl.bicationc with true secbondc memberb,c if it is false the second member
of the disjbunctionc is J33.K true. \ So this disjunction is always trueb.c /
bnew paragraphc Those three formulasb,c as well as the formbulac of
disj.bunctivec infberencec we had beforeb,c are examples of \ so called /
universally true formulasb,c ib.ce. formulas which are true whatever the propbositionsc p, q, r occurring in them may be. Such form.bulasc are also
called logically true or tautologicalb,c and it is exactly the chief aim of the
calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc to investigate these tautolbogicalc formulas.
bnew paragraphc I shall begin with discussing a few more examples before
going \ over / to more general considerationsb.c I mention at first \ some of
/ the tradbitionalc hyp.botheticalc and J34.K disj.bunctivec inferences which
in our notation read as follows:
1. (p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q

ponbendoc pon.bensc

2. (p ⊃ q) . ∼ q ⊃ ∼ p

(Assertion)

tollbendoc tollbensc

3. (p ∨ q) . ∼ q ⊃ p toll.bendoc pon.bensc as we had bef.borec
(the mod.busc pon.bendoc tollbensc holds only for the excblusivec ∨)
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4. An infberencec which is also treated in many of the textbooks under
the heading of ,,b“cdilemma” is this
(p ⊃ r) . (q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ∨ q ⊃ r)
If both p ⊃ r and q ⊃ r then from p ∨ q follows r. It is usually written
as an infberencec with three prem.bises,c J35.K namely from the three
premisbsces (p ⊃ r) . (q ⊃ r) . (p ∨ q) one \ can / concludebsc rb.c
\ This is nothing else but the principle of proof by casesb,c namely the
prem.bisesc say: one of the two cases p, q must occur and from both of
them follows rb.c That this \ formbulac with 3bthreec prembisesc / means
the same thing as the formbulac under consbiderationc is clear because this
earlier formbulac \ says: / b“cIf the first two prembisesc are true then if the
third is true r is trueb”,c which means exactly the same thing as b“cIf all
the three premisbsces are true r is trueb.c The possibility of going over from
one of these two formbulasc to the other is due to another \ importbantc
/ log.bicalc principle which is called importation and reads like this
[p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] ⊃ (p . q ⊃ r)

imp.bortationc

and its inverse which is called exp.bortationc and reads like this
(p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)]

expbortationc.

So owing to these two implbicationsc we have also an equiv.balencec between
the left and rightb-ch.bandc sideb.c /
Next we have the \ three / lawbsc of identityb,c exclbudedc middle and
contr.badictionc which read as follows in our not.bationc
1. p ⊃ p

2. p ∨ ∼ p

3. ∼ (p . ∼ p)

bWce can add another simbilarc lawb,c the law of double negbationc which
says ∼ (∼ p) ≡ pb.c
Next we have the very important formulas of transposbitionc:
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)

bif from p follbowsc q then . . . c

bOcther forms of this formbulac of transbpositionc would be
(p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ ∼ p)
(∼ p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ p)

bif.c
proved in the same wayb.c
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bIcn all those formulas of transpbositionc we can write equ.bivalencec inst.beadc of bidentity the main implication,c ib.ce. J36.K we have also (p ⊃ q) ≡
(∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)b.c bAcnother form \ of transposbition,c namely with two prembises,c is this / (p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p . ∼ r ⊃ ∼ q) because under the ass.bumptionc
p . q ⊃ r if we know p . ∼ rb, thenc q cannot be \ true / because r would be
true in this caseb.c
Next we have diff.berentc so called red.buctioc ad absburdum,c e.gb.c
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p
bAc part.bicularlyc interestbingcbthec form of redbuctioc ad abs.burdumc is
the one which Prof.bessorc M.bengerc mentioned in his intr.boductoryc talk
and which reads as foll.bowsc
(∼ p ⊃ p) ⊃ p
Other exbamples of logbicallyc true formbulasc are the commutbativec
and associative law for disjbunctionc and conjbunctionc
1. p ∨ q ≡ q ∨ p
2. (p ∨ q) ∨ r ≡ p ∨ (q ∨ r) \ bIf either the disjbunctionc of p and q is
true or r is true thenc /
3. similar formulas hold for add.bitionc
p . q ≡ q . pb,c (p . q) . r ≡ p . (q . r)
J37.K Next we have some formbulasc connecting ∨ and . namely at first
the famous so called De Morg.banc formulas:
∼ (p . q) ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q
∼ (p ∨ q) ≡ ∼ p . ∼ q
The leftb-ch.bandc side of the first means not both p, q are trueb,c the rightbchbandc side at least one is false bwhich is..c. 00 00 00 00 00 bThe leftb-ch.bandc
side of thec secbondc 00 bmeansc not at least one bisc trueb,c 00 00 00 00 bthe
rightb-chbandc sidec both are falseb.c
These formulas give a means to distribute \ so to speak / the negbationc
of a product on the two factborsc and also the negbationc of a sum on the
two termsb,c where however sum has to be changed into prodbuctc and
prodbuctc into sum in this distrib.butionc processb.c Another tautologiebyc
connbectingc sum and prodbuctc is J38.K the distrbibutivec law which reads
exactly analogously as in arith.bmeticc
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1. p . (q ∨ r) ≡ p . q ∨ p . r
\ bec.bausec let us assbumec left is true then we have bthenc p bfull stop
deletedc and two cases qb,c rb;c in the first case p . qb,c in the secbondc p . r
is trueb,c hence in any case bright is truec /
and 2. p ∨ q . r ≡ (p ∨ q) . (p ∨ r)
3. (p ⊃ q) . (q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ⊃ r) Syllogbism,c \ Transitivity of ⊃ /
4. (p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)]
(p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] Export
Import
inverse
5. (p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p . r ⊃ q . s) factor Leibnitz theorema praeclarum
\ (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p . r ⊃ q . r) factor /
6. (p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ s)
\ (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ r) Sum /
7. p ⊃ p ∨ q bunreadable wordc 70 . p . q ⊃ p
8. p ∨ p ⊃ p btautc
80 . p ⊃ p . p
≡
≡
9. p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q)
bOn a page after p. 38., which is not numbered, one finds the following
short text containing perhaps exercises or examination questions, which does
not seem directly related to the preceding and succeeding pages of the course:
Logbicc Notre Dame
1. ba text in shorthandc
2. Transbitivity andc irreflbexivityc ⊃ Asbscym.bmetryc
On the last page of the notebook, which is also not numbered, there are just
two letters “aq” or “ag”.c

2.1

Notebook I

bFolder 59, on the front cover of the notebook “Log.bikc Vorl.besungenc
bGerman: Logic Lecturesc Notre Dame I”c
J1.K Logbicc is usually defbinedc as the science whose object are the laws
of bpresumably “corr.”, which abbreviates “correct”; if “corr.” is read instead
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as “con.”, then this would abbreviate “consistent”c thinking. According to
this defbinitionc the cent.bralc part of log.bicc must be the theory of inference
and the theory of logically true prop.bositionsc [as e.g. the law of excl.budedc
middle bright square bracket put before the inserted text which followsc \ and
in order to get acqu.baintedc with math.bematicalc logbicc it is perhaps best
to go in medias resbin medias resc and begin with this centr.balc part. / bfull
stop and right square bracket deletedc
bnew paragraphc Profbessorc Men.bgerc has pointed out in his introductboryc lecture that the treatment of these things in trad.bitionalc logic and in
the current textbooks is very unsatisfactoryb.c Unsatisfactory \ from several standpbointsc. / 1.bFirstc from the standpoint of completenessb.c What
the textbooks give and also what Arist.botlec gives is a more or less arbitrary selection of the \ infinity of / bthec laws of logicb,c whereas in \ a
/ systematic treatment as is given in math.bematicalc log.bicc we shall have
to develop methods which allow J2.K us to obtain all possible logically true
prop.bositionsc and to decide of any given prop.bositionc whether or not they
arebit isc logically btruec or of an inf.berencec whether it is correct or not. But
2.bsecondlyc the class.bicalc treatment is also unsatisf.bactoryc as to the question of reducing the inf. \ laws / of logic true prop. to a cert.bainc number of
primitive laws to \ from / which they can be deduced. Although it is sometimes claimed that everything can be deduced from the three fundbamentalc
laws of contr.badiction,c excl.budedc middle and identity or \ from / the
modus bBcarbara this claim has never been bunreadable symbolc proved in
tradbitionalc or even clearly formul.batedc in trad.bitionalc logic.
bnew paragraphc The chief aim in the first part of these lectures will be
to \ fill those two gaps bunreadable wordc [solve those two probl.bemsc in a
satisf.bactoryc way]b,c ib.ce. to give \ as far as possible / a complete theory of
logbicalc \ infberencec and logbicallyc / true prop.bositions,c J3.K \ complete
at least for a cert.bainc very wide domain of prop.bositions,c / and \ b2
followed by unreadable symbols, perhaps “.1”c / to show how they can be
reduced to a certbainc number of primitive laws.
bdash from the manuscript deleted, and new paragraph introducedc The
theory of syl.babbreviation for “syllogisms” or “syllogistic”c as presented in
the current textbookbsc is \ usually / divided into two partsb:c
bdisplayc 1. The Arist.botelianc figures and moods of inf.berencec incl.budingc the inf.berencesc with one premise (e.g. contrad.bictionc)b,c
bdisplayc 2. inf.berencesc of bunreadable word, should be “an”c \ entirely
/ diff.berentc kind which are treated under the heading of hypoth.beticalc
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disj.bunc-tivec conj.bunctivec inferences \ bunreadable textc btheyc / and
which seem to be a Stoic add.bitionc to the Arist.botelianc figures.
Let us begin with the syl.blogismsc of the secbondc kind which turn out to
be much more fundamental. We have for inst.bancec the modus ponendo
ponensb.c
J4.K From the two premises
1. If Leibnbitzc has invbentedc the inf.binitesimalc calcbulusc he was a
great math.bematician,c
2. Leibnbitzc has binvented the infinitesimal calculus,c
we conclude
Leibn.bitzc was a great math.bematician.c
bFrom the next paragraph until the end of p. 21. the lower-case propositional letters p, q and r are written first as capital P , Q and R, which are
later on alternated with the lower-case letters. In the edited text they are
all uniformly lower-case, while in the present source text they are as in the
manuscript.c
Generallyb,c if p bandc q are arbitr.baryc prop.bositionsc and if we have
the two premises
1. If P so Qb,c
2. P b,c
we \ can / conclude
Qb.c
bOcr \ take / a disjunctive inf.berencec \ tollendo ponensb.c / If we have the
two premises
1. Either P or Qb,c
2. Not P b,c
we \ can / conclude
Qb.c
It is possible to write \ express / those \ bthcis / syllogismbsc b“as” or
“is” and a superscripted minus from the manuscript deletedc by one logically
true prop.bositionc as follows:
If either P or Q and if not-P then Q.
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\ Other examples of log.bicallyc true propbositionsc of this kind would be
This whole statement will be true whatever P, Q may beb.c /
bnew paragraphc Now what is the most striking caractberc of these inf.berencesc which distinguishes them from the Arist.botelianc syll.bogisticc \ figures / ? It is thisb:c J5.K that in order to make those inf.berencesc it is not
nec.bessaryc to know anything about the structure of P and Q. P or Q (may
themselves be disju.bnctivec or hyp.botheticalc prop.bositionsc)b,c they may
be affbirmativec or neg.bativec prop.bositions,c or they may be sbicmple or
as compl.bicatedc as you wantb;c b\ (. . . ) / from the manuscript deletedc
all this is indiff.berentc for this syl.blogism,c ib.ceb.c only propbositionsc as
a whole occur in it and it is this fact that makes this kind of sylblogismc
simpler and more fundamental than the Aristbotelianc. \ bTche law of
contrad.bictionc and excl.budedc middle would be \ an / other ex.bamplesc
of log.bicalc true prop.bositionsc \ laws / of this kind. Bec.bausec ause e.g.
the l.bawc of e.bxcludedc m.biddlec saybsc for any propbositionc P either P
or ∼ P is true and this quite indep.bendentlyc of the struct.burec of P . /
\ With / tbwritten over Tchese Arist.botelianc \ log.bicalc syl.blogismsc it is
of course quite diff.berent;c moods of course they / depend on the struct.burec
of the prop.bositionsc \ involvedb,c / e.g. in order to apply the mood Barbara
you must know \ e.g. / that the two premises are gen.beralc affirmat.bivec
propbositions.cbinsertion sign crossed out in the manuscriptc
bnew paragraphc Now the theory J6.K of log.bicallyc true prop.bositionsc
and log bicalc inferences in which only prop.bositionsc as a whole occur is
called calcul.busc of propbositionsc. In order to bunreadable word, “subject”
or perhaps “bring”c it to a syst.bematicc treatment we have first to examine
more in detail the bunreadable word, presumably “connection”c between
prop.bositionsc which \ can / occur in there inf.berences,c i.e. the or, and, if. . .
so, and the not. One has introduced special symbols to denote themb,c in
fact there are two diff.berentc symbol.bismsc for themb,c the Russell and the
Hilb.bertc symbbolismc. I shall use in these lect.buresc Russell’s symbbolismc.
In this not is den.botedc by ∼b,c and by a point \ dot / .b,c or by ∨ and \ the
/ if. . . so i.e. the bcrossed out unreadable word, presumably “connection”c
of impl.bicationc by ⊃b,c J7.K i.e. if P, Q are arbitrary propbositionsc then
∼ P means P is wrong \ falseb,c / P . Q means \ both / P \ and / Q are
both \ are / trueb,c P ∨ Q means at least one of the propbositionsc P, Q is
trueb,c \ either both are true or one is true and the other one wrong \ false
/ / . This is bac diffberentc from the mean.bingc that is given to \ the / or
in trad.bitionalc logic. There we have to do with the exclusive orb,c \ in
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bLcatbinc autb. . . c autb,c / which means \ that exactly / one of the two
prop.bositionsc P, Q is true and the other one is wrong \ falseb,c / whereas
this log.bicalc symbbolc for or has the meaning of the bLcatbinc sive. . . siveb,c
ba right parenthesis in the manuscript over the second sive deletedc i.eb.c one
of the two propbositionsc is true where it is not excl.budedc that both are true.
Of course bTche excl.busivec or \ as we shall see later / can be expressed by
a comb.binationc of the other logistic symb.bols,c but one has not introduced
a proper symb.bolc for it because it turns out not to be absc fund.bamentalc
as the sive sive or in the sense of sive-b. . . c siveb;c J8.K it bisc not very often
used. The bncext symbbolc is the ⊃b.c If P, Q are two propbositionsc bdash
from the manuscript deletedc P ⊃ Q \ read as P implies Q / means Ibicf
P so Qb,c ib.ceb.c P implies Qb.c \ So this ⊃ is the symbbolc of implication
Finally we introduce a fifth bunreadable word, presumably “connection”c
p ≡ q (p equiv.balent toc qb)c which means both p ⊃ q and q ⊃ pb.c
bnew paragraphc The 5bfivecbwritten over presumably 4c bunreadable
word, presumably “connections”c introdbucedc so far are called resp.bectivelyc negation, conjbunctionc, disjbunctionc, implicbation,c \ equivalenceb,c /
and all of them are called bunreadable word, presumably “connections”c or
operations of the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc. inst.beadc of bCconjbunctionc
and disjbunctionc one s are also called logical prodbuctc and logbicalc sum
respectivelyb.c bAcll of the ment.bionedc logbicalc op.berationsc \ exc.bludingc neg.bationc / are opberationsc with two arg.buments,c ib.ce. they form
a new propbositionc out of two given onesb,c expbshould be “for example,”c
P ∨Qb.c Only the negbationc is an op.bera-tionc with one argbumentc forming
a new propbositionc ∼ P out of anybwritten over something elsec single given
propbosition.c P, Q
l
Not only the symb. opberationsc ⊃b,c ∨ bandc . are called impl.bication,c
disjbunction andc conjbunction,c but also an expr.bessionc of the form p ⊃ q
b,c p ∨ q isbwritten over “are”c called bunreadable wordc an impl.bicationc
etcb.,c where p, q may again be expressions inv.bolvingc again ⊃b,c ∨ etcb.c
and pb,c q are called resp.bectivelyc first and sec.bondc member bofc.
Of course if P bandc Q are propbositionsc then ∼ P b,c ∼ Qb,c P ∨ Qb,c
P . Q bandc P ⊃ Q are again \ also / prop.bositionsc and hence to them the
op.berationsc of the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc can again be appliedb,c so
as to get more compl.bexc expr.bessions,c e.gb.c P ∨ (Q . R) bin this formula
a left parenthesis before P and a right parenthesis after Q have been crossed
out in the manuscriptcb,c eithebrc P is true or Q and R are both trueb.c /
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The disj.bunctivec inf.berencec I mentioned before would read in this symbolism as follows: [(P ∨ Q) . ∼ P ] ⊃ Qb.c bThe text to be inserted to which
the sign ⊗ in the manuscript at this place should refer to is missing.c Of
course \ You see / in more compbicatedc expressions as this one brack.betsc
have to be used exactly as in algebra in order to indicate the order in which
the operations have to be applied. E.g. if bunreadable symbol, perhaps “I”c
put the \ round / brackets in this expr.bessionc like this P ∨ (Q . ∼ P )b,c it
would have a diffberentc meanbing,c namely either P is true or Q and ∼ P
are both true.
bnew paragraphc There is an interest.bingc J9.K remark ba small superscribed ∨ from the manuscript deletedc due to LbLcuk.basiewiczc that one
can dispense with the brackets if one writes the operational symbbolsc ∨b,c
⊃ ba dot in the manuscript under ⊃ deletedc etcb.c always in front of the
propbositionsc to which they are appliedb,c e.g. ⊃ p q instbead ofc p ⊃ q. Then
\ e.g. / the two diff.berentc possibilities for the expr.bessionc in squ.barec
brackets would be aut. distinguished \ autbomaticallyc / bec.bausec the
first would be written as follbowsc . ∨ P Q ∼ P b;cthe sec.bondc would read
∨P . Q ∼ P b,c so its \ that / btheyc diffberc\ from each other without the
use of brack.betsc / as you see and it can be proved that it is quite generally
so. \ But since the formulas in the bracket notation are more easily readable
I shall stick to this \ not.bationc / and put the op.berationalc symb.bolsc in
betw.beenc the prop.bositionsc. /
bnew paragraphc You know in algebra one can spare the many brackets
by the convention that the J10.K mult.biplicationc connects stronger than
addbitionc; \ e.gb.c a · b + c means (a · b) + c and not a · (b + c)b.c bThe ·
in the manuscript, here and in later notebooks, in particular Notebook VI,
where · is meant to stand for set intersection, is often indistinguishable from
., but the meaning of the text makes it possible to make the distinction, and
this will be done without notice.c / We can do something similar here by
stipulating an order of the strength in which the logbicalc symb.bolscbbindc
b, soc thatb:c
1. the ∼ (and similarly any op.berationc with just one prop.bositionc as
argbumentc) connects stronger than any op.berationc with two argbuments,c as ∨b,c ⊃ bandc .b,c so that ∼ p ∨ q means (∼ p) ∨ q and not
∼ (p ∨ q);
2. the disj.bunctionc and conj.bunctionc bind stronge.brc than implic.bationc and equivbalence,c so that e.g. p ∨ q ⊃ r . s means (p ∨ q) ⊃ (r . s)
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and not \ bunreadable word, perhaps: perhbapscc / p ∨ [(q ⊃ r) . s]b.c
\ bAc third conv.bentionc consists in leaving out brack.betsc in such bexpressionsc as (p ∨ q) ∨ r exactly as in b(ca + b) + c bhere, after “whereas”,
the sentence in the manuscript is brokencb.c A similar convention is made
forb. . . c /
After those merely symb.bolicc conventions the next thing we have to
do is to examine in more detail the meaning of the op.berationsc of the
calcbulusc of propbositionsc. J11.K Take e.g. disj.bunctionc ∨. If any two
propbositionsc P, Q are given P ∨ Q will again be a propbositionc. Hence
the disj.bunctionc is an operation which applied to any two prop.bositionsc
gives again a propbosition.c But now (and this is the dec.bisivec point)
\ this op.berationc is such that / the truth or falsehood of the composite
propbositionc P ∨ Q depends in a def.binitec way on the truth or falsehood
of the const.bituentsc P, Qb.c \ and depends only on the truth or falsehood
of the const. / This dependence can be expressed most clearly in bthec form
of a table as followsb: lcet us form three colbumns,c one headed by \ pb,c
/ one by qb,c one by p ∨ qb,c and let us write + for true and − for wrong
\ falseb.c / Then for the propbositionc p ∨ q we have the foll.bowingc 4bfourc
possibilitiesb:c
p
+
+
−
−

q
+
−
+
−

p∨q
+
+
+
−

poq
−
+
+
−

Now J12.K for each of these fobucr cases we can det.berminec wheth.berc
p ∨ q will be true or falseb,c namely since p ∨ q means that one or both of
the propbositionsc p, q are true it will be true in the firstb,c sec.bond andc
third caseb,c and wrong \ false / in the last case. And we can consider this
table as the most precise defbinitionc of what ∨ means.
bnew paragraphc \ One also \ It is usual to / call truth and falsehood the
truth valuesb,c \ so there are exactly two truth valuesb,c / and saybsc that a
true propbositionc has the truth value ,,b“ctruth” b(cdenbotedc by +) and a
false prop.bositionc has the truth value b“cfalseb”c (denbotedc by −)b,c \ so
that any prop.bositionc has a un.biquelyc det.berminedc truth valueb.c / The
truth table then shows how the truth value of the compbositec exprbessionsc
depends on the truth value of the constituents. / The excl.busivec or would
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have another truth tableb;c namely if we denote it by o for the moment we
have bthatc p o q is wrong \ false / if both p and q are trueb,c and it is wrong
\ false / if both are wrong bfalsec but true in the two other cases. bIt is
not clear what the words “where exactly” inserted in the manuscript at this
place refer to, and they will be deleted.c The op.berationc ∼ J13.K has of
course the foll.bowingc truth tableb:c
p ∼p
+ −
− +
Here we have only two poss.bibilities:c p true or p wrongb,c and in the first
case we have bthatc not-p is wrong bwhilec in the secbondc it bisc true. Also
the truth table for . can easily be det.bermined:c
p q
+ +
+ −
− +
− −

p.q
+
−
−
−

(I think bunreadable text, possibly “I will” or “I can”c leave that to you).b.)c
bnew paragraphc A little more diff.bicultc is the question of the truth
table for ⊃. bThe following text, until the end of p. 13., is crossed out in
the manuscript: In fact ⊂b⊃c can be interpreted in different waysb,c and for
cert.bainc interpret.bationsc there exist no truth tableb,c e.gb.c if we define
P ⊃ Q to mean ,,b“cFrom P Q follows logically” then the truth value of
P ⊃ Q is not determined at all by thec J14.K p ⊃ q was defined to mean
b“cIf p is true q is \ also / trueb“c. So let us assume that we know for two
given prop.bositionsc P, Q we know that P ⊃ Q is trueb,c ib.ce. \ assume that
/ we know b“cIf P then Qb”c \ but nothing else / b. Wchat can we conclude
then about the \ possible / truth values of P and Q.b?c bAs for the analogous
table on p. 19. of Notebook 0, it is not indicated in the manuscript where
the following table should be inserted. The text that follows is a comment
upon it.c
Ass.bumptionc p ⊃ Q
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P
−
−
+
+

Q
+
−
+
−
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possible truth val.buesc for P, Qbfull stop deletedc




impossible

First it may \ cert.bainlyc / happen that P is false because the \ assumption / statbwritten over another lettercement b“cIf P then Qb”c says nothing
about the truth \ or falsehood / of P . \ Andbwritten over another word,
perhaps “Now”c / bicn this case where P is false \ Q may be true as well as
false because / the assumption b“cIf P then Qb”c determines nothing about
the truth of Q because it only says b“cif P is true Q is trueb”c but it says
nothing about the case where P is false \ says nothing about what happens
to Q if P is false but only if P is trueb.c bcrossed out unreadable wordc / So
we have both possibbilities:c P false Q trueb,c P fbalsec Q fbalse.c Next we
have the case in which \ possibility that / P is trueb.c J15.K \ But / Ibicn this
case it follows from the assumption p ⊃ q that \ owing to the ass.bumptionc
/ q is \ must / also bbec true. So that the possbibilityc P true Q false is
excluded and we have only this third possibility p true q trueb,c \ and this
poss.bibilityc may of course really happen / . So from the ass.bumptionc
P ⊃ Q it follows that either one of the first three cases happensb.c \ ib.ceb.c
if P ⊃ Q then / (∼ P . Q) ∨ (∼ P . ∼ Q) ∨ (P . Q) But als \ we have / also
vice versab:c If (∼ P . Q) ∨ (∼ P . ∼ Q) ∨ (P . Q) \ one of the first three
poss.bibilitiesc of the truth values is realisbzced / then (p ⊃ q) \ is true / .
Because let us assume we know that one bofc the three \ cases / written
down happens \ is realisbzcedb.c / \ I claim / then we know also: ,,b“cIf p
\ is true / then q \ is trueb”c / . Because \ That’s easy bec.bausec / If p
is true only the third of the three poss.bibilitiesc can be realisbzced (in \ all
/ the otherbsc p is false)b,c but in this third possib.bilityc Q is trueb.c
bHere begins a page with its number 16. crossed out, and the following
crossed out text: this third \ poss.bibilityc / once Q is also true so we have
If P then Q bnew paragraph in the manuscriptc it is the only one of the first
three in which P is true of the three possible cases can hold and in this case
Q is also true. . . c
bThe following text on the remainder of this page with number 16.
crossed out is not very clearly crossed out, but a text with the same content
can be found on the next page numbered 16.: So we have proved a complete equiv.balencec between p ⊃ q on the one hand and the disj.bunctionc
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(∼ p . q) ∨ (∼ p . ∼ q) ∨ (p b.c q) on the other handb,c so that we can define
implbicationc by this disjbunctionc. But this disjbunctionc can be written in
a simpler form as follows ∼ p ∨ qb.c bIct is easy to see that this disj.bunctionc
of three cases is equivalent with the bhere the text in the manuscript breakscc
J16.K So we see that the statement p ⊃ q is exactly equivalent with the statement that one of the three marked cases \ for the / distr.bibutionc of truth
values is realisbzcedb,c and not the fourth one ib.ce. p ⊃ q is true in each of
the three marked cases realisbzced and only then ib.ceb.c it is and false in
the last case (where none of these three poss.bibilitiesc is realisbzced)b.c So
we have obtained the a truth table for implication. However there abrec two
imp.bortantc remarks about itb,c namelyb:c
bnew paragraphc 1. Exactly the same \ truth / table can also be obtained
by a combin.bationc of op.berationsc introdbucedc previouslyb,c namely ∼
p ∨ q has the same truth table bdeleted “for. . . ” from the manuscriptc
p
−
b−c
b+c
b+c

q
b−c
b+c
b−c
b+c

∼p
+
+
−
−

∼p∨q
+
+
−
+

J17.K Hence Since p ⊃ q and ∼ p ∨ q have the same truth table they will
be equ.bivalent,c ib.ce. whenever the one expr.bessionc is true the other one
will also be true and vice versa. This makes bitc possible to define p ⊃ q
by ∼ p ∨ q and this is the standard way of introd.bucingc impl.bicationc in
mathbematicalc logbicc.
bnew paragraph, 2.c The sec.bondc remark \ about impl.bicationc / is
this more impbortantc. We must be careful not to forget that b | from the
manuscript deletedc p ⊃ q was understood to mean simply b“cIf p then qb”c
and only this made the const.bructionc of the truth table possibleb.c b | from
the manuscript deletedc \ We have deduced the truth table for implbicationc
from the assbumptionc that p ⊃ q means b“cIf p then qb”c and nothing elseb.c
/ There are other meanings J18.K perhaps even more suggested by the term
impl.bicationc for which our truth table would be completely inadequate.
E.g. if we assume \ P ⊃ Q could be / given bP ⊃ Qc the meaning of: Q is a
logbicalc consequence of P bwritten over Qc b,c i.e. Q can be derived from P
by means of \ a chain of / syllogismsb.c bthenc it is easy to see that there can
exist no truth table at all for this implbicationc thus definedb.c For consider
the first line of the supp.bosedc
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This kind of implbicationc is usually called strict impl.bicationc and denoted in this way b≺c \ as opposed to \ and the implbicationc p ⊃ q defbinedc
before is called / material impl.bicationc \ if it is to be distinguishedb.c /
p ⊃ q def.binedc by ∼ p ∨ q Now it is easy to see that our truth table is false
for strict implbication.c bbut that 00 Icn order to prove that that there exists
no truth t.bablec for it / Now \ bunreadable wordc / consider the first line
\ of / a supp.bosedc such table
p q p≺q
+ +

where p and J19.K q are both true and ask what will be the truth value of p ≺
strictly qb. Ict is clear that this truth value will not be uniquely detberminedc.
For take e.g. for p the prop.bosition “cThe earth is a sphereb”c and for q
b“Tche earth is not a diskb”.c bTchen p bandc q are both true and p ≺ q is
also true bec.bausec If \ from the propbositionc that / the earth is a spbherec
it foll.bowsc by logbicalc infberencec that it is not a diskb;c on the other
hand if you take for p again. . . bthe same propositionc and for q b“cFrance
is a rep.bublic”c then again both p and q are true but p ≺ q is wrongb.c
b“bec from. . . ” from the manuscript deletedc J20.K So we see the truth
value of p ≺ bqc is not extens.bionallyc uniquely det.berminedc by the truth
values of P and Qb,c and therefore no truth table exists. Such bunreadable
word, presumably “connections”c for which no truth tbablec exists are called
intensional as opposed to extensional ones for which they \ do / exist. \ The
ext.bensionalc conn.bectionsc are als called also truthb cfunctionsc.
bnew paragraphc So we see the impl.bicationc which we introd.bucedc
does not mean log.bicalc consequence. Its meaning is best given by the
simple b“cif thenb”c which is used in many cases where the \ has much wider
signifbicancec than just / logical consequbencec. E.gb.c if I say b“cIf I cannot
\ he cannot / come bIc shall \ he will / telephone to youb”,c that has nothing
to do with logbicalc relbationsc betwbeenc J21.K my \ his / coming and the
\ his / telephoningb,c but it simply means he will either come or telephone
which is exactly the meaning expressed by the truth table. \ Now the decisive
point is that we don’t need any other kind of implbicationc besides material
in order to develop bfull stop and crossed out unreadable word from the
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manuscript deletedc the theory of inf.berencec And therefore because in order
to make the concl.busionc from a propbositionc P to a propbositionc Q it is
not necessary to know that Q is a log.bicalc cons.bequencec of P . It is quite
sufficient to knowb”cIf P is true Q is trueb”.c b“e.g” from the manuscript
deletedc Therefore I shall not introduce material strict \ use only matberialc
implbication,c / at least in the first half of my lecturesb,c and use als the
terms b“cimpliesb”c and b“cit followsb”c only in this sense. /
bThe following text within square brackets until the end of p. 21. seems
to be crossed out: [Perhaps the term impl.bicationc is not very well chosen
from this st.bandpointc because it convey suggests something like log.bicalc
consequbencec but since it \ has been / binc commbonc use for this notion
\ for many years / it is not adv.bantageousc to change it and it is not
necbessaryc if we keep in bmindc what it means. I shall also use the term b“cit
followsb”c to denote ⊃ sometimes because in more complicated expr.bessionsc
it is desirable to have sev.beralc diff.berentc words for implicbationc. So I
don’t want to use the word b“cfollowb”c in the sense of log.bicalc consequ.bencec but of consequence in a more general senseb.c]c
J22.K bThis page in the manuscript begins with the following sentence,
which seems to be crossed out: A confusion with strict implbicationc is not
to be feared because I shall confine myself to mat.berialc impl.bicationc in
the whole develop.bementc of bthec calcbulusc of prop.bositionsc]c \ This
simplifies very much the whole theory of inf.berencec bec.bausec matberialc
impl.bicationc defbinedc by the truth table is a much simpler notion. I do not
want to say by this that \ a theory / bofc strict impl.bicationc may not be
interesting and important for certain purp.boses;c in fact I hope to develop
it speak about it later on in my lectures. But its theory belbongsc to an
entirely diffberentc part of logic than that bwithc which we are deal.bingc at
presentb,c namely \ it bel.bongsc / to the log.bicc of modalitiesb.c
bThe following words to be deleted from the manuscript are presumably superseded by the inserted words above them immediately after: Our
defbinitionc of implibcationc has somec \ Now I come to some / apparently
parad.boxicalc consequbencesc \ of our defbinitionc of implbicationc / whose
paradoxity breplaced by “paradoxicality” in the edited text; see also the beginning of p. 29. of Notebook 0c however disappears if we remember that
it \ implic.bationc / does not mean logbicalc consequbencec. We have at
first \ We have / bcolon from the manuscript deletedc Namely since p ⊃ q is
equivbalentc with ∼ p ∨ q we have bicf we look at the truth table for p ⊃ q we
see at once bthatc p ⊃ q is always true if q is true whatbecver p may be. So
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that means a true propbositionc is implied by any propbositionc. Sec.bondlyc
we see that p ⊃ q is always true if p is false whatever q J23. IK may be
ib.ceb.c bac false prop.bositionc implies any prop.bositionc whatsoeverb.c In
other words: b“cAn implbicationc with true secbondc member is true (whatever. . . bthe first member may bec) and an impl.bicationc with a false first
member is always true (whatbeverc the secbondc. . . bmember may bec).b”c
Or written in formulas this means q ⊃ (p ⊃ q), ∼ p ⊃ (p ⊃ q). Of course
this is \ Both of these form.bulasc are / also an imbmediatec consequbencesc
of the fact that p ⊃ q is equivbalentc with ∼ p ∨ q because \ ∼ p ∨ q that
says just \ exactly / either p is false or q is trueb,c so it will \ always /
be true if p is false and if q is true whatever the other propbositionc may
be. But \ These formulabsc are rather unexp.bectedc and / if we apply
them formulas to specbialc cases we get strange consequences. E.g. J24.K
b“cThe earth is not a sphereb”c implies that France is a repbublic,c but it
also impl.biesc that France is nobt ac rep.bublicc because a false prop.bositionc
implies any propbositionc whatsoever. Similarly the prop.bositioncb“cFrance
is a rep.bublic”c is implied by any other prop.bositionc whatsoeverb,c bit may
bec true or false. But these consequences are only paradoxical if we understand implic.bationc to mean logical consequence. For the b“cif. . . sob”c
meaning they are quite naturalb,c e.g. bthec first q ⊃ (p ⊃ q) means: If q is
true then q is \ also / true \ also / if p is trueb,c and ∼ p ⊃ (p ⊃ q) If we have
a false prop.bositionc p then if p is true anything is trueb.c J25. IK Another of
thisbthesec so called paradboxicalc consequences is this (p ⊃ q) ∨ (q ⊃ p).b,c
ib.ce. of any two arbitrary prop.bositionsc one must imply the other one.
That it must be so is proved as foll.bows:c \ is / clear because \ of the
follbowingc reason / q must be either true bunreadable wordc or falseb;c if
q is true the first member of the disjbunctionc is true bbec.bausec inserted
in the manuscript deletedc bandc if q is false the sec.bondc member is true
because a false propbositionc implies any other. So (one of the two members
of the implbicationc is true) \ either p ⊃ q or q ⊃ p / in any case. \
bnew paragraphc We have here three examples of logically true formulasb,c
ib.ce. formulas which are true whatever the prop.bositionsc p, q may be. Such
formulas are called bunreadable text, probably in shorthandc tautological
and bunreadable wordc It is in their and it is exactly the chief aim of the
calc.bulusc of propbositionsc to investigate those tautologbicalc formbulasc.
In order to get more acquainted with the our symbolism and \ also with the
our notation / the fund.bamental op.berationsc of the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc
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I shall \ begin with / discussing now a few \ more / examples of \ such
/ logically true prop.bositionsc before going \ over / to general con\ sider
/ bations.c J26. IK We have at first the trad.bitionalc hyp.botheticalc inf.berencesc and disjbunctivec inferences which in our notation read as followsb:c
1. p b.c (p ⊃ q) ⊃ q
[2. ∼ q . (p ⊃ q) ⊃∼ p

pon.bendoc ponbensc
toll.bendoc toll.bensc]

3. (p ∨ q) . ∼ q ⊃ p toll.bendoc ponbensc
disj.bunctivec toll pon.bendoc tollens does not hold for the not excl.busivec ∨ which we have
4b.c The infberencec which is called dilemma by
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q)
J38.1 IIK bNotebook 0 ends with p. 38., and hence judging by the number given to the present page, it might be a continuation of Notebook 0.
The content of this page does not make obvious this supposition, but does
not exclude it.c Last time and also tbwritten over another symbolcoday in
the bunreadable symbolc classes we set up the truth tables for some of the
functbionsc which occur in the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc. bFor an insertion sign in the manuscript at this place no text to be inserted is given on this
page, but this might point to the crossed out text “because all fbucnct.bionsc
involved are truth functions but” on p. 40. II preceded by an insertion sign,
for which text it is not indicated where on p. 40. II it is to be inserted.
The insertion sign at this place is deleted, because anyway the text from
p. 40. II is crossed out.c Their purpbosec is to give abnc absolutely precise def.binitionc of the functbionsc concerned because they state exactly the
condbitionsc under which \ the prop.bositionc to be def.bined,c / e.g. p ∨ qb,c
is true and under which condbitionsc it is not true. In ordinary language we
have also bthec notions and, or, Ibicf etcb.c which have \ verybunderlined
or crossed outc / approximately the same meaningb,c but for setting up a
math.bematicalc theory it is nec.bessaryc that the not.bionsc involved have a
higher degree of preciseness than the notions of ordinary language and andb.c
It is exactly this what is accomplibshedc by the truth tablesb. and inc
J40. IIK bThere is no page numbered 39.c the truth tables give us almost
immediately such a method lTake e.g. the formula p . b(cp ⊃ q) ⊃ qb,c the
modbusc ponendo ponensb.c In order to ascertain that it is logically true we
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k
have to make sure that it is true whatever the propbositionsc p and q may be
Here we have two prop.bositionalc var.biablesc p, q and therefore \ because
all fbucnct.bionsc involved are truth functions but / are only four possibilities
for these truth valuesb,c namely
p
T
T
F
F

q p⊃q
T
T
F
F
T
T
F
T

p . (p ⊃ q) p . (p ⊃ q) ⊃ q
T
T
F
T
F
T
F
T

J41. IIK and what we have to do is simply to check that the truth value of
the whole exprbessionc is true if in each of these four casesb,c \ ib.ce. we
have to ascertain that the truth table of the whole expression consists of T’s
onlyb.c / Thatb’cs very simple. Let us write down all the parts of which it
\ this expr.bessionc / is built ubwritten over another symbolcpb.c We have
first p ⊃ q p is a partb,c then p . (p ⊃ q) and finally the whole exprbessionc.
bNow in the first case . . . c So we see \ actually / in all four cases the
\ whole / formula is trueb.c Hence it is universally true. It is clear that this
purely mechbanicalc method of checking all possibilities will always give a
dec.bisionc whether a bgivenc formula is or is not a J42. IIK tautologiebyc.
Only if the nubmberc of variables p, q \ occurring in the exprbessionc / is
large this method is very cumbersomeb,c because the number of cases which
we have to deal with is 2n if the number of var.biablesc is n \ and the
nu.bmberc of cases is the same as the nu.bmberc of lines in the truth table
/ . Here we had as 4 2 var.biablesc p, q and therefore 22 = 4 cases. With 3
var.biablesc we would have 23 = 8 cases and in gen.beralc if the number of
varbiablesc is increased by one we the number of cases \ to be considered / is
doubled, because each of the previous cases is split into two \ new / cases
according as to the truth value of the new varbiablec is truth or falsehood.
Therefore we have J43. IIK that the bnumberc 2n \ cases / for n variablesb.c
In the appl.bicationsc however \ usually / the number of cases actually to be
considered is much smaller bec.bausec mostly several cases can be combined
into oneb,c e.gb.c in our ex.bamplec case 1 and 2 can be treated together
becbausec if q is true the whole expbressionc is certbainlyc true whatever
\ p may be because it is then an impl.bicationc with true second member
/ brepeated line: because it is then an impl.bicationc with a true secbondc
memberc.
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So we see that for the calcbulusc of prop.bositionsc we have a very simple
procedure to decide for any given formula whether or not it is log.bicallyc true.
\ This solves the first of the two gen.beralc problems which I mentbionedc
in the beginning \ for the calc.bulusc of prop.bositions,c / namely \ the
probl.bemc / to give a complete theory of logically true formbulasc. We have
even moreb,c namely a procedure to decide of any formbulac whether. . . bat
the beginning of this paragraph we find “or not it is logically true”c / .
That this problem J44. IIK could be solved in such a simple way is chiefly
due to the fact that we introduced only extbensionalc operations (only truth
funct.bionsc of prop.bositionsc)b.c If we had introd.bucedc strict implbicationc
the question would have been very much more complbicatedc. It is only very
recently \ that / one has discovered general procedures for deciding whether
a formula involving the not strict implication are bshould be “is”c logically
true under cert.bainc assumptions about strict bimplication.c
Now after having solved this so called decision probl.bemc bFor an insertion sign in the manuscript at this place no text to be inserted is given on
this page.c for the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc I can go over to the second
probl.bemc I have announced in the beg.binning.c bthe text in the manuscript
k
breaks at the end of this page after: namely the problbemc of reducing c
J56.K bPages numbered from 45., with or without II, up to 55. are missing in the present notebook.c Now it has turned out that three rules of
infberencec are sufficient for our purpboses,c \ namely for deriving all tautologies from these form.bulasc bunreadable symbolc / . Namely first the so
called bin italics in the edited text: rule of subst.bitutioncc which says: If we
have a formula F (of the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc) which involves the
propbositionalc var.biablesc say p1 , . . . , pn then it is permissible to conclude
from it any form.bulac obtained obtained from it \ by / subst.bitutingc \ in
F / for \ all or some of / the prop.bositionalc var.biablesc \ p1 , . . . , pn / any
arb.bitraryc expressionsb,c but in such a way that if a letter pi occurs in
several places \ in F / we have to substbitutec the same form.bulac in all
places where it occursb.c bEc.g. take the formula (p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)]
which is bcalled exportation.cAccording to the rule of subst.bitutionc we can
conclude \ from it the forbmulac obtbainedc by substbitutingc / p . q for rb,c
i.e. bunreadable word ending in “ing”c (p . q ⊃ p . q) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q)]b.c The
expression which we \ substituteb,c in our case p . qb,c / is quite arbitrary
J57.K bunreadable text, perhaps “and it”c need not be a tautologiebyc \ or
a proved formulab.c / b\ must be a bunreadable wordc / c The only require-
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ment is that if the same letter occurs on several places in the formula in which
we substbitutec (as in out case the r) then we have to substbitutec the same
expression in all the places where r occurs as we did hereb.c \ But it is perfectly allowable to substbitutec for different letters the same formulab,c e.g.
for q and r and it is also allowable to subst.bitutec bunreadable crossed out
word, perhaps “for”c exprbessionsc containing variables which occur on some
other places in the form.bula,c as e.g. here pb.cqb.c / in our case It is clear that
by such a substbitutionc we get always a tautologiebyc if the \ expr.bessionc
/ formbulac in which we substbitutec is a taut.bology,c because e.g. that this
formul.bac of export.bationc is a tautol.bogyc says \ exactly / that it is true
whatever pb, q,cr may beb.c So it will in part.bicularc be true if we take p . q
for r the propbositionc p . q, whatever p and q may be J58.K and that means
that the form.bulac obt.bainedc by the \ subst.bitutionc / is a tautologiebyc.
bnew paragraphc The sec.bondc rule of inf.berencec we need is the so
called bin italics in the edited text: rule of impl.bication,cc which reads as
follows:
If P and Q are arbitrary expressions then from the two premises P ,
P ⊃ Q it is allowable to conclude Q.
bAcn exampleb:c take for P the formbulac p b.c q ⊃ p b.c q and bforc Q the
formbulac p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q)) \ so that P ⊃ Q will be the forbmulac (p b.c q ⊃
p b.c q) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ p b.c q)]b.c / Then from those two premises we can
conclude p ⊃ (q ⊃ p . q)b.c \ Again we can prove that this rule of infberencec
is corr.bect,c ib.ceb.c if the two premises are tautologies then the conclbusionc
\ is / . Becbausecbicf we assign any partic.bularc truth values to the propbositionalc var.biablesc occurring in P and Qb,c P and P ⊃ Q will both get the
truth value truth because they are tautbologiesc. Hence Q will also get the
truth value true if any part.bicularc truth values are assigned to its variables.
bBcec.bausec if P and P ⊃ Q both have the truth value truth Q has also the
truth \ baccording toc / . So Q will have the truth v.baluec T whatever truth
v.baluesc are ass.bignedc to the var.biablesc occurbrcing in it which means
that it is a tautolbogyc. /
Finally as the third rule of infberencec we have the rule of defined symb.bolc which b\ (-) / c says (roughly speakbingc) that within any form.bulac
the defbiniensc can be replaced by the definiendum \ and vice versab,c / or
formulated J59.K more precisely for a part.bicularc def.biniensc say p ⊃ q we
had it saysb:c From a formula F we can conclude any formbulac G obtained
from F by replacing for a part of F which has the form P ⊃ Q by the
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expr.bessionc ∼ P ∨ Q and vice versa. (bScimilarly for the other defbinitionsc
we hadb.c)
As banc ex.bample:c
1. ∼ p ∨ (p ∨ q)

from the firstbaxiom by replacingc p ⊃ qbQc by
∼ p ∨ qbQc
2. ∼ p ⊃ (∼ p ∨ q) | b(c Again clear that tautbologyc of tautbologyc.b)c
∼ p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
This \ last / rule is sometimes not explicitly form.bulatedc because it is
only necbessaryc if one introd.bucesc def.binitionsc and it is superfluous binc
principle \ to introduce bthemc / because whatever can be expr.bessedc by a
defined symbol bcan be done withoutc | b(c only it would sometimes be very
long and cumbersomeb)c. If however one introduces def.binitionsc \ as we
did / this third rule of inf.berencec is indispensableb.c
\ Now what we shall prove is that any tautbologyc can be derived from
these four axbiomsc by means of the \ mentbionedc / 3bthreec rules of
inf.berence:c but before proving this we shall first make sure that all the
ax.biomsc really are tautbologiesc and then give examples of derivations of
indivbidualc formulas from bcrossed out “it”c them /
J60.K

1.b(1)c
2 b(2)c
3.b(3)c
4.b(4)c

\ bunreadable text, probably in shorthandc /
p⊃p∨q
p∨p⊃p
p∨q ⊃q∨p
b(cp ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)

Let us first asc.bertainc that all of these formbulasc form are tautologies
\ and let us ascert.bainc
l that bfacct first by their meanbingc and then by
their truth tableb.c / The first means: If p is true p ∨ q is true. That is
clear becbausec p ∨ q means at least one of the propbositionsc p, q is trueb,c
but if p is true then bthe expression p ∨ q is true.c The secbondc meansb:c
If \ the disjbunctionc / p ∨ p is true p is trueb,c ib.ce. bwe kcnow that the
disjbunctionc p ∨ p is true means that one of the two members is trueb,c but
since both members are p that means that p is true. The third that saysb:
Icf p ∨ q is true q ∨ p is also trueb.c
bat the bottom of this page: Forts p 60 Heft II Anfang. bGerman: continued on p. 60. Notebook II, beginningcc
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bOn the last page of the present notebook, which is not numbered, one
finds various notes, at the beginning and at the end consisting of formulae,
which do not seem directly related to the preceding and succeeding pages of
the course.c
p⊃q.⊃p.≡p
+ +
+
+ −
+
− −
−
− +
−

p . q, T, p ⊃ q, q ⊃ p, p ∨ q
p . q ∨ (p ⊃ q) ≡ (p ⊃ q) T
∼ p ∨ (p . q)
bunreadable symbolc

bThen one finds in the middle part of that page four notes numbered 1.-4.
written almost entirely in what seems to be shorthand, which contain perhaps
exercises or examination questions. In the fourth of them one recognizes the
following words that are not in shorthand: strict impl.bicationc, tautbologyc,
if then, matberialc impl.bicationc, modbusc ponbendoc ponbensc.c
T, F, p, q, ∼ p, ∼ q, p . q, p . ∼ q, ∼ p . q, ∼ p . ∼ q
p ∨ q, p ⊃ q, q ⊃ p, p ≡ q, p | q, p ≡ ∼ q

2.2

Notebook II

bFolder 60, on the front cover of the notebook “Log.bikc Vorl.besungenc
bGerman: Logic Lecturesc Notreb cDame II”c
bBefore p. 61. one finds on a page not numbered the formulae
p . q .∨ (∼ p . ∼ q)
(p ∨ q) . (∼ p ∨ ∼ q)
and a few scattered letters and symbols from partly missing unreadable
formulae.c
J61.K This doesb cnot need further explanbationc because the b“corb”c
is evidently simbsymmetricc in the two members. Finally the fourth means
\ thisb: “cIf p ⊃ q then if r ∨ p is true bthen r ∨ q is alsoc true b”,c i.e.
/ b“cIbwritten over icf youbwritten over “we”c have a correct impl.bicationc
p ⊃ q then you can get again a corr.bectc \ impl.bicationc / by adding a
third prop.bositionc r to both sides of it getting r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ qb”.c
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h bThe following text in big square brackets is crossed out in the manuscript:
That bhas a very analogie is very analogousc to the laws by which one
calculates with equations or inequalities in math.bematics,c e.g. from a < b
you can conclude c + a < c + bb,c \ i.e. it is allowable to add an \ arb.bitraryc
/ number to both sides of an inequality and likewise iit is allowable to badd?c
a propbositionc to both sides of an implbication.c / c
That this \ is so / can be seen like thisb:c it means b“cIf p ⊃ q then
if one of the propbositionsc b(crbwritten over pc, pb)c is true then also one
of the propbositionsc r, q bis true”,c which is clear bec.bausec if r is true r
is true and if p is true q is true by assbumption.c So whichever of the two
propbositionsc r, p is true always
it has the cons.bequencec that one of the
k
propbositionsc r, q is trueb.c
l
J62.K Now let us ascertain the truth of these formbulasc by the truthbctable method, combining always as many cases as possible into one caseb.c
1. If p is F this is an implbicationc with a false first memberb,c hence true
owing to the truthb ctable of ⊃b;c if p is true then p ∨ q is also true
accbordingc to the truth btablec of b“corb”,c hence the formbulac is an
implicbationc with true sec.bondc memb.ber,c hence true again trueb.c
2. If p is true this will be an implbicationc with true secbondc membber,c
hence trueb.c If p is false then p ∨ p is a disj.bunctionc both of whose
membbersc are falseb,c hence false acc.bordingc to the truth btablec for
∨b.c Hence in this case we have an implbicationc with J63.K a false first
member, which is true by the truthb ctable of or ⊃b.c
3. Since the truthb ctbablec for ∨ is sybwritten over icmbmcetric in p, q
it is clear that whenever the leftb-chand side has the truth value true
also the rightb-chbandc side bhas it,c and if the leftb-chand side is false
the rightb-chbandc side will also be falseb;c but an impl.bicationc both
of whose membbersc are true or both bofc whose bmembersc are false
is true by the truthb ctbablec of impl.bication,c bec.bausec p ⊃ q bisc
false bonly in?c the case when p is true and q falseb.c
4. Here we have to consider only the foll.bowingc three casesb:c
1. one bofc the twbo?c r, q bhas the has thec truthb cv.bvaluec
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T b“th” in “truth” written over “e”c
2. both r, q barec F and p true
3. bditto marks interpreted as “both r, q are”c F and p false
J64.K These three cases evid.bentlyc exhaust all possbibilitiesc.
1. bIcn the first case r ∨q bunclear signc is true, hence also (r ∨p) ⊃ (r ∨q)
is true bec.bausec it is an implbicationc with bfalsec sec.bondc membber
true;c (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q) is true for the same reasbon.c
2. bIcn the 2.bsecondc case p bis true andc q falseb,c hence p ⊃ q falseb,c
hence the whole exprbessionc is an implbicationc with false first memberb,c hence trueb.c
3. bIn thec 3bthirdc case all bunreadable text, perhaps: of them all, should
be: of r, q and pc are falseb;c then bunreadable text, should be: r∨p and
r ∨qc are falseb,c hence bthec bunreadable text, perhaps: implbicationc,
should be: r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q isc true, hence bthec whole formbula isc true
becbause it is anc implbicationc with true secbondc memberb.c
So we see that the whole formula is always true.
Now I can begin with deriving other taut.bologiesc from these 3bthreec
axbiomsc by means of the twobthreec rules of inf.berence,c namely bthec
rule of substbitutionc and implication \ and def.binedc symbbol,c / in order
to prove later on that all logic.ballyc true formbulasc can be derived from
themb.c
∼r
Let us first bsubstitutec
(4) in 4b(4) to getc (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ r ∨ p ⊃
r
∼ r ∨ q) b,c but for ∼ r ∨ p we can subs.btitutec r ⊃ p and likewise for ∼
b∼ r ∨ q,c J65.K so this means the same thing as getting: bSome of the figures
of the numbered formulae below are written over other symbols, not always
recognizable, but sometimes they are, as for example with 7. and 8*, which
are written over 3 and 4.c
5. (p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(r ⊃ p) ⊃ (r ⊃ q)]

Syl.blogismc

This is the so called formbulac of syllogbism,c which has a certbainc simil.barityc to \ the / mood bBcarbara in so far as it says: If from p follows q then
if from r follbowsc p from r follbowsc q.
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p

in (1) p ⊃ p ∨ p and now make the foll.bowingc substq
bitution:c in Syl.blogismc
6. Now subst.bitutec

p∨p

p

p

p

q

r

in Sylblogismc

(p ∨ p ⊃ p) ⊃ [(p ⊃ p ∨ p) ⊃ (p ⊃ p)]
bTchis is an impl.bicationc and the first memb.berc of it reads p ∨ p ⊃ pb,c
which is nothing else but the bfirst secondc axbiom.c Hence we can apply the
rule of imp.blicationc to the J66.K two prembisesc and get
(p ⊃ p ∨ p) ⊃ (p ⊃ p)
This is again an impl.bicationc and the first membberc of it was proved
beforeb;c hence we can again apply the rule of implic.bationc and get
7. p ⊃ p law of identity
bUcsing the third rule
8*b. wec have ∼ p ∨ p the law of excl.budedc middle
p

b

∼p

c in this form.bula to getc ∼∼ p ∨ ∼ p
∼p p
and now apply to \ it the / com.bmutativec law for ∨b,c ib.ce. substbitutec
∼∼ p ∼ p
binc (3) bto getc
p
q
Now let us substbitutec

∼∼ p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼∼ p
∼ p ∨ ∼∼ p
J67.K 9.* p ⊃ ∼∼ p

rule of impl.bicationc

bThe following inserted text is crossed out in the manuscript: \ Here
we have some ex.bamplesc of form.bulasc derived from ax.biomsc by rules
of inf.berence;c form.bulasc for which this is the case I call demonstr.bablec
(bunreadable textc from the 4 ax.bioms,c but I leave that expl.bunreadable
textc)/ cbThe following inserted text from the manuscript is deleted: \ So
these form.bulasc are dembonstrablec |before going on bunreadable textc| / c
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Now I have to make an imp.bortantc remark bunreadable textc bonc how
we ded.bucedc p ⊃ p from the axbiomsc. We had at first the two bformulas
p ⊃ p ∨ p and p ∨ p ⊃ p. Nowc subst.bitutec them in a certain way in the
p p∨p p
/ and then by applbyingc twice the
form.bula of Scyllogbismc \
r
p
q
rule of implbicationc we get p ⊃ pb.c bunreadable scarcely visible text in more
than two lines, where one can recognize the words: this, the two, not, to these
two, p ∨ p butc \ If P, Q, R are any arb.bitraryc expr.bessionsc and / if we
have succeeded in deriving P ⊃ Q bandc Q ⊃ R from the four axbiomsc by
means of the twobthreec rules of procbshould be: inferencec then we can also
P Q R Q
derive J68.K P ⊃ Rb.c Because we can simply substbitutec
b
p q
r p
R

P

c in Syl.blogismc getting (Q ⊃ R) ⊃ [(P ⊃ Q) ⊃ (P ⊃ R)]. Then
q
r
we apply the rule of implbicationc to this formbulac and P ⊃ Q bQ ⊃ Rc
getting \ . . . b(P ⊃ Q) ⊃ (P ⊃ R)c / and then we apply \ again the rule of
/ implbicationc to this formbulac bunreadable text; should be: and P ⊃ Qc
bgettcing P ⊃ Rb.c
So we know \ bquitec / generally if P ⊃ Q and Q ⊃ R are both provable
\ demonstrable / then also P ⊃ R is provable \ also demonstrable / whatever
formula P, Q, R may be \ because we can obtain P ⊃ R always in the manner
just describedb.c and bTchis cogn. \ fact / allows us to save the trouble of
repeating the whole argbumentc by which we derived the concl.busionc from
the two prem.bisesc in each part.bicularc case, but we can state it once for
all as a new \ Since we know that it can bunreadable textc and how it can
be done i.e / J69.K rule of infberencec as follbowsc:
From the two prembisesc P ⊃ Q, Q ⊃ R we can conclude \ P ⊃ R
/ \ whatever the formbulasc P, Q, R may beb.c 4.R.
So this is a 4th bfourthc rule of inf.berence,c which I call Rule of syllogismb.c
/ But note \ that / this rule of syllogism is not a new indep.bendentc rule,
but can be derived from the other twobthreec rules and the 4bfourc axioms.
Therefore it is called a derived rule of infberencec. So we see that bunreadable
text, should be: inc our systbemcbunreadable textc we cannot only derive
formul.basc but also new rules of inf.berencec and the \ latter / is very helpful for shortening the proofsb.c ObIcn principle it is of course superfluous to
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introduce such derived rules of infberencec because whatever can be proved
with their help can also be proved without them. It is exactly this what
we have shown before introdbucingc bunreadable textc this \ new / rule
of inf.berencec, namely we have shown that the conclusion of it can be obtained also by the former axioms and rules of inf.berencec and this was the
justification for introducing it.
bnew paragraphc J70.K But although these \ derived / rules of infberencec
are superflbuousc \ obicn principle / they are very helpful for shortening the
proofs and shorter \ therefore we shall introduce a great bmanyc of themb.c
bWe nowc apply this rule immediately to bunreadable text, could be: the
1b(1)c and 3b(3)c axbiomscc because they have this form P ⊃ Qb,c Q ⊃ R
p p∨q
q∨p
bunreadable text, should be: forc
b,c and get bunreadable
P
Q
R
symbol or left parenthesisc becbausec (1)b,c (3)
10.* p ⊃ q ∨ p
paradboxc: 11. p ⊃ (q ⊃ p)

p ⊃ (∼ q ∨ p)
q

12. [∼ p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
\ Add

∼p

q

p

q

c

∼q

bwritten
p q
over something unreadablec binc last formula (10)b10.*c /

\ Add * bcrossed out what seems to be:

∼ p ⊃ (∼ p ∨ q)
] binc (1) /

Other derived rulesb:c
4·10 R P1 ⊃ P2 P2 ⊃ P3 P3 ⊃ P4 : P1 ⊃ P4 generalized rule of syll.bogismc
P1 ⊃ P3
5.R* P ⊃ Q : R ∨ P ⊃ R ∨ Q

baddition from the leftc

This rule is simbilarc to the rules by which one calc.bulatesc with inequ.balitiesc
a < b b:c c + a < c + bb.c bie.c
bThe name of the formula in the following deleted text is transferred next to
5.R* above: Callbedc ib.ce. addition from \ the / left.c
[6R

P ⊃ Q : (R ⊃ P ) ⊃ (R ⊃ Q) ]
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5·1R bRc* P ⊃ Q :

P ∨ R ⊃ Q ∨ R add.bitionc from bthec right

J71.K 1. P ∨ R ⊃ R ∨ P
2. R ∨ P ⊃ R ∨ Q
3. R ∨ Q ⊃ Q ∨ R
P ∨R⊃Q∨R
7R*

R

p

q

in (3.)b(3)c

by rule add.bition from thec left
R

Q

p

q

in (3.)b(3)c

by rule Syllog.bismc

P ⊃Q

R⊃S : P ∨R⊃Q∨S
Rule of addition of two implbicationsc
P ∨R ⊃Q∨R
addbitionc from bthec right bto thec
first premisbsce (R)
Q ∨R⊃Q ∨S
baddition from thec left 00 secbondc 00 (Q)
P ∨R⊃Q∨S

8R*

P

bScyllogbism,c but this is the conclusion to
be proved

P ⊃Q
R⊃Q : P ∨R⊃Q
P ∨R⊃Q∨Q
Q∨Q⊃Q
P ∨R⊃Q

Q
p

Dilemma

binc (2)

bScyllbogismc

J72.K Applic.bationc to derive formulas
p ⊃ ∼∼ p

proved beforeb,c subst.bitutec

∼p
p

∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p
adbdition from thec right
∼ p ∨ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p rule of implbicationc
∼∼∼ p ∨ p
babbrc rule of defbinedc symb.bolc
13.

∼∼ p ⊃ p

14b.c bTranscposbitionc bto dc (p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ ∼ p)
Proof
14·1

(∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ (∼ q ∨ ∼ p)

(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)

to

substbitutionc in (3)
rule bof definedc symbbolc
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(∼ p ∨ q) ⊃ (∼∼ q ∨ ∼ p)
Proof
q ⊃ ∼∼ q
∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼∼ q
∼ p ∨ ∼∼ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ ∼ p Permbutationc (3)
∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ ∼ p q.e.d. brule ofc def.binedc symb.bolc
14·1 (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)
14·2 (∼ p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ p)
14·3* (p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ ∼ p)

∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ ∼ p
∼∼ q ∨ ∼ p ⊃ ∼ p ∨ q
|∼ p ∨ ∼ q ⊃ ∼ q ∨ ∼ p |

14·4* (∼ p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ p)

∼∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ p

b14·2c (∼ p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (q ⊃ p)
Proof ∼∼ p ⊃ p
∼∼ p ∨ ∼ q ⊃ p ∨ ∼ q
p∨∼q ⊃∼q∨p
∼∼ p ∨ ∼ q ⊃ ∼ q ∨ p
b(c ∼ p ⊃ ∼ qb)c ⊃ b(cq ⊃ pb)c
J73.K

14·2b14·4*c

(∼ p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ p)

∼∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ p
Proof ∼∼ p ⊃ p
q ⊃ ∼∼ q
∼∼ p ∨ q ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼ q Add.bition of two implicationsc
p ∨ ∼∼ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ p Permbutationc
∼∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼∼ q ∨ p q.e.d. rule of defbinedc symb.bolc
4bFourcbunreadable text, perhaps: transpositionc rules of infberence:c
9R bRc
P ⊃∼Q
9·2R bRc ∼ P ⊃ Q

: Q⊃∼P
: ∼Q⊃P

9·1R bRc P ⊃ Q : ∼ Q ⊃ ∼ P
b9·3Rc
∼P ⊃∼Q : Q⊃P

By bthemc the laws for . correspbondc to laws for ∨ or can be derivedb,c
eb.cg.
15.*

p.q ⊃p

p.q ⊃q
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∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ p

∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ q

Formbulac 10b10.*c

∼p ⊃∼p∨∼q

∼q ⊃∼p∨∼q

Transpbositionc 2.
b9·2Rc

∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ p

∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ q

\ 15.2 Similarly for prod.buctsc of any number of fact.borsc we can prove
that the prod.buctc implies any fact.bor,c e.g.
p.q.r ⊃ p
p.q.r ⊃ q
p.q.r ⊃ r

bec.bausec (p . q) . r ⊃ p . q
p . q ⊃ pb,c
p.q ⊃q
(p . q) . r ⊃ r

and for
l any numb.berc of factborsc. /
\ From this bone hasc the bfollowing rules of inference:c
10R bRc P ⊃ Q : P . R ⊃ Q
10·1R bRc P ⊃ Q : R . P ⊃ Q
becbausec P . R ⊃ P
P ⊃Q
P .R⊃Q
j
10·2R bRc Q : P ⊃ Q

adjoining bac new hyp.bothesisc
by substbitutionc
by assbumptionc
bScyll.bogismc
from paradox /

J74.K Assocbiativityc besb?c: Recall |I.b(1)c p ⊃ p ∨ qb,c II p ⊃ q ∨ p |

15.* (p ∨ q) ∨ r ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
1. p ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)

Addbitionc (1)

q∨r
q

q ⊃q∨r

q ∨ r ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
Formbulac 10b10.*c
q∨r p
q∨r
\ Add.bitionc*
(p ⊃ q ∨ p
p
q
p

p
q

)/

2. q ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
bScyllbogismc
a.) p ∨ q ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
Dilemma
r ⊃q∨r

r

)
q ∨ r ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r) bseec before
p
ban arrow is drawn from before to the same formula three lines abovec
(II
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b.) r ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)
(p ∨ q) ∨ r ⊃ p ∨ (q ∨ r)

inverse similar

15·1 p ∨ (q ∨ r) ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r
\

p⊃p∨q

p ∨ q ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r

(p ⊃ p ∨ q

p∨q

r

p

q

)

p ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r
q ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r
r ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r

[II

p⊃q∨p

q ∨ r ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r
p ∨ (q ∨ r) ⊃ (p ∨ q) ∨ r

r

p∨q

p

q

]

/

Exportbationc and import.bationc
16.* (p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)]

Exportbationc

J75.K (∼ (p . q) ∨ r) ⊃ ∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r)
∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ ∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r)
Proof ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q

double neg.bationc
substbitutec

∼p∨∼q
p

∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r add.bitionc from bthec right
(∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ ∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r)
associat.bivec law
Sbycll.bogismc ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ ∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) q.e.d.
[p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] ⊃ (p . q ⊃ r)

Importation

∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) ⊃ ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r
Pr.boofc × ∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) ⊃ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r
Associatbivityc
∼ p ∨ ∼ q ⊃ ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q)
×
(∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r
Add.bitionc right
∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) ⊃ ∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r
Syllbogismc ××
[p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] ⊃ [q ⊃ (p ⊃ r)]
×
∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) ⊃ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r
J76.K ∼ p ∨ ∼ q ⊃ ∼ q ∨ ∼ p
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(∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ∨ r ⊃ (∼ q ∨ ∼ p) ∨ r
(∼ q ∨ ∼ p) ∨ r ⊃ ∼ q ∨ (∼ p ∨ r)
∼ p ∨ (∼ q ∨ r) ⊃ ∼ q ∨ (∼ p ∨ r)

Syllbogismc × × ×

bHere on p. 76., which is on the right of p. 75., one finds in a box on the left
margin three lines that belong to that preceding page; they are inserted at
appropriate places on p. 75. in the text above.c
Rule of exp.bortationc or import.bationc or commut.bativityc
11

P .Q⊃R

11·1

P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R)

11·2

P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R)

:

P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R)

Exp.bortationc

:

P .Q⊃R

Imp.bortationc

:

Q ⊃ (P ⊃ R)

Commut.bativityc

bAfter p. 76. in this notebook comes p. 33.c
J33.K After having solved last time the first of the two problbemsc I
announced in the beg.binning,c namely the probl.bemc of dec.bidingc of a
given exprbessionc wheth.berc or not it is a taut.bology,c I come now to
the sec.bond,c namely to reduce the inf.binitec nu.bmberc of tautbologiesc
to a finite nu.bmberc of ax.biomsc from which they can be derived. So this
probl.bemc consists in setting up what is called a deductive syst.bemc for
the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc. Now if you think of other exbamplesc of
ded.buctivec systems as e.g. geom.betryc you will see that their aim is not
truly to derive the theor.bemsc of the science concerned from a min.bimalc
num.bberc of ax.biomsc, but also to define the notions bunreadable symbolc
of the disc.biplinec con.bcernedc in terms of a min.bimalc nu.bmberc of undefined or J34.K primitive notions. So we shall do the same thing for bthec
calc.bulusc of propbositionsc.
bnew paragraphc We know already that some of the not.bionsc introdbucedc ∼b,c ∨b,c . b,c ⊃b,c ≡b,c | can be defined in terms of othersb,c
namely e.gb.c p ⊃ q ≡ ∼ p ∨ qb,c p ≡ qb≡cp ⊃ q . q ⊃ pb,c but now we want
to choose some of them in terms of which all others can be defbinedc. And I
claim that e.g. ∼ and ∨ are suffbicientc for this purp.bosec becbausec
1.
2.
3.
4.

p.q
p⊃q
p≡q
p|q

≡ ∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q)
≡∼p∨q
≡ (p ⊃ q) . (q ⊃ p)
≡∼p∨∼q
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So it is possible to take ∼ and ∨ as J35.K prim.bitivec terms for our ded.buctivec systbemc and we shall actually do that \ make this choice / . But it
is important to remark that this choice is fairly arbbitraryc. There would be
other poss.bibilities,c e.g. to take ∼b,c . bec.bausec ∨ can be expressed in
terms of ∼ and . by p ∨ q ≡ ∼ (∼ p . ∼ q) and by ∨ and ∼ the others can
be exprbessedc as we have just seen. This fact that the choice of primbitivec
terms is arbbitraryc to a certbainc ext.bentc is not surprbisingc. The same
situatbionc prevails in any theoryb,c e.gb.c in geometriebyc we can take the
either the notion of movement of the space or the notion of congrbuencec
between bunreadable symbol, could stand for “figures”c as primbitivec because bit isc possible J36.K to define congrbuencec of bword missing, “figures”
suggested abovec in terms of movement of space and vice versa. The same
situat.bionc we have here. We can define ∨ in terms of ,,b“cand” and ,,b“cnot”
but also vice versa bor “and”c in terms of b“corb”c and b“cnotb”c. And there
are still further poss.bibilitiesc for the prim.bitivec termsb,c e.gb.c it would
be possiblebp written over another letterc to take ∼ and ⊃ as bthec only
primbitivec terms bec.bausec ∨ can be defined in t by
p ∨ q ≡ ∼ p ⊃ q since
∼ p ⊃ q ≡ ∼∼ p ∨ q ≡ p ∨ q

by bthec law of double negbationc

In the three possible cases disc.bussedc so far we had always two primbitivec
notions in terms of J37.K which the others could be defbinedc. It is an
interestbingc quest.bionc whether there might not be a single op.berationc in
terms of which all the others can be defined. This is actually the case as
was first disc.boveredc by the log.bicianc Sheffer. Namely the | fbucnct.bionc
suffices to define all the others becbausec ∼ p ≡ p | p means at least one of the
bunreadable text, perhaps: twoc propbositionsc p, p is falseb,c but since they
are both p that means p is falseb,c ib.ceb.c ∼ pb,c \ so ∼ can be defbinedc in
terms of | / and now the ,,b“cand” can be defined in terms of ∼ and | by since
p . q ≡ ∼ (p | q) for p | q means at least J38.K one of the two prop.bositionsc
is falseb;c hence the negbationc means both are true. But in terms of ∼ and
the \ . / others can be def.binedc as we saw before. It is easy to see that
we have now exhausted all possibilities of choosing \ the / primitbivec terms
bunreadable symbolc from the \ 6bsixc / operations written down here. In
partbicularc we can prove \ e.g. / : ∼, ≡ are not suffbicientc to def.binec the
others in terms of them. We can e.gb.c show that p ∨ q cannot be defbinedc
in terms \ of them / b.c
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bIt is not indicated in the manuscript where exactly the following paragraph is to be inserted:c \ \ Now / Wwhat could it mean that bunreadable
symbolc e.g p . q bor p ∨ qc can be defbinedc in terms of ∼, ≡b?c It would
mean that we can find an expr.bessionc f (p, q) in two var.biablesc containing
only the symbbolsc ∼, ≡ besides p, q and such that p ∨. q ≡ f (pb, cq)b,c ib.ceb.c
such that this expr.bessionc would have the same truth table as pb ∨. cqb.c But
we shall
prove now that such an expression does not exist. /
l

Let’s write down the truth bfunctionsc in two variables p, q which we certainly can define in terms of ∼, ≡b;c we get the following eightb:c 1. p ≡ pb,c
2. ∼ (p ≡ p)b,c 3. pb,c 4. qb,c 5. ∼ pb,c 6. ∼ qb,c Jnew pageK 7. p ≡ qb,c
8. ∼ (p ≡ q)b,c and now it can be shown that no others can be def.binedc
exc.beptc those eight because we can show the follbowingc two things: 1. If
we take one of those eight fbucnctbionsc and negate it we get again one of
those eight fbucnctbions,c2. If we take any two of those eight fbucnctbionsc
and form a new one by connecting them by an equivbalencec symbol we
get again one of the eight. bI.ceb.c by appl.bicationc of the op.berationc of
negbationc and of the opberationc of equiv.balencec we never get outside of
the set of eight fbucnctbionsc written down hereb.c So letb’cs see at first
that by negating them Jnew pageK we don’t get anything new. Now if we
neg.batec the first btext missingc. Now letb’cs connect any two of them
by ≡. If we connect bthe firstc with any form.bulac P we get P againb,c
ib.ce. bunreadable symbolsc (> ≡ P ) ≡ P \ bec.bausec / btext missingc
and if connect a contrad.bictionc C with any formbula P c by bunreadable
symbol, should be: ≡c we get the negbationc of P b, i.e.c (C ≡ P ) ≡ ∼ P
becbausecbtext missingc. So by comb.biningc the first two formbulasc with
any other we get cert.bainlyc nothing new. For the other cases it is very
helpful that (p ≡ ∼ q) ≡ ∼ (p ≡ q)b;c this makes possible to factor out the
neg.bationc so to speakb.c Now in order to apply kthat to the other form.bulasc
we divide them in two groups. . . btext missingc
J39.K For this purp.bosec we divide the 16 \ btruth functionsc of two
var.biablesc which we wrote down last time / into two classes according as
the number of letters T occurring in their btheirc truthb ctable is even or
oddb,c or to be more exact \ accordbingc as / the nu.bmberc \ of Tb’sc
/ occurring in the last colbumnc. So e.g. p . q is oddb,c p ≡ q is even
\ and an arbbitraryc expr.bessionc in two var.biablesc will be called even if
its truthb cfbunctionc is evenb.c And now what we can show is this: Any
exprbessionc in two var.biablesc containing only ∼ bandc ≡ is even (ib.ce. its
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truthb ctable contains an even b)c nu.bmberc of T’sb,c ib.ceb.c either 0 or 2
or 4 T’s)b.c
And In order to show that we prove the following three lemmas.
1. The letbterc expr.bessions,c bunreadable textc formbulasc namely the
letters p, q are evenb.c
2. If an exprbessionc f (p, q) is even then also the exprbessionc ∼ f (p, q)
is evenb.c
3. If two expr.bessionsc f (p, q)b,c g(p, q) are even then also the expbressionc f (p, q) ≡ g(p, q) \ obtained by connecting them with an equbivalencec sign / is evenb.c
J40.K So prop.bositionsc 2, 3 have the consequenceb:c
By applying the opberationsc \ ∼ bandc ≡ to even exprbessionsc / as
many times as we wish we always get \ again / banc even expression if
we start with \ even / exprbessionc bunreadable wordc the bunreadable
wordc.
But any expr.bessionc cont.bainingc only ∼ bandc ≡ is obtained from the
single letters p, q by an iterated applbicationc of the op.berationsc ∼ bandc
≡b;c hence since p, q are even the expr.bessionc thus obt.bainedcwill also be
even. So our theorem that every expbressionc contbainingc only ∼ bandc
≡ is even will be proved \ bwhenc we \ shall / have proved the 3bthreec
lemmasb.c b(bunreadable symbolc) / c
bThe following from the manuscript is deleted: bunreadable textc how
to prove them bunreadable text 3cc Oneb1.c is clear because bof the truth
tablec for p. . . (and bunreadable text, perhaps: and for qc the same thing)b.c
2. also bisc clear because ∼ f (p, q) has T’s when f (p, q) had F’sb,c i.eb.c the
nu.bmberc of T’s in the new expr.bessionc is the same as the nubmberc of F’s
in the ban insertion sign referring to nothing occurs in the manuscript on the
right-hand side of this pagec J41.K old oneb.c But the nubmberc of F’s in the
old one is even becbause thec number of bT’s isc even and the nubmberc of
F’s is bunreadable symbol, should be: equal to thec nu.bmberc of T’sb.c
bnew paragraphc Now to the thirdb.c bunreadable textc bCcall the nu.bmberc of Tb’sc of the first t1 b,c the nu.bmberc of Tb’sc of the secbondc t2 and
call the nu.bmberc of cases \ in the truth table / where both bf c and g
bunreadable textc have bthec truth vbaluec T rb.c bWe havec that bt1 isc
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even and bt2 c is evenb,c but bunreadable text, should be: we do notc know
anything about rb;c it may be odd or evenb.c bunreadable text, perhaps:
We shall tryc to find out in how many cases bunreadable text, should be:
f (p, q) ≡ g(p, q), i.e. f ≡ g,c will be true \ and to show that this number of
cases will be evenb.c / I prefer to find out in how many cases it will be false. If
we know that this nu.bmberc is even we know also that the nu.bmberc of cases
in which it is true will be evenb.c \ Now this whole bexpressionc / is false \ if
/ g band f c have diffberentctruth vbalues,c ib.ce. if J42.K either bunreadable
text, should be: we have g false and f true or we havec g true band f c falseb.c
But The bunreadable text, should be: cases where f is true and g false makec
t1 − r cases bec.bausecbunreadable text, should be: from t1 cases where f
is true we should subtract casesc when g is also trueb, andc bec.bausec r
was the nubmberc of cases in which both are trueb.c bHc ence in t1 − r cases
bunreadable text, should be: f is T andc g bisc F, simbilarlyc in t2 − r cases g
bisc T bandc f bisc Fb;c hence alt.bogetherc \ in / t1 − r + t2 − r ) t1 + t2 − 2r
cases f bandc g have diffberentc truth valuesb,c ib.ce. in bunreadable text,
should be: t1 + t2 − 2rc cases f (p, q) ≡ g(p, q) is falseb,c and this is an even
nubmberc becbausec t1 b,c t2 bandc 2r are even bunreadable textc and if you
add bunreadable text, should be: an even number to an even number, after
subtracting an even number from the sumcyou get again an even nubmberc.
Hence the number of cases in which the whole expr.bessionc \ is false / is an
even nubmberc and bthere are such isc also the nu.bmberc of cases in which
it is trueb,c i.e. f (p, q) ≡ g(p, q) is an even exprbessionc. q.e.d.
So this shows that only even ex truthb cfbucnctbionsc J43.K truth table an
even nu of T becau can be exprbessedc in terms of ∼ bandc ≡b.c Hence e.gb.c
∨ \ and . / cannot be expr.bessedcbecbausec three Tb’sc occur in . . . btheir
truth tables.c It is easy to see that of the 16 truthb cf.bunctionsc exactly
half the nu.bmberc is even and also that all even truthb cf.bunctionsc really
can be expressed in terms of ∼ bandc ≡ aloneb.c Expr.bessionsc for these
eight bunreadable text, should be: truth functionsc in terms of ∼ bandc ≡
are given in the notes that were distributed b(see p. 38. above)c. Our The
genberalc theorbemc bseems to be German “über”, translatable as “on”) even
fbucnctbionsc I proved then has the consequ.bencec that these eight \ truth
/ fbucnctbionsc must reproduce themselves by bunreadable textc negating
some of them or by connecting any two of them by ∼b;c ib.ceb. icf you
negbatec one of those \ bunreadable wordc / exprbessionsc the resultbingc
exprbessionc will be equiv.balentc to one of the eight and if you form a new
exprbessionc by connect.bingc any two of them the resulting expression will
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again be equivalent to one of the eightb.c I recombmendc bthatc J44.K as an
exercise to show that in detail. \ It is an easy corol.blaryc of / this result
about the undefinability of . bandc ∨ in terms of ≡ that also ∼ and the
excl.busivec or are not suff.bicientc as primitbivec terms because as we saw
last time the excl.busivec or can be expr.bessedc in terms of ∼ bandc ≡b,c
namely by ∼ (p ≡ q)b;c hence if \ e.g. / ∨ could be def.binedc in terms of
∼ bandc ◦ b(exclusive or)c it could also be defbinedcin terms of ∼ bandc ≡
bec.bausecthe ◦ can be exprbessedc in terms of ∼ bandc ≡. The reason for
that is of course that ◦ is also an even f.bucnctbionc and therefor only even
f.bucnctbionsc can be def.binedc in terms of itb.c So we see that whereas ∼
bandc ∨ are suffbicientcas J45.K prim.bitivec terms ∼ \ and / excl.busivec or
are notb,c which is one of the reasons why the not excl.busivec or is used
in logbicc. Another of those neg.bativec results about the poss.bibilityc of
expressing some of the truth f.bunctionsc by others would be \ that / ∼
cannot be defbinedc in terms of . , ∨, ⊃b;c even in terms of all three of them
it is impossible to expr.bessc ∼b.c bI willc give that as a problem to prove.

l

As I announced before we shall choose from the diff.berentc possib.bilitiesc
of primitive terms for our ded.buctivec syst.bemc the case where \ one in
which / ∼ and ∨ bis arec taken as primbitivec and therefore it is of imp.bortancec to make sure that not only the part.bicularc fbucnct.bionsc ≡b,c
. b,c ⊃b,c | for which J46.K we introduced special symbols but that any
truthb cfbunctionc whatsoever in any number of varbiablesc can be expressed
by ∼ bandc ∨. For truthb cfbunctionsc with 2btwoc variables that follows
from the consid.berationsc of last time since we have expr.bessedc all 16
truthb cfbunctionsc by our logistic symbols and today we have seen that all
of them can be expr.bessedc by ∼ bandc ∨. Now I shall prove the same thing
\ also / for truthb cfbucnctbionsc with 3bthreec variables and you will see
that the method of proof can be applied to fbucnctbionsc of any number of
variables. For the three var.biablesc p.q, r we have eight J47.K possibilities
for the distrbibutionc of truth values over themb,c namely
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1b.c
2b.c
3.
b4.c
b5.c
6b.c
7b.c
8b.c

p
T
T
T
T
F
F
F
F

q r f (pb, cqb, cr)
T T
p.q.r
T F
p.q.∼r
p.∼q.r
F T
F F
T T
T F
F T
F F

P1
P2

P8

Now to define a truth \ fubnctionc / in three varbiablesc means bcomma
from the manuscript deletedc to stipulate a truth value \ T or F / for
f (p, qb, rc) for each of these eight cases. Now to each of these 8beightc cases
we can associate a cert.bainc exprbessionc in the follbowingc wayb:c to 1.
\ we associate bcolon from the manuscript deletedc / p . q . rb, toc 2. bwe
associatec p . q . ∼ rb, toc 3. bwe associatec p . ∼ q . rb,c . . . So each of
these exprbessionsc will have a ∼ before those letters which have an F in
the corresp.bondingc case. Denote the exprbessionsc associated with these
eight lines by P1 b,c. . . b,cP8 . Then the exprbessionc P2 e.g. will be true then
and only J48.K then if the secbondc case is realisbzced for the truth values of
p, q, r (p . q . ∼ r will be true then and only then bifcp biscTb,c q biscTbandc
r bisc falseb,c which is exactly the case for the truth valbuesc p, qb,c r represented in the 3bsecondc lineb.c And generalblcy Pi will be true then and
only then if the i th case for the truth values of p, q, r is realisbzcedb.c Now
the bunreadable textc truthb cf.bunctioncbunreadable symbolcwhich we want
to expr.bessc by ∼ bandc ∨ will be true for cert.bainc of those 8beightc cases
and false for the others. Assume it is true for case numbebrc i1 b,ci2 b,c. . . b,cin
and false for the others. Then form the disj.bunctionc Pi1 ∨ Pi2 . . . ∨ Pin b,c
i.eb.c the disjbunction of those Pi which correspond to the cases in which the
given fbucnctbionc is true. This \ disjbunctionc / is an expr.bessionc in the
bthec varbiablesc p, q, r containing only the op.berationsc .b,c ∼ bandc ∨b,c
and I claim its truth table J49.K will coincide with the truth table of the
given expr.bessionc f (p, qb, cr)b.c For bcolon from the manuscript deletedc
f (p, qb, cr) had the symb.bolc T in the i1 b,ci2 b,c. . . b,cinth line but in no others and I claim the same thing is true for the exprbessionc Pi1 ∨ . . . ∨ Pin b.c
Now
bnew paragraphc You see \ at blast?c / a disjbunctionc of an arbbitraryc
nu.bmberc of members will be true then and only then if at least one of its
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members is true and it will be false only if all of its members are false (I
proved that in my last lecture for the case of 3bthreec members and the same
proof holds generally). Hence this disjbunctionc will certbainlyc be true in
bthec i1 b,c . . . b,c inth case because Pi1 \ e.g. / is true in the i1th case as we
bunreadable text, perhaps: saw beforec. Therefore the J50.K disjbunctionc is
\ also / true for the i1th case \ because then one of its memb.bersc is trueb.c
The same holds for i2 . . . etc. So the truth table for the disjbunctionc will
cert.bainlyc have the \ letter T / in the i1 b,c. . . b,cin line. But it will have
F’s in all the other lines. Bec.bausec Pi1 was true only in the i1th case and
false in all the others. Hence in a case diffberentc from \ the / i1 b,c. . . b,cinth
Pi1 b,c. . . b,cPin will all be false and hence the disjbunctionc will be false, i.e.
Pi1 ∨ . . . ∨ Pin will have the letter F in all lines other than the i1 b,c. . . b,cinth b,c
ib,ce. it has T in the i1 b,c. . . b,cin line and only in those. But the same thing
was true for the truth tbablec of the given f (p, q, brc) \ by assbumption.c
/ So they coincideb,c ib.ce. f (pb, cqb, cr) ≡ Pi1 ∨ . . . ∨ Pin b.c
J51.K So we have proved that an arb.bitraryc truth functbionc of 3bthreec
variables can be expr.bessed by ∼b,c ∨ bandc .b,c but . can be expr.bessedc
by ∼ and ∨b,c hence every truthb cfbunctionc of three var.biablesc can be
expr.bessedc by ∼ and ∨b,c and I think it is perfectly clear that exactly the
same proof applies to truthb cf.bunctionsc of any number of variables. bwavy
vertical line dividing the pagec
Now after having bunreadable text, should be: seen thatc two primbitivec
notions \ b∼, ∨c / really suffice to define any truthb cfbunctionc we can begin
to set up the ded.buctivec systbem.c
I begin with bwritingc three def.binitionsc in terms of our primbitivec
notionsb:c
P ⊃ Q =Df ∼ P ∨ Q
P . Q =Df ∼ (∼ P ∨ ∼ Q)
P ≡ Q =Df P ⊃ Q . Q ⊃ P
J52.K I am writing cap.bitalc letters because these defbinitionsc are to apply
also if P bandc Q are formbulasc, not only if they are single lettersb,c i.e.
e.gb.c p ⊃ p ∨ q means ∼ p ∨ (p ∨ q) and so onb.c
The next thing to do in order to have a dedbuctivec systbemc is to set
up the axbiomsc. Again in the axioms one has a freed.bomc of choice as in
the primit.bivec termsb,c exactly as \ also / in other dedbuctivec theories
alsob,c e.g. in geometrby,c many diffberentc systbemsc of ax.biomscbforcgeo
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have been set up each of which is suffbicientc to derive the whole geombetryc.
The syst.bemc of ax.biomsc \ for the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc / which I
use is ess.bentiallyc the one set up by first by Russell and then also adopted
by Hilbert. It has the foll.bowingc four axbioms:c
J53.K
1.b(1)c
2.b(2)c
3.b(3)c
4.b(4)c

p ⊃ p ∨ q bin the manuscript 1., 2. and 3. are in one linec
p∨p⊃p
p∨q ⊃q∨p
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)

I shall discuss the meaning of these axbiomsc later discuss later. Abtc
present I want only to say that an exprbessionc written down in our theory as
an axiom or as a theorem always means that it is true for any propbositionsc
p, q, r etcb.,c e.g. p ⊃ (p ∨ q)bp ⊃ p ∨ q.c
Now in geom.betryc bunreadable wordc and any other disc \ theorbyc
/ |excbeptc logic| the ded.buctivec syst.bemc is completely given by stating
what the primbitivec terms and what the ax.biomsc are. It is important to
remark that it is different here for the following reason: in geombetryc \ and
other theorbiesc / it is clear how the theorems are to be derived from the
ax.bioms;c they are to be derived by the rules of logic which are assumed to
be known. In our case however we cannot assume the rules of logic to be
known by the rules of log.bicc J54.K because we are just about to formulate
the rules of logic and to reduce them to a minbimum.c So this will naturally
have to apply to the rules of inference as well as to the axbiomsc with which
we start. We shall have to formulate thebwritten over “them”c \ rules of
inf.berencec / explicitly and with greatest possible precision andb,c that is
in such a way there can never be a doubt whether a certbainc rule can be
applied for any formbulac or not. And of course we shall try tobcomma from
the manuscript deletedcb. . . text omitted in the manuscript, could be: workc
withl as few as possible. I have to warn here against abnc errorb.c one might

One might think that an explbicitc formulation of the rules of inf.berencec
\ besides the ax.biomsc / is superfluous bec.bausec the ax.biomsc themselves
\ seem to / express rules of inf.berence,c e.g. p ⊃ p ∨ q \ the rule / that
from p a propbositionc p one can conclude p ∨ qb,c and bunreadable symbolc
one might think that the ax.biomsc themselves contain at the same time the
rules by which the theorems are to be derived. But this way out of the
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diffbicultyc would be entirely wrong J55.K bec.bausec e.g. p ⊃ p ∨ q does
not say that it is permbittedcto conclude p ∨ q from p because those terms
b“callowable to concludeb”c dob cnot occur in it. The notions bunreadable
text, should be: in it arec only pb,c ⊃, ∨ and bq.c bAccc.bordingc to our
defbinitionc of ⊃ it \ does not mean thatb,c but it / simply says p is false
or p ∨ q is true. It is true that the axioms suggest \ or make possible /
cert.bainc rulebsc of inf.berence,ce.gb.c the just bstated one,c but it is not
even uniquely det.berminedc what rules of infberencec it suggestsb;c e.gb.c
∼ p ∨ (p ∨ q) says either p is false or p ∨ q is trueb,c which suggbestsc the
rule of inf.berencec pb:c p ∨ qb,c but it also sug.bgestsc ∼ (p ∨ q)b:c ∼ pb.c
So bits wec need written spec.bifications,c ib.ce. we have to formulate rules
of infberencec in add.bitionc to formulasb.c bNote in a box: p 56 - p 60 }
HeftbGerman: Notebookc Ic
It is only becbausec the b“cif thenb”c in ord.binaryc langubagec is amb.bivalentc and has besides the meanbingc given by the truthb ctbablec also the
meanbingc bunreadable symbol, should be “the second memberc can be inferred from bunreadable symbol, should be: the first”c bcomma from the
manuscript deletedc that the ax.biomsc seem to express \ uniquely bunreadable textc / rules of infberencec.
J55.1K This remark applies gen.berallyc to any questbionc whether \ or
not / certbainc laws of log.bicc can be derived from others (e.g. whether
bthec law of excl.budedc middle arebisc sufficient)b.c Such quest.bionsc have
only a precise meanbingc if you state the rules of infberencec which are to be
acceptbedc in the derivbationc. bThe remaining text on p. 55.1 is in a boxc
It is diff.brentc e.gb.c in geombetry;c there it has a precise meanbingc whether
it followsb,c namely it means whether it follbowsc by logbicalc infberence,c
but it cannot have this meanbingc in logbicc because then every logbicalc law
would be derbivablec from any other. So it could J55.2K only mean derivable
by the inf.berencesc made possible by the axbiomsc. But as we have seen
that has no precise meanbingc bec.bausec an ax.biomc may make possible or
sugg.bestc many inferences.
bOn a not numbered page after p. 55.2, which is the last page of the
present notebook, one finds the following crossed out text:c
which describe unambiguously how the mean.bingfulc expr.bessionsc are to be
formed from the basic symb.bolsc (rules of the grammar of the langu.bagec)
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Notebook III

bFolder 61, on the front cover of the notebook “Log.bikc Vorl.besungenc
bGerman: Logic Lecturesc N.Db.c bNotre Damec III”c
J1.K (p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(r ⊃ p) ⊃ (r ⊃ q)]
(q ⊃ r) ⊃ [(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)b]c
p⊃q q⊃r p⊃r

(p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)] Commutbativityc
b
(p ⊃ q) . (q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)

Import.bationc
b

P
Q
R
q⊃r p⊃q p⊃r
P

Q

R

00

00

00

p⊃q q⊃r p⊃r
P

Q

R

c

c

(q ⊃ r) . (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)
bin a box: p. 42, 45 Examples p 53c
(p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
(p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q
J2.K
17

p⊃q p q
P

Q R

Import.bationc

p.q ⊃q.p

Pr.boofc ∼ q ∨ ∼ p ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q

∼q ∼p

bfraction bars omitted in
the manuscriptc
∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ (∼ q ∨ ∼ p)
Transp.bositionc
p.q ⊃q.p
rule of defbinedc symbbolc
(3)

p

q

18.

p⊃p.p

Prboofc

∼p∨∼p⊃∼p
p ⊃ ∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ p)
Transp.bositionc
p⊃p.p
defbinedc symbbolc
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p ⊃ (q ⊃ pb.cq)
(pb.cq ⊃ pb.cq) ⊃ (p ⊃ (q ⊃ pb.cq)) exportbationc
pb.cq
p ⊃ (q ⊃ pb.cq)

19.1

r

p ⊃ (q ⊃ qb.cp)
(pb.cq ⊃ qb.cp) ⊃ (p ⊃ (q ⊃ qb.cp)) export.bationc

J3.K

12bover 11cR bRc

P , Q . .b:c P . Q

qb.cp
r

rule of prodbuctc

P ⊃ (Q ⊃ P . Q)
Q⊃P .Q
P .Q
Inv.bersionc

P . Q . .b:c P , Q
P .Q⊃P

rule of prod.buctc

P .Q⊃Q

bThe following three lines, up to 13R bRc, are crossed out in the manuscript:c
21b.c

∼ (p b.c q) ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q
∼ ∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q

∼p∨∼q
p

d∼ (p ∨ q) ≡ ∼ p . ∼ qe
13R bRc

P ⊃Q R⊃S

. .b:c P . R ⊃ Q . S Rule of multiplic.bationc

∼Q⊃∼P ∼S ⊃∼R
∼Q∨ ∼S ⊃∼P ∨ ∼R
∼ (∼ P ∨ ∼ R) ⊃ ∼ (∼ Q ∨ ∼ S)
J4.K

13.1R bRc

P ⊃Q

...

R.P ⊃R.Q

becbausec R ⊃ R and other side
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P ⊃ Q b,c P ⊃ S

:

P ⊃Q.S

P .P ⊃Q.S
P ⊃P .P
P ⊃Q.S
rule of composition
bAn insertion sign from the manuscript followed by “p 5-6” is deleted.c
F 22.
I.

p . (q ∨ r) ≡ p . q ∨ p . r
q ⊃q∨r
p . q ⊃ p . (q ∨ r)
r ⊃q∨r
p . r ⊃ p . (q ∨ r)
p . q ∨ p . r ⊃ p . (q ∨ r)

II. bThe following two columns of formulae are separated by a vertical line
in the manuscript:c
× q ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q)
q ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r)
+ r ⊃ (p ⊃ p . r)
+ (p ⊃ p . r) ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r)
p.q ⊃p.q∨p.r
r ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r)
p.r ⊃p.q∨p.r
q ∨ r ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r)
× (p ⊃ p . q) ⊃ (p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r)
(q ∨ r) . p ⊃ p . q ∨ p . r
J5.K AebEcquivalences
P ⊃Q.Q⊃P

. .b:c P ≡ Q

bec.bausec (P ⊃ Q) b.c (Q ⊃ P ) rule of defbinedc symbbolc
P ≡Q

. .b:c

P ⊃ Q b.c Q ⊃ P

Transposbitionc:
P ≡Q
P ≡∼Q
Proof

P ≡Q

. .b:c
. .b:c

∼P ≡∼Q
∼P ≡Q

P ⊃Q
Q⊃P
∼Q⊃∼P ∼P ⊃∼Q

∼P ≡∼Q
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Add.bitionc and Multipl.bicationc
(
P ∨R≡Q∨S
P ≡Q
R≡S
P .R≡Q.S
J6.K

P ⊃Q R⊃S Q⊃P S⊃R
P ∨R⊃Q∨S
Q∨S ⊃P ∨R
P ∨R≡Q∨S

Syll.bogismc
P ≡Q, Q≡S

b:c P ≡ S

P ≡ Q b:c Q ≡ P
p≡p

p⊃p

p⊃p

p ⊃ ∼∼ p
p ≡ ∼∼ p
∼ (p . q) ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q

(

P Q
p p

)

bfraction bars omitted in manuscriptc
∼∼ p ⊃ p

∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ q
∼ (p ∨ q) ≡ ∼ p . ∼ q
≡ ∼ (∼∼ p ∨ ∼∼ q)
p ≡ ∼∼ p
q ≡ ∼∼ q
p ∨ q ≡ ∼∼ p ∨ ∼∼ q

FortsbGerman: continuedc p 4. F
|

∼ (p ∨ q) ≡ ∼ (∼∼ p ∨ ∼∼ q)

J6a.K

23.bwritten over unreadable figurec
p ∨ (q . r) ≡ (p ∨ q) . (p ∨ r)
1.)

p⊃p∨q
p⊃p∨r
x p ⊃ (p ∨ q) . (p ∨ r)
q . r ⊃ p ∨ q bec.bausec q . r ⊃ q
q.r ⊃p∨r
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x q . r ⊃ (p ∨ q) . (p ∨ r)
2.) x p ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)] × bec.bausec (p ∨ q) ⊃ [p ⊃ (p ∨ q . rb)]c
h

bunreadable wordc
i
r ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]

because

r ⊃ [q ⊃ q . r]
q ⊃ q . r ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]
x r ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]
(p ∨ r) ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]
(p ∨ r) . (p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)
× bec.bausec

Summation

p⊃p∨q.r
p ∨ q . r ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]
p ⊃ [(p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q . r)]

bHere ends the page numbered 6a. The following not numbered page, until
p. 7., is crossed out.c
(p ⊃ p . q) ⊃ [(p ⊃ (p . q ∨ p . r)]
q ⊃ [p ⊃ (p . q ∨ p . r)]
r ⊃ [p ⊃ (p . q ∨ p . r)]
(q ∨ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (p . q ∨ p . r)]
importation
(q ∨ r) . p ⊃ (p . q ∨ p . r)
p . (q ∨ r) ⊃ (p . q ∨ p . r)
(p ∨ ∼ p)b.c(q ∨ ∼ q)b.c(r ∨ ∼ r)
p . q . (r ∨ ∼ r) ∨ ∼ p . ∼ q
p . rb.c(q ∨ ∼ q)
b(c ∼ p ∨ q)b.c(∼ p ∨ ∼ q)
∼p∨q.∼p
∨q.∼q
p.q ⊃r
J7.K Syllog.bismc under an assumpt.bionc
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14R bRc

P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R) , P ⊃ (R ⊃ S) . .b:c P ⊃ (Q ⊃ S)
and similarly for any num.bberc of premises
P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R) . (R ⊃ S)
(Q ⊃ R) . (R ⊃ S) ⊃ Q ⊃ S
exp.bortationc syll.bogismc
P ⊃ (Q ⊃ S)


14.1R bRc





also generalized


P ⊃Q
P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R) b:c P ⊃ R

P ⊃ (Q ⊃ R) . Q



(Q ⊃ R) . Q ⊃ R
P ⊃R
Syllbogismc

bThe following four lines, up to p. 8., are in a box in the manuscript and are
crossed out:
(r ∨ q ⊃ q ∨ r)
(r ⊃ s) ⊃ (q ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ r)
Add.bitionc of assumpt.bionsc
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ [(p ∨ r) ⊃ (q ∨ s)]c
J8.K (p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ s)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

p∨r ⊃r∨p
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)
r∨q ⊃q∨r
(r ⊃ s) ⊃ (q ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ s)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ r ∨ p)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (r ∨ q ⊃ q ∨ r)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (q ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ r)

9.

(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ s)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q ∨ q)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (q ∨ q ⊃ q)

q
s
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(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q)
J9.K (p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p . r ⊃ q . s)

A.
B.
C.

(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)
(r ⊃ s) ⊃ (∼ s ⊃ ∼ r)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p) . (∼ s ⊃ ∼ r)
(∼ q ⊃ ∼ p) . (∼ s ⊃ ∼ r) ⊃ (∼ q ∨ ∼ s ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼ r)
(∼ q ∨ ∼ s ⊃ ∼ p ∨ ∼ r) ⊃ (p . r ⊃ q . s)
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ s) ⊃ (p . r ⊃ q . s)
A, B, C
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ⊃ q . s)
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ s) ⊃ (p . p ⊃ q . s)
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ⊃ p . p)
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ s) ⊃ (p ⊃ q . s)
b(cp ⊃ ∼ p) ⊃ ∼ p
∼p∨∼p⊃∼p

J10.K (∼ p ⊃ p) ⊃ p

(∼∼ p ∨ p) ⊃ p
∼∼ p ⊃ p
p⊃p
(∼∼ p ∨ p) ⊃ p
siehe unten∗ bGerman: see belowc
∼ (p . ∼ p)

(p ⊃ q).(p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q . ∼ q)]
p ⊃ (q . ∼ q) ⊃ (∼ (q . ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p)
(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ (∼ (q . ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p) 
Princ.biple ofc Combmutativityc
∼ (q . ∼ q) ⊃ [(p ⊃ q).(p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p]

(p ⊃ q).(p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p
bThe caption in the right margin in the following line from the manuscript
is deleted, as well as the dash connecting it to a crossed out formula.c
Princ.biple ofc Combmutativityc
(q∨ ∼ q) ⊃ [(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃ ∼ p] 
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(p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ ∼ q) ⊃∼ p
∼ (p . ∼ p)

∗

∼∼ (∼ p ∨ ∼∼ p)

J11.K Now I can now \ proceed / to the \ proof of the / completeness
theorem announced in the beg.binningc which says that any tautology whatsoever can actually be derived in a finite number of steps from our four axioms
by application of the 3bthreec primitive rules of inf.berencec (substbitutionc,
implicbationc, defined symbol) or shortly ,,b“cEvery tautology is demonstrable”b.c bthe following inserted text is crossed out: \ since ,,b“cdemonstrable”
was defined to mean derivable from the 4bfourc ax.biomsc by the 3bthreec
rules of infberence.c / c We have already proved the inverse theorbemc which
says: ,,b“cEvery demonstrable propbositionc \ expression / is a tautbologyc”b.c because of the following facts: bThe following assertions numbered
1. and 2. are crossed out in the manuscript:
1. Each of the four ax.biomsc is a tautology (as can \ easily / be checked
upb,c \ e.g. / by the truth tbablec method)
J12.K
2. The 3bthreec prim.bitivec rules of infberencec give only tautologies \ as
conclusions / if the premises are tautologiesb,c ib.c eb.c applied to tautologies they give again tautolbogiesc.c
But the prop.bositionc which we are interested in now binc is the other
\ inverse / one, which says ,,b“cAny tautology is dem.bonstrablec”. In order to prove it we have to use again the formulas Pi which I (needed) \ we
used / for proving that any truthb ctable fbucnctbionc can be expressed by ∼
and ∨. If we have say n propositional var.biablesc p1 b, cp2 b, cp3 b, c . . . b, cpn
then consider the conj.bunctionc of them p1 . p2 . p3 . . . . . pn and call a
,,b“cfund.bamentalc conjbunctionc” of these J13.K letters \ p1 b, c . . . b, cpn /
any expression obtained from this conj.bunctionc by negating some or all
of the variables p1 b, c . . . b, cpn . So e.gb.c p1 . ∼ p2 b.cp3 b.c . . . b.c pn would
be a fund.bamental conjunction,c another one ∼ p1 b.cp2 b.c ∼ p3 b.cp4 b.c
. . . b.cpn etc.b;c in part.bicularc we count also p1 b.c . . . b.cpn \ itself / and
∼ p1 b.c ∼ p2 b.c . . . b.c ∼ pn (binc which all \ var.biablesc / are negbatedc) as
fund.bamentalc conjbunctionsc.
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p1 b,c ∼ p1
p1 b.cp2 b,c p1 b.c ∼ p2 b,c ∼ p1 b.cp2 b,c ∼ p1 b.c ∼ p2
p1 b.cp2 b.cp3 b,c
p1 b.cp2 b.c ∼ p3 b,c
p1 b.c ∼ p2 b.cp3 b,c
p1 b.c ∼ p2 b.c ∼ p3 b,c
∼ p1 b.cp2 b.cp3 b,c
∼ p1 b.cp2 b.c ∼ p3 b,c
∼ p1 b.c ∼ p2 b.cp3 b,c ∼ p1 b.c ∼ p2 b.c ∼ p3 /

So for the n var.biablesc p1 b, c . . . b, cpn there are exactly 2n fundbamentalc
conj.bunctionsc in genberal;c 2n because \ you see / by adding a \ new /
variable \ pn+1 / the num.bberc of fundbamentalc conj.bunctionsc is doubled
b,c becbausec we can combine pn+1 and ∼ pn+1 with any of the previous J14.K
fundbamentalc conj.bunctionsc (as e.g. here p3 with any of the prevbiousc
4bfourc and ∼ p3 getting 8beightc) with each of these two poss.bibilitiesc
for any other var.biablec so that we have alt.bogetherc 2 × 2 × . . . 2 = 2n
possibilities. ,b;c I denote those 2n fund.bamentalc conj.bunctionsc for the
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
var.biablesc p1 b, c . . . b, cpn by P1 b,cP2 b,c . . . b,cPi b,c. . . b,cP2n . I am
using (n) as an upper ind.bexc to indicate that we mean the fundbamentalc
conj.bunctionc of the n variables p1 b, c . . . b, cpn . The order in which they
are enumerated is arb.bitraryc. [We may stick e.g. to the order which we
used in the truthb ctablesb.c] From our formublasc consid.beredc for n = 3
we know also \ J14.1K that to each of these fund.bamentalc conjbunctionsc
(n)
Pi correspbondsc exactly one line in a truthb ctable for \ a functbionc of the
(n)
/ n variables \ p1 b, c . . . b, cpn / in such a way that Pi will be true in this
line and false in all the others. So if we numerate the lines correspondingly
(n)
we can say Pi will be true in the ith line and false in all other lines. /
J15.K Now \ in order to prove the completeness theor.bemc / I prove first
the follbowingc lemma \ aux.biliaryc theoremb.c /
Let E be any expr.bessionc which contains no other propbositionalc
(n)
var.biablesc but p1 b, c . . . b, cpn and Pi any fundbamentalc conj.bunc(n)
tionc of the var.biablesc p1 b, c . . . b, cpn b.c bTchen either Pi ⊃ E or
(n)
Pi ⊃ ∼ E is demonstrable
\ bexclamation mark deletedc bwherec by either or I mean at least one
E
Ex.bamplec p1 b.cp2 b.cp3 ⊃ [p . q ⊃ r]

p1 b.c ∼ p2 b.cp3
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|p1 b.c ∼ p2 b.cp3 ⊃ (p1 b.cp2 ⊃ p3 )|

or

p1 b.c ∼ p2 b.cp3 ⊃ ∼ (p1 b.cp2 ⊃ p3 )
|∼ p . ∼ q . r ⊃ ∼ (p . q ⊃ r)| /
It is to be noted that E need not actually contain all the var.biablesc
p1 b, c . . . b, c pn b;c it is only required that it contains no other variables but
p1 b, c . . . b, cpn . So e.g. p1 ∨ p2 would be an expr.bessionc for which the
theor.bemc appliesb,c ib.ce.
(n)

Pi

)
⊃ (p1 ∨ p2 )
dem.bonstrablec
⊃ ∼ (p1 ∨ p2 )

Let us first consider what that means bThe note “|p19|” in the manuscript
at the bottom of this page, p. 15., is deleted.c
J16.K bThe number of the page as well as the following text until the
second half of p. 19. starting with “I shall prove” are crossed out in the
manuscript, while pp. 17.-18. are missing from it:c
It is clear \ at first / that under the ass.bumptionc ment.bionedc either
(n)
(n)
Pi ⊃ E or Pi ⊃ ∼ E must be a tautology becbausec: Let us write down
the truthb ctbablec of the expr.bessionc E it will have (Note that we can consider E as a functbionc in n var.biablesc which is possible also if it should
not \ actually / cont.bainc all of the var.biablesc we haveb;c e.gb.c p considered \ p / as a fbucnctbionc of p, q and written down its truthb ctable and
genberallyc if E cont.bainsc say \ only / p1 b, c . . . b, cpk then its truthb cvalue
is detberminedc by the truth values of p1 b, c . . . b, cpk hence a fortiori the truth
b cval.buesc of p1 b, c . . . b, cpk b, c . . . b, cpn ) J19.K differ from each other only
in so far as some of the def.binedc symb.bolsc are replaced by their definiens
in E 0 . Sim.bilarlyckP ⊃ ∼ Ei∗ can be der.bivedc from P ⊃ ∼ Ei0 . Hence we
have: If one of the bThe whole of the text from the beginning of this page
to this
l point is crossed out in the manuscript.c

I shall prove that \ the aux.biliaryc theorbemc / only for such expressions
as contain only the primit.bivec symbols ∼, ∨ (but \ do / not \ contain /
⊃ b, c ≡) bec. bausec that is suff.bicientc for our purpose, and I prove it by
a kind of complete induction , which we used already once in order to show
that ∨ cannot be defined in terms of ∼, ≡b.c J20.K Namely I shall prove the
foll.bowingc three lemmas:
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1. The theorem is true for the simplest kind of expr.bessionc \ E / b,c
namely the varbiablesc p1 b, c . . . b, cpn themselvesb,c i.e. for any variable pk \ of the above series p1 b, c . . . b, cpk / and any fundbamentalc
(n)
(n)
(n)
conjbunctionc Pi b,c Pi ⊃ pk or Pi ⊃ ∼ pk is demonstrableb.c
2. If \ the theorbemc / is true for an expr.bessionc Eb,c then it is also
true for the negbationc ∼ Eb.c
3. If it \ is / true for two expr.bessionsc G, H then it is also true for the
expression G ∨ Hb.c
After having proved these three lemmas we are finished. Because any
expr.bessionc J21.K E containing only the varbiablesc p1 b, c . . . b, cpn and the
op.berationsc ∼ b, c∨ is formed by iterated appl.bicationc of the opberationsc
∼, ∨ beginning with the var.biablesc p1 b, c . . . b, cpn . Now by (1b.c) we know
that the theorem is true for the variables p1 b, c . . . b, cpn and by (2b.c) bandc
(3b.c) we know that it remains true if we form new expr.bessionsc by applbicationc of ∼ bandc ∨ to expr.bessionsc for which it is true. Hence it will be true
for any expr.bessionc of the considered bunreadable word, perhaps “type” or
“kind”c. So it remains only to prove these three aux.biliaryc propositionsb.c
J22.K (1b.c) means: For any var.biablec pk (of the series p1 b, c . . . b, cpn )
(n)
(n)
(n)
and any fund.bamentalc conj.bunctionc Pi either Pi ⊃ pk or Pi ⊃ ∼ pk
is dembonstrablec. But now the letter pk or the negbationc ∼ pk must occur
(n)
among the members of this \ fundbamentalc / conj.bunctionc \ Pi / by
def.binitionc of a fundbamentalc conjbunctionc. On the other hand we know
that bfcor any conj.bunctionc it is demonstr.bablec that the conj.bunctionc
implies any of its memb.bers.c (I proved that explicitly for conj.bunctionsc
of 2btwocand 3bthreec members and remarked that the same method will
prove it for conj.bunctionsc of any J23.K num.bberc of members. \ The exact
proof would have to go by an indbuctionc on the numbberc of membersb.c
For twob,c proved. bAcssume P (n) bhasc n members and p bisc a var.biablec
among themb. Tchen P (n) bisc P (n−1) . rb:c
bnew paragraphc 1. p occurs in P (n−1) b;c then P (n−1) ⊃ pb,c hence P (n−1) .r
⊃ pb.c
bnew paragraphc 2. r is pb; thenc P (n−1) . p ⊃ p bisc dem.bonstrablec / .)
(n)
(n)
bHcence if pk occurs among the members of Pi then Pi ⊃ pk is demon(n)
strable and if ∼ pk occurs among them then Pi ⊃ ∼ pk is demonstrbablec.
So one of these two form.bulasc is demonstr.bablec in any case and that is
exactly the assertion of lemma (1b.c).
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bnew paragraphc Now to (2b.c)b,c i.e. let us assume \ the theorbemc
(n)
is true for Eb,c ib.ce. for any fundbamentalc conjbunctionc Pi either /
(n)
(n)
Pi ⊃ E or Pi ⊃∼ E is demonstrable and let us show that the theorbemc is
(n)
(n)
true also for the expr.bessionc ∼ Eb,c ib.ce. \ for any Pi / either Pi ⊃∼ E
(n)
(n)
or Pi ⊃∼ (∼ E) is demonstrbablec \ for any Pi / bThe following formulae
mentioned in this paragraph are in the manuscript on the right of the present
page:c
(n)

Pi ⊃ E
(n)
Pi ⊃ ∼ E

(n)

Pi ⊃ ∼ E
(n)
Pi ⊃ ∼ (∼ E)

(bec.bausec it is J24.K this what the theor.bemc says if applied to ∼ E bit
(n)
says:c)b.c But now \ in the 1.bfirstc case / if Pi ⊃ E \ is dem.bonstrablec
(n)
then Pi ⊃ ∼ (∼ E) is also dem.bonstrablec bec.bausec E ⊃ ∼ (∼ E)
is dembonstrablec by substbitutionc in the law of double neg.bation,c and if
(n)
\ both / Pi ⊃ E and E ⊃ ∼ (∼ E) are dembonstrablec bsemicolon deletedc
(n)
then also Pi ⊃ ∼ (∼ E) by the rule of syllogbismc. So we see if the first
case is real.bizedc for E then the sec.bondc case is realbizedc for ∼ E and of
course if the sec.bondc case is real.bizedc for E the first case is realisbzced for
∼ E (becbausec they say the same thing)b.c J25.K So if one of the two cases
is real.bizedc for E then also one of the two cases is real.bizedc for ∼ Eb,c
i.e. if bthec theor.bemc is true for E it is also true for ∼ E which was to be
provedb.c
bnew paragraphc Now to (3b.c)b.c Assume bthec theorbemc true for Gb, cH
(n)
and let Pi be any arb.bitraryc fund.bamentalc conjbunctionc of p1 b, c . . . b, c
(n)
(n)
pn . Then Pi ⊃ G bisc dembonstrablec or Pi ⊃ ∼ G bisc dem.bonstrablec
(n)
(n)
and Pi ⊃ H bisc dembonstrablec or Pi ⊃ ∼ H bisc dembonstrablec by
ass.bumptionc and we have to prove from these assump.btionsc that also:
(n)

⊃G∨H

or

(n)

⊃ ∼ (G ∨ H)

is demonstbrablec.

Pi

Pi

In order to do that dist.binguishc three casesb:c
J26.K
(n)

1. \ [For G I bfirstc case realbized,c ib.ce.] / Pi ⊃ G bisc dem.bonstrable;c
then we have G ⊃ G ∨ H also by substbitutionc in ax.biom,c hence
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(n)

Pi ⊃ G∨H ”b“demonstrable” in the edited textc by rule of syll.bogismc
[hence I bfirstc case realbizedc for G ∨ H]b.c
(n)

2. case \ [For H I bfirstc case real.bizedc] / Pi ⊃ H bisc dembonstrable;c
(n)
then H ⊃ G ∨ H by substbitutionc in formbulac 10.b, hencec Pi ⊃
G ∨ H bisc dem.bonstrablec by rule of syl.blogismc [hence I bfirstc case
realbizedc for G ∨ H.]b].c
(n)

(n)

3. case Neither for G bisc \ Pi ⊃ G bnorc / nor for H bisc \ Pi ⊃ H
/ the Ibfirstc case bisc realbized.c Thus for both of them sec.bondc case
(n)
(n)
happensb,c ib.ce. Pi ⊃∼ G and Pi ⊃∼ H barec both dem.bonstrablec
b(becbausecc by ass.bumptionc b)c b,c but then by rule of transpos.bi(n)
(n)
tionc G ⊃ ∼ Pi bandc H ⊃ ∼ Pi barec dembonstrable.c Hence
(n)
(n)
G ∨ H ⊃ ∼ Pi by rule of bDiclemmab.c Hence Pi ⊃ ∼ (G ∨ H) by
transpos.bitionc [i.e. secbondc case realisbzced for G ∨ H]b.c
J27.K So we see in each of the 3bthreec cases which exhbaustc all possbibili(n)
(n)
tiesc either Pi ⊃ G ∨ H or Pi ⊃ ∼ (G ∨ H) is dembonstrable,c namely
the first happens in case 1 bandc 2b,c the sec.bondc in \ case / 3. But that
(n)
means that the theorbemc is true for G ∨ H since Pi was any arb.bitraryc
fund.bamentalc conjbunctionc. So we have proved the 3bthreec lemmas and
therefore the auxil.biaryc theorbemc for all expr.bessionsc E containing only
∼, ∨.
bnew paragraphc Now let us assume in partbicularc that E is a tautologiebyc of this kind (\ i.e. / containing only the letters p1 b, c . . . b, cpn and only
(n)
∼ b, c∨)b;c then I maintain J28.K that Pi ⊃ E is demonstrbablec for any
(n)
fund.bamentalc conj.bunctionc Pi b.c Now we know from the precbedingc
(n)
(n)
theorbemc that cert.bainlyc either Pi ⊃ E or Pi ⊃ ∼ E is demonstrbablec.
(n)

So it remains only to be shown that the sec.bondc \ caseb,c that Pi ⊃
∼ E is dem.bonstrable,c / can never occur if E is bac tautology and that
can be shown as follbowsc: As I mentbionedc before any dembonstrablec
prop.bositionc is a tautbologyc. But on the other hand we can easily \ see
(n)
/ that Pi ⊃ ∼ E is certainly not a taut.bologyc if E is bac taut.bologyc
(n)
because the truthb cvbaluec of Pi ⊃ ∼ E will be false J29.K in the ith line
(n)
of its truthb ctbablec. For in the ith line Pi is true as we saw before and
E is also true in the ith line becbausec it is assumed to be a taut.bology,c
hence true in any line. Therefore ∼ E will be false in the ith lineb,c and
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therefore Pi ⊃ ∼ E \ will be false in the ith line / because Pi is true and
∼ E false and therefore Pi ⊃ ∼ E false by the truthb ct.bablec of ⊃. So this
expr.bessionc \ Pi ⊃ ∼ E / has F in the ith line of its truthb ctbable,c hence
(n)
is not a tautology, hence cannot be demonstr.bablec and therefore Pi ⊃ E
(n)
is dem.bonstrablec for any fundbamental conjunctionc Pi , if E J30.K is a
taut.bologyc containing only ∼ b, c ∨ b, cp1 b, c . . . b, cpn b.c
(n)

(n)

But from the fact that Pi ⊃ E is demonstrable for any Pi it follows
that E is demonstr.bablec in the following way: We can show first that also
(n−1)
for any fundbamentalc conj.bunctionc \ Pi
/ of the n − 1 var.biablesc
(n−1)
(n−1)
p1 b, c . . . b, cpn−1 b,c Pi
⊃ E is dem.bonstrablec bec.bausec if Pi
is
a fundbamentalc conj.bunctionc of the n − 1 variables p1 b, c . . . b, cpn−1 then
(n−1)
Pi
.pn is a fundbamentalc conj.bunctionc of the n var.biablesc p1 b, c . . . b, c
(n−1)
pn and likewise Pi
. ∼ pn is a fundbamentalc conjbunctionc of the n var.bi(n−1)
.pn
ablesc p1 b, c . . . b, cpn b;c therefore by our previous theor.bemc J31.K Pi
(n−1)
. ∼ pn ⊃ E are both demonstbrable.c bAcpplying the rule of
⊃ E and Pi
exp.bortationc \ and commutbativityc / to those two expr.bessionsc we get
(n−1)
(n−1)
⊃ E) are both demonstrbablec.
⊃ E) bandc ∼ pn ⊃ (Pi
pn ⊃ (Pi
\ btco be more exact we have to apply first the rule of exp.bortationc and
then the rule of commut.bativityc bec.bausec the rule of exp.bortationc gives
(n−1)
Pi
⊃ (pn ⊃ E) b.c / But now we can apply the rule of dilemma to these
two formbulasc (P ⊃ R, Q ⊃ R b:c P ∨ Q ⊃ R) and obtbainc ∼ pn ∨ pn ⊃
(n−1)
(Pi
⊃ E) \ is dembonstrable;c and now since ∼ pn ∨ pn is dembonstrablec
(n−1)
we can apply the rule of impl.bicationc \ again / and obt.bainc Pi
⊃ E is
dem.bonstrablec which was to be shown. Now since this holds J32.K for any
(n−1)
fundbamentalc conj.bunctionc Pi
of the n−1 var.biablesc p1 b, c . . . b, cpn−1
it is clear that we can apply the same arg.bumentc again and prove that also
(n−2)
for any fundbamentalc conj.bunctionc \ Pi
/ of the n − 2 var.biablesc
(n−2)
p1 b, c . . . b, cpn−2 b,c Pi
⊃ E is dembonstrablec. So by repeating this
arg.bumentc n − 1 times we can finally show that for any fund.bamentalc
conjbunctionc of the one varbiablec p1 this impl.bicationc is dem.bonstrable,c
but that means p1 ⊃ E is dembonstrablec and ∼ p1 ⊃ E is dem.bonstrablec
(becbausec p1 and ∼ p1 are the fundbamentalc conj.bunctionc of the one
var.biablec J33.K bAbove the page number in the manuscript the following list of rules and tautologies is written: Syllbogismc, Transpbositionc,
Dilemma, p ∨ ∼ p, Exportbationc Combmutativityc, p ⊃ ∼∼ pc p1 )b,c but
then ∼ p1 ∨ p1 ⊃ E is dembonstrablec by rule of dil.bemmac and therefore E
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is dembonstrablec by rule of implbicationc.
\ Incident.bally sco we have shown that any taut.bologyc cont.bainingc
only ∼ bandc ∨ is demonstr.bable,c but from this it follows that any taut.bologyc whatsoever is dem.bonstrablec becbausec: let P be one containing perhaps
the def.binedc symbols . b, c ⊃ b, c ≡b.c I then denote by P 0 the expr.bessionc
formbulac obt.bainedc from P by replacing .b, c ⊃ b, c ≡ by their def.biniens,c
ib.ceb.c R.S by ∼ (∼ R∨ ∼ S) wherever it occurs in P etc. Then P 0 will \ also
/ be a taut.bologyc \ bbecc / . \ But P 0 is a tautbologyc / containing only
∼, ∨ (truth table not changed) hence P 0 bisc dem.bonstrable,c but then also P
is dembonstrablec becbausec it is obtained from P 0 by one or several applications of the rule of def.binedc symbolb,c namely since P 0 was obtbainedc from
P by repblacingc p . q by ∼ (∼ p∨ ∼ q) etcb.c P is obtbainedc from P 0 by the
invbersec subst.bitution,c but each such subst.bitutionc is an applicbationc
of rule of def.binedc symbolb,c hence: If P 0 is demonstrable then also P bisc
dembonstrablec. /
As an example take bthec formbulac (p ⊃ q) ∨ (q ⊃ p) which is a
tautolbogyc.
1. Without defbinedc symb.bolsc (∼ p ∨ q) ∨ (∼ q ∨ p) = E
2. Fundbamentalc conjbunctionsc \ in / p, q
pb.cqb,c pb.c ∼ qb,c ∼ pb.cqb,c ∼ pb.c ∼ q
To prove that p . q ⊃ E etcb.cbarec all dembonstrablecbwce have to verify our
aux.biliaryc theorbemc successively for all particulbarc formbulas,c i.e. for p,
q, ∼ p, ∼ q, ∼ p ∨ q, ∼ q ∨ p, Eb.c
J34.K
pb.cq ⊃
pb.c ∼ q ⊃
∼ pb.cq ⊃
∼ pb.c ∼ q ⊃

p
p
p
∼p
∼p

q
q
∼q
q
∼q

∼p
∼ (∼ p)
∼ (∼ p)
∼p
∼p

∼q
∼p∨q
∼ (∼ q)
∼p∨q
∼q
∼ (∼ p ∨ q)
∼ (∼ q)
∼p∨q
∼q
∼p∨q

∼q∨p
∼q∨p
∼q∨p
∼ (∼ q ∨ p)
∼q∨p

(∼ p ∨ q) ∨ (∼ q ∨ p)
E
E
E
E
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p . ∼ q ⊃ ∼ (∼ p)
p.∼q ⊃∼q

∼ p ⊃ ∼ (p . ∼ q)
q ⊃ ∼ (p . ∼ q)
∼ p ∨ q ⊃ ∼ (p . ∼ q)
p . ∼ q ⊃ ∼ (∼ p ∨ q)

p.q ⊃E
∼p.q ⊃E

p ⊃ (q ⊃ E)
∼ p ⊃ (q ⊃ E)
∼ p ∨ p ⊃ (q ⊃ E)
q⊃E

p.∼q ⊃E
∼p.∼q ⊃E

p ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ E)
∼ p ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ E)
∼ p ∨ p ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ E)
∼q⊃E

bThe following formulae, which in the manuscript are on the right of this
page, are deleted:
(n)

Pi

⊃∼ A

∼ (A ∨ B)

⊃∼ B

Pi ⊃ A
A ⊃ (A ∨ B)

(n)

(n)

A ⊃ ∼ Pi

(n)

B ⊃ ∼ Pi

(n)

A ∨ B ⊃ ∼ Pi

p∨q ⊃E
∼p.q
p ⊃ (q ⊃ E)
∼ p ⊃ (q ⊃ E)c
J35.K ∼ q ∨ q ⊃ E

E

Now after having proved thebatc any taut.bologyc can be derived from
the 4bfourc ax.bioms,c the next quest.bionc which arises isbcomma from the
manuscript deletedc whether all of those 4bfourc axbiomsc are really necessary to derive them or whether perhaps one \ or the other / of them is
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superfluousb.c That would mean one of them could be left out and nevertheless the rem.bainingc three would allow to derive all tautbologiesc. If this
were the case then in part.bicularc also the superfluous ax.biomc (since it is a
taut.bologyc) could be derived from the three other, J36.K ib.ce. it would not
be independent from the other. So the question comes down to investigating
the indep.bendencec of the 4bfourc ax.biomsc from each other. That such
an invest.bigationc is really nec.bessaryc is shown very strikingly by the last
development. Namely when Russell first set up this sys.btemc of axbiomsc
for the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc he assumed a fifth ax.biom,c namely the
associat.bivec law for disj.bunctionc and only many years later it was proved
by \ P. / Bern.baysc that this ass.bociativec law was superfluousb,c i.e. could
J37.K be derived from the others. You have seen in one of the prev.biousc
lect.buresc how this derivation can be accomplished. But Bernbaysc has
shown at the same time that a similar thing cannot happen for the 4bfourc
rem.bainingc axiomsb,c ib.ce. that they are really ind.bependentc from each
otherb.c \
bnew paragraphc Again here as in the completeness proof the interest does
not lybiec so much in proving that these partbicularc 4bfourc ax.biomsc are independent but in the method to prove it, bbcecause so far we have only had an
opport.bunityc to prove that bunreadable wordc cert.bainc prop.bositionsc follow from other propbositionsc. But now we are confronted with the \ opposite
/ problem to show that cert.bainc prop.bositionsc do not follow from \ certain
/ others and this problem requires evidently an entirely new method for its
solutionb.c /
And I intend to give his proof \ here / for at least one of the ax.biomsc
bec.bausec This method is very interestbingc and \ somewhatc conn.bectedc
with the questbionsc of manyb-cvalued logics.
You know the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc can be interpret.bedc as an
algbebrac in which J38.K in which we have the two op.berationsc of log.bicalc
add.bitionc and mult.biplicationc as in usual alg.bebrac but in add.bitionc to
them a 3bthirdc op.beration,c the negation and bes.bidesc some opberationsc
def.binedc in terms of them (⊃, ≡ etcb.c). The objects to which those
op.berationsc are applied are the propbositionsc. So the prop.bositionsc can
be made to corresp.bondc to the numb.bersc of ord.binaryc algbebrac. But
as you know all the op.berationsc . b, c∨ etcb.c which we introd.bucedc are
,,b“ctruthb,cfbucnctbionsc ” and therefore it is only the truthb cvalue of the
prop.bositionsc that really matters in this alg.bebra,c J39.K ib.ce. we can consider \ them / as the numbers of our alg.bebrac inst.beadc of the prop.bosi-
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tionsc (simply the two ,,b“ctruth b cvalues” T and F)b.c And this is what we
shall dob,c ib.ce. our alg.bebrac (as opposed to usual alg.bebrac) has only two
numbers T, F and the result of the op.berationsc . , ∨, ∼ applied to these two
num.bbersc is given by the truthb ctbable,c ib.ce. T ∨ F = T (ib.ce. the sum
of the two nubmbersc T and F is T) T ∨ T = Tb,c F ∨ T = Tb,c F ∨ F =
Fb,c ∼T = Fb,c ∼F = Tb.c In order to stress J40.K more the anal.bogyc to
alg.bebrac I shall \ also / write 1 instbeadc of T and 0 instbeadc of F. Then
in this not.bationc the rules for log.bicalc mult.biplicationc would look like
thisb:c 1.1 = 1b,c 0.1 = 0b,c 1.0 = 0b,c 0.0 = 0b.c If you look at this table you
see that log.bicalc and arithm.beticalc mult.biplicationc exactly coincide in
this notation. Now what are the tautologies consider.bedc from this algebraic
standpoint? They are expr.bessionsc f (pb, cqb, crb, c . . .) which have always
the value 1 whatever nubmbersc p, q, r may beb,c J41.K ib.ce. in alg.bebraicc
language expressions ident.bicallyc equ.balc to one f (pb, cqb, c . . .) = 1 and
the contrad.\ ictions / expr.bessionsc id.benticallyc zero f (pb, cqb, c . . .) =
0b.c So an expr.bessionc of usual algbebrac which would corresp.bondc to a
contrad.bictionc would be e.g. x2 − y 2 − (x + y)(x − y)b;c this is =bequal
toc0b.c
bnew paragraphc But now from this algebr.baicc standp.bointc nothing
\ can / prevent us to consider also other sim.bilarc algbebrasc with say three
nubmbersc \ 0, 1, 2 / inst.beadc of two and with the op.berationsc ∨b, c.b, c ∼
defined in some diff.berentc manner. For any such alg.bebrac we shall have
taut.bologies,c J42.K ib.ce. formbulasc =bequal toc 1 and contrbadictionsc
=bequal toc 0b,c but they will of course be diffberentc formbulasc for diff.berentc algbebras.c Now such alg.bebrac with 3bthreec and more nubmbersc
were used by Bern.baysc for the proof of indepbendence,c e.g. in order to
prove the ind.bependencec of the secbondc ax.biomc Bernbaysc considers the
foll.bowingc algbebrac:
3 Nbncumbers
negbationc
addbitionc

0, 1, 2
∼0=1
∼1=0
1∨x=x∨1=1
0∨0=0

∼2=2
2∨2=1
2∨0=0∨2=2

bThe equations on the right involving 2 are in a box in the manuscript.c
or 0 ∨ x = x ∨ 0 = x bIcmpl.bicationc and other opberationsc b“not nec
to” from the manuscript rendered by “need not be”c def.binedc sep.baratelyc
because p ⊃ q = ∼ p ∨ qb.c
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J43.K bA tcaut.bologyc =bis ac formula =bequal toc 1b,c e.g. ∼ p ∨ p
bec.bausec for p = 0 or = 1 = 1bp equal to 0 or 1 it is equal to 1,c bec.bausec
the op.berationsc for 0, 1 as argbumentsc coincide with the op.berationsc of
bthec usual calc.bulusc of prop.bositions;c if p = 2 bthenc ∼ p = 2 bandc
2 ∨ 2 = 1 bisc also true. Also p ⊃ p bis ac taut.bologyc bec.bausec by
defbinition it isc the same as ∼ p ∨ p.
Now for this alg.bebrac one can prove the follbowingc prop.bosition:c
1. Axbiomsc b(c1b)c, b(c3b)c, b(c4b)c are taut.bologiesc in this algbebrac.
2. For each of the \ three / rules of infberencec we haveb:c If the premises
are tautbologiesc in this algbebrac then balcso bisc the conclbusionc.
J44.K bI.ce.
1. If P and P ⊃ Q bare tautologiesc then Q bis a tautology.c
2. If Q0 by substbitutionc from Q and Q is a tautbologyc then also
Q0 bis a tautology.c
3. If Q0 bisc obtbainedc from Q by replacing P ⊃ Q by ∼ P ∨ Q
etcb.c and Q bis a tautologyc then also Q0 bis a tautology.c
3. The ax.biomc b(c2b)c is not a tautbologyc in this algbebrac.
After having shown these 3bthreec lemmas we are finished becbausec by
1, 2b:c Any formbulac dembonstrablec from ax.biomsc 1, 2, 4 b(1), (3), (4)c
by 3bthe threec rules of infberencec is a tautbologyc for our algbebrac but
axbiomc b(c3b)cb(2)c is not a tautbologyc for our J45.K algbebra.c Hence it
cannot be dembonstrablec from b(c1b)c, b(c3b)c, b(c4b)c.
Now to the proof of the lemmas 1, 2, 3. First some auxbiliaryc theor.bemsc
\ b(c for 1 I say Tbtcrue and for 0 false bec.bausec for 1 and 0 the tables of
our algbebrac coincide with those for T,bandc Fb):c /
1. p ⊃ p
1b)c

b(c we had that beforeb,c becbausec ∼ p ∨ p = 1 also ∼ 2 ∨ 2 =

2. 1 ∨ p = p ∨ 1 = 1

0∨p=p∨0=p

3. p ∨ q = q ∨ p
4. Also in our threeb-cvalbuedc algebra we have: An impl.bicationc whose
first member is 0 is 1 and an implbicationc whose sec.bondc mebmberc
is 1 is also 1 whatever the other membberc may beb,c ib.ce. 0 ⊃ p = 1
bandc p ⊃ 1 = 1 becbause:c
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1.) 0 ⊃ p = ∼ 0 ∨ p = 1 ∨ p = 1

J46.K

2.) p ⊃ 1 = ∼ p ∨ 1 = 1bfull stop deletedc
p⊃p∨q =1

Now Ib(1)c
1. p = 0
2. p = 1

→
→

p⊃p∨q =1
1⊃1∨q =1⊃1=1

IIIb(3)c p ∨ q = q ∨ p

→

p∨q =q∨p=1

IVb(4)c (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)
1. r = 0

r∨p=p

2. r = 1

r∨p=r∨q =1

E

r∨q =q

E = (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ q) = 1

E = (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (1 ⊃ 1) = (p ⊃ q) ⊃ 1 = 1

J47.K

3. r = 2
α.) q = 2, 1b1, 2c

r∨q

=2∨1=1
=2∨2=1

r∨p⊃r∨q =1
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q) = 1
β.) q = 0
1. p = 0
r∨p=r∨q
(r ∨ p) ⊃ (r ∨ q) = 1
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ⊃ p) ⊃ (r ∨ q) = 1
2. p = 1
E=1

p⊃q=0

3. p = 2
(2 ⊃ 0) ⊃ (2 ∨ 2 ⊃ 2 ∨ 0) = 2 ⊃ (1 ⊃ 2) = 2 ⊃ 2 = 1
J48.K 2. LemmabLemma 2.c A.
1=∼p∨q =0∨q =q

p=1

p⊃q=1

→

Hence if f (pb, cqb, c . . .) = 1 bthenc
f (pb, cqb, c . . .) ⊃ g(pb, cqb, c . . .) = 1
g(pb, cqb, c . . .) = 1

q=1
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B. Rule of subst.bitutionc holds for any truth-value algebrab,c ib.ce. if
f (pb, cqb, c . . .) = 1 then f (g(pb, cqb, c . . .)b, cqb, c . . .) = 1b.c
C. Rule of defined symbbolc likewise bholdsc becbausec p ⊃ q bandc ∼ p∨q
have the same truthb ctableb.c
J49.K bThe following on the right of this page in the manuscript is deleted:
genberalc remark about the meanbingc of derivability from axioms.c
Lemma 3. II.b(2)c p ∨ p ⊃ p is not a taut.bologyc
i.e. 2 ∨ 2 ⊃ 2 = 1 ⊃ 2 = ∼ 1 ∨ 2 = 0 ∨ 2 = 2 6= 1
So the lemmas are proved and therefore also the theorem about the independence of Axbiomc IIb(2).c
We have already developed a method for deciding of any given expr.bessionc whether or not it is a tautologyb,c namely the truthb-ctable method. I
want to develop another method which uses the analogy of the rules of the
J50.K calc.bulusc of prop.bositionc with the rules of algebra. We have the two
distribbutivec laws:
p . (q ∨ r) ≡ (p . q) ∨ (p . r)
p ∨ (q . r) ≡ (p ∨ q) . (p ∨ r)

p.q ≡q
p∨q ≡q

In order to prove them by the shortened truthb-ctable method I use the
following facts \ which I ment.bionedc already once at the occasion of one of
the exercisesb:c /
if p is true
if p is false

p.q ≡q
p∨q ≡q

In order to prove those equivalences I distinguish two casesb:c
1. p true bandc 2. p false
bThe text on this page breaks here with the words: in both cases.c
J51.K Now the distrib.butivec laws in algebra make it possible to decide
of any given expr.bessionc cont.bainingc only letters and +b, c − b, c· whether
or not it is identically zero, namely by factoribzcing out all prod.buctsc of
sumsb,c e.gb.c x2 − y 2 − (x + y)(x − y) = 0b.c A similar thing bisc to be
exp.bectedc in bthec algbebrac of logic. Only 2btwoc differencesb:c 1. In
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logbicc we have the neg.bationc which has no analogue in algebra. But for
negbationc we have also a kind of distrbibutivec law given by the De Morgan
form.bulasc ∼ (p ∨ q) ≡ ∼ p . ∼ q J52.K bandc ∼ (p . q) ≡ ∼ p ∨ ∼ qb.c
(Proved very easily by bthec truthb-ctable method.) These formulabsc allow
us to get rid of the neg.bationsc by shifting them \ inwards / to the letters
occurring in the exprbessionc. The sec.bondc difference is that we have two
distr.bibutivec laws and therefore two possible ways of factorizing. If we use
the first law we shall get \ as the final result / a sum of products \ of single
letters / as in algebra. By using the other law of distr.bibutionc we get a
product of sums unlike in algebra. I think it is best to explain that on an
J53.K exampleb:c
bThe formula (p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q, written in the manuscript at the top of the
page, above the page number 53., appears also in × 4. after the examples
done.c
× 1. (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)
∼ (∼ p ∨ q) ∨ (q ∨ ∼ p)
(p . ∼ q) ∨ q ∨ ∼ p
(p ∨ q∨ ∼ p) . (∼ q ∨ q∨ ∼ p)

disj.bunctivec
conj.bunctivec

× 2. (p ⊃ q) . (p ⊃ ∼ q) . p
(∼ p ∨ q) . (∼ p ∨ ∼ q) . p
conj.bunctivec
(∼ p . ∼ p ∨ q . ∼ p ∨ ∼ p . ∼ q ∨ q . ∼ q) . p
(∼ p . p) ∨ (q . ∼ p . p) ∨ (∼ p . ∼ q . p) ∨ (q . ∼ q . p)bfull stop
deletedc bdisjunctivec
3. b(cp ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)
∼ (∼ p ∨ q) ∨ [∼ (r ∨ p) ∨ r ∨ q]
(p . ∼ q) ∨ (∼ r . ∼ p) ∨ r ∨ q
disjbunctivec
(p ∨ ∼ r ∨ r ∨ q) . (p ∨ ∼ p ∨ r ∨ q)b.c
conj.bunctivec
(∼ q ∨ ∼ r ∨ r ∨ q) . (∼ q ∨ ∼ p ∨ r ∨ q)
bThe line “× 4. (p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q” inserted at the end, which seems to be the
beginning of an example not done, is deleted.c
J1.K bHere the numbering of pages in this notebook starts anew.c In the
last two lectures a proof for the completeness of our system of axioms for
the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc \ was givenb,c / i.e. it was \ shown /
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that any tautology is demonstrable from these axioms. Now a tautology
is exactly what in trad.bitionalc logic would be called a law of logic or a
logically true propbositionc. J2.K Therefore this completeness proof solves
\ for the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc / the second of the two problems which
I announced in the beginning of my lecturesb,c namely it shows how all laws
of a certain part of logic \ namely / of the calcbulusc of propbositionsc can
be deduced from a finite nubmberc of logical axioms and rules of inference.
bnew paragraphc And I wish to stress that the interest of this result does
not lybiec in this so much in this that our particular four ax.biomsc and
three rules and four ax.biomscbrepeated phrase “four axioms”c are sufficient
to deduce everythingb,c J3.K but the real interest consists in this that here
for the first time in bthec history of logic it has really been proved that one
can reduce all laws of a cert.bainc part of logic to a few logical axiomsb.c
You know it has often been claimed that this can be done and sometimes the
lawbsc of idbentityc, contr.badictionc, excl.budedc middle have been considered as the log.bicalc axioms. But not even the shadow of a proof was given
\ that every logical inference can be derived from them / . Moreover the assertion to be proved was not even clearly formulated, because J4.K it means
nothing to say that something prop.bertyc can be derived eb.cgb.c from the
law of contradiction unless you formulate \ specify / in addition the rules of
inference which are to be used in the derivation.
As I said before it is not so very important that just our four ax.biomsc
are sufficient. After the method has once been developed, it is possible to
give many other sets of axioms which are also sufficient to derive all (logically
true prop.bositionsc \ tautologies / ) of the calc.bulusc J5.K of propbositionsc,
\ e.g.
p ⊃ (∼ p ⊃ q)
(∼ p ⊃ p) ⊃ p
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)] /
I have chosen the above four axioms because they are used in the standard textbooks of logisticsb.c But I do not \ at all / want to say that this
choice was particularly fortunate. On the contrary our system of axioms is
open to many \ some / objections from the aesthetic point of viewb;c e.g. one
of the aesthetic requirements for a good set of axioms \ is that / the axioms
should be as simple \ and evident / as possibleb,c in any case simpler than
the theorbemsc to be proved, whereas in our system J6.K e.g. the last axiom
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is pretty complicated and on the \ other hand / the very simple law of identity p ⊃ p appears as a theoremb.c \ So in our system it happens sometimes
that simpler propositions are based proved bfromc on more complicated ones
\ axiomsb,c / which is to be avoided if possible. / Recently by the Gentzen
mathematician G. Gentzen a system was set up which avoids these disadvantages. bThe sentence broken here starting with “I want to referbencec briefly
about this system but wish to remark first that what I can” is continued on
p. 7. of Notebook IV.c
bAt the end of the present notebook there are in the manuscript thirteen
not numbered pages with formulae and jottings. These pages are numbered
here with the prefix new page. It seems new page i-iii have been filled up
backwards.c
Jnew page iK

41
?×! 42
43

(x)ϕ(x) ≡ (xb, cy)ϕ(x) . ϕ(y)
ϕ(x) . ψ(xy) ⊃xy χ(xy) ≡ ϕ(x) ⊃x [ψ(xy) ⊃y χ(xy)]
(∃z)ϕ(z) . (∃v)χ(v) ⊃ [ϕ(z) ⊃z ψ(z) . χ(v) ⊃v ϑ(v) ≡
ϕ(z) . χ(v) ⊃zv ψ(z) . ϑ(v)]

a

e

@ ?
?

i

o

Jnew page iiK

320
3200
× 32.
33.
!34
35
36.
× 37
38.
39
40

∼ (∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x)
(x)ψ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x)
∼ [ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x)] ≡ (∃x)[ϕ(x) . ∼ ψ(x)]
ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x) . χ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x) . χ(x)
ϕ(x) ⊃x ϕ(x) ∨ χ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x) ∨ (∃x)ϕ(x) . χ(x)
ϕ(x) ⊃x (p ⊃ ψ(x)) ≡ p ⊃ (ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x))
(xb, cy)ϕ(xy) ≡ (yx)ϕ(xy)
(∃xb, cy)ϕ(xy) ≡ (∃yx)ϕ(xy)
∼ (x)(∃y)ϕ(xy) ≡ (∃x)(y) ∼ ϕ(xy)
(xb, cy)ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(y) ≡ (x)ϕ(x) ∨ (y)ψ(y)
(xb, cy)ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(y) ≡ (∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)ψ(y)
(∃xb, cy)ϕ(x) . ψ(y) ≡ (∃x)ϕ(x) . (∃y)ψ(y)
(∃xb, cy)ϕ(x) . ψ(xy) ≡ (∃x)[ϕ(x) . (∃y)ψ(xy)]
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Jnew page iiiK

× 24.
25.
× 32.
26.
× 27.
28
29

31.

(x) ∼ ϕ(x) ⊃ ∼ (x)ϕ(x)
(z)[ϕ(z) ⊃ ψ(z)] . ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)
∼ [ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x)] ≡ (∃x)[ϕ(x) . ∼ ψ(x)]
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] ⊃ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x) . χ(x)]
ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x) . ψ(x) ⊃x χ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) ⊃ χ(x)
ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) . χ(x) ⊃x ψ(x) . χ(x)
26 270 b,c 280 analog fürbGerman: analogous forc ≡
ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x) . χ(x) ⊃x ϑ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) . χ(x) ⊃x ψ(x) . ϑ(x)
290 for bAcequivbalencec
30 300 26
∨ bunreadable symbolsc
ϕ(x) ⊃x ψ(x) . χ(x) ⊃x ψ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) ∨ χ(x) ⊃x ψ(x)

Jnew page ivK bThe beginning of this page is in shorthand in the manuscript
except for the following:
p.∼q

p◦q

p.∼q
F.∼q

× 1.
× 2.
× 3.

∼ b“In” or |c ∨ . ≡ ⊃
∼p.∼q
0 ⊃ bunreadable textc

p ⊃ p + p ≡ ∼ pc

bThe following column of formulae is crossed out in the manuscript:c
[p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)] . p ⊃ b(cp ⊃ q)
⊃p
Vor ⊃ (p ⊃ q) . p)
b(cp ⊃ q) . p
Vor ⊃ q
[p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)] ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
bunreadable formulac
b(cr ⊃ p) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ p ⊃ (q ⊃ bThe formula breaks at this point.c
(q ⊃ p) . (∼ q ⊃ p) ⊃ p
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bHere the crossed out column of formulae ends, and the following column of
formulae, which is not crossed out, is in the manuscript on the right of it on
the same page:c
(p ≡ q) ∨ (p ≡ r) ∨ (q ≡ r)
1.!

(p . q ⊃ r)

⊃
≡

(p . ∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)

∼ p ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ (p ∨ q))
∼ (p ⊃ q) ≡ p . ∼ q
2.
3
!

Red.buctio adc abs.burdumc (∼ p ⊃ p) ⊃ p
(∼ p ⊃ p) ⊃ p

Jnew page vK
p∨∼p


1. ∨ bunreadable textc
2. A ⊃ B B ⊃ A p ⊃ p ∨ q


3. A ≡ B B ≡ A
bunreadable symbolc × 20 Dualität bGerman: dualityc
10 bunreadable symbols with ≡c
sec.bondc law of distrbibutionc
(
bunreadable symbols with ∨ and ⊂c ×! (p ⊃ q) ⊃ q ≡ p ∨ q
1.
bunreadable textc bunreadable formulac ×

×

bThe following two columns of formulae are separated by a sinuous vertical line in the manuscript:c
p ≡
⊃
! q ⊃ [(q ⊃ p) p]
≡

×

! p ⊃ (p . q ≡ q) × viell.bper-

haps “vielleicht”, German: perhapsc
(p ⊃ q ∨ r) ≡ q ∨ (p ⊃ r) assoc.biativityc !×
∼ p ⊃ (p ∨ q ≡ q) ×
T, F, p, q, ∼ p, ∼ q, p ≡ q, ∼ p ≡ q
∼ (p ⊃ q) ≡ p . ∼ q
|[p ≡ (p ≡ q)] ≡ q|
p≡p∨p.q
|bunreadable formulac|

p ≡ p . (p ∨ q)
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|[p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] ⊃ [(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ r)]| × [(p ⊃ q) ⊃ p] ≡ p ×
[(∼ p ⊃ q) ⊃ q] ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
|(∼ q ⊃ r) ⊃ [(q ⊃ p) . (r ⊃ p) ⊃ p]|
42 ! |p ⊃ (p ⊃ q) ≡ [p ⊃ q]| ×

(∼ p ⊃ p) ≡ p
∼ (∼ p ≡ p)
|(q ⊃ p) ∨ (r ⊃ p) ≡ (q . r ⊃ p)|
|(q ⊃ p) . (r ⊃ p) ≡ (q ∨ r ⊃ p)| ×
bunreadable formulac
! p ⊃ q. ≡ . pb.cq ≡ p ×
.≡.q ≡p∨q ×
bunreadable formulac

Jnew page viK bThis page is in shorthand in the manuscript except for the
following: perspicuous, implicans, shorten the proof?, degenerated, formidable, internal, manage, I claim, (p1 ∨ p2 ) . . . ∨ pn , prove with their help, designated role, Moore, bunreadable wordc, schlechthinbGerman: absolutelycc
Jnew page viiK

× 0.
× 1.
× 2.

(x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)
∼ (∃x)[ϕ(x) . ∼ ϕ(x)]
∼ (x) ≡ (∃x) ∼
×1 · 1 ∼ (∃x) ≡ (x) ∼
Verschieb.bperhaps “verschieben”, German: move or postponec
(x) (∃x) bunreadable text with ∨ . c
?
?×× 3. (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ p] ≡ (∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ p
b?c×?× 4. (∃x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ p] ≡ (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ p
× 5.
(x)[p ⊃ ϕ(x)] ≡ p ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) bunreadable text with ∃ perhapsc
6.
(x)[ϕ(x) ≡ p] ≡ (p ≡ (x)ϕ(x)) ≡
[p ≡ (∃x)ϕ(x)] ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (∃x)ϕ(x)
× 7.
(x)b[cϕ(x) . ψ(x)b]c ≡ (x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x)
× 8.
(∃x)[ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)] ≡ (∃x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x)ψ(x)
×× 9. (x)ϕ(x) ∨ (x)ψ(x) ⊃ (x)b[cϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)b]c
bperhaps “share” and “sicher”bGerman: surecc 9.
×× 10. (∃x)b[cϕ(x) . ψ(x)b]c ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x) . (∃x)ψ(x)
× 11. (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ψ(x)
12.
⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ψ(x)
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Jnew page viiiK

(x)[ϕ(x) ≡ ψ(x)] ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)ψ(x)
bunreadable word beginning perhaps with “eben”; “ebenfalls” is
German for “also”c ∃
15
(∃x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ≡ (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ψ(x)
16.
Vert.bperhaps “Vertauschung”, German: exchangec in der Reihen
bperhaps “Reihenfolge”, German: in the orderc
(∃x)bϕ(x) ⊃c(x)bψ(x)c
17
(xb, cy)ϕ(xy) ⊃ (x)ϕ(xx)
18
(∃x)ϕ(xx) ⊃ (∃xb, cy)ϕ(xy)
× 19
(x)ϕ(x) . (∃x)ψ(x) ⊃ (∃x)b[cϕ(x) . ψ(x)b]c bAn arrow points from
this formula to: UmkehrungbGerman: reversalc v. 10.c
0
18
(x)[ϕ(xx) ⊃ (∃ub, cv)ϕ(uv)]
0
17
(x)[(ub, cv)ϕ(uv) ⊃ ϕ(xx)]
×!? 20.! (x)[ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)] . (x) ∼ ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ψ(x)
× 21
(x)b[cϕ(x)∨ ∼ ϕ(x)b]c
22
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
× 23 \ not inverse / (∃x)(y)ϕ(xy) ⊃ (y)(∃x)ϕ(xy)

13.
14.

Jnew page ixK bThis page is in shorthand in the manuscript except for the
following:c
1. Tauto1.bogyc ?
2. Tauto1.bogyc Taut.bologyc
4. Theorie b&c Df.
5. demonstrable
6. impl.bicationc
primitbivec rules of infberencec
7. fundamental conj.bunctionc
Syllbogismc
p⊃p
∼p∨p
p ⊃ ∼∼ p
1. Wajsb.bergc
2. Post Sep.baratabdruck, German: offprintc Ambericanc Jourbnalc 43 bEmil
Post’s paper “Introduction to a general theory of elementary propositions”,
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with his completeness proof for the propositional calculus is in the American
Journal of Mathematics vol. 43 (1921), pp. 163-185c
3. Zentralbl.batt für Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebietec
5. bunreadable symbolc Father Ob’cHara bPresident of the University of
Notre Dame from 1934 until 1939c
a
?
i

?

e

I ?

R
@
?

o

bOn the right of this picture one finds a question mark, the symbol ≤ rotated
counter-clockwise for approximately 45 degrees and an unreadable symbol.c
Jnew page xK bThis and the following three pages in the manuscript, new
page x-xiii, are loose, not bound to the notebook with a spiral and without
holes for the spiral. In all of the notebooks the only other loose leafs are to
be found towards the end of Notebook V and at the end of Notebook VII. In
the upper half of the present page in the manuscript one finds the following,
turned counter-clockwise for 90 degrees and crossed out:
A→B
B→C
A→C

→ A⊃B

∼ (A . ∼ B)
A.∼B →A
A.∼B →∼B

A→B

A, B & C
A, B, C → A, B & C
A.∼A

∼ B, A, A → B
∼ B, A → ∼ A

A, A → B
Ab, c ∼ B → ∼ A
Ab, c ∼ Bb, cA → B
Ab, c ∼ Bb, cA → ∼ B
bThe lower half of this of the page is in shorthand in the manuscript except
for the following:c
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1. 1·2 P, G, lie, =
3. 3·1, 3·2 <, Z
4. btwo ditto marks referring to “<, Z” followed by =c
Jnew page xiK

∼ R, A, p → R
→∼R
∼ R, A → ∼ p

Jnew page xiiK bThe following list of formulae is crossed out in the manuscript:c
(p ⊃ q) . (r ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ r ⊃ q)
∼ [(∼ p ∨ q) . (∼ r ∨ q)] ∨ [∼ (p ∨ r) ∨ q]
∼ (∼ p ∨ q)∨ ∼ (∼ r ∨ q) ∨ (∼ p . ∼ r) ∨ q
(p . ∼ q) ∨ (r . ∼ q) ∨ (∼ p . ∼ r) ∨ q
(p ∨ r ∨ ∼ p ∨ q).
(p ∨ r ∨ ∼ r ∨ q).
(p ∨ ∼ q ∨ ∼ p ∨ q)
(p ∨ ∼ q ∨ ∼ r ∨ q)
(∼ q ∨ r ∨ ∼ p ∨ q)
(∼ q ∨ r ∨ ∼ r ∨ q)
(∼ q ∨ ∼ q ∨ ∼ p ∨ q)
(∼ q ∨ ∼ q ∨ ∼ r ∨ q)
b(cp ⊃∼ p) ⊃ ∼ p
∼ (∼ pb∨ ∼cp) ∨ ∼ p
[∼ (∼ p ∨ q) ∨ (p . ∼ q)]
[∼ (p . ∼ q) ∨ ∼ p ∨ q]
[(p . ∼ q) ∨ (p . ∼ q)]
[∼ p ∨ q ∨ ∼ p ∨ q]
∼p.p.∼q∨q.p.∼q
bHere the list of formulae crossed out in the manuscript ends, and the following not crossed out list is given:c
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p ⊃ q. ⊃ . ∼ q ⊃ ∼ p
∼ (∼ p ∨ q) ∨ (q ∨ ∼ p)
(p . ∼ q) ∨ q ∨ ∼ p
(p ∨ q ∨ ∼ p) . (∼ q ∨ q ∨ ∼ p)
× (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)
∼ (∼ p ∨ q) ∨ (∼ (r ∨ p) ∨ r ∨ q)
(p . ∼ r) ∨ (∼ r . ∼ p) ∨ r ∨ q
(p ∨ ∼ r) . (p ∨ ∼ p) . (∼ q ∨ ∼ r) . (∼ q ∨ ∼ p) ∨ (r ∨ q)
Jnew page xiiiK bIn the left margin turned counter-clockwise for 90 degrees
one finds first on this page of the manuscript:
bunreadable text with: Arist.botelianc Syll.bogismscc
∼ [ab·cb = 0 . cb·cb̄ = 0 . a · c 6= 0]
Next one finds in the left half of the page a column of propositional formulae,
partly effaced, partly crossed out and mostly unreadable, which is not given
here. In the rest of the page one finds
ℵℵω11 · ℵℵω01 +ω ≥ ℵℵω11 +ω
followed by an unreadable inequality with ℵ2 . One finds also the following,
turned counter-clockwise for 90 degrees:c
|ℵℵ2 0 > ℵℵ1 0 |

0
ℵℵα+1
> ℵℵ1 0

ℵℵ1 0 ≥ ℵ2
ℵℵ1 0 = ℵα

ℵℵα0 = ℵℵ1 0

× ∼ [(∼ p ∨ q) . p] ∨ q
[∼ (∼ p ∨ q) ∨ ∼ p] ∨ q
(p . ∼ q) ∨ ∼ p ∨ q
disjbunctivec
(p ∨ ∼ p ∨ q) b.c(∼ q ∨ ∼ p ∨ q)
bconjunctivec
band at the end the following, turned clockwise for 90 degrees:c
xRS y ≡ (z)b[czSy ⊃ xRzb]c
(RS )T = R(S|T )
RS+T = RS b·cRT
(z)b[czSy ∨ zT y ⊃ xRzb]c
(∃u) (z)b[czSy ⊃ xRzb]c . (z)b[czT y ⊃ xRzb]c
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Notebook IV

bFolder 62, on the front cover of the notebook “Log.bikc Vorl.besungenc
bGerman: Logic Lecturesc N.D. bNotre Damec IV”c
bBefore p. 7., the first numbered page in this notebook, there are in
the manuscript four not numbered pages with formulae. These pages are
numbered here with the prefix new page. The formulae with R, S and T on
new page i are in boxes on the right of this page.c
Jnew page iK

bunreadable textc (p ⊃ q) ⊃ [(r ⊃ p) ⊃ (r ⊃ q)] (1)b1.c
bunreadable textc p ⊃ ∼∼ p
(2)b2.c
R ..b:c ∼ p
S ..b:c ∼∼∼ p
T ..b:c p
Su (2)b2.c
∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p
bone line belowc R ⊃ S
bunreadable textc ∼ p ∨ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p
bone line below implication
with unreadable left-hand side and R ∨ T or R ∨ S on
the right; the implication in this line is R ∨ T ⊃ S ∨ T c
Sub.c IIIb(3)c
∼p∨p⊃p∨∼p
(3)b3.c R ∨ T ⊃ T ∨ R
Su IVb(4)c
b(c ∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ pb)c ⊃ [p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p] (4)b4.c
Imp 2b.c, 4b.c
p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p
(5)b5.c bone line abovec
T ∨R⊃T ∨S
Su IIIb(3)c
p ∨ ∼∼∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p
(6)b6.c bone line abovec
T ∨S ⊃S∨T
Su (1)b1.c
(p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p) ⊃
[(∼ p ∨ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼ p) ⊃ (∼ p ∨ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p)] (7)b7.c
Imp 2malbzweimal, German: twicec 5b.c, 7 b. (unreadable word 3); 3.c
∼ p ∨ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p
(8)b8.c
Su IIIb(3)c
p ∨ ∼∼∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p
(9)b9.c
boccurs already as (6)c
Su (1)b1.c
(p ∨ ∼∼∼ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p) ⊃
[(∼ p ∨ p ⊃ p ∨ ∼∼∼ p) ⊃ (∼ p ∨ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p)] (10)b10.c
Imp 2malbzweimal, German: twicec 9b6.c, 10b.c; 8b.c ∼ p ∨ p ⊃ ∼∼∼ p ∨ p
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Jnew page iiK

p⊃q∨p
p⊃p∨q
p∨q ⊃q∨p

\ Su (1)b1.c /

(p ∨ q ⊃ q ∨ p) ⊃ [(p ⊃ p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ q ∨ p)]
p∨q
Su
p

Ib(1)c
IIIb(3)c

Imp (2b.c, IIIb(3)c) (p ⊃ p ∨ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ q ∨ p)
Imp (3b.c, Ib(1)c)
Jnew page iiiK

1.

2.

p⊃q∨p

(∼ p ⊃ p) ⊃ p

(∼∼ p ∨ p) ⊃ p

A. p ⊃ p
∼∼ p ⊃ p
∼∼ p ∨ p ⊃ p

bDcilemma

(3)b3.c

(p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p . ∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)

(p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)]
(q ⊃ r) ⊃ (∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)
2. [p ⊃ (q ⊃ r)] ⊃ [p ⊃ (∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)]
3b.c [p ⊃ (∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)] ⊃ [p . ∼ r ⊃ ∼ q]
(p . q ⊃ r) ⊃ (p . ∼ r ⊃ ∼ q)

Exp.bortationc
Transpos.bitionc
Add.bitionc from bthec left
Impbortationc
1b.c, 2b.c, 3b.c Syll.bogismc

3.1 (p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ (p ⊃ q))
r ⊃ (p ⊃ r)
3.2 [p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)] ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
Jnew page ivK

2.

q
(4)b4.c

1.

1.

(2)c2.c
q∨p p

p⊃q
r
∼ p ∨ (∼ p ∨ q) ⊃ ∼ p ∨ q

∼ p ∨ (∼ p ∨ q) ⊃ (∼ p ∨ ∼ p) ∨ q
∼p∨∼p⊃∼p
(∼ p ∨ ∼ p) ∨ q ⊃ ∼ p ∨ q
Add.bitionc from bthec right
∼ p ∨ (∼ p ∨ q) ⊃ ∼ p ∨ q
Syll.bogismc 1.b,c 2.
[p ⊃ (p ⊃ q)] ⊃ (p ⊃ q)
Rule of def.binedc symb.bolc

r
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J7.K bThis page starts with the ending of the sentence started as follows
at the end of p. 6. towards the end of Notebook III: I want to referbencec
briefly about this systemc or to be more exact on a system which is based
on Gentzen’s idea, but simpler than his. The idea consists in \ / introducing
another kind of implication (denoted by an arrow →). bThe remainder of
p. 7. is crossed out in the manuscript.c dsuch that P → Q means Q is true
under the assumption P . The diff.berencec of this implication as opposed to
our former one is
1. There can be any number of premisbscesb,c e.g. P, Q → R means R
holds under the ass.bumptionsc P, Q (i.eb.c the same thing which would be
bunreadable text, could be: denbotedcc by P . Q ⊃ R. e.g In particular the
number of premisbsces bHere p. 7. ends and pp. 8. and 9. are missing, while
p. 10. begins with the second part of a broken sentence.c
J10.K system with altogether three primbitivec terms →, ∼, ⊃b.c We have
now to distinguish between expressions in the former senseb, ib.ce. containing
only ∼b,c ⊃ and varbiables,c eb.cgb.c p ⊃ q, ∼ p ⊃ q, q ⊃ p ∨ r, etcb.,c and
sec.bondaryc formulas containing the arrowb,c eb.cg. p, p ⊃ q → qb.c I shall
use capital Latin letters P, Q only to denote exprbessionsc of the first kindb,c
ib.ceb.c expressions in our former senseb,c and I use cap.bitalc Greek letters
\ ∆, Γ / to denote sequences of an arb.bitraryc nu. number of ass.bumptionsc
P, Q, R . . . p, p ⊃ q, ∼ q may be denoted by J11.K ∆. So the capbitalc
| {z } |
{z
}
∆

∆

Greek letters denote possible premisbsces to the formulas of the
Hence a formula of G.bentzen’sc system will \ always / have the form
∆ → Sb,c a cert.bainc sequence of expr.bessionsc of the first kind implies an
expr.bessionc of the first kind. And Now to the axioms and rules of inference.
I Any formbulac P → P where P is an arb.bitraryc exprbessionc of the
first kind is an ax.biomc and only those formbulasc are axbiomsc. (So that is
the law of identity)
J12.K P may be So that is the law of identity which appears here as an axiom
and as the only axiom.
As to the rules of inference we have 4bfour,c namely
∆, P → A
bcrossed out: 1. ∆ → A
c
P, ∆ → A
1. The rule of addition of premisbscesb,c i.e. from ∆ → A one can conclude
∆, P → A and P, ∆ → Ab,c ib.ce. if A is true under the assumptions ∆ then it
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is \ a fortiori / true under the assumptions ∆ and the further ass.bumptionc
P b.c
J13.K

2. The bRcule of exportation:
∆, P → Q

:

∆ → (P ⊃ Q)

If the propbositionsc ∆ and P imply Q then the propbositionsc ∆ imply that
P implies Q.
3. The Rule of implication:
∆→P
∆ → (P ⊃ Q)

∆→Q

So that is so to speak the rule of implication under some assumptions: If A
and A ⊃ B both hold under the ass.bumptionsc ∆ then B also holds under
the ass.bumptionsc ∆b.c
4. Rule of Reductio ad absburdumc or \ rule of / indirect proofb:c
∆, ∼ P → Q
∆, ∼ P → ∼ Q

∆→P

Here the prem.bisesc mean that from the assbumptionsc ∆ and ∼ P a contradiction followsb,c ib.ce. ∼ P is incompatible J14.K with the ass.bumptionsc
∆b,c ib.ce. from ∆ follows P .
Again it can be proved that every tautology follows from the ax.biomsc
and rules of infberencec. Of course only the tautologies which can be expressed in terms of the symbols introd.buced,c ib.ce. ∼b,c ⊃ bandc →b.c If
we want to introduce also ∨b,c . etc. we have to add the rule of the defined
symbol . or other rules concerning ∨b,c . etc.
bnew paragraphc Now you see that in this system the aforementioned
disadvantages have been avoidedb.c All the axioms are really very simple and
J15.K evident. It is particularly interesting that also the pseudo-paradoxical
prop.bositionsc about the impl.bicationc follow from our system of axioms
although nobody will have any objections against the axioms themselvesb,c
ib.ce. everybody would admit them if we interpret both the → and the ⊃ to
mean b“cif. . . thenb”c. Perhaps I shall derive these two prop. \ pseudobcparadoxes / as an examples for a derivations from this system. The first
reads:
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q→p⊃q

J16.K
By I
00
1
00
2

Proof:

q→q
q, p → q
q → (p ⊃ q)

Incidentallyb,c again app.blyingc 2 we get → q ⊃ (p ⊃ q) which is another
form for the same theorem. The sec.bondc paradox reads like this:
∼p→p⊃q
I
1
I
1
4
2

Proofb:c

p→p
∼ p, p, ∼ q → p
∼p→∼p
∼ p, p, ∼ q → ∼ p
∼ p, p → q
∼ p → (p ⊃ q)

J17.K Incidentally this formbulac ∼ p, p → q which we derived as an
intermediate step of the proof is interesting also on its own accountb;c it says:
From a contrad.bictoryc assumption everything follows since the formula is
true whatever the prop.bositionc q may be. I am sorry I have no time left to
go into more details about this Gent.bzenc system. I want to conclude now
this chapter about the calc.bulusc of propbositionc. bHere p. 17. ends and
pp. 18.-23. are missing.c
J24.K I am concl.budingc now the chapt.berc about the calc.bulusc of
propbositionsc and begin with the next chapt.berc which is to deal with the
so called calc.bulusc of functions \ or predicates / . As I explained formerly the calcbulusc of prop.bositionsc is cbhcaracteribzced by this that only
prop.bositionscas a whole occur in itb.c You know The letters p, q, r etcb.c
denoted arbitrary propositions and all the formulas and rules \ which we
proved / are valid whatever the propos.bitionsc p, q, r may beb,c ib.ce. they
are independent of the structure of the prop.bositionsc involved. Therefore
we could use a single letters \ p, q . . . / to denote a whole propositions.
J25.K But now we shall be concerned with inferences which depend on the
structure of the prop.bositionsc involved and therefore we shall have to study
at first how prop.bositionsc are built up of their constituents. To this end we
ask at first what do the simplest prop.bositionsc which one can imagine look
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like. Now bunreadable textc evidently the simplest kind of prop.bositionsc
are those in which simply some predicate is asserted of some subjectb,c e.g.
Socrates is mortalb.c Here the predicate mortal is asserted to belong to the
subject Socrates. Thus far we are in agree- J26.K ment with classical logic.
bnew paragraphc But there is another type of simple prop. ositionc which
was very \ much / neglected in classical logic, although this second type
is even more important for the applications of logic in mathembaticsc and
other sciencesb.c This second type \ of simple prop.bositionc / consists in
this that a predicate is asserted of several subjectsb,c e.g. New York is larger
than Washington. or Socrates is the teacher of Plato Here you have two
subj.bects,c New Yborkc and W.bashington,c and the prebdicatec greater
larger says that a certain relation subsists between those two subjbectsc.
Another ex.bample iscb“cSocrates is the teacher of Platob”cb“again” is superfluous after the first occurrence of this sentence having been crossed out
abovec. So you see there are two different kinds J27.K of predicatesb,c namely
pred.bicatesc with one subjbectc as e.g. mortal and predicates with several
subj.bectsc as e.g. greater.
bnew paragraphc The pred.bicatesc of the first kind may be called properties or qualities, and those of the sec.bondc kind \ are called / relations.
So e.g. ,,b“cmortal” is a propertyb,c ,,b“cgreater” is a relation. bMcost of
the pred.bicatesc of everyday langbuagec are relations and not propertiesb.c
The relation ,,b“cgreater” as you see requires two subjects and therefore is
called a dyadic relation. There are also relations which require three or
more subjectsb,c e.g. betweenness is a relation with three subj.bects,c i.e.
triadic relation. If I say e.g. New York J28.K lies between Washbingtonc and
Boston.b,c btche relation of betweenness is asserted to subsist for the three
subjects N.bew York,c Wbashingtonc and B.boston,c and always if I form a
meaningful prop. ositionc involving the word between I must mention three
objects of which one is to be in between the others. So \ Therefborec /
,,b“cbetweenness” is \ called / a triadic rel.bationc and similarly there are
tetradic, pentadic rel.bationsc etc. Properties may also be called monadic rel
\ pred.bicatesc / in this order of ideas.
I don’t want to go into any discussions of what b\ / to be deletedc predicates are (that could lead J29.K to a discussion of nominalism and realismb).c
bunreadable text, perhaps: Butc I want to say about the essence of a predicate only this. In order that a predicate be wellb-cdefined it must be (uniquely
and) unambiguously determined of any objects (whatsoever) whether the
predicate belongs to them or not. So e.g. a property is given if it is uniquely
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determined of any object whether or not the pred.bicatec bel.bongsc to it
and a dyadic relbationc is given if it is . . . buniquelyc det.berminedc of any
two obj.bectsc whether or not the rel.bationc subsists betw.beenc themb.c is
the only essential property to be required of a predicate I shall use capital
letters greek letters ϕ, ψ, χ M, P, to denote individual predicates—as eb.cg.
mortalb,c greater etc. bunreadable textc p, q, r bunreadable textc to denote
arbitrary prop. and I shall use J30.K bandc small letters a, b, c to denote
arbitrary \ individual / objects \ as eb.cg. Socrbatesc, New Yorbkc etcb.c
/ (of which the predbicatesc ϕ, ψ M, P . . . are to be asserted). Those objects
are usually called individuals in math.bematicalc logicb.c bThe following sentence is crossed out in the text: \ So the individuals are the domain of things
for which the pred.bicatesc are defined so that it is uniquely det.berminedc
for any ind.bividualc whether or not a certbainc pred.bicatec bel.bongsc to
them. / c
Now let M be a monadic predbicatec (i.e. a quality) \ b,c e.gb.c ,,b“cman
bmortalc”, / and a an indiv.bidualc \ b,c e.gb.c Socrbatesc. / Then the
prop.bositionc that M belongs to a is denoted by M (a)b.c So M (a) means
,,b“cSocrates is mortalb”c and similarly if G is a dibycadic relation \ b,c
e.gb.c largerb,c / and b, c two ind.bividualsc \ b,c e.g. New bYork andc
Washbington,c / then G(b, c) means ,,b“cThe rel.bationc G subsists between b
and c.”bc”,c ib.ce. in our case ,,b“cNew York bisc larger than Wash.bingtonc”.
So in this notation there is no copulab,c but e.gb.c the prop.bositioncb“cSocrates is mortalb”c J31.K has to be expr.bessedc like this Mortality(Socrates)b,c
and that New York is greater than W.bashingtonc by Larger(New York,
Wash.bingtonc)b.c
That much I have to say about the simplest type of prop.bositionsc
which simply say that some \ def.binitec / pred.bicatec belongs to some
\ def.binitec subject or subjects. These propbositionsc are sometimes called
atomic prop.bositionsc in mathbematicalc logic bec.bausec they constitute
so to speak the atoms of which the more compl.bexc propositions are built
up. But now how are they built up? We know already one way of forming J32.K compound propositions namely by means of the operations of
the propos.bitionalc calculus . b, c ∨ b, c ⊃ etc.b,c e.g. from the two atomic
prop.bositions “cSocr.batesc is a manb”c and b“cSocr.batesc is mortalb”c we
can form the composit prop.bosition “cIf Socr.batesc is a man Socr.batesc is
mortalb”;c bunreadable symbolc ibwritten over Icn symb.bols,c if T denotes
bunreadable textc \ the pred.bicatec of / mortality bunreadable textc \ the
indiv.bidualc / Socrates it would read M (a) ⊃ T (a)b,c or e.gb.c M (a) ∨ ∼
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M (a) would mean ,,b“cEither Socr.batesc is a man or Socr.batesc is not a
man”. M (a) . T (a) would mean ,,b“cSocr.batesc is a man and Socrates is
mortal”, and so on. The prop.bositionscwhich we can obtain in this wayb,c
ib.ce. by combining atomic prop.bositionsc by means bThe next two pages are
again numbered 31. and 32. in the manuscript; they are numbered 31.a and
32.a here.c J31.aK of the truth functions ∨b, c. etcb.c are sometimes called
molecular propbositionsc.
bnew paragraphc But there is still another way of forming compound
prop.bositionsc which we have not yet taken account of in our symbolismb,c
namely by means of the particles ,,b“cevery” and ,,b“csome”. These are
expressed in logistics by the use of variables as follows: Take e.g. the propbositionc ,,b“cEvery man is mortal”b.c We can express \ that in other words
like thisb:c / ,,b“cEvery object which is a man is mortal” or ,,b“cFor every
individual \ object / x it is true that M (x) ⊃ T (x)”b.c Now in order to
indicate bcomma from the manuscript deletedc that this implication J32.aK
is asserted of any object x one puts x in brackets in front of the prop.bositionc
and includes the whole propbositionc in bracketbsc to indicate that the whole
prop.bositionc is asserted to be true for every x. And generally if we have
an arb.bitraryc expbression,c say Φ(x) which involves a variable xb,c then
(x)[Φ(x)] means ,,b“cFor every object x, Φ(x) is true”b,c ib.ce. if you take an
arbitrary individual a and substitute it for x then the resulting prop.bositionc
Φ(a) is true. As in our example (x)[M (x) ⊃ T (x)], where M means man
J33.K and Ψ means mortal if you subst.bitutec Socrates for x you get the true
propbositionc. And gen.berallyc if you substbitutec for x something which is
a man you get a true prop.bositionc bec.bausec then the first and sec.bondc
term of the impl.bicationc are true. If however you substbitutec someth.bingc
which is not a man you also get a true propbositionc \ bec.bausec
. . . / So for
l
\ any / arb.bitraryc obj.bectc which you substbitutec for x b c you get a true
propbositionc and this is indicated by writing (x) in front of the propbositionc.
(x) is called the universal quantifierb.c
bThe following text in square brackets is crossed out in the manuscript.c
[I \ wish to / bunreadable wordc that exactly as formerly I used bunreadable
wordc to denote arbbitraryc expressions I denote now by Φ etc expr.bessionsc
which may involve variable x which I indicate by writing them after the Φ. An
expression which involves variables and which becomes a prop.bositionc if you
replace the varbiablec by J34.K individual objects is called a propbositionalc
functbionc. So e.g. ϕ(x) is a propbositionalc functbionc or ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)
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because. . . ]
As to the particle ,,b“csome” or ,,b“cthere exists” (which is the same
thing) it is exprbessedc by a reversed ∃ put in brackets together with a
varbiablec (∃x). So that means: there is an object xb;c e.g. if we want to
express that some men are not mortal we have to write (∃x)[M (x) . ∼ T (x)]
and generally if Φ(x) is a prop.bositionalc functbionc with the var.biablec
xb,c (∃x)[Φ(x)] means J35.K ,,b“cThere exits some object a such that Φ(a)
is true”. Nothing is said about the nu.bmberc of obj. ectsc \ for which Φ(a)
is true / that exist; there may be one or severalb.c (∃x)Φ(x) only means
there is at least one objbectc x such that Φ(x). (∃x) is called the existential
quantifierb.c From this defbinitionc you see at once that we have the following
equivalences:
(∃x)Φ(x) ≡ ∼ (x)[∼ Φ(x)]
(x)Φ(x) ≡ ∼ (∃x)[∼ Φ(x)]
bAfter these displayed formulae the page is divided in the manuscript by a
horizontal line.c
Generally (x)[∼ Φ(x)] means Φ(x) holds for no obj.bectc and ∼ (∃x)[Φ(x)]
00
bmeanscbtchere is no \ object / x such that Φ(x)b.c Again you see that these
two \ statements / are equivalent \ with each other / . It is now easy e.g. to
express the traditional \ four / J36.K types of prop.bositionsc a, e, i, o in our
notation. In each case we have two predicatesb,c say P , S and
SaP
SiP
SeP
SoP

means
means
means
means

every S is a P
some S are P
no S is a P
some S are ∼ P

ib.ce.
ib.ce.
ib.ce.
ib.ce.

(x)[S(x) ⊃ P (x)]
(∃x)[S(x) . P (x)]
(x)[S(x) ⊃ ∼ P (x)]
(∃x)[S(x) . ∼ P (x)]

You see the universal prop.bositionsc have the universal quantifier in front
of them and the part.bicularc prop.bositionsc the exist.bentialc quantifier. I
want to mention that in classical logic two entirely different types of propbositionsc are counted as univ.bersalc affirm.bative,c namely propbositionsc of
the type b“cSocrates is mortalb”c expressed by P (a) and ,,b“cEvery man is
mortalb”c (x)[S(x) ⊃ P (x)]b.c
J37.K Now the existential and univbersalc quantifier can be combined with
each other and with the truthb cfbunctionsc \ ∼, . . . / in many ways so as to
express more complicated propbositionsc. bHere one finds in the manuscript
a page numbered 37.1 inserted within p. 37.c
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J37.1K Thereby one uses some abbrev.biations,c namely: Let Φ(xy) be an
expr.bessionc contbainingc 2btwoc var.biables;c then we may form: (x)[(y)
[Φ(xy)]] b.c That means ,,b“cFor any objbectc x it is true that for any
obj.bectc y Φ(xy)” that evidently means ,,b“cΦ(xy) is true whatever objects
you take for x, y” and this is denbotedc by (x, y)Φ(xy). Evidently the order
of the varbiablesc is arb.bitraryc hereb,c i.e. (xb, cy)Φ(xy) ≡ (yb, cx)Φ(xy).
Similarly (∃x)[(∃y)[Φ(xy)]] means ,,b“c There are some objbectsc x, y such
that Φ(xy)” and this is abbr.beviatedc by (∃x, y)Φ(xy) \ and means: btext
missingc / \ But / it has to be noted bcomma from the manuscript deletedc
here that this does not mean that there are really two diff.berentc obj.bectsc
x, y satisfying Φ(xy)b.c This formula is also bbec true if there is one objbectc
a such that Φ(a, a)bΦ(aa)c bec.bausec then there exists an xb,c namely a,
such that there exists a yb,c namely again ab,c such that etc. bAt this place
\ Expl. / is inserted, and the following text from the end of p. 37.1 seems to
refer, by having at its end “p 37” and a sign for insertion, to this spot:
(
Througbhc any two points there exists a straight lineb.c
Ex
In any plane there exist tobtwoc || bparallelc linesb.c
These may be examples of universal and existential quantification that, unlike
(∃x, y)Φ(xy), involve variables standing for different objects, but the first is
related to an example for notation on p. 39. below.c Again (∃x, y)Φ(xy) ≡
(∃y, x)Φ(xy)b.c
But it is to be noted that this interchangeability holds Jnew pageK only
for two univ.bersalc or two exist.bentialc quantbifiersc. It does not hold for
an univ.bersalc and an existbentialc quant.bifier,c ib.ce. (x)[(∃y)[Φ(yx)]] 6≡
(∃y)[(x)[Φ(yx)]]b.c Take e.g. for Φ(yx) the propbositioncb“cy greater than
xb”;c then the first means ,,b“cFor any obj.bectc x it is true that there exists
exists an objbectc y greater than x”b;c in other words b“Fcor any object there
exists something greater”. The rightb-chand side however means ,,tb“Tchere
exists an objbectc y such that for any x y is greater than x”b,c there exists
a greatest objbectc. So that means in our case \ the right side / bsaysc
just the oppos.bitec of what the left hand side says. As to the brackets
bTche above abbrev.biation isc also used for more than two var.biables,c
ib.ce. (xb, cyb, cz)[Φ(xyz)]b,c (∃xb, cyb, cz)[Φ(xyz)]b.c
bHere one returns to p. 37.cI want now to give some examples for the
notation introduced. Take e.gb.c the prop.bositionc ,,b“cFor any integer there
exists a greater one”b.c The predbicatesc occurring in this propbositionc are:
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1. integer and 2. greaterb.c Let us denote them by I and > \ so I(x) is to
be read. . . b“x is an integer” andc > (x, y) 00 00 00 00 b> (xy) is to be readcb“cx
greater yb”c or b“cy smaller xb”.c Then the propbositionc \ bunreadable
textc / is expressed in log.bisticc symbbolismc as follows:
(x)[I(x) ⊃ (∃y)[I(y) . > (y, x)b> (yx)c]]b.c
We can express the same fact by saying J38.K there is no greatest integer:b.c
What would that \ look like in logist.bicc symb.bolism:c /
∼ (∃x)[I(x) . \ such that no intbegerc is greater ib.ce. /
(y)[I(y) ⊃ ∼ > (yx)]b].c
As another ex.bamplec take the propbositionc ,,b“cThere is a smallest int.begerc” that would readb:c
(∃x)[I(x) . \ such that no int.begerc is smaller ib.ce. /
(y)[I(y) ⊃ ∼ > (x, y)b> (xy)c]].
I wish to call your attention to a near at hand mistake. It would be wrong
to express this \ last / prop.bositionc like this:
(∃x)[I(x) . (y)[I(y) ⊃ > (yx)]]
bec.bausec that would \ mean / there is an int.begerc smaller than every
intbegerc. But such an int.begerc does not exist J39.K since it would have to
be smaller than itself. An integer smaller than every int.begerc would have to
be smaller than \ itselfb—cthat is clearb.c / So the sec.bondc prop.bositionc is
false whereas the first is true, bec.bausec it says only there exists an int.begerc
x bfull stop deletedc which is not greater than any intbegerc. and that is
true, because bunreadable textc has this prop. that it is greater \ than
/ bunreadable textc itself (not greater than itself either).
Another ex.bamplec for our not.bationc may be taken from Geombetryc.
Consider the prop.bositionc ,,b“cThrough any two different points there is exactly one straight line”. The pred.bicatesc which occur in this prop.bositionc
are 1. bpcoint P (x)b,c J40.K 2. straight line L(x)b,c 3. different that is
the negbationc of identityb.c Identity is den.botedc by = and diffberencec
sometimes by 6=b.c =(xy) means x and y are the same thingb,c e.g. = (Shakespeare, author of Hamlet)b,c and 6= (xy) bmeansc x and y are different from
each otherb.c There is \ still / another relation bcomma from the manuscript
deletedc that occurs in \ our geom.betricc prop.bosition,c namely the one
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/ expressed by \ the word / ,,b“cthrough” wb.c That is the rel.bationc which
holds betwbeenc a point \ x / and a line \ y / if ,,b“cy passes through
x” or in other words b,, deletedc if b“cx lies on y”. Let us denbotec that
\ relation / by J(x, y) bJ(xy)c. Then the \ geom.betricc / prop.bositionc
ment.bionedc, in order to be expressed in our \ logbisticc / symbbolismc,
has to be splitted into tobtwoc partsb,c namely there is at least one line and
there is at most one line. The first reads: (x, y)[P (x) . P (y) . 6= (xy) ⊃ J41.K
(∃u)[L(u) . J(xu) . J(yu)]]b.c So that means that through any two diffberentc
points there is. . . But it is not excl.budedc \ by that statement / that there
are two or three diff.berentc lines passing through two points. To express
That there are no \ two / diffberentc lines could be expr.bessedc like this
(x, y)[P (x) . P (y) . 6= (xy) ⊃ ∼ (∃u, v)[L(u) . L(v) . 6= (u, v)b6= (uv) . c
J(xu) . J(yu) . J(xv) . J(yv)]]
I hope these ex.bamplesc will suffice to make \ clear how the quantifiers
are to be used. / For any quantifier occurring in an exprbessionc there is a
definite portion of the exprbessionc to which it relates (called the scope of the
expression)b,c e.g. scope of x whole expr.bession,c of y only this portion. . .
So the scope itbisc the prop.bositionc of which it is asserted that it holds
for all or every objbectc. bIct is indicated by the brackets which beginbsc
immediately behind the quantifier. There are some convbentionsc about
leaving out thisbthesec brack.bets,c namely they may be left out 1. bicf \ the /
scope is atomicb,c e.g. (x)ϕ(x)∨b⊃cpb:c (x)[ϕ(x)] ⊃ pb,c not (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ p]b,c
2. if the scope begins with ∼ or a quantbifier,c e.gb.c
(x) ∼ [ϕ(x) . ψ(x)] ∨ p : (x)[∼ [ϕ(x) . ψ(x)]] ∨ p
(bperhaps proof correction mark for delete,
indicating that ϕ, ψ are to be replaced byc Q, R)
(x)(∃y)ϕ(x) ∨ p
: (x)[(∃y)[ψbϕc(x)]] ∨ p
But these rules are only facultativeb,c ib.ce. we may also write all the brackets
if \ it is / expedient for the sake of clarityb.c
A variable to which a quantifier (x)b,c (y)b,c (∃x)b,c (∃y) refers is called
a ,,b“cbound variable”. In the examples which I gave, all variables J42.K are
bound (e.g. to this x relates this quant.bifierc etcb.c) and similarly to any
var.biablec occurring in those expr.bessionsc you can associate a quantifier
which refers to it. If however you take e.g. the expbressionc: I(y).(∃x)[I(x). >
(yx)].b,c which means: there is an int.begerc x smaller than y.b, tchen
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here x is a bound var.biablec becbausec the quantifier (∃x) refers to it.
But y is not bound becbausec the exprbessionc contains no quantifier referring to itb.c Therefore y is called a free variable of this expression. An
expr.bessionc containing free variables is not a propos.bitionc, but it only becomes a prop.bositionc if the free variables are replaced by individual objects,
e.g. this expression here means J43.K ,,b“cThere is an int.begerc smaller than
\ the int.begerc / y”. That evidently is not a \ definite / assertion which
is either true or wrong. But if you subst.bitutec for the free var.biablec
y a definite obj.bect,c e.g. 7b,c then you obtain a definite prop.bosition,c
namely:b“cThere is an int.begerc \ smaller bthanc 7b”.c /
bThe paragraph that starts here and the next, which are entirely crossed
out, are on p. 43.1, inserted within p. 43 of the manuscript.c Expressions
containing free var.biablesc \ and such that they become prop.bositionsc if. . .
/ are called prop.bositionalc functbionsc. Here we have a prop.bositionalc
functbionc with one free varbiablec. There are also such bfunctionsc with
two or more free variables. Any prop.bositionalc fbucunctbionc with one
var.biablec def.binesc a cert.bainc propbertyc and one with two variables a
cert.bainc dyadic relbationc.
bThe scope of quantifiers mentioned in the crossed out paragraph that
starts here is considered in a text inserted on p. 41.c To any quantif.bierc
occurring in an exprbessionc there is a definite portion of the exprbessionc
to which it relates, which is called the scope of the quantif.bierc,b;c it is
indicated by the bracketsb,c which opens immediately after the quantifierb,c
e.g. the scope of (x) in. . . is the whole expr.bession:cit says for any x the
whole \ subsequ.bentc / prop.bositionc is trueb;c the scope of y \ here / is
the rest of this exp.bressionc becbausec it says there is a y for which. . . You
see also that this bracket closes up here and this bracket hereb.c
The bound variables have the property that it is entirely irrelevant by
which letters they are denotedb;c e.g. (x)(∃y)[Φ(xy)] means exactly the same
thing as (u)(∃v)[Φ(uv)]b. Tche only requirement is that you must use different letters for different bound variablesb.c But even that is only necessary for
variables J44.K one of whom is one contained in \ the scope of the / each other
as eb.cgb. inc (x)[(∃y)Φ(xy)]b, wchere y is in the scope of x which is the whole
exprbession, andc therefor it has to be denbotedc by a letter diff.berentc from
xb;c (x)[(∃x)Φ(xx)] would be ambiguous. Bound variables whose scopes lie
outside of each other \ however can \ be denoted by the same letter without
any ambiguityb,c e.g. (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ψ(x). For the sake of clarity we also
require that the free variables in a prop.bositionalc fbucnctbionc should al-
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ways be denoted by letters different from the bound varbiables;c so eb.cgb.c
ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x) is nobt ac correctly formed propbositionalc \ fbucnctbion,c /
but ϕ(x) . (y)ψ(y) is oneb.c
The examples \ of formulas / which I gave \ last time and also the
problems to be \ solved bunreadable word, perhaps “for”c / / so far were
propositions concerning cert.bainc definite \ bunreadable textc / predicates
I, <, =, etc. They are true only for those partbicularc pred.bicatesc occurring
in them. But now exactly as we had in the calcbulusc of propbositionsc \ there
are / cert.bainc formulas which are true whatever prop.bositionsc the letters
p, q, r may be so also in the enlarged calculus of pred.bicatesc J45.K there
will be certain formulas which are true for any \ arbitrary / predicates. I
denote arbbitraryc pred.bicatesc by small Greek letters ϕ, ψb.c So these are
supposed to be variables for predicates exactly as p, q . . . are variables for
prop.bositionsc and x, y, z are variables for obj.bects.c b\ individual predbicatesc. / c
Now take e.g. \ the propbositionc (x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)b,c ib.ce. ,,b“cEither every ind.bividualc has the prop.berty ϕ or ther is an indivbidualc
which has not the propbertyc ϕ”b.c That will be true for any arbitrary
\ monadic / pred.bicatec ϕb.c We bhadc other examples beforeb,c eb.cgb.c
(x)ϕ(x) ≡ ∼ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x) that again is true for btext omitted in the manuscript, should be: any arbitrary monadic predicate ϕ.c Now exactly as in
the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc such expr.bessionsc which are true for all
pred.bicatescare called tautologies or logically true or universally true. Among
them are e.g. all the form.bulasc which express the Arist.botelianc J46.K
moods of inf.berence,c e.g. \ the / mood bbBcarb.barac is expr.bessedc like
this:
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)[ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] ⊃ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ χ(x)]
The mood dbDcarii bIc like this
ϕ M aP
χ SiM
SiP

ψ
ϕ

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (∃x)[χ(x) . ϕ(x)] ⊃ (∃x)[χ(x) . ψ(x)]
It is of course the chief aim of logic to investigate thebwritten over something elsec bunreadable symbolc tautologies and exactly as in the calc.bulusc
of prop.bositionsc there are \ again / two chief problems which arise. Namely
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b:c 1. To develop methods for finding out about a given expr.bessionc whether
or not it is a tautologyb,c 2. To reduce all taut.bologiesc to a finite nu.bmberc
of logical axioms and rules of inf.berencec from which they can be derived. I
wish to mention right now that only J47.K the second problem can be solved
satisfactorily for the calc.bulusc of predbicatesc. One has actually succeeded
in setting up a system of ax.biomsc for it and in proving its completeness
(ib.ce. that every taut.bologyc can be derived from it)b.c
bnew paragraphc As to the first problemb,c \ the so called decision
probl.bem,c / it has also been solved \ in a sense / but \ in the / negativeb,c
ib.ce. one has succeeded in \ proving / that there does not \ exist any /
mechanical proced.burec to decide of any given expression whether or not it
is a tautology \ of the calc.bulusc of predbicatesc. / That does not mean
mean that there are \ any individual / formulas of which one could not
decide whether or not they are J48.K tautbologiesc. It only means that it
is not poss.biblec to decide that by a \ purely / mech.banicalc procedure.
For the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc this was possibleb,c e.g. the truthbctable method is a purely mec.bhanicalc proc.bedurec which allows to decide
of any given expr.bessionc whether or not it is a tautbologyc. So what has
been proved is only that a similar thing cannot exist for the calcbulusc of
predbicatesc. However for certain particular \ special / kinds of formulas
such methods of decision have been developedb,c e.g. for all form.bulasc with
only monadic pred.bicatesc (ib.ce. formulas without relations in it)b;c J49.K
e.g. all form.bulasc expressing the Arist.botelianc moods are of this type bfull
stop deletedc bec.bausec no relations occur in the Arist.botelianc moods.
Before going into more detail about that I must say a few more words
about the notion of a taut.bologyc of the calc.bulusc of predbicatesc.
There are also tautbologiesc which involve variables both for propositions
and for pred.bicates,c e.g.
p . (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p . ϕ(x)]
ib.ce. if p is an arb.bitraryc propbositionc and ϕ an arb.bitraryc pred.bicatec
then the assertion on the leftb,c i.eb.c ,,b“cp is true and for every xb,c ϕ(x)
is true” is equivalent with the assertion on the rightb,c ib.ce. ,,b“cfor every
obj.bectc J50.K x the conjunction p . ϕ(x) is true”. Let us prove thatb,c ib.ce.
let us prove that the left side implies the right side and vice versa the right
side implies the left side I. If the left side is true that means: p is true and for
every xb,c ϕ(x) is trueb,c but then the right side is also true bec.bausec then
for every xb,c p . ϕ(x) is evidently true [So the left side implies the right side].
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But also vice versab:c If for every xb,c (x)[ p . ϕ(x) is true then 1. p must be
true bec.bausec otherwise p . ϕ(x) would be true for no x and 2. ϕ(x) must
be true for every x since by ass.bumptionc even p . ϕ(x) is true for every x.
So you see this equiv.balencec holds for any pred.bicatec ϕb,c J51.K ib.ce. it
is a tautology.
bnew paragraphc There are four analogous taut.bologiesc obtained by
repl.bacingc . by ∨ and the un.biversalc qu.bantifierc by the exist.bentialc
qubantifier,c namely
2. p ∨ (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)]
3. p . (∃x)ϕ(x) ≡ (∃x)[p . ϕ(x)]
4. p ∨ (∃x)ϕ(x) ≡ (∃x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)]
I shall give the proof for them later onb.c These 4bfourc \ formulas / are of
a great importance because they allow to shift a quantifier over a symbbolc
of conjbunctionc or disjbunctionc. If you write ∼ p instbeadc of p in the first
you get [p ⊃ (x)ϕ(x)] ≡ (x)[p ⊃ ϕ(x)]. This law of logic is used particularly
frequently in proofs as you will see laterb.c Other ex.bamplesc of tautologies
are e.gb.c
(x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x) ≡ (x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)]
(∃x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x)ψ(x) ≡ (∃x)[ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)]
or e.g.
∼ (x)(∃y)ϕ(xy) ≡ (∃x)(y) ∼ ϕ(xy)
J52.K That means:
≡
Proofb.c ∼ (x)(∃y)ϕ(xy) means
(∃x) ∼ (∃y)ϕ(xy), but ∼ (∃y)ϕ(xy) ≡
(y) ∼ ϕ(xy) as we saw before. Hence the whole expr.bessionc is equiv.balentc
with ≡ (∃x)(y) ∼ ϕ(xy) which was to be proved.
Another exbamplec: (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)b,c ib.ce. If ϕ bel. to every
ind.bividualc / has the propbertyc ϕ / then a fort.bioric there are ind.bividualsc
which have the prop.bertyc ϕ. The inverse of this prop.bositionc no is no
taut.bology,c ib.ceb.c
(∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) is not a taut.bologyc
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bec.bausec if there is an obj.bectc x which has the propbertyc ϕ that does
not imply that every ind.bividualc has the prop.bertyc ϕ.
bnew paragraphc But here there is an bunreadable text, perhaps: ast.c
\ important / remark J53.K to be made. Namely: In order to prove that this
formbulac here is not a tautbologyc we must know that there exists more
than one obj.bectc in the world. For if we assume that there exists only one
obj.bectc in the world then this formbulac would be true for every predbicatec
ϕb,c hence would be a taut. \ universally true / becbausec if there is only
one objbect,c \ say ab,c / in the world then if there is an objbectc x for which
ϕ(x) is true this objbectc must be a (since by assbumptionc there is no other
obj.bectc)b,c hence ϕ(a) is trueb;c but then ϕ is true for every obj.bectc
bec.bausec by ass.bumptionc there exists only this obj.bectc a. bI.ce. in a
world with only one J54.K obj.bectc (∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) is a tautbologyc. It
is easy to bfindc some expressions which are tautol. \ universally true / if
there are only two indbividualsc in the world etcb.,c e.g.
(∃x, y)[ψ(x) . ψ(y) . ϕ(x) . ∼ ϕ(y)] ⊃ (x)[ψ(x)]
At present \ I only wanted to point out that / the notion of a taut.bologyc
of the calc.bulusc of predbicatesc needs a further specificbationc in order to be
preciseb.c This specifbicationc consists in this that an expr.bessionc is called
a taut.bologyc only if it \ bisc universally / true for \ every pred. / no
matter how many ind.bividualsc are in the world assuming only that there
is at least one (otherwise the meaning \ of the quantifiers is not bunreadable
text, perhaps “definite”c / b).c So eb.cg. \ (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃y)ϕ(y)b;c / this is bac
taut.bologyc bec.bausec it is true. . . bbut this \ inverse / is not bec.bausec . . .
It can be proved that this means the same thing as if I said: An exprbession
isc a tautbologyc if bitc is true in a world with infinitely many ind.bividuals,c
i.e. one can prove that \ whenever an exprbessionc is univ.bersallyc / true in
a world
bThis text is continued on p. 55., the first page of Notebook V. On a
new page after p. 54., the last page of the present notebook, one finds the
following jottings:c
interest lies in this, choice fortunate Ideenrealismus, lie betw, greater essence,
(predicate is asserted of), individuals property (quality) copula, (built up
of), (every), bunreadable text, presumably in shorthandc, (reversed ∃) bsign
pointing to (every) abovec property bunreadable symbolc Hamlet. property
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belongs to bunderlined unreadable text, presumably in shorthand, pointing
to Hamlet abovec author
(x, y)[P (x) . P (y) . 6= (xy) ⊃ (∃u)(v)[L(v) J(xu) . J(yv) ≡ . v = u]]
strict. implic.

2.5

Notebook V

bFolder 63, on the front cover of the notebook “Log.bikc Vorl.besungenc
bGerman: Logic Lecturesc N.D. bNotre Damec V”c
bThe first page of this notebook, p. 55., begins with the second part of a
sentence interrupted at the end of p. 54. of Notebook IV.c
J55.K with infinitely many objbectsc it is true in any world no matter how
many ind.bividualsc there may be and of course also vice versa. I shall not
prove this equiv.balencec but shall stick to the first definition.
The formulas by which we expressed the taut.bologiesc contain free var.biablesc (not for individuals) but for predicates and for prop.bositions,c e.g. ϕ
here is a free varbiablec in this expr.bessionc (no quantbifierc related to itb,c
ib.ce. no (ϕ) (∃ϕ) occurs)b;c similarly hereb,c \ bsco these formbulasc are
really propbositionalc fbucnctbionsc since they contain free varbiables.c band
becbausec prop.bositionsc if etc.c / [And the defbinitionc of a tautbologyc was
that whatever part.bicularc prop.bositionc or pred.bicatec you subst.bitutec
for those free varbiablesc of predbicatesc or propbositionsc you get a true
propbosition.c The varbiablesc for indbividualsc were all boundb.c] We can
extend the notion of a J56.K taut.bologyc also to such expr.bessionsc as contain free variables for indivbiduals,c e.gb.c
ϕ(x) ∨ ∼ ϕ(x)
This is a prop.bositionalc fbucnctbionc containing one free functbionalc varbiablec and one free indivbidualc variable x and whatever objbectc and pred.bicatec you substbitutec for ϕ, x you get a true propbosition.c Forbmulac
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)
contains ϕ, y and \ is / univ.bersallyc true bec.bausec if M is an \ arb.bitraryc
/ pred.bicate andc a banc \ arb.bitraryc / ind.bividualc then
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(x)M (x) ⊃ M (a)

So in gen.beralc a tautoblogicalc \ logical formula / of the calc.bulusc of
funct.bionsc is a expr.bessionc \ prop.bositionalc fbucnctbionc / composed
of the above mentioned symbols and which is true whatever part.bicularc
J57.K objects and predic.batesc and prop.bositionsc you substbitutec for free
var.biablesc \ no matter how many indbividualsc there existb.c / We can
of course express this \ factb,c namely / that a cert.bainc formula is a
universallyb,c true by writing quantifiers in frontb,c e.gb.c
(ϕ, x)[ϕ(x) ∨ ∼ ϕ(x)]
or
(ϕ, y)[(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)]
bunreadable textc bFcor the tautbologyc of the calcbulusc of prop.bositionsc
(p, q)[p ⊃ p ∨ q]
But it is more convenient to make the convention that univ.bersalc quantifiers whose scope is the whole expr.bessionc may be left outb.c So if a formula
cont.bainingc free var.biablesc is written down as an assertionb,c \ e.g. as an
axiom or theoremb,c / it means that it holds for everything subst.bitutedc
for the \ free / var.biables,c i.e. it means the same thing as if all var.biablesc
were bound by quantifiers whose scope is the whole exprbession.c \ This
\ convention / is in agreement with the way in which the theorems are expressed in math.bematics,c e.g. the law of raising a sum to the square is
written (x + y)2 = x2 + 2xy + y 2 b,c ib.ce. with free var.biablesc x, y which
express that this holds for any numbbers.c / J57.1K bThis page begins with
a crossed out part of a sentence.c It is also in agreement with our use of
the variables for propositions in the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc. The axioms and theorems of the prop.bositionalc calc.bulusc were written with free
var.biables,c for prop.bositionsc e.gb.c p ⊃ p ∨ qb,c and such a formula like
this was understood to mean that it holds for any prop.bositionsc p, qb.c bThe
remainder of this page, until the line near the top of p. 58. beginning with
“I hope that”, is crossed out in the manuscript: (So it means what we would
have to express by the use of quantifiers by (p, q)[q ⊃ p ∨ q]. And in a similar
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sense we shall also use free variables for pred.bicatesc to express that something holds for any arb.bitraryc pred.bicate.c So it is quitec J58.K natural
that we make the same convention.
I hope that these examples will be sufficient and that I can \ now /
begin with setting up the axiomatic system for the calc.bulusc of predbicatesc
\ which allows to derive all taut.bologiesc of the calc.bulusc of predbicatesc.
/ The primit.bivec notions will be 1. the former ∼, ∨ 2. the univbersalc
quant.bifierc (x), (y)b.c The existbentialc quantbifierc need not be taken as
a primit.bivec notion because it can be defbinedc in terms of ∼ and (x) by
(∃x)ϕ(x) ≡∼ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)b.c The formbulasc of the calc.bulusc of pred.bicatesc
will be composed of three kinds of lettersb:c p, q, . . . propbositionalc var.biables,c ϕ, ψ, . . . \ functional / varbiablesc for pred.bicates,c x, y, . . . var.biablesc
for individuals. Furthermore they will contain J59.K (x)b, c(y)b, c ∼ b, c∨ and
the notions defined by those 3bthree,c ib.ce. (∃x), (∃y), ⊃, ., ≡, | etc. bThe following text written on the right of p. 59. in the manuscript is numbered 59.1,
but since the whole of that text is marked in the manuscript for insertion on p.
59., the number of the page 59.1. is deleted.c \ So the quantifiers apply only
to ind.bividualc var.biables,c propbositionalc and funct.bionalc var.biablesc
are freeb,c \ i.e. that something holds for all p, ϕ is to be expressed by free
varbiablesc according to the conv.bentionc mentioned beforeb.c /
So all formulas given as ex.bamplesc \ before / are examples for expr.bessionsc of the calcbulusc of functbionsc but also eb.cgb.c (∃x)ψ(xy) bandc
[p . (∃x)ψ(xy)] ∨ ϕ(y) \ would be exbamplesc / etc. I am using the letters Φ, Ψ, Πbcomma from the manuscript deletedc to denote arbitrary expressions of the calc.bulusc of predbicatesc and if I wish to ind.bicatec that
some varbiablec say x occurs in a formbulac as a free varbiablec denote the
form.bulac by Φ(x) or
Ψ(xy) \ if x, y occur both freeb,c / which does not ex∨
clude that there may be other free var.biablesc bes.bidesc x, or x and yb,c in
the formbulac. /
The axioms are like this:
I.

The four ax.biomsc of the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc
p⊃p∨q
p∨p⊃p

p∨q ⊃q∨p
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (r ∨ p ⊃ r ∨ q)

IIb.c One specific ax.biomc for the univ.bersalc quantifier
bAx. 5c

(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)

This is the formula mentioned before which says: ,,b“cFor any yb,c \ ϕ / it
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is true that if ϕ holds for every x then it holds for y”b.c
These are all ax.biomsc which we need. [They are expressed by using free
var.biablesc p, ϕ, y in the sense just discussed.] The rules of infberencec are
the following 4bfour:c
J60.K
1.b1c The rule of implbication which reads exactly as for the calc.bulusc of
propbositions:c If Φ, Ψ are any expr.bessionsc then from Φ, Φ ⊃ Ψ you
can conclude bΨcb.c
The only diffberencec is that now Φ, Ψ are expr.bessionsc which may involve quantifiers and functbionalc var.biablesc and individual var.biablesc in
add.bitionc to the symbbolsc occuring in the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc.
\ So eb.cgb.c from [p ∨ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x)]] ⊃ ϕ(y) ∨ ∼ ϕ(y)
and [p ∨ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x)]]
concl.budec ϕ(y) ∨ ∼ ϕ(y) /
2.b2c The rule of Subst.bitutionc which has now 3bthreec parts (accord.bingc
to the 3bthreec kinds of var.biablesc)b:c
1. For prop.bositionalc var.biablesc p, q any expr.bession may be
subst.bitutedc
1.ba)c For ind.bividualc varbiablesc x, y \ bound or free / any other
ind.bividualc varbiablec may be substbitutedc as long as our conventions \ about the not.bionc of free var.biablesc / are observedb,c
i.e. bound variable are whose scopes do not lybiec outside of each
other must be denoted by diff.berentc letters and that all free
variables must be denoted by letters different from all bound
var.biablesc – [Rule \ of / renaming the indbividualc variables.]b].c
J61.K
2.bb)c For a prop.bositionalc varbiablec any exprebessionc may be substbitutedc \ with a certbainc restriction formbulatedc laterb.c
3.bc)c If you have the an exprbessionc Π b(e.g. . . )c and ϕ a prop.bositionalc bfunctionalc variable occurring binc Π perhaps on sev.beralc
places and with diff.berentc argbumentsc ϕ(x)b,c ϕ(y)b,c . . . and
if Φ(x) is an expr.bessionc containing x free then you may subs.btitutec Φ(x) for ϕ(x)b,c Φ(y) for ϕ(y) etcb.c simultaneously in all
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places wherbec ϕ occurs. Similarly for ϕ(xy) bandc Φ(xy)b\ it
concerns the letters by which the. . . / c
bThe following text on the rest of this page is crossed out in the manuscript:
Take e.g. (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y) and consider the expr.bessionc (∃z)ψ(zx) which
is a prop.bositionalc fbucnctbtionc with one free ind.bividualc varbiablec. If
we substbitutec this exprbessionc for ϕ of the first expr.bessionc
In all those three rules of substbitutionc we have only to be careful about
one thing which may be expr.bessedc roughly speaking by sayingb:c The
bound variables must not get mixed up. Butc
J61.1K It is clear that this is a correct infberence,c ib.ceb.c gives a tautbologyc if the formula in which we substbitutec is a tautbology,c bec.bausec if a
form.bulac \ is / bac tautbologyc that means that it holds for any propertbyc
or rel.bationc ϕ, ψb,c but \ any / propbositionalc fbucnctbionc with one or
several free var.biablesc defines a certbainc propbertyc or rel.bation;c therefore the formbulac must hold for them. \ Take e.g. the taut.bologyc /
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y) and substbitutec for ϕ the exprbessionc (∃z)ψ(zx) \ which
has one free ind.bividualc variable / . Now the last form.bulac says that
for every prop.bertyc ϕ and any indbividualc y we have: ,,b“cIf for any x
ϕ(x) then ϕ(y)”b.c Since this holds for any prop.bertyc \ ϕ / . But if ψ
is an arb.bitraryc rel.bationc then (∃z)ψ(zx) defines a certbainc prop.bertyc
bec.bausec it is a propbositionalc fbucnctbionc with one free varbiablec x.
Hence the ab.bovec form.bulac must hold also for this propberty,c i.e. we
have: If for every object (x)[(∃z)ψ(zx)] then also for y b⊃c(∃z)ψ(zy) and
that will be true whatever the rel.bationc ψ \ and the object y / may beb,c
ib.ce. it islagain a tautbologyc.

J62.K You see in this process of subst.bitutionc we have sometimes to
change the free variablesb,c likebasc here we have to change x into y bec.bausec
the ϕ occurs with the varbiablec y hereb;c if the ϕ occurred with the var.biablec
k
u ϕ(u) we would have to subst.bitutec (∃z)ψ(zu) in this place. In this
ex.bamplec we subst.bitutedc an expr.bessionc cont.bainingc x as \ bthec only
free var.biable,c but / we can substbitutec for ϕ(x) here also an exprbessionc
which contains other free \ ind.bividualc variables besides xb,c and ib.ce.
\ also in this case we shall obtain a tautbologyc. Take e.g. the expr.bessionc
(∃z)χ(zxu). This is a prop.bositionalc functbionc with the free ind.bividualc
var.biablec x but it has the free ind.bividualc varbiablec u in addition. Now
if we replace χ by a spec.bialc triadic rel.bationc R and u by a spec.bialc
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objbectc a then (∃z)R(zxa) is a prop.bositionalc fbucnctbionc with one free
var.biablec xb;c hence
bAs indicated by “63.1” at the bottom on the right of this page, the
sentence interrupted here is continued on p. 63.1, after the last sentence on
this page which is crossed out, and the entirely crossed out p. 63, which
together make the following text: Therefore bunreadable textc relbationc
between x, u but if we replace u by J63.K an individ.bualc obj.bectc say a then
(∃z)χ(zxa) is now a prop.bositionalc fbucnctbionc with one free var.biablec
xb,c i.e. defines a cert.bainc property of x. Therefore we can substitute it for
ϕ in the above tautbologyc and obtain
(x)[(∃z)χ(zxa)] ⊃ (∃z)χ(zya)
But now this will be correct whatever the objbectc a may beb,c i.e. we can
replace a by a variable u and obt.bainc
(x)[(∃z)χ(zxu)] ⊃ (∃z)χ(zyu)
and this will be a taut.bology,c ib.ce. true whatever u, y, χ may be. So the rule
of subst.bitutionc is to be understood to mean for ϕ(x) one can subst.bitutec
an exprbessionc containing at least the free varbiablec x butc
J63.1K bitc defines a cert.bainc prop.berty,c hence the above formbulac
holdsb,c ib.ceb.c
(x)(∃z)R(zxa) ⊃ (∃z)R(zya)
whatever y may beb,c but this will be true whatever R, a may beb;c therefore
if we replace them by varbiablesc \ χ, u / the formbulac obtained:
(x)(∃z)χ(zxu) ⊃ (∃z)χ(zyu)
and this will be true for any χ, u, yb,c ib.ce. it is a tautbologyc. So the rule of
subst.bitutionc is also correct for expr.bessionsc containing add.bitionalc free
var.biablesc u, and therefore this Φ(x) is to mean an expr.bessionc containing
\ the free varbiablec / x but perhaps some other free var.biablesc in addition.
J64.K Examples for the other two rules of subst.bitution:c
b1.c bFcor prop.bositionalc var.biablec
p . (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p . ϕ(x)]
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substbitutec (∃z)ψ(z). Since this holds for every propbositionc it holds also
for (∃z)ψ(z) which is a propbositionc if ψ is any arb.bitraryc pred.bicate.c
bunreadable wordc Hence we have for any pred.bicatesc ψ, ϕ
(∃z)ψ(z) . (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[(∃z)ψ(z) . ϕ(x)]
But we are also allowed to substbitutec expr.bessionsc containing free var.biablesc and prop.bositionalc var.biablesc e.gb.c p ⊃ (z)χ(zu) (free varbiablec u)
bec.bausec if \ you / take \ for / u be any ind.bividualc obj.bectc \ a / [and
p any indiv.bidualc propbositionc \ π / ] and χ any rel.bationc \ R / then
J65.K this will be a propbositionc. hence And p . (x)ϕ(x)b≡c(x)[p . ϕ(x)] holds
for any propbositionc. So it will also hold for thisb,c ib.ce.
[p ⊃(z)χ(zu)] . (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p ⊃(z)χ(zu) . ϕ(x)]
will be true whatever p, χ, ϕ, u may beb,c ib.ceb.c a tautology.
Finally an example for subst.bitutionc of ind.bividualc varbiables:c
b1.c For a bound (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y) b:c (z)ϕ(z) ⊃ ϕ(y). So this inf.berencec
merely brings out the fact that the notation of bound variables is
arbbitraryc.
b2.c The rule of subst.bitutionc applied for free var.biablesc is more essentialb;c e.g. bfcrom (xb, cy)ϕ(xy) ⊃ ϕ(uv) we can conclude (xb, cy)ϕ(xy)
⊃ ϕ(uu) \ by subst.bitutingc u for v. This is an all.bowablec subst.bitutionc because the variable which you subst.bitute,c ub,c doesb cnot occur as a bound varbiablec. It occurs as a free varbiablec but that
doesb cnot matterb.c
Of course if a var.biablec occurs in sev.beralc places it has to be replaced
by the same other varbiablec J66.K in all places where it occurs. In the rule
of substbitutionc for prop.bositionalc and functional \ variable there is one
restriction to be made as I mentioned before, namely one has / to be careful
about the letters which we \ one / uses for the bound variablesb,c e.g.
(∃x)[p . ϕ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)[p . ϕ(x)]
\ is a tautolbogyc. / Here we cannot substbitutec ψ(x) for p becbausec bie.c
(∃x)[ψ(x) . ϕ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)[ψ(x) . ϕ(x)]
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is not a tautologyb,c e.g. we cannot subst.bitutec here for p the expr.bessionc
ψ(x) ib.ce. ψ(x) . ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[ψ(x) . ϕ(x)] bis not a tautologyc bec.bausec here
the expr.bessionc which we subst.bitutedc contains a varbiablec x which
is bound in the exprbessionc in which we substituteb.c \ Reasonb:c This
formbulac holds for any prop.bositionc p but not for any prop.bositionalc
fbucnct.bionc with the free var.biablec xb.c bBefore the next sentence a horizontal line is drawn in the manuscript.c Now if we substbitutec for p an
expr.bessionc Φ containing perhaps free varbiablesc y, z, . . . (but not the free
varbiablec x) then y, z will be free in the whole exprbessionc. Therefore if
y, z, . . . are replaced by definite things then Φ will bec.bomec a prop.bositionc
becbausec then all free varbiablesc conbtainedc in it are repl.bacedc by def.binitec objbectsc. bAfter the preceding sentence a horizontal line is drawn in
the manuscript.c
Therefore the exprbessionc to be substbitutedc must not contain x as a
free var.biablec because it would play the role of a prop.bositionalc fbucnctbionc and not of a propbositionc. In order to avoid such / \ occurrences / we
have to make in the rule of substbitutionc the further stipulation that the
expr.bessionc to be substbitutedc should contain no variable J67.K (bound or
free) which occurs in the expr.bessionc in which we substitute bound or freeb,c
exc.bludingc b[cof course the variable x hereb]cb.c If you add this restriction
you obtain the formulation of the rule of substbitutionc which you have in
your notes that were distributed.
bThe following text is crossed out in the manuscript: which are identified with x bunreadable wordc ϕ(x). But besides these the expr.bessionc
should contain no var.biablec which occurs in the expr.bessionc in which we
subst.bitutec \ So this restriction has to be added to the rule of substbitutionc.
/ So the final form of the rule of substbitutionc is as follows:c
So far I formulated two rules of infberencec (implbication,c subst.bitutionc).
The third is bdisplayed with number 3c the rule of defined symbbolc which
reads:
1. For any exprebessionsc Φ, Ψb,c Φ ⊃ Ψ may be repl.bacedc by ∼ Φ ∨ Ψ
and similarly for . bandc ≡.
J68.K
2. (∃x)Φ(x) may be repl.bacedc by ∼ (x) ∼ Φ(x) \ and vice versa / where
Φ(x) is any expr.bessionc containing the free var.biablec xb.c (So that
means that the exist.bentialc quantifier is def.binedc by means of the
univ.bersalc quant.bifierc in our systbemc.)
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bunreadable wordc bTche three rules of infberencec ment.bionedc so far
(impl.bicationc, substbitution,c def.binedc symbbolc) correspbondc exactly to
the three rules of inf.berencec which we had in the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc.
Now we set up a fourth one which is specific for the univbersalc quantifierb,c
namely:
4.b4c \ Rule of the universal quantifierb:c / From Π ⊃ Φ(x)b,c if Π does not
contain x as a free var.biablec we can conclude J69.K Π ⊃ (x)Φ(x).
That this inf.berencec is correct can be seen like this: Assume π is a definite proposbitionc and M (x) a bunreadable wordc \ definite / prop.bositionalc
fbucnctbionc with \ exactly one free var.biablec x and let us assume we know:
π ⊃ M (x) bcolon deletedc holds for every xb.c Then I say we can conclude:
π ⊃ (x)M (x)b.c For 1. bicf π is false the conclbusionc holdsb,c 2. if π is
true then by assbumptionc M (x) is true for every xb,c ib.ceb.c (x)M (x) is
trueb;c hence the conclusion again holds bec.bausec it is an impl.bicationc
both terms of which are trueb.c
bThe following text is crossed out in the manuscript: π ⊃ M (x) reason:
For every objbectc x it is true that: If π then x has the prop.bertyc \ defbinedc
by M / bunreadable symbolc But then it follows: If π is true then every
obj.bectc has the prop.bertyc M ib.ce. π ⊃ (x)M (x) becbausec assume π is
true then owing to this M (x) is true whatever x may bbec becbausec \ this
impl.bicationc holds / ib.ce. (x)M (x) is truec
So we have proved that in any case π ⊃ (x)M (x) \ is true if π ⊃ M (x)
is true for every x / . But from this consid.berationc about a part.bicularc
prop.bositionc π and a part.bicularc prop.bositionalc J70.K \ fbucnctbionc
with one free varbiablec / M (x) it follows that the above rule of inf.berencec
yields tautologies if applied to tautologies. Bec.bausecbacssume Π ⊃ Φ(x) is
a tautbology.c Now then Π will cont.bainc some free var.biablesc for propbositionsc p, q, . . . for fubnctionsc ϕ, ψ, . . . and for ind.bividualsc y, z, . . . (x does
not occur among them) and Φ(x) will also contain \ free / var.biablesc
p, q, . . .b,c ϕ, ψ, . . . and \ free / var.biablesc for indbividualsc x, y, z (x
among them). Now if you substbitutec def.binitec propbositionsc for p, qb,c
def.binitec predbicatesc for ϕ, ψ and def.binitec obj.bectsc for y, z, . . . but
leave x w.bherec it stands then J71.K by this subst.bitutionc all free var.biablesc
of Π are replaced by indiv.bidualc objects, hence Π becomes a definite assertion
prop.bositionc π and all free var.biablesc of Φ exc.bludingc x are repl.bacedc
by obj.bects;c hence Φ(x) becomes a prop.bositionalc fbucnctbionc with one
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free var.biablec M (x) which defines a cert.bainc monadic predicate M and we
know π ⊃ M (x) is true for any obj.bectc x bec.bausec the it is obt.bainedc
by substbitutionc of indiv.bidualcpredbicatesc, propbositions andc objbectsc
in a tautbologyc. But then \ as we have just seen under this assbumptionc
π ⊃ (x)M (x) is true. But this argumbentc applies whatever part.bicularc
pred.bicate,c J72.K prop.bositionc etcb.c we subst.bitute;c always the result
π ⊃ (x)M (x) is trueb,c ib.ce. Π ⊃ (x)Φ(x) is a tautbologyc. \ bTchis rule of
course is meant \ to apply / to any other ind.bividualc var.biablec y, z instead
of x b.c / So these are the axioms and rules of inf.berencec of which one can
prove that they are complete: i.eb.c every taut.bologyc of the calbculusc of
fbucnctbionsc can be derivedb.c bHere one finds in the manuscript an insertion sign to which no text to be inserted corresponds, and the page is divided
by a sinuous horizontal line.c
Now I want to give some examples \ for derivations from these axbiomsc.
Again an expression will be called demonstrable or derivable if it can be
obtained from Axbiomsc 1 . . . 5 b(1). . . (4) and Ax. 5c by rules 1 – 4. / First
of all I wish to remark that, since among our ax.biomsc and rules all axbiomsc
and rules of the calcbulusc of prop.bositionsc occur, we can derive from our
ax.biomsc and rules all formulas and rules which we formerly derived in the
calc.bulusc of propbositionsc. \ But \ the rules barec now / formulated bnowc
for the all expr.bessionsc of the calc.bulusc of pred.bicates,c e.g. \ if Φ, Ψ /
bare such expressionsc
Φ⊃Ψ
Ψ⊃Π
Φ⊃Π/
So we are justified to use them in the subsequ.bentc J73.K derivations.
At first I mention some further rules of bthec calc.bulusc \ of prop.bositionsc
/ which I shall need:
1.
2.
10 .
30 .

P ≡Q
:
P ≡Q
b:c
p ≡ ∼∼ p
(p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q

1.

ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)

P ⊃ Q, Q ⊃ P and vice versa
∼P ≡∼Q
(20 . p ≡ p)
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ⊃ q) Import.bationc

(x)[∼ ϕ(x)] ⊃ ∼ ϕ(y)

Subst.bitution,c Axb. c5
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∼ ϕ(x)

ϕ(y) ⊃ ∼ (x)[∼ ϕ(x)]

Transp.bositionc

ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)

def.binedc symb.bolc

ϕ(x)

(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)
ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)

Ax. 5
1b.c

bThe next page of the manuscript is not numbered and contains only the
following heading:
Log.bikc Vorl.besungenc bGerman: Logic Lecturesc Notre Dame
1939
This page and the pages following it up to p. 73.7, which makes nine pages,
are on loose, torn out, leafs, with holes for a spiral, but not bound with the
spiral to the rest of the notebook, as the other pages in this Notebook V are.
In all of the notebooks the only other loose leafs are to be found at the end
of Notebooks III and VII.c
J73.1K Last time I set up a system of axioms and rules of inf.berencec from
which it is possible to derive all tautologies of the calc.bulusc of predicates.
Incidentally I wish to mention that bthec technical term tautology is somewhat out of use \ fashion / at presentb,c the word analytical (which goes back
to Kant) is used in it’s bitsc place, and that has certain advantages because
analytical is an indifferent term whereas the term tautological suggests a certain philosophy of logicb,c namely \ the theory / that the propositions \ of
logic / are in some sense void of contentb,c that they say nothingb.c Of course
it is by no means necessary for a J73.2K mathematical logician to adopt this
theory, bec.bausec math.bematicalc logic is a purely math.bematicalc theory
which is wholly indiff.berentc towards banyc phil.bosophicalc question. So if
I use this term tautological I don’t want to imply \ by that / any definite
standpoint as to the essence of logicb,c but \ the term taut.bologicalc / is
only to be understood as a shorter expr.bessionc for universally true. Now
as to our axiomatic syst.bemc the Axioms were as follows 1. 2. Rules of
infberencec
1.b1c Implicbationc

Φ, Φ ⊃ Ψ

2.b2c Subst.bitutionc bac)

:

Ψ

indiv.bidualc varbiablesc
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prop.bositionalc var.biablesc
d.bcc) funct.bionalc bvariablesc
3.b3c Rule of def.binedc symb.bolc
1. For .b,c ⊃b,c ≡ as formerly
2. (∃x)Φ(x) may be repl.bacedc by ∼ (x) ∼ Φ(x) and vice versa
4.b4c Rule of the univbersalc quantifier
Φ ⊃ Ψ(x) . . b:c Φ ⊃ (x)Ψ(x)

J73.3K It may seem superfluous to formulate \ so carefully / the stipulations about the letters which we have to use for the bound var.biablesc here
in rule 3.b2c because if you take account of the meaning of the expr.bessionsc
involved you will observe these rules automaticallyb,c because otherwise they
would either be ambiguous or not have the intended \ meaningb.c / To this it
is to be answered that it is exactly one of the \ chief / purpose of the axiomatization of logic \ to avoid this reference to the meaning of the formulasb,c
ib.ce. we want to / btoc set up a calculus which can be handled purely mechanically (ib.ce. \ a calculus / which makes thinking superfluous J73.4K and
which can replace thinking for certbainc questbionsc)b.c
bnew paragraphc In other words we want to put into effect as far as possible Leibnitzb’s; or perhaps “Leibnitzian”c program of a ,,b“ccalculus ratiocinator” which he cbhcaracterbizesc by saying:bcolon from the manuscript
deletedc bthatc bhce expects there will be a time in the future when there
will be no discussion \ or reasoning / necessary for deciding logical questions but when one will be able to simply to say ,,b“ccalculemus”b,c \ let
us reckon / exactly as in questions of elementary arithbmeticc. This program has been partly carried out by this axiomatic systbemc \ for logic /
. For you will see that the rules of inference can be applied J73.5K purely
mechanicalbly,c e.gb.c in order to apply the rule of syll.bogismc bcomma from
the manuscript deletedc Φ,Φ⊃ Ψ you don’t have to know what Φ or Ψ or
the sign of impl.bicationc meansb,c but you have only to look at the outward
structure of the two prembisesc. bThe following insertion is found in the
scanned manuscript on a not numbered page after p. 73.6.c \ All you have
to know in order to apply this rule to two premises is that the sec.bondc
premise contains the ⊃ and that the part preceding the ⊃ is conform with
the first premise. And similar remarks apply to the other axiomsb.c /
bnew paragraphc Therefore \ as I menbtionedc already / it would \ actually / be possible to construct a machine which would do the following thing:
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The \ supposed / machine is to have a crank and whenever you turn the crank
once around the machine would write \ down / a tautology of the calcbulusc
of predicates and it would write down every \ existing / taut.bologyc of the
calc.bulusc of predbicatesc J73.6K if you turn the crank sufficiently often. So
this machine would really replace thinking completely as far as deriving of
formbulasc of the calc.bulusc of predbicatesc \ is concerned. / It would be a
thinking machine in the literal sense of the word.
bnew paragraphc For the calculus of prop.bositionsc you can do even
moreb.c You could construct a machine in bthec form of a typewriter such
that if you type down a formula of the calc.bulusc of prop.bositionsc then
the machine would ring a bell bif it is a tautologyc and if it is not it would
not. You could do the same thing for the calculus bThe next page of the
scanned manuscript, which is not numbered, contains just an insertion for
the text on p. 73.5, to be found at the appropriate place there.c J73.7K of
monadic predbicatesc. But one can prove that it is impossible to construct
a machine which would do the same thing for the \ whole / calculus of
predbicatesc. So here already one can prove that Leibnitzb’s; or perhaps
“Leibnitzian”c program of the ,,b“ccalculemus” cannot be carried throughb,c
ib.ce. one knows that the human mind will never be able to be replaced by a
machine already for this comparatively simple quest.bionc to decide whether
a formbulac is a taut.bologyc or not.
bThe next page of the manuscript, which is not numbered, but is not
on a loose leaf as the preceding nine pages in the scanned manuscript are,
contains only the following two lines:c
0

?4

J74K
3.

(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
(p ∨ q) ⊃ (∼ p ⊃ q)
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)

Syll.bogismc
| (∼ p ⊃ q) ⊃ (p ∨ q)
Syll.bogismc

∼ (∃x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)
∼∼ (x) ∼ ϕ(x) ≡ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)

∼ (∃x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)
4.

p . (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p . ϕ(x)]

p ≡ ∼∼ p

p

b

(x) ∼ ϕ(x)

(x) ∼ ϕ(x)
p
fraction bar omitted in the manuscript
and arrow pointing to line under 3.c
def.binedc symbbolc
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(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x)
p . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ p . ϕ(y) Multbiplicationc from left
p . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)[p . ϕ(y)] Rule 4 Φ : p . (x)ϕ(x)
(x)[p . ϕ(x)] ⊃ p . ϕ(y)
p . ϕ(y) ⊃ ϕ(y)

Ax. 5

p.q ⊃q

Subst.bitutionc
q

ϕ(y)

b

ϕ(y)
q

Ψ(y) : p . ϕ(y)

p . ϕ(x)
ϕ(x)

fraction bar omitted in the
manuscriptc

J75K

p . ϕ(y) ⊃ p
p.q ⊃p
(x)[p . ϕ(x)] ⊃ ϕ(y) Syllbogismc
(x)[p . ϕ(x)] ⊃ p
Syllbogismc
(x)[p . ϕ(x)] ⊃ (y)ϕ(y) Rule 4
(x)[p . ϕ(x)] ⊃ p . (y)ϕ(y) Compos.bitionc

5.?

p ∨ (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)]

(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y) Axb.c 5
p ∨ (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ p ∨ ϕ(y) Addbitionc from left
p ∨(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)[p ∨ ϕ(y)] Rule 4
(x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)] ⊃ p ∨ ϕ(y) Axb. c5
p ∨ ϕ(y) ⊃ (∼ p ⊃ ϕ(y)) p ∨ q ⊃ (∼ p ⊃ q)
(x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)] ⊃ (∼ p ⊃ ϕ(y)) Syllbogismc
(x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)] . ∼ p ⊃ ϕ(y) Impbortationc
(x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)] . ∼ p ⊃ (y)ϕ(y) Rule 4
(x)[p ∨ ϕ(x)]⊃ [∼ p ⊃ (y)ϕ(y)] Exp.bortationc
⊃ [p ∨ (y)ϕ(y)]
b\ 6. / c
J76K
6.

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ψ(x)]
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)]
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)

)
Axb. c5

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ [ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)] . ϕ(y)

ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)
ϕ(x)
Mult.biplicationc
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[ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)] . ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)
b

ϕ(y)

(p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q

ψ(y)

fraction bars
p
q
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(y)
⊃ (y)ψ(y)
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)ψ(y)]
7.

p

q

ϕ(y)

ψ(y)

omitted in the manuscriptc
Syll.bogismc
Rule 4
Exp.bortationc

Derived Rule I
Φ(x) . . b:c (x)Φ(x)

J77K

P ⊃ Q b:c P . R ⊃ Q
p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ Φ(x) by add.bitionc of premises Q b:c P ⊃ Q
p ∨ ∼ p ⊃ (x)Φ(x) Rule 4
p∨∼p
(x)Φ(x) Rule of impl.bicationc

8b.c

Derived rule II
Φ(x) ⊃ Ψ(x) : (x)Φ(x) ⊃ (x)Ψ(x)
1. (x)[Φ(x) ⊃ Ψ(x)]
2. Substbitutionc: (x)[Φ(x) ⊃ Ψ(x)] ⊃ (x)Φ(x) ⊃ (x)Ψ(x)
3b.c Implbicationc

?9.

Derived rule III
Φ(x) ≡ Ψ(x) : (x)Φ(x) ≡ (x)Ψ(x)
Φ(x) ⊃ Ψ(x)
(x)Φ(x) ⊃ (x)Ψ(x)
Ψ(x) ⊃ Φ(x)
(x)Ψ(x) ⊃ (x)Φ(x)
888

J78K
?10.

∼ (x)ϕ(x) ≡ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)
ϕ(x) ≡ ∼∼ ϕ(x)
double negbationc
(x)ϕ(x) ≡ (x) ∼∼ ϕ(x)
Rule II
∼ (x)ϕ(x) ≡ ∼ (x) ∼∼ ϕ(x)
Transp.bositionc
≡ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)
def.binedc symb.bolc
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\ ?100 . (x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)
(x)ϕ(x) ∨ ∼ (x)ϕ(x)
Excl.budedc middle
∼ (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)
b?c10.
|(x)ϕ(x) ∨ ∼ (x)ϕ(x)| ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x) ∼ ϕ(x)
?11.

Implic.bationc /

(x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)] ≡ (x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x)
ϕ(x) . ψ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x)
(x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)] ⊃ (x)ϕ(x)
Rule II
00
(x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)] ⊃ (x)ψ(x)
(x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)] ⊃ (x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x)
Comp.bositionc
)
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)
Axb. c5
(x)ψ(x) ⊃ ψ(y)

J79K

(x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) . ψ(x)
Compbositionc
(x)ϕ(x) . (x)ψ(x) ⊃ (x)[ϕ(x) . ψ(x)]
Rule 4.b4c

?12.

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)[ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] ⊃ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] b\ g”s / c

*

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)[ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] ⊃ (x){[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] .
[ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)]} Substbitution ?c11.
[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . [ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] ⊃ [ϕ(x) ⊃ χ(x)] Subst.bitutionc
Syll.bogismc
(x){[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . [ψ(x) ⊃ χ(x)]} ⊃ (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ χ(x)]
Rule 4.bIIc

**

* and ** bwithc Syllbogismc give the result.
J80.K
13b.c Rule

Ψ(x) ⊃ Φ b:c (∃x)Ψ(x) ⊃ Ψ

∼ Φ ⊃ ∼ Ψ(x)
∼ Φ ⊃ (x) ∼ Ψ(x)
∼ (x) ∼ Ψ(x) ⊃ Φ
(∃x)Ψ(x) ⊃ Φ
\ 130 b.cϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
(x) ∼ ϕ(x) ⊃ ∼ ϕ(y)
ϕ(y) ⊃ ∼ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)
14.

def.binedc symb.bolc /

(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)ψ(x)]
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(x) [ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [∼ ψ(x) ⊃ ∼ ϕ(x)]
(x)
..b00 c
(x)
b00 c
(x)[∼ ψ(x) ⊃ ∼ ϕ(x)] ⊃ (x) ∼ ψ(x) ⊃ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)
[(x) ∼ ψ(x) ⊃ (x) ∼ ϕ(x)] ⊃ ∼ (x) ∼ ϕ(x) ⊃ ∼ (x) ∼ ψ(x)
p
q
(p ⊃ q) ⊃ (∼ q ⊃ ∼ p)
(x) ∼ ψ(x) (x) ∼ ϕ(x)
(x) ∼ ψ(x) (x) ∼ ϕ(x)
fraction bars omitted in the manuscriptc
b
p
q
(x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [∼ (x) ∼ ϕ(x) ⊃ ∼ (x) ∼ ψ(x)] Rule of defbinedc
symb.bolc

J81.K
15b.c Rule corresp.bondingc to 14.
16.

(∃x)[ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)] ≡ (∃x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x)ψ(x)
ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)
(∃x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (∃x)[ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x)]
...
Dilemma
ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
ψ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ψ(x)
ϕ(y) ∨ ψ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x) ∨ (∃x)ψ(x)
00
00
(∃y)[ 00 ] ⊃

An example where we have to subst.bitutec for ϕ(x) something containing
other free var.biablesc besides xb:c
(y)(x)ψ(xy) ≡ (x)(y)ψ(xy)
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y)
(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(u)

(z)ψ(xz)
ψ(xy)
ϕ(x)

* (x)ψ(xy) ⊃ ψ(uy)
(z)ϕ(z) ⊃ ψ(y)bϕ(y)c

(x)ψ(xz)
ϕ(z)
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* (z)(x)ψ(xz) ⊃ (x)ψ(xy) * * Syllog.bismc
(z)(x)ψ(xz) ⊃ ψ(uy)
Rule 4 y
00
(z)(x)ψ(xz) ⊃ (y)ψ(uy)
u
(z)(x)ψ(xz) ⊃ (u)(y)ψ(uy)
y
x
(y)(x)ψ(xz) ⊃ (x)(y)ψ(uy)

J82.KI have mentioned already that among the taut.bologicalc form.bulasc
of the calcbulusc of pred.bicatesc are in part.bicularc those which express
the Aristotelian moods of infberencec, bbcut \ bunreadable symbolc that /
not all of the 19 Aristbotelianc moods are really valid in the calc.bulusc of
propbositions.c bbutc only 15 of them bunreadable wordc the remaining 4
\ bScome of them / require an add.bitionalc third premise in order to be
validb,c \ namely that the predicates involved be not vacuousb;c / e.g. the
mood Darapti is one of those not validb,c it says
M aS, M aP : SiP , in symbols:
(x)[M (x) ⊃ S(x)] . (x)[M (x) ⊃ P (x)] ⊃ (∃x)[S(x) . P (x)]
But this is not a tautological formula because that would mean it holds for
any monadic pred.bicatesc M, S, P whatsoever. But J83.K we can easily name
pred.bicatesc for which it is wrong namelyb;c if you take for M a \ vacuous /
pred.bicatec which belongs to no objectb,c say e.g. the predbicatec president
of A.bmericac born in South Bend bThe following text is crossed out in the
manuscript: that is a perfectly meaningful \ correctly formed / predbicate,c
only by a historical accident there exists no object to which it belongs [or water snake is another ex.bamplec when a water snake is defined to be a snake
living in the water.] Now I say if you take for M such a vacuous pred.bicatecc
and take for S and P any two mutually exclusive pred.bicates,c ib.ceb.c such
that no S is P b,c then the above formula will be wrong because b1.c the two
premises are both trueb.c bScince J84.K M (x) is false for every x we have
M (x) ⊃ S(x) is true for every x (bec.bause it is anc impl.bicationc with false
first term)b;c likewise M (x) ⊃ P (x) is true for every xb.c ibI.ce. the premises
are both true but the conclusion is false bec.bausec S, P are supposed to
be two predicates such that there is no S which is a P b.c Hence for the
part.bicularc pred.bicatec we chose the first term of this whole impl.bicationc
is true bandc the secbondc is falseb,c ib.ceb.c the whole form.bulac is false.
So there are predbicatesc which substituted in this formbulac yield a false
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propbosition,c hence this formbulac is not a tautbologyc. If we want to transform \ that expr.bessionc into / bac real taut.bologyc we have to add the
further premise that M is not J85.K vacuousb,c ib.ce.
(∃x)M (x) . (x)[M (x) ⊃ S(x)] . (x)[M (x) ⊃ P (x)] ⊃ (∃x)[S(x) . P (x)]
would really be a tautology. Altogether there are 4bfourc some of the \ 19 /
Arist.botelianc moods which require this additional premise. \ Furthermore
SaP ⊃ SiP b,c \ P iS (conversion) / as I mentioned last time also requires that S bisc nbwritten over tconb-cvacbuousc. Also SaP ⊃ ∼ (SeP )b,c
ib.ce. SaP and SeP cannot both be trueb,c does not hold in the log.bicalc
calc.bulusc bec.bausec if S bisc vacuous both SaP and SeP are true (x)[S(x) ⊃
P (x)] . (x)[S(x) ⊃∼ P (x)]b;c S(x) = x \ is a / pres.bidentc of the States born
in Southb.bSouth Bend,c P (x)b=c x is bald, then both
Every presid.bentc . . . is bald
No
00bpresident . . . c is bald /
So \ we see / Arist.botlec makes the implicit assumption that all pred.bicatesc which he speaks of are non-vacuous; in the logistic calc.bulusc of
pred.bicatesc however we dob cnot make this assumptionb,c ib.ce. all tautologies and all formulas derivable from our axioms hold for any pred.bicatesc
whatsoever they may beb,c vacuous or not. J86.K Now one may ask: which is
the more expedient procedure is preferable, to formbulatec the laws of logic in
such a way that they hold for all pred.bicatesc \ vacuous and nonb-cvacuous
/ or in such a way that they hold only for nonb-cvacuous. I think there can
be no doubt that the logistic way is preferable for many reasons:
1. As we saw it may depend on purely empirical facts whether or not
a pred.bicatec is vacuous (as we saw in the ex.\ ample / of a presid.bentc
of America born in Southb Bcend). Therefore if we don’t admit vacuous
predicbatesc at all it will depend on empirical facts which pred.bicatesc \ are
/ have to be admitted in logical reasonings \ or which inferences are valid,
/ but that J87.K is very undesirable. Whether a pred.bicatec can be used in
reasoning (drawing inf.berencesc) should depend only on mere logical considerations and not on empir.bicalc facts.
But a second and still more important argument is thisb:c that to exclude
vacuous predicates would be a very serious hamperingb,c e.g. in mathematical
reasoning, because it happens frequently that we have to form predbicatesc
of which we don’t know in the beginning of the \ an / argument whether
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or not they are vacuousb,c e.g. in indirect proofsb.c If we want to prove
that there does not exist an alg.bebraicc equ.bationc whose root is π we
operate J88.K with the predbicatec ,,b“calgebbraicc equ.bationc with root π”
and use it in conclusionsb,c and later on it turns out that this pred.bicatec
is vacuous. \ But also in everyday life it happens frequently that we want
\ have / to make general assertions about predicates of which we don’t know
whether they are vacuous [eb. Ec.g. if \ Abacssume that / in a bucniversity
bdeleted from the manuscript: \ in Muhambmedanccountries we have the
true prop.bositionc / cthere is the rule that examinations may be repeated
arbitrarily oftenb;c \ then / we can make the statementb:c A student which
has. . . ten times is allowed to. . . for an eleventh timeb]c. But if we want
to exclude vacuous predbicatesc we cannot express this true propbositionc
bdeleted from the manuscript: about \ Turkey / (the univ.bersityc under
consbisderationc)c if we don’t know whether there exists such a student who
has. . . But of course this (rule) \ propbositionc / has nothing to do with the
existbencec of a student. . . \ bOcr e.g. excluding vac.buousc pred.bicatesc
has the consequbencec that we cannot always form the conj.bunctionc of two
pred.bicates,c e.g. presid.bentc of U.S.A. is banc admbissiblec \ pred.bicate,c
/ born in South Bend is adm.bissible,c but presidbentc of Ambericac born
in South Bend is not admissible. / / So if we want to avoid absolutely
unnecessary complications we \ must not exclude the vacuous predbicatesc
and / have to form.bulatec the laws of logic in such a way that they apply
both to vacuous and non-vacuous predbicatesc. I don’t say that it is false to
exclude themb,c but it leads to abs.bolutelyc unnec.bessaryc complicbationsc.
bAfter this paragraph the page is divided in the manuscript by a horizontal
line.c
As to the 15 valid moods of Arist.botlec they can all be expressed by one
logistic formulab.c \ However / bicn order to do that I have first to embody
the calc.bulusc of monadic predbicatesc in a different formb,c namely in the
form of the calc.bulusc of classes. This \ transformation however applies
only to the / however applies only to the formulas containing only monadic
predbicatesc J89.K i.e. such that no var.biablesc for relbationsc ϕ(xy) occur).
The calc.bulusc of classes also yields also the decision solution of the decision
problem for formulas with only monadic predicates.
If we have an arb.bitraryc \ monadic / predicateb,c say P b,c then we
can consider the extension of this pred.bicate,c ib.ceb.c the totality of all
obj.bectsc satisfying P b;c it is denoted by x̂[P (x)]. These ext.bensionsc of
monad.bicc predicates barec all called classes. So this \ symbbolc x̂ / means:
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the class of obj.bectsc x such that the subsequ.bentc is true. It is applied also
to prop.bositionalc fbucnctbions,c e.g. x̂[I(x) . x > 7] means ,,b“cthe class of
integers greater bthanc seven”b.c J90.K x̂[T (x)] the class of most beings. So
to any monadic predicate belongs a uniquely det.berminedc class of objbectsc
as its ,,b“cextension”b,c but of course there may be different predicates with
the same extensionb,c as eb.cg. the two predbicatesc: good heat conducting,
elasticity conductingb. Tchese are two entirely diff.berentc pred.bicates,c but
every obj.bectc which has the first propbertyc also has the sec.bondc one and
vice versab;c therefore their extbensionc is the sameb,c ib.ce. if H, E denotes
them, x̂[H(x)] = x̂[E(x)] although H 6= E \ I am writing the symbol of
identity \ and distinctness / in between the two ident.bicalc obj.bectsc as is
usual in mathbematicsc. I shall speak \ about / this way \ of writing / in
more detail laterb.c /
In gen.beralc we have if ϕ, ψ are two mon.badicc pred.bicatesc then

x̂[ϕ(x)] = x̂[ψ(x)] ≡ (x)[ϕ(x) ≡ ψ(x)]

\ This equivalence expresses the essential property of extensions of predbicatesc. It is to be noted \ that / we have not defined what classes are
becbausec we \ explained it by the term extensionb,c and extensions we
explained by the term totalityb,c and a totality is the same thing as a class.
So this def.binitionc would be circular. The real state of affairs is thisb:c that
we consider x
b as a primitive term bac new primit.bivec (undefined) term,
which satisfies this axiom here. Russell \ however / has shown that one can
dispense with this \ x̂ as a / primit.bivec term by introducing it by a kind of
implicit def.binition,c but that would take too much time \ to explain itb;c
/ so we simply can consider it as a primitbive.c / /
The letters α, β, γ, . . . are used as variables for classes and the statement
that bThe text interrupted here is continued on p. 91., the first page of
Notebook VI.c an objbectc a belbongsc to α is denbotedc by aεα.
bOn the remaining not numbered, last page, of Notebook V, one finds
many lines in shorthand or crossed out, and one finds also: individual variables, facultative \ optional / , convention, The interest lies in this that propriety, choice is fortunate, specific(individual, definite), Def 1. Expression
(P, Φ(x) →, 2. Conv., 4. Taut., embody.c
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2.6

Notebook VI

bFolder 64, on the front cover of the notebook “Log.bikc Vorl.besungenc
bGerman: Logic Lecturesc N.D. bNotre Damec VI”c
bThe first page of this notebook, p. 91., begins with the second part of a
sentence interrupted at the end of p. 90. of Notebook V.c
J91.K an objbectc a bel.bongsc to α (or is an elbementc of α) by a ε α.
Hence
(
α = x̂[x ε α]
y ε x̂[ϕ(x)] ≡ ϕ(y)
Furthermore
(x)[x ε α ≡ x ε β] ⊃ α = β
So far we spoke only of extensions of monadic predicatesb;c we can also
introduce extensions of dyadic (and polyadicb)c predbicates.c If eb.cgb.c Q
is a dyadic predbicatec then x̂ŷ[Q(xy)] (called the ext.bensionc of Q) will be
something that satisfies the condition:
x̂ŷ[ψ(xy)] = x̂ŷ[χ(xy)b]cb.c ≡ b.c(xb, cy)[ψ(xy) ≡ χ(xy)]
e.g. the class of pairs \ (x, y) / such that Q(xy) would J92.K be something
which satisfies this cond.bition,c but the ext.bensionc of bac rel.bationc is
not defined as the class of ordberedc pairsb,c but is consid.beredc as an
und.befinedc term bec.bausec ordered pair is defined in terms of ext.bensionc
of relations. An example for this \ formulab,c / ib.ce. an \ example / of two
different dyadic \ predbicatesc / which have the same extension would be
x < y, x > y ∨ x = yb,c x exerts an electrostatic abtctraction on yb,c x and
y are loaded by electricities of different signb.c
bnew paragraphc Ext.bensionsc of monadic pred.bicatesc are called classes,
bunreadable symbolc extensions of polyadic pred.bicatesc are called relations
in logistic. So in log.bisticc the term relbationc is reserved \ used / not for the
polyadic predbicatesc themselves but for their extensions, that bunreadable
textc conflicts with the meaning of the term rel.bationc in everyday blifec
\ and also with the meaning in which I introduced this term a few lectures
ago, / but since it is usual to use this term relbationc in \ this extbensionalc
sense / I shall stick to this use \ and the trouble is that bthere isc no better
term / . If R is a relbationc, the statement that x bears R J93.K to y is
denbotedc by xRy. This way of writingb,c \ namely to write the symbbolc
denoting the rel.bationc between the symbols denoting the obj.bectsc for
which the relbationc is asserted to holdb,c / is adapted to the notation of
mathbematics,c e.g. <b,c x < y, =, x = yb. Ocf course we have:
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(xb, cy)[xRy ≡ xSy] ⊃ R = S
for any two relbationsc R, Sb,c bThe text that follows, until the end of the
paragraph, is inserted in the manuscript.c exactly as before b(x)[ cx ε α ≡
x ε βb ] ⊃ α = βc. So a relation is uniquely det.berminedc if you know all
the pairs which have this relation bec.bausec \ by this formbulac / there
cannot exist two different rel.bationsc which subsist between the same pairs
(although there can exist many different dyadic pred.bicatesc)b.c
bThe text that follows, until the end of the paragraph, is in big square
brackets in the manuscript.c Therefore a relation can be represented e.gb.c
by a figure of arrows
bb

bd

@
R



be

c

d

@b c
ab 
-

or by a quadratic scheme eb.cgb.c
a
a
b
c
d
e

b

e
•

•
•

•

Such a figure determines a unique rel.bation;c in general it will be infiniteb.c
bThe lcetters R, S, T are mostly used as var.biablesc for relbationsc. But
now let us return to the ext.bensionsc of mon.badicc pred.bicates,c ib.ce. the
classes for which we want to set up a calculus.
V
First
we
have
two
part.bicularc
classes
bwritten over 0c (vacuous class)
W
b,c
(the universal class) which are defined as the ext.bensionc J94.K of a
vacuous predbicatec and of a predbicatec that bel.bongsc to everything. So
V
= x̂[ϕ(x) . ∼ ϕ(x)]
W
= x̂[ϕ(x) ∨ ∼ ϕ(x)]
It is clear that
V It makes no difference which vacuous predbicatec I take
for defining . If Ab,c B are two diffberentc vacuous pred.bicatesc then
x̂(A(x)) = x̂(B(x)) bx̂[A(x)] = x̂[B(x)]c becbausec (x)[A(x) ≡ B(x)]. And
similarly if C, D are two diff.berentc pred.bicatesc belonging to everything
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x̂[C(x)] = x̂[D(x)] bec.bausec (x)[C(x) ≡ D(x)]b,c ib.ce. there exists exactly
one 0-class and exactly one J95.K universal classb,c \ although of course
there exist many different vacuous predbicatesc. But
V they all have the same
extensionb,c namely nothing which is denoted
by
b.c So the zero class is
V V
the class with no el.bementsc (x)[∼ x ε ]b written over 0cb,c the universal
class is the
W classVof which
W every obj.bectc is an el.bementcbunreadable textc
(x)b(cx ε )b;c
and
are sometimes denoted by 0 and 1 because of b[c
cert.bainc analogies with arithmbeticc. /
bnew paragraphc Next we can introduce cert.bainc operations for classes
which are analogous to the arithmbeticalc operations: namely
α + β = x̂[x ε α ∨ x ε β]
y ε α + β ≡ y ε x̂[x ε α ∨ x ε β] ≡ y ε α ∨ y ε β
mathem.baticianc or dem.bocratc
Mult.biplicationc or inters.bectionc α · β = x̂[x ε α . x ε β]
mathembaticianc democr.batc
Op.bpositec or compl.bementc
−α = x̂[∼ x ε α] or α
non mathem.baticianc
Difference
α − β = α · (−β) = x̂[x ε α . ∼ x ε β]
mathembaticianc not democrbatc
(New Yorkebrc not sick)
Add.bitionc or sum

bOn the right of the table above, two intersecting circles, as in Euler or Venn
diagrams, are drawn in the manuscript.c
Furthermore we have a rel.bationc classes which corresponds to the arithmbeticc relbationc of <b,c namely the relation of subclass
α ⊆ β ≡ (x)[x ε α ⊃ x ε β]

\ Man ⊆ Mortal /

All these op.berationsc obey laws very similar J96.K to the corresponding
arithmetical laws: e.g.
α+β =β+α
α·β =β·α
(α + β) + γ = α + (β + γ)
(α · β) · γ = α · (β · γ)
(α + β) · γ = α · γ + α · γbβ · γc
(α · β) + γ = (α + γ) · (α + γ)bβ + γc
\ bTchey follow from the corresponding laws of the calculus of prop.bositions:c
e.g.
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x ε(α + β) ≡ x ε α ∨ x ε β ≡ x ε β ∨ x ε α ≡ x ε(β + α)
x ε(α + β) · γ ≡ x ε(α + β) . x ε γ ≡ (x ε α ∨ x ε β) . x ε γ
≡ (x ε α . x ε γ) ∨ (x ε αbx ε βc. x ε γ)
≡ x ε α · β ∨ x ε αγbx ε α · γ ∨ x ε β · γc
≡ x ε(α · β + α · γ)bx ε(α · γ + β · γ)c b(α + β) · γ deletedc /
α+0=α
α·1 =α
\ (x) ∼ (x ε 0)
(x)b(cx ε 1) /

α·0 =0
α+1= 1
x ε(α + 0) ≡ x ε α ∨ x ε 0 ≡ x ε α

bOn the right of the table above, three intersecting circles, as in Euler or
Venn diagrams, with α, β and perhaps γ marked in them, and some areas
shaded, are drawn in the manuscript.c
α⊆β
γ⊆δ

α ⊆ βb.cβ ⊆ γ ⊃ α ⊆ γ
Law of transitivity

α+γ ⊆β+δ
α·γ ⊆β·δ

α ⊆ β . β ⊆ α ⊃ α = β.

Laws different from arithmbetical:c
α+α=α·α=α
x ε α · b+cα ≡ x ε α ∨ x ε α ≡ x ε α
α ⊆ β ⊃ [α + β = β . α · β = α]
β ⊆α+β
α⊆β
β⊆β
α+β ⊆β+β =β
J97.K

−(α + β) = (−α) · (−β)
De Morgan
x ε − (α + β) ≡ ∼ x ε (α + β) ≡ ∼ (x ε α ∨ x ε β) ≡ ∼ (x ε α) . ∼ (x ε β) ≡
x ε − α . x ε − β ≡ x ε (−α) · (−β)
−(α · β) = (−α) + (−β)
α · (−α) = 0
α + (−α) = 1
−(−α) = α

\ The compl.bementc of α is sometimes also denoted by α (so that α =
−α)b.c /
bThe exercise that follows, with three displayed formulae, is in big square
brackets in the manuscript.c Exercise bunreadable textc Law for diff.berence:c
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αb·c(β − γ) = α · β − α · γ
α · β = α − (α − β)
α⊆β⊃β⊆α

If α · β = 0b,c that means the classes α and β have no common elementb,c
then α bandc β are called mutually exclusive. We can now formulate the
four Aristotelian types of judgement a, e, i, o also in the symbolism of the
calc.bulusc of classes as followsb:c
α a β ≡ α ⊆ β ≡ |α · β = 0|
J98.K
αeβ ≡ α · β = 0 ≡
α⊆β

≡ αb·cβ = 0

α i β ≡ α · β 6= 0 ≡ ∼ (α ⊆ β) ≡ α · β 6= 0
α o β ≡ α · β 6= 0 ≡ ∼ (α ⊆ β) .b≡c α · β 6= 0
bIn the last three lines, the underlined formulae and the ≡ symbol that follows
them are to be deleted, since they are repeated at the end of the lines.c So
all of these 4bfourc types of judgements can be expressed by the vanishingb,c
resp.bectivelyc not vanishingb,c of cert.bainc intersections.
Now the formula which compresses all of the 15 valid Aristotelian inferences reads like this
∼ (α · β = 0 . α · γ = 0 . β · γ 6= 0)
So this is a universally true formula becbausec α · βb= 0c means β outside
of αb,c α · γ = 0 means γ inside of αb.c If β outside γ inside they can
have no element in J99.K commonb,c ib.ce. the two first propbositionsc imply
β · γ = 0b,c ib.ce. it cannot be that all three of them are trueb.c Now since
this says that all bwritten over “All”c three of them cannot be true you can
always conclude the negation of the third from the two othersb;c e.gb.c
α · β = 0 . α · γ = 0 bα · γ = 0c ⊃ β · γ = 0
α · β = 0 . β · γ 6= 0 ⊃ α · γ 6= 0 etcb.c
and in this way you obtain all valid 15 moods if you substitute for α, β, γ
the in an appropriate way the minor termb,c the major term and the middle
term or their negbation,c eb.cgb.c
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M aP
SaM

SaP

bM · P = 0 . S · M = 0c ⊃ S · P = 0
∼ (M · P = 0 . S · M = 0 . S · P 6= 0)
γ=S
α=M
β=P
III

bFceriso

M eP
M iS

SoP

M · P bP c = 0 . M · S 6= 0 ⊃ S · P 6= 0
∼ (bM · P = 0 . M · S 6= 0c . S · P bP c = 0)
α=P
β=M
γ = P bγ = Sc.
The \ 4bfourc / moods which require an additional premise can also be
expressed by one formulab,c namely:
∼ (α 6= 0 . α · β = 0 . α · γ = 0 . β · γ = 0)
J101.K Darapti
M aP
M aS
SiP
e.g. is obtained by taking
M = αbα = M c
β=P
γ=S
M aP . M aS ⊃ SiP
M b·cP = 0b.cM b·cS = 0b⊃cS · P b6=c0
bβ = P and γ = S, which are written already above, are deletedc
Howeverb,c this sec.bondc formula is an easy consequence of the firstb,c ib.ce.
we can derive it by two applications of the first. To this end we have only to
note that α 6= 0 can be expressed by α i α bec.bausec bunreadable symbolc
ϕ i ψ ≡ (∃x)[ϕ(x)b.cψ(x)]
ϕ i ϕ ≡ (∃x)[ϕ(x) . ϕ(x)] ≡ (∃x)ϕ(x)
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∼ (αb·cβ = 0 . αb·cγ = 0 . βb·cγ 6= 0)
αβ = 0 bα · β = 0c
αb·cα 6= 0
αβ = 0 bα · β = 0c
α:β
β : γα bperhaps β, γ : α, which should mean: β : α, γ : αc
αb·cβ 6= 0
αb·cγ = 0
α:γ
β:α
γ:β

βγ 6= 0 bβ · γ = 0c

III bFceriso αb·cα 6= 0 . αb·cβ = 0 . αb·cγ = 0 ⊃ βb·cγ 6= 0
bα · α 6= 0

α · β = 0c

αb·cβ 6= 0

αb·cγ = 0

βb·cγ 6= 0
J102.K In general it can be shown that every correct formula express.bedc
by the Aristbotelianc terms a, e, i, o and opberationsc of btheccalc.bulusc
of prop.bositionsc can be derived from this principleb;c to be more exactb,c
fundbamentalc notions a, i
def

α e β ≡ ∼ (α i β)
α o β ≡ ∼ (α a β)
1. α a α
Identity
2. α a β . β a γ ⊃ α a γ
I Barbarbac
3. α i βbβc . βbβc a γ ⊃ γ i αbαc Darii

IV bDcimatis

and all axioms of the prop.bositionalc calculusb;c then if we have a formbulac
composed only of such expr.bessionsc α a βb,c α i γ and ∼, ∨ . . . and which
is universally trueb,c ib.ce. holds for all classes αb, cβ, γ involvedb,c then it
is derivable from these ax.bioms by rule of substbitutionc and impl.bicationc
and def.binedc symbbolc. J103.K I am sorry I have no time to give the proof.
bnew paragraphc So we can say that the Aristotelian theory of syllogisms
for expressions of this part.bicularc type a, e, i, o is completeb,c ib.ce. every
true formula follows from the Aristotelian moods. bThe following inserted
jottings from the manuscript are deleted: µbor uc·β = 0, νγ = 0, µbor
ucν = 0.c bBcut those Aristbotelianc moods are even abundant because those
two moods alone are already sufficient to obtain everything else. But The
incompleteness of the Aristotbelianc theory lies in this that there are many
J104.K propositions which cannot be expressed in terms of the Arist.botelianc
primit.bivec terms. E.g. all form.bulasc which I wrote down for +b, c · b, c−
(distribbutivec law, De Morgan law etc.) becbausec those symb.bolsc +b, c ·
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b, c− dob cnot occur in Aristbotlec. But there are even simpler things not
expr.bessiblec in Aristbotelian terms;cbleft square bracket deletedc eb.cg. a ·
c = 0 bfull stop deletedc (some not a are not c)b,c e.g. αβ oe βγ according to
Aristbotlec there is no concl.busionc from that (there is a bprinciplec that
from two neg.bativec premises no conclusion can be drawn)
bOn the right of p. 104. one finds in the manuscript the following jottings:c
αbwritten over βc = Comm.bunist?c
β = Dembocratc
γ = Mathbematicianc

β aα
β oγ

bthe conclusion is presumably in shorthandc

αoγ

J105.K and that is true if we take account only of propositions expressible
by the a, e, i, ob.c But there is a concl.busionc to be drawn from thatb,c
namely b“cSome not α are not γb”c α · γ 6= 0b.c Since some β are not γ
and every β is not α we have some not α (namely the β) are not γb.cbright
parenthesis deletedcbThe relationc which bholdsc between two classes α, γ if
α · γ 6= 0 cannot be
k expressed by a, e, i, ob,c but it is arb.bitraryc to exclude
that relbationc. b deletedc Another ex.bamplec
αiβ
αoβ
βbαc contains at least tbwco elements
bOn the right of p. 105. one finds in the manuscript:
M eP
SaM

M aP
SaM

SeP

SaP

which show that the mood Celarent of the first figure is really Barbara.c
J106.K Such prop.bositions: “cThere are two diff.berentc objects a, b to which
the predbicatec α belongsb”c can of course not be expr.bessedc by a, e, i, ob,c
but they can in the logistic calc.bulusc by
(∃xb, cy)[x 6= y . x ε α . y ε βby ε αc]b.c
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bHere, after “Another ex:” the text is interrupted in the manuscript.c
J107.K bThe following paragraph is crossed out in the manuscript:

We have seen already in the theory of the monadic predbicatesc for classes
that many that many concepts bunreadable textc laws of bunreadable textc
are missing in the Aristbotelianc treatmentb.c But the proper domain of
logic where the incompleteness of Aristboteliancbunreadable textc in terms
of diffberentcbunreadable textcis the theory of relations. bunreadable textc
we are going to deal with in more detail bunreadable textc relationsc
\ Last time I developed in outline the calc.bulusc of classes in which we
introduced certain operations +b,c ·b,c − which obey laws similar laws \ to
those / of arithmeticb.c / One can develop a \ similar / calc.bulusc \ for
relationsb.c / First of all we can introduce for relations operations +b,c ·b,c
− in a manner perfectly analogous to the calc.bulusc of classes.
J108.K If R bandc S are any two dyad.bicc rel.bationsc I put
R + S = x̂ŷ[xRy ∨ xSy]
Rb·cS = x̂ŷ[xRy . xSy]
−R
= x̂ŷ[∼ xRy] bunreadable wordc pb.c 110
\ R − S = x̂ŷ[xRy . ∼ xSy] /
l
So e.g. if R is the relbationc of father, S the relbationc of mother
bunreadable text; should be: one has for the relationc of parentb:c
parent = father + mother
x bis ac parent of y ≡ x is a father of y ∨ x is bac mother of y
≤
= (< + =)
k
child = son + daughter
bThe following unfinished paragraph at the end of p. 108. is crossed out:
subrelbationc. R is called a subrelation of S
R ⊆ S if (xb, cy)[xRy ⊃ xSy]
e.g. father ⊆ ancestorb,c but notc
J109.K Or consider similarity for polygons and bthecrelbationc of bunreadable text, perhaps in shorthand, maybe: same sizec and the relbationc of
congr.buencec, then Congrbuencec = Similbarityc · bunreadable text, perhaps
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in shorthand, same as the preceding one, maybe: Same sizec, or considerbthe
text until “then we have” is partly crossed outc the 4bfour, written over
3c relbationsc k bparallelismc, without combmonc points, cobmcplanar, and
bunreadable text, perhaps in shorthand, maybe: skew,c then we have
bor ,,c Parallelism = without combmonc point b·c cobmcplanar,
or Parallelism b=c without combmonc point ,b·c − bunreadable text,
perhaps in shorthand, same as the preceding one, maybe: skewc
or −brother will subsistbunreadable letterc between two objbectsc x, y if 1.
x, y are two human beings and x is not a brother of y or 2b.c if x or y is
not a human being bec.bausec x brother y is true only if x and y are human
beings and in addition x is a brother of y. So if x or y are not human beings
the relation eo ipso will not J110.K bwill notc holdb,c ib.ce. \ the relbation
/ −brother will hold. \ \ Exactly / as for classes there will exist also a
vacuous and a universal relation denoted by Λ̇ and V̇. Λ̇ is the relbationc
which subsists between no objbectsc (xb, cy) ∼ xΛ̇yb, andc (xb, cy)xV̇yb,c
eb.cgb.c
greater · smaller = Λ̇
greater + (not greater) = V̇
Also there exists an analogon to the notion of subcl.bass,c namely R ⊆ S if
xRy ⊃ xSyb,c e.g.
father ⊆ ancestor
brother ⊆ relative
smaller ⊆ not greater /
l
These \ operations / for rel.bationsc considered so far (ib.ce. +b,c ·b,c
−) are exactly analogous to the corresp.bondingc for classes and therefore
will obey the same laws, e.gb.c (R + S)b·cT = R · T + S · T . But in addition
to them there are certbainc operations specific for relations and therefore
more interestingb,c e.g. for any \ rel.bationc / R we can form what is called
the inverse of R (denoted by R̆ \ or R−1 / ) where R̆ = x̂ŷ[yRx]b,c hence
xR̆y ≡ yRxb,c i.e. if ybwritten over xc has the relbationc R to x then x has
the relbationc R̆ J111.K to y.b,c e.g.
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child = (parent)−1
x child y ≡ y parent x
< = (>)−1
smaller = (greater)−1
(nephew + niece) = (uncle + aunt)−1

There are also relations which are identical with their inverse bthe following
text until I = I −1 is crossed out: e.g. identity bunreadable word, perhaps:
toc (=) = (=)−1 b,c becbausec (x = y) ≡ (y = x) (in order to make the
form more conspicuous one writes \ also / I for identity such that I =
I −1 cb,c ib.ce. xRy ≡ yRxb.c Such relations are called symmetric. bOcther
ex.bamplec (brother + sister) is sym.bmetricc because - b. . . ;c brother is knot
sym.bmetric,c sister is \ n’t / either. J112.K bThe following text until is

crossed out: The op.berationc of inverse obeys the law (R−1 )−1 = R \ and is
connected by laws of distrbibutionc with the formerk operbationc + .b,c e.g.
(R + S)−1 = R−1 + S −1 / (R + S)−1 = R−1 + S −1 . c
Another oper.bationc specific for rel.bationsc \ and particularly important
/ is the so called relative prod.buctc of two rel.bationsc ren.bderedc by R|S
and defined by
R|S = x̂ŷ[(∃z)(xRz . zSy)]
ib.ceb.c R|S subsists between x and y if there is some obj.bectc z to which x
has the brc el.bationc R and which has the rel.bationc S to yb,c e.g.
nephew = son|(brother or sister)

J113.K x is a nephew to y if there is a person z such that x \ is / son of \ some
person / z and th which is brother or sister of y. In everyday langubagec
the propbositionc xRy is usually expressed by x is an R of y \ or x is the
R of y / b(e.gb.c bmissing textc)c. Using this bunreadable text, perhaps in
shorthandc we can say xR|Sy means x is an R of an S of yb,c e.g. x is a
nephew of y means x is a son of a brother or sister of yb. Octher example:
paternal uncle = brother|father
\ Forts.bGerman: continuedcbunreadable word, should be: p.c 119. /
The relative prodbuctc can also be applied to a relation and the same relbationc
again b, i.e.c we can form R|R (by def= R2 ) square of a relbation,c J114.K
eb.cg.
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bpcaternal grandfather = (father)2
grandchild = (child)2
bScimilarly we can form (R|R)|R = R3 b,c eb.cg.
great grandchild = (child)3
\ Forts.bGerman: continuedc pb.c 117. /
l

The relative product again follows laws very similar to the arithmetic
oneb’csb,c e.g.
Associatbivityc:
Distribbutivity:c
also

(R|S)|T = R|(S|T )
R|(S + T ) = R|S + R|T
R|(Sb·cT ) ⊆ R|S · R|T

bon the right of the formulae just displayed, there is a pale, unreadable and
crossed out text with formulae, probably a derivation of some of the displayed
formulaec but not commutativity
R|S = S|R is false
brother|father 6= father|brother
since paternal uncle bunreadable textc but 6=bis notc fatherb.c

k

bThe whole of pages 115. and 116. are crossed out.c
J115.K Identity I is a unity for this prod.buct,c ib.ce. R|I = I|R = R
bec.bause
xR|Iy ≡ xIz . zRy for some z
≡ xRy
Monotonicity: R ⊆ S, P ⊆ R ⊃ R|P ⊆ S|Q
l
Furthermore the class of all bunreadable textc objbectsc which have
the relbationc R to some \ objbectc / y is called domain bunreadable textc
D‘R = x̂[(∃y)xRy] and the class of all obj.bectsc to which some objbectc
has the rel.bationc is called converse domain C‘R = x̂[(∃y)yRx] so that
−1
C‘R = D‘R
l b,c e.g. D‘(father) = men that have childrenb.c
J116.K In ord.binaryc language this class is also denoted by ,,b“cfather”.
So you see in everyday langbuagec the same word is used for two diffberentc
thingsb,c a rel.bationc and its domainb:c
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C‘father = class of \ all / men (except Adam and Eve)
D‘(brother or sister) = C‘(brother or sister)
= class of men which have a brother or sisterb,c
bunreadable symbolc hence
Man−D‘(brother or sister) = unique children
D‘R + C‘R = C‘Rb,c
C‘father = class of all men

Ankimportant property which belongs to many relations is ,,b“cTransitivity”b.c
J117.K A rel.bationc R is called transitive if
(xb, cyb, cz)[xRy . yRz ⊃ xRz] :b≡c R is transitive
In other words if an R of an R of z is an R of zb;c e.g. brother is transitiveb,c
a brother of a brother of a person is a brother of this personb,c in other words
x brother y . y brother z ⊃ x brother z
Smaller is also transitiveb,c i.e.
x<y.y<z⊃x<z
\ Very many relbationsc in math.bematicsc are transitbive:cbunreadable wordc
b,c congr.buence,c || bparallelism,c isomborphism,c ancestorb.c / Son is not
transitive, a son of a son of a person is not a son of a personb.c bThe following
sentence, under a line drawn in the text, is crossed out: The relation of son
even has the opposite propbertyc
k
x son y . y son z ⊃ ∼ (x son y) b∼ (x son z)c c
l
J118.K tbTcherefore called intransitiveb;c friend is an exbamplec of a relation
which is neither transitive nor intransitive. A friend of a friend of x is not
always a friend of xb,c but is sometimes a friend of x. By means of the
previously introduced op.berationc transitivbityc \ can be / expressed by
R2 ⊆ R bec.bausec
xR2 y . ⊃ (∃z)b(cxRz . zRy) ⊃ xRy
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if R is transitiveb,c but also vice versa if R satisfies the cond.bitionc R2 ⊆ R
then R is trans.bitivec
k
2
xRy . yRz ⊃ xR z ⊃ xRz
bThe following inserted sentence is crossed out: Ex.bamplesc of transbitivec
rel.bations:c simbsymmetryc, congrbuencec, bunreadable word, presumably in
shorthandc, =bequalityc, || bparallelismc, ancestor, bunreadable word, presumably in shorthandc,c
J119.K A very important prop.bertycof relations is the following one: A
binary rel.bationc R is called one-many if for any obj.bectc y there exists at
most one obj.bectc x such that xRyb:c
(xb, cyb, cz)[xRy . zRy ⊃ x = z] ≡ R is oneb-cmany
and manyb-cone if R−1 is oneb-cmanyb;c e.g. father is oneb-cmanyb,c every
obj.bectc x can have at most one fatherb,c it can have no father if it is no
manb,c but it never has two bunreadable text in parenthesesc \ or more /
fathers. The relbationc < is not oneb-cmanyb:c for any nu.bmberc there are
many diff.berentc nu.bmbersc <bsmaller than itc.
bThe following text at thelend of p. 119. is crossed out, though its continuation on p. 120. is not: bdeleted: or e.g.c tbTche relbationc x is the
k
reciproc.balc of n.bumbercy is oneb-cmany. Every nu.bmberc has at most c
l
J120.K one reciprocal. Some numbers have no reciprocalb,c namely 0 (but
that makes no difference). The rel.bationc of reciprocal
k is at the same time
manyb-coneb;c such relations are called oneb-coneb.c
bThe following inserted text is crossed out: The inverse relbationc ,,b“cson”
is not oneb-cmanyb;c there bunreadable wordc can be several persons having
this relation of son to one person. A rel.bationc which is oneb-cmany and
manyb-cone is called one-oneb.cc
The relation of husband \ in Christian bcounctries / e.g. is an other
ex.bamplec of a one-one relation. The rel.bationc smaller is neither one-many
nor manyb-coneb; forc any nu.bmberc there exist many different nu.bmbersc
smaller than it and many diffberentc numbers greater than it. \ One-many
doesnot mean that /
One-many-ness can also be defined for polyadic relations J121.K bnamelyc.
\ A triadic rel.bationc / M is called oneb-cmany if
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(xb, cyb, czb, cu)[xM (zu) . yM (zu) ⊃ x = y]

e.g. x̂ŷẑ(x = y + z)b,c x̂ŷẑ[x − b=c yz ] have this propbertyc. For any two
nu.bmbers y and zcthere
exists at most one x which is the sum or differenceb.c
√
x̂ŷ(xb= deletedc y) is a square root of y) is not oneb-cmany because there
are in gen.beralc two different nu.bmbersc which are square roots of y. but
x̂ŷ[x = y 2 ] is onemany You see the oneb-cmany dyadic relations are exactly
the same thing which is called ,,b“cfunctions” in mathbematicsc. The dyadic
oneb-cmany relations are the fbucnctbionsc with one argument \ as eb.cg.
x2 b,c / the J122.K triadic oneb-cmany relations are the functbionsc with
two
l
k
arg.bumentsc as e.g. x + yb.c bThe inserted text that follows from to is
l
crossed out.c \ Relations which are not oneb-cmany may also be thought of
as fbucnct.bions,c but as manyb-cvalued fbucnctbions,c e.gb.c the logbarithmc
for complexbfull stop deletedc nu.bmbersc log x has inf.binitelyc many values for a given xb.c There this symbbolc log bfull stop deletedc from the
log.bicalc standpoint denotes a bnotc one many dyadic relation \ which is
not oneb-cmanyb.c / This relbationc subsists between two nu.bmbersc yb,c x
if y is one of the values of the log.barithmc for the argument x. But if the
word fbucnctbionc is used without further specification then always singlebcvalued fbucnctbionc are \ is / meant in math.bematicsc; and a \ the term
/ ,,b“csingle-valued fbucnctbionc” is \ denotes
k exactly / the same \ thing
/ as \ the term / a ,,b“coneb-cmany relation”. /
In \ order to / make statements about fbucnctbions,c \ ib.ce. oneb-cmany
rel.bationsc / it is very convenient to introduce a notation usual in mathematics and also in everyday lang.buage;c namely R‘x means \ denotes /
the y which has the rel.bationc R to xb,c ib.ce. the y such that yRx provided that this y exists and is unique. Similarly for a triadic rel.bationc
M ‘(yz) meansbdenotesc the x such thatb. . . c Instbeadc of this also yM z
is writtenb,c e.g. + denotes a triadic rel.bationc between J123.K numbers
\ (sum) / and y + z denotes the number which has this triadic rel.bationc to
yl andk z b\ provided that
l it exists / . bThe following inserted sentence from
to is crossed out: the statement that it exists is bunreadable text, perk
haps: seenc by E!R‘x (e.gb.c E! 21 b,c ∼ E! 01 c (This notation is not ambiguous
\ bunreadable textc / ) In everyday language the ‘ is expressed by the words
The. . . ofb,c e.gb.c tbTche sum of x and yb,c The father of y.
bThe text that follows until the end of p. 125. is crossed out in the
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l
manuscript.c There is only one tricky point bin thisc notation. Namely
bwchat meaning are we to battributec \ assign / to propositions containing this symbol R‘x if there doesb cnot exist bac kunique ylsuch that yRx
(ib.ce. none or several)b,c e.g. The present king of J124.K France is bald.
We may convene that such propositions are meaningless bfull stop deletedc
(neither true nor false). But that has certain undesirable consequences,
namely whether or not the present king of France exists or not is an empirical questionb.c Therefore it would depend on an empirical fact whether
or not this sequence of words is a meaningful statement or nonsense whereas
one should expect that it can depend only on
of the language
k the grammar
l
concerned whether something makes senseb.c J125.K Therefore eg. Russell
makes the conventionbsc that such statements are false and not meaningless.
The conv.bentionc is: That every atomic prop.bositionc in which such an R‘x
(describing something nonexistent) occurs is falseb,c ib.ce.
ϕ(R‘x) ≡ (∃y)[(z)[zRx ≡ z = y] . ϕ(y)]
k
be.g.c
J126.K All afore\ mentioned / notions defined of the calc.bulusc of classes
and relations are themselves relations; e.g. α ⊆ β is a binary rel.bationc between classesb,c α + β is a dyadic fbucnct.bion,c ib.ce. a triadic relbationc between classes (which subsists between α, β, γ if γ = α+β)b.c The op.berationc
of inverse is a rel.bationc between relations subsisting between R and S if
R = S −1 borc the rel.bativec prod.buctc is a triadic rel.bationc between relations subsisting between R, S, T if R = S|T . Symmetry defines a certbainc
class of rel.bationsc (the \ class of / sym.bmetricc relations)b.c So we see that
we have obtained a J127.K new kind of objects concepts (called concepts of
second type or sec.bondc order) which refer to the concepts of first orderb,c
\ ib.ce. which expresses properties of conc.beptsc of first order or rel.bationsc
between conc.beptsc of first order bfull stop deletedc or to be more exact
propbertiesc and relbationsc of extensions of concepts of first orderb.c But
this is not very essential since we can define corresponding conc.beptsc which
express prop.bertiesc and relbationsc of the pred.bicatesc themselvesb,c e.gb.c
χbwritten over ψc sum of ϕ, ψ bifc χ(x) ≡ ϕ(x) ∨ ψ(x) etcb.c /
And it is possible to (go on) continue in this wayb,c ib.ce. we can define
concepts of third order or \ type or / order, which refer to the concepts of
sec.bondc order. as eg \ An example would be: / ,,b“cmutually exclusive”b;c
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a class of classes Ub,c \ ib.ceb.c a class whose elbementsc are themselves
classesb,c / is called a mut.buallyc excl.busivecclass of classes if α, β ε U ⊃
α · β = Λ. This concept of ,,b“cmut.buallyc excl.busivec class of classes”
expresses a prop.bertyc of classes \ of classesb,c ib.ceb.c of an objbectc of
3bthirdc orderb,c therefore is / of third order. bOn the right of p. 127. one
finds the following text to be inserted it is not clear where: eb.cg. the word
community of Am.bericac or army the present states of on the earthc So
\ you seec in this way we get a whole hierarchy of concepts J128.K which is
called the hierarchy of typesb.c In fact there are two diffberentc hierarchies
of types bunreadable symbolcb,c namely the hierarchy of ext.bensionsc and
the hierarchy of predicates. bThe following sentence is crossed out: So far I
have spoken only of the formerb;c the latter would begin with predicatesb,c
then \ we have / predicates of predicates (ib.ce. prop.bertiesc of predbicatesc
or relations between pred.bicatesc) b. . . cc
bFollowing an unreadable symbol, perhaps in shorthand, there is a vertical
line on the left margin for the remaining text on p. 128. and the whole text
on p. 129.c An interesting ex.bamplec of predicates of highebrc \ type are
/ the nat natural numbers. According to Russell and Frege the natburalc
nu.bmbersc are properties of predbicatesc. bunreadable textc If I say e.gb.c:
There are eight planetbecs bfull stop deletedcb,c this expresses a property of
the predicate J129.K ,,b“cplanet”. So the nu.bmberc 8 can be defined to be
a property \ of predicates / which belongs to a pred.bicatec ϕ if there are
exactly 8 objbectsc falling under this predbicatec. If this definition is followed
up it turns out that all notions of arithmbeticc can be defined in terms of
logical notions and that the laws of arithm.beticc can be derived from the
laws of logic except for one thingb,c namely \ for building up arithmeticc
one needs the propbositionc that there are infinitely many obj.bects,c which
cannot be proved from the ax.biomsc of logic.
J130.K The lowest layer in the hierarchy of types described are the individuals or obj.bectsc of the worldb;c what these ind.bividualsc are is an
extralog.bicalc question which depends on the theory of the world which we
assumeb;c in a material.bistc theory it would be the atoms or the points of
space and timeb,c ibwritten over Icn a spiritualist theory it would be the
spirits and so on. As to the higher types (classesb,c classes of classesb,c
\ predicates of pred.bicatesc / etcb.c) each \ type / must be distinguished
very carefully \ from any other / as can be shown e.gb.c by the follbowingc
J131.K example. If a is an objbectc one can form the class whose only element
is a (denoted by ‘a)b.c So this ‘a would be the extension of a predicate,
ι

ι
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which belongs to a and only to a. Now It should be \ is / near at hand to
identify this a and ‘ab,c i.e. to assume that the objbectc a and the class
whose only element is a are the same. However it can be shown that this is
not admissibleb,c i.e. it would lead to contradictions to J132.K assume this
identity ‘a = a bcomma from the manuscript deletedc to be generally true
because bcomma from the manuscript deletedc if we take for x a class (which
has several elements) then certainly ‘α and α are distinct from each other;
since ‘α is a class which has only one elementb,c / namely αb,c / whereas
α is a class which has several elementsb,c so they are certainly distinct from
each other. But bon the other handc although we have to distinguish very
carefully between the different typebsc there is \ on the other hand / a very
close analogy between the diff.berentc typebsc. Sup E.g. classes of individuals
J133.K and classes of classes \ of individuals / will obey exactly the same
laws. For both of them we can define an bunreadable letterc and a multiplication and the same laws of calculus \ will hold / for them. Therefore it
is desirable not to formulate these laws separately for classes of classes and
classes of individuals, but to introduce a general notion of a class comprising \ in it / all those particular casesb:c classes of indbividualsc, classes of
relbationsc, classes of classes etc. And it was actually in J134.K this way
that the logistic calculus was first set up (with such a general notion of a
class \ and / of a predicate \ and / of a relation and so on comprising all
embracing under it all types) and this way also corresponds certainly more
to the natural thinking. In ordinary \ language e.g. / we have such a general
notion of a class without a distinction of the different typesb.c
bnew paragraphc The more detailed working out of logic on this \ typeless
/ base (in natural thinking) has led to \ the discovery bofc / of the most interesting J135.K facts in modern logic. Namely to the fact that the evidences
of natural thinking are not consistent with themselvesb,c ib.ce. lead to contradictions which are called ,,b“clogical paradoxes”b.c The first of these contradictions was found discovered by the mathematician Burali-Forti binc 1897.
A few years later Russell produced a similar contradiction which however
was cleaned \ avoided / bthec the \ un / essential mathematical byb-cwork
\ of Burali-Fortib’cs contrad.bictionc / and showed the real logical structure
of the contradiction \ much clearer / . This Ru sobhyphen deletedc J136.K
called Russell bhyphen deletedc paradox has remained \ up to now / the
classical example of a logical paradox and I want to explain it now in all
detailb.c I shall first \ enumerate / some apparently evident propositions
from which the paradox follows in a few stepsb.c
ι

ι

ι

ι
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The paradox under consideration involves \ only / the following notionsb:c
1. object in the most general senseb,c which embraces everything that
can be made an object of thinkingb;c in part.bicularc it embraces the
indiv.bidualsc, classes, predbicatesc of all types
bat the bottom of this page: Forts. HeftbGerman: continued in Notebookc
VIIc
J137.K bat the top of this page: HeftbGerman: Notebookc VII.c
2. monadic predicate (briefly predbicatec)b,c also in the most general sense
comprising \ predicates of indbividualsc as well as / predicates of predicates etc. And this term bdash deletedc predicate is to be so understood that it is an essential requirement of a predicbatecbcomma
from the manuscript deletedc that it is wellb-cdefined for any object
\ whatsoever / whether the given predicate belongs to it or bnotc
Now of these two notions ,,b“cobject” and ,,b“cpredicate” we have the
following apparently evident propositionsb:c
1. If ϕ is a predbicatec and x an objbectc then it is uniquely detberminedc
whether ϕ belongs to x or not.
Let us denote the prop.bositionc ϕ bel.bongsc to x by ϕ(x)b.c So we have
b)c if ϕ is a wellb-cdef.binedc pred.bicatec and x b)c an objbectc then ϕ(x) is
always a meaningfulblc prop.bositionc J138.K which is either true or falseb.c
2. Vice versab:c If we have a combination of words or symbols \ A(x) /
which contains the letter x and is such that it becomes a \ meaningful
/ propbositionc for any arbitrary object which you substit.butec for x
then A(x) defines a certbainc predicate ϕ which belongs to an obj.bectc
x if and only if A(x) is trueb.c
\ So the assumption means that bie.c if you subst.bitutec for x the name
of an arb.bitraryc object then it is always uniquely determined whether the
resulting proposbitionc is true or falseb.c /
bThe first item numbered 3 and the text which follows it until the page
ends with “whatever x” has a big square bracket on its left margin.c
3. It is uniquely determined of any objbectc whether or not it is a predbicatec.
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Let us denote by P and unreadable symbol P (x) the propbositionc ,,b“cx
is a predicate” so that P (red)b,c ∼ P (smaller)b,c ∼ P (New York)b;c then
by 3 for P (x) is always a meaningful prop.bositionc whatever x J139.K may
beb]cb.c
3.b4.c Any predicate is an objbectc.
I think these 3bwritten over 4; in the next paragraph four assumptions
are mentioned (see also the corresponding four assumptions on pp. 138.-140.
of Notebook VII), so it should be: fourc prop.bositionsc are all evident to
natural thinkingb.c b[c 1 and 2 can be considered as a defbinitionc of the
term predicate and 3 says that the notion of pred.bicatec thus defined is
wellb-cdefined.b]c
And now let us consider the following statement P (x) . ∼ x(x) that means
x is a predicate and it belongs to x (ib.ce. to itself). According to our
\ four assbumptionsc that is a meaningfbulc probpositionc which is either
true or false whatever you substbitutec for x. bNcamelyb,c \ at first by 3 it is
uniquely detbermined:c / if you J140.K subst.bitutec for x something which is
not a pred.bicatec it becomes falseb,c if you subst.bitutec for x a pred.bicatec
then \ P (x) is true but / x(y) is either true or false for any obj.bectc y
bwritten over xc by 1. bBcut x is a pred.bicate,c hence an obj.bectc by
assbumptionc 3b4,c hence x(x) is either true or falseb,c hence the whole statement is always meaningfulb,c ib.ce. either true or falseb.c Therefore by 2 it
≡
P (x). ∼ x(x)b.c
defines a certbainc pred.bicatec Φ which such that Φ(x) means
\ ≡ x is pro impredicable /
bNext comes a page again numbered 140. with a crossed out text.c
Φ(Φ) ≡ P (Φ) . ∼ Φ(Φ)
But this leads immediately to a contradiction since this equ.bationc means
two implications
Φ(Φ) ⊃ P (Φ) . ∼ Φ(Φ)
P (Φ) b.c ∼ Φ(Φ) ⊃ Φ(Φ)
bThe last two pages of Notebook VI are not numbered. These two pages
will not be entirely reproduced here, since they contain only rather unconnected notes and jottings, presumably for exercises, written without much
order and care. These notes will however be described here up to a point.
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On the first of these pages is first an exercise involving reduction to normal
form, in which one finds the following (the unsystematically written . is here
deleted, as well as the unreadable crossed out beginning of the third line):
c(b + yā) + d(b̄(ȳ + a)) 6= 0
db̄a + cb + ycā + db̄ȳ 6= 0
cb + cā + db̄ 6= 0
ab 6= 0
b + bā + ab̄ 6= 0
d=0
c=a
In the first line, and above it, one finds in the margin:
a
(c
b

b
d)
a

b 6= 0

In the remainder of this page one finds “x is a parent of y” and “child = son
or daughter”. The rest is either in shorthand, or it is unreadable, or it is
crossed out.
On the remaining, last page, of Notebook VI, one finds first a few lines,
mostly in shorthand (once crossed out), in which one finds also: (x)ϕ(x),
equally shaped, tautological entailment, out of fashion, unfeasible, fail, permitted to take, unpracticable. Next, at the end of the notebook, one finds
notes, rather difficult to read, written without much order and care, and
partly erased, which involve some equations, Boolean expressions, perhaps a
syllogism, a Venn-Euler diagram, “24 −1(= 15)”, “215 = 32000” (215 is 32768)
and “215 − 2”. At the top of this last page, one finds the caption “illegible
text”, presumably put by the archive where the manuscript is preserved.c

2.7

Notebook VII

bFolder 65, on the front cover of the notebook “Logik Vorl.besungenc bGerman:
Logic Lecturesc N.D. bNotre Damec VII”c
bNotebook VII starts with nine, not numbered, pages of numbered remarks and questions, more than eighty of them, partly unreadable, partly in
shorthand, and all seemingly not closely related to the remaining notes for
the course. They will be reproduced here up to a point only.c
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Jnew pageK −1. Every bunreadable abbreviated wordc propbositionc is
trueb.c
−2. Everyone bnotc (Christbianc, catholbicc) bel.bievingc \ the negbationc
of / in dogmbac commits a mortal sinb.c
−3. Everyone not belbievingc a dogma although he knows that it is
bdogmac commits a mortal sinb.c
−4. Everyone teaching \ publicly / the negbationc doctr.binalc prop.bositionc as the truth (although) commits a. . .
−5b.c Everyone asserting privately. . .
◦ 6. The world was existed appr.boximatelyc 6000 years b9cvidb.c 25b).c
◦ 7. The sky is \ made / of solid materialb.c
◦ 8. There exist angels and evil spiritsb.c
◦ 9. Some of the bunreadable textc are caused by evil spiritsb.c
◦ 10b.c Hypnot The phenbomenac of hypnotism \ (telepathy \ telekinesisb,c
prophecy / ) / are caused by evil spirits (spirits?)
−10 . If A is a dogma at some time it is a dogma at any later time.
−20 . If A is a bunreadable abbreviated word, same as in 1.c propbositionc
at some time it is. . .
Jnew pageK  11. Will logic and mathematics be the same in the after
the end of this worldb?c
 12. Woul bor “Word”c The death of Christ was It was in the power
of Christ (inqu. R homo) not to dy for manhoodb.c bSentence 12 is in big
square brackets.c
◦ 13. It would have been no sin of Christ if he had not died for sacrificed
himself for manhoodb.c
◦ 14. Can an infidel \ cathbolicc / priest deal out administer sacraments
if he keeps the outward formb?c
◦ 15. Can an infidel make a valid baptism if he keeps the formb?c
 16. Does Is everyone not baptisbzced and living after Christ’s death
go to hell damnedb?c
 17. Does everybody baptisbzced which has committed a mortbalc sin
without being ◦ absolved by a cathbolicc priest go to hell damnedb?c
Jnew pageK  17b.c bDcoes it make sense to speak of a mortal sin of btwo
unreadable symbols, should be: ac Christian (bperhaps: notc catholbiccbIn
the remainder, one recognizes “ipso facto” and “etc”, which seem to be mixed
with shorthand.c
 17.1b.c Is any action of which one doesb cnot know that it is a mortal
sin btext interuptedc
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bHere an arrow originating in a  put before 23 ◦ and 24 ◦ points to the
space between 17.1. and 18.c
sp. 18b.c Is bunreadable word, perhaps: avaricec a mortal sin in any
caseb?c
sp. 19. Is every lie intended for deceiving (maybe bunreadable textc) a
mortal sin] b?c sp. 20b.c Is every action whose final aim is to damage anybody
a mortbalc sinb?c
sp. 21b.c Is it a mortbalc sin to kill the enemy binc a war waged by the
bunreadable wordc secular powerb?c
sp. 22. Is it a mortal sin bunreadable textc
bsee the remark after 17.1c
Th 23 ◦ Are the mortbalc sins for a noncath.bolicc Christian the same
(even without bunreadable wordc teaching)
Th 24 ◦ Are they the same to someone Christian who has bunreadable
textc relig.biousc teachingb?c
 25b.c vide 74 Are all bunreadable wordc made by God or also by other
spiritsb?c
bThe following item, sp. 20, is set under a line at the bottom of the page,
like a footnote.c
sp. 20bunreadable symbolc to procure somethbingc good for oneself by
dambagingc another.
Jnew pageK  26. Is every \ actbualc / suffberingc a punishment for a
preceding (succeeding) bunreadable textc sin (of the parents)b?c Animals?
sp. 27. Is it a mortal sin to ask a bunreadable word, perhaps shorthandc
bunreadable textc or to ask them
 21b.c Is it in the power of anybody to make the world better by his
acts or is it all the sameb?c
sp. 22. Is the use of bunreadable wordc means to make monbecy a
mortbalc sinb?c
×◦ bpreceded by symbols in shorthand, “c/c.” and “bib”c  23. Is
it possible that anybbodyc who goes to heaven has a worse caractberc than
anybbody whoc goes to hell (bec.bausec / bunreadable wordc / by bunreadable
textc he was bunreadable wordc from sins)b?c
× 24. Are some of the physibcalc laws caused by evil regular action of
evil spiritsb?c
Jnew pageK ◦ 25b.c Are the geo fossils a work of the devilb?c
× 26b.c Do there exist exist any animals by natural reasons b(cwithout
action of demons)b?c
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◦ 27. bwritten over “vide 29”c Did the bunreadable wordc really bunreadable textc or was it a deceptionb?c
bThe questions numbered ◦ 28., ◦ 29b.c, −30, ◦ b31.c and ◦ 32b.cand
Z. 33., which is on a new page, are mostly unreadable.c In ◦ 29b.cmedicine
seems to be mentioned together with spirits, in −30. the propositions of the
Bible as dogmas, while in Z. 33. one finds “Satisfact. for div. mortal sins.”
and “Protest.”, in −34. one finds “Def”, “Dogma” and “Doctrine” besides
shorthand, and −35. is entirely in shorthand.c
? 36b.c Is praying only caused by sinb?c
 37b.c Are the saints in heaven at present have conscience and are
prayingb?c
 bpreceding the next two numbersc 38. Is heaven where they are a spa
place in spaceb?c
39. Similarly (hell)
 40. Has the body of J.besusc Chr.bistc moved to heavenb?c
bThe text in the remaining remarks, numbered until 80, is mostly in
shorthand, or too fragmentary to be understandable. We single out some
readable words and fragments that seem important: in Lit 46. “Martyrology”,
in Th 57. “Confessio Excom.” and “Status” and a word that seems to begin
with “amor”, in  60b.c “renasci de spiritu”, in Lit 64. “Synchron.”, in
 69. “omnes qui filii diaboli vocantur”, in ?  70b.c “filii diaboli” and
“diabolus”, in  72. “Christus”, in 74. “Lex iis qui sub lege sunt loquitur”,
in  77. “corpus Christi”, in −78. “theorb.c Physik”, and here are some
complete numbered remarks:
 75. Trinit. dogmab:c una naturab,c tres persones
 76. Homousibos, homoousios:c una personab,c duae naturae
80. Ja[mes]cob 1,5, b1c,8 ?
New pages start within 44. and after 58. and 72.c
bAt the bottom of p. 136. of Notebook VI, for subsequent pages, 137.
and later, the reader was directed to Notebook VII, and at the top of p. 137.
of Notebook VI it is written: “Notebook VII”. It seems one should assume
that pp. 137.-140. of Notebook VI are to be superseded by pages which
follow here, starting with p. 137.c
J137.K
2. The notion of a ,,b“cwellb-cdefined \ monadic / predicate”.
That is bunreadable wordc a monadic predicate ϕ such that for any objbectc
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x whatsoever it is uniquely det.berminedc by the def.binitionc of ϕ whether or
not ϕ belongs to x, so that \ for any arb.bitraryc objbectc x / ϕ(x) is always
a meaningful prop.bositionc which is either true or falseb.c Since I need no
other kind of predbicatec in the subsequ.bentc considerations but only wellbcdefined monadic predbicatesc, I shall use the term ,,b“cpred.bicatec” in the
sense of monadic wellb-cdef.binedc predbicatec.
\ 3. The concept which is expressed by \ the word / ,,b“cis” or ,,b“cbelongs”
in ordbinaryc langubagec and which we expressed by ϕ(x)b,c which
means the predbicatec ϕ belongs to xb.c /
Now for these notions (of obj.bectc and pred.bicatec) we have the foll.bowingc apparently evident prop.bositions:c
J138.K
1. For any obj.bectc x it is well uniquely detberminedc whether or not
it is a welldef. pred.bicate;c \ in other wordbsc \ wellb-cdefbinedc /
predicate is itself a wellb-cdefined predicateb.c /
2. If y is a pred.bicatec and x an objbectc then it is wellb-cdefined whether
the pred.bicatec y belongs to x. \ This is an immed.biatec consequence
of the def.binitionc of a wellb-cdefined predbicatec. /
Let us denote \ for any two objbectsc yb, xc / by y(x) the prop.bosition
y is a pred.bicatec and belongs to xb.c So for any two objbectsc \ y, x / y(x)
will be a meaningful prop.bositionc \ of / which it is uniquely determbinedc
whether it is true or falseb,c namely if y is no predbicatec it is false \ whatever
x may beb,c / if it is a predbicatec then it is true or false according as the
pred.bicatec y bel.bongsc to x or does not belong to xb,c which is uniquely
detberminedc.
J139.K
3. If we have a combination of symbols or words A(x) containbingc the
letter x (denote it by A(x)) and if this comb.binationc is such that
it becomes a mean.bingfulc prop.bositionc whatever you objbectc you
subst.bitutec for x then A(x) defines a certbainc \ wellb-cdefbinedc /
predicate ϕ which belongs to an objbectc x if and only if ϕ(x) bA(x)c
is true.
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(I repeat the hypothesis of this statement: It means is as followsb,c that if you
substbitutec for x \ the name of / an arb.bitraryc obj.bectc then the resulting
expr.bessionc is always a meaningf.bulc prop.bositionc of which it is uniquely
det.berminedc whether it is true or false.) \ Now this statement too could
be consid.beredc as a consequence of the def.binitionc of a wellb-cdef.binedc
predbicatec. /
4. Any predbicatec is an objbectc. That J140.K follows bec.bausec we
took the term objbectc in the most general sense according to which
anything one can think of is an object.
I think these 4bfour, written over 3c prop.bositionsc are all evident to natural thinking. But nevertheless they lead to contradictionsb,c namely in the
following wayb.c Consider the exprbessionc ∼ x(x) that is an expr.bessionc
involvingc the varbiablec x and such that for any objbectc bunreadable symbolc
substituted for this var.biablec \ x / you do \ obtain / a \ mean.bingcfulblc
propos.bitionc of which it is uniquely detberminedc whether it is true or
bmissing from the manuscript: false.c J141.K bNcamely if x is not a pred.bicatec this bec.bomesc false by the above definition of y(x)b;c if x is a predbicatec then \ by 1 / for any objbectc y it is uniquely det.berminedc whether
x belbongs toc yb,c hence also for x it is uniquely detberminedc becbausec x
is a predbicate,c hence an object (by 4)b.c bunreadable wordc ∼ x(x) means
x is a pred.bicatec not belonging to itself. It is easy to name predbicatesc
which do belong to themselvesb,c e.g. the predbicatec ,,b“cpredicate”b;c we
have \ the concept / ,,b“cpredicate” is a predicate. Most of the pred.bicatesc
of course dob cnot belong to themsbelves.c bScay eb.cg. btche predicate man
is not a manb,c J142.K so it doesb cnot belong to itselfb.c But eb.cg. the
predbicatec not man bhyphen between these two words deleted, since it is
omitted in the text laterc does belong to itself since the predbicatec not man
is certainly not a manb,c so it is a not manb,c ib.ce. belongs to itselfb.c
Now since ∼ x(x) is either true or false for any objbectc x it defines a
certbainc predbicatec by 3. Call this \ wellb-cdefbinedc / pred.bicatec Φb,c
so that Φ(x) ≡ ∼ x(x)b.c For Φ even a term in ord.binaryc lang.buagec
was introducedb,c namely the word ,,b“cimpredicable”b,c and \ for / the
negbationc of it \ the word / ,,b“cpredicable”b;c so \ an objbectc is called /
predicable if it J143.K is a pred.bicatec belonging to itself and impredicable in
the opposite caseb,c \ ib.ce. if it is either not a predbicatec or is a predbicatec
and doesb cnot belong to itself. / bSco predicate is predicableb,c not man is
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predbicable,c man is impredbicable,c Socrbatesc is impredbicablec. bA line
at the end of this paragraph separates it from the text below it.c
And now we ask is predicable the predbicatec ,,b“cimpredbicablec” \ predicable or / impredicableb.c Now we know this equiv.balencec holds for any
objbectc x (it is the defbinitionc of impredbicablec).b;c Φ is a predbicate,c
hence an obj.bect,c hence this equiv.balencec holds \ for Φb,c / ib.ce.c Φ(Φ) ≡
∼ Φ(Φ). And \ What does / Φ(Φ) sayb?c Since Φ means impred.bicablec
it says \ the pre / impredbicablec is impredicable. and So we see that this
prop.bositionc is equivalent bunreadable symbolc with its \ own / negationb.c
J144.K But from that it follows that it must be both true and falseb,c
becbausec we can conclude from this equivbalencec:
Φ(Φ) ⊃ ∼ Φ(Φ)
∼ Φ(Φ) ⊃ Φ(Φ)
By the first impl.bication,c Φ(Φ) cannot be trueb,c becbausec the assbumptionc that it is true leads to the concl.busionc that it is falseb,c ib.ce. \ it
leads / to a contradictionb;c but bunreadable symbolc Φ(Φ) cannot be false
either because the ass by the sec.bondc impl.bicationc the ass.bumptionc that
it is false leads to the concl.busionc that it is true.b,c ib.ce. \ again / to a
contradbictionc. So this Φ(Φ) would be a prop.bositionc which is neither true
nor falseb,c hence it would be both true and false J145.K becbausec that it
is not true implies that it is false and that it is not false implies that it is
true. So we apparently have discovered a propbositionc which is both true
and falseb,c which is impossible by the law of contradictionb.c
bThe text in the following paragraph is inserted in the manuscript on
the right of p. 145., which is numbered 145.1., and at the top of the
not numbered page on the right of p. 146.c \ The same argument can be
given without log.bicalc symbbolsc in the following formb.c The questbionc
is: \ Is the pred.bicate / ,,b“cimpredicable” pred.bicablec or impredbicablec.
1. If it \ impredbicablec / were pred.bicablec that would mean that it belongs to itselfb,c ib.ce. then impredbicablec is impredbicablec. So from the
assbumptionc that \ impred.bicablec / is pred.bicablec we derived that it
is impredbicable;c so it is not im predicbablec. 2.b)c On the other hand
assume impredbicablec is impredbicable;c then it belongs to itselfb,c hence
\ bunreadable wordc / is predicable. So from the ass.bumptionc that it
is impredbicablec we derived that it is predbicablec. So it is certbainlyc
not impredbicablec. So it is neither predbicablec nor impredbicablec. But
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then it must be both pred.bicablec and impred.bicablec because since it is
not pred.bicablec it is impr.bedicablec and since it is not impredbicablec it
is predbicablec. So again we have a prop.bositionc which is both true and
falseb.c /
Now what are we to bunreadable word, should be: doc about this situation? One may first try to sayb:c Wellb,c the law of contradiction is an error.
There do exist such strange things as prop.bositionsc which are both true and
false. But this \ way out of the diffbicultyc / is \ evidently / not possible
J146.K because that would imply that every prop.bositionc \ whatsoever / is
both true and falseb.c We had the form. of in the calc.bulusc of propbositionsc
the formbulac p . ∼ p ⊃ q \ for any p, qb,c / hence also p . ∼ p ⊃ ∼ q where p
and q are arbbitraryc propbositionsc. So if we have one propbositionc p which
is both true and false then any propbositionc q has the undesirable propbertyc
of being both true and falseb,c which would make any thinking completely
meaningless. So we have to conclude that we arrived at this contradictory
concl.busionc
Φ(Φ) and ∼ Φ(Φ)
J147.K by some error or fallacyb,c and the question is what does this error
consist in [ib.ce. which one of our evident propbositionsc is wrong]b.c
bnew paragraphc The nearest at hand conjecture about this error is that
there is some circular fallacy hidden in this argument.b,c because we are
speaking of pred.bicatesc belonging to themselves or not belonging to themselves. One may say that it is meaningless from the beginning to apply a
predicate to itselfb.c b’ deletedc I don’t think that this is the correct solution.
For the following reasonsb:c
1. It is \ not possible to / except for any pred.bicatec P J148.K just this
predbicatec P itself from the things to which it can be applied
ib.ceb.c bunreadable wordc we \ cannot / modify the assumption 1. by
\ saying / the bwritten over another unreadable wordc prop.bproperty, or
perhaps: propositionc ϕ(x) is wellb-cdef.binedc for any x except ϕ itself because if you define \ e.g. / a predbicatec µ say by two predbicatesc ϕ, ψ by
µ(x) ≡ ϕ(x) . ψ(x) then we would have already three bwritten over another
unreadable wordc pred.bicatesc µ, ϕ and ψ to which µ cannot be appliedb:c
µ(ϕ)

≡
Df

ϕ(ϕ) . ψ(ϕ) where this makes no senseb.c
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J149.K So it is certainly not sufficient to exclude just selfb-creflexivity \ of a
pred.bicatec / \ because that entails automatically that we have to exclude
also other thingbsc and it is very difficult and leads to \ very / undesirable results if one tries to formulate what is to be excluded \ bunreadable textc / on
the basis of this idea to avoid selfb-creflexivities. That was done by Russelblc
in his so called ramified theory of types which since has been abandoned by
practically all logicians. / On the other hand \ it is not even justified to
exclude selfb-creflexivities of every formula / \ bec.bausec / selfb-creflexivity
doesb cnot always lead to contradiction but is perfectly legitimate in many
casesb.c If \ e.gb.c / I say be.g.:c ,,b“cAny sentbencec of the English language
contains a verbb”c then it is perfectly alright to apply this proposition to itself and to conclude from it that also this prop.bositionc under consideration
contains a verb.
bnew paragraphc The \ Therefore the / real fallacy seems to lybliec
J150.K in something else \ thabtcn the selfb-creflexivityb,c / namely in these
bunreadable symbolc notions of object and predicate in the most general
sense \ embracing objbectsc of all logical types / . The Russell paradox seems
to show that there does not exist such bac concept of everything becauseb.c
Abwritten over acs we saw the logical objects form a certain hierarchy of types
and however far you may proceed in theb“e” written over “is”c construction
of these types you will always be able to continue the process bunreadable
symbolc still farther and therefore it is illegitimate and makes no sense to
speak of the totality of all objbectsc.
J151.K One might think that one could obtain the totality of all obj.bectsc
in the following way: take first the indiv.bidualsc and call them obj.bectsc of
type 0b,c then take the concepts of type 1b,c then the concebptsc of type 2b,c
3 etcb.c for any natural nubmberc. But it is by no means true that we obtain
in this manner the totality of all concepts.b,c But that isnt true because
\ e.gb.c / the concept of theb“e” written over “is”c totality of concepts thus
obtained \ for all intbegersc n as types is itself a / concept not occurring
in this totalityb,c ib.ce. it is a concept of a tyb“y” written over another
lettercpe higher than J152.K any finite nu.bmber,c ib.ce. of an infinite type.
It is denoted as \ a concept of / type ω. But even with this type \ ω / we
are by \ no means / at an end, either because we can \ e.g. / define concepts
which are e.gb.c relations between concbeptsc of type ω and they would be of
\ a still higher / type ω + 1b.c So we see there are \ in a sense / much more
than infinitely many logbicalc typebsc; and there are so many that it is not
possible to form a concept of the totality of all of themb,c because whichever
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concept we form we can define a concept of a higher typeb,c hence not falling
under J153.K the given concept.
bnew paragraphc So if we want to take account of this fundamental fact
of logic \ that there doesb cnot exist a concept of the totality of all objects whatsoeverb,c / we must drop the words ,,b“cobject”b, “cpredicate”b,
,,b“ceverything” from our language and replace them by the words: object of a given typeb,c predicate of a given typeb,c everything which belongs to a given type. \ In part.bicular,c propbositionc 4 has now btoc
be formulbatedc like this. bIfc A(x) is an expr.bessionc which becomes
a meaningf.bulc prop.bositionc for any objbectc x of a given type α then
it defines a concept of type α + 1b.c Now We cannot even formulate the
prop.bositionc in its previous form.b,c because we don’t have such words as
objbectc, predbicatec etcb.c in our langbuagec. / Then the Russell paradox disappears immediately because we can form the concept Φ defined by
Φ(x) ≡ ∼ x(x) only for x’s of a given type αb,c ib.ce. J154.K we can define a
concept Φ such that this equivalence holds for every x of type αb.c (We cannot even formulate that it holds for every obj.bectc because we have dropped
these words from our langubagec).b.)c But then Φ will be bac concept of next
higher type because it is a property of objects of type α. Therefore we cannot
substitute Φ here for x because this equivbalencec holds only for obj.bectsc
of type α.
bnew paragraphc So this seems to me to be the (satisfactory) true solution
of the J155.K Russell paradoxbecs. I only wish to mention that the hierarchy
of types as I sketched it here is considerably more general than it was when it
was first presented by it’sbitsc inventor B. Russell. Russell’s theory of types
was given binc two different formsb,c the so called simplified and the ramified
theory of typesb,c both of which are much more restrictive then the one I
explained hereb; e.cgb.c in both of them it would be imp.bossiblec to form
concepts of type ω, \ also the statement x(x) would always be meaninglessb.c
/ Russellb’cs theoryb“he” written over an unreadable wordc of J156.K types
is more based on the first idea of sbwriten over: excolving the paradoxes
(namely to exclude selfb-creflexivities) and the tot.balityc of all objbectsc is
only excl.budedc because it would be selfb-creflexive (since it would itself
be an objectb)c. However the developbmentc of axbiomsc of set theory has
shown that Russellb’cs systbemc is too restrictiveb,c ib.ce. it excludes many
arguments \ which (as far as one can see) dob cnot lead to contradictions and
which are necessary for building up abstract setb tcheoryb.c /
There are other logical paradoxes which are solved by the theory of
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typesb,c ib.ce. by excluding the terms objbectc, every etcb.c But there are
others in which the fallacy is of an \ entirely / different nature. They are
the so called epistemological paradoxes. J157.K The oldest of them is the
Epimenidesb.c In the form it is bunreadable symbolsc usually presented, it
is no paradox. But if a man says ,,b“cI am lying now” \ and says nothing
elseb,c \ or if he says: The prop.bositionc which I am jus pronouncing right
now is falseb,c / then thbwritten over something unreadablecis statement can
be proved to be both true and false, because this propbositionc p says that
p is falseb;c so we have p ≡ (p is false)b,c p ≡ ∼ pb,c from which it follows
that p is both true and false as we saw before. The same parabdoxc can be
brought to a much more conclusive form as follows:
bHere, at the end of p. 157., the text in the manuscript is interrupted,
and subsequent pages are not numbered until p. 1. below. In between are
four pages of jottings given here, presumably for exercises.c
Jnew page iK Ableitung d.bderc paradoxenb,,ox” in this word written over
something elsec Aussagen über Impl. bImplikationc aus den unten angeg.bangegebenc 5 Axiomen bGerman: Derivation of paradoxical propositions about
implication from the five axioms given below:c
bThe next three lines, before 1., are crossed out:c
p⊃p

r ⊃ (p ⊃ pb.cr)
p.r⊃r
p⊃r

1.) p ⊃ q
q⊃r
p⊃r

2.) p ⊃ q
r
p⊃q.r

3.) q . r ⊃ r

4.) p ⊃ p


r




 p⊃p.r
Ableitung bderivationc p . r ⊃ r



p⊃r


∼r⊃∼p

bunreadable signc 5.) tollendo tollens
p ⊃ r . ∼ r :⊃ ∼ p
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Jnew page iiK

µ(x) b= or ≡c ϕ(x) . ψ(x)
ϕ(µ)
strike out, drop
something else but (than)
falling under a concept

bThe following pages new page iii-iv and pp. 1.-7. following them until the
end of the scanned manuscript, which makes nine pages, are on loose, torn
out, leafs, with holes for a spiral, but not bound with the spiral to the rest
of the notebook, as the other pages in this Notebook VII are. In all of the
notebooks the only other loose leafs are to be found at the end of Notebooks
III and towards the end of Notebook V.c
Jnew page iiiK

1 . q → (∆ → q)
2 . ∼ q → (bcrossed out symbolcq, ∆ → p)
3 ∼∼ q → q
4. ∆, q → ∼ (∆ → q)

1. p → p
2. p, q → p

5. ∆ → p
∆→q

p, q → r
∆→r

6. ∆, p → q
∆, ∼ p → q

bunreadable formulac
bunreadable formulac

∆→q
5 A → p1
A → pn
p1 . . . pn → q
A→q

A → (p → r)
A→p
A→r

4. Ind.buktivec Bew.beiscbGerman: Inductive proofc
3 Export. bgenc a Import.
(p, p → r) → r
b(cp → r) → p → r
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Jnew page ivK
b1.c

R + Sb,c R · Sb,c R ⊂ Sb,c −Rb,c R − S
V̇b,c Λ̇b,c R‘xb,c E!R‘x
→
−
←
−
[ R b,c R b,c R“βb,c Rε ‘β]
R̆b,c D‘Rb, C‘R, C‘R,c R|S

binside two incomplete boxes and crossed out: symbmetryc, as, 1, [, Ic
transbitivity,c one manyb,c father, ⊥x ,
xM (y, z)b,c M ‘(yb, cz)b,c yM z
i‘xb,c {x}b,c 0, 1, 2, . . .b,c 1 → 1
Abstractions b c prinz.bip, perhaps German: principle,c aeq.bperhaps: equal,
or something of the same root,c Indbuctionc.
J1.K bHere the numbering of pages in this notebook starts anew.c All
four rules are purely formalb,c ib.ce. for applying them it is bapostrophe
deletedc not necessary to know the meaning of the expressions. Examples
of derivations from the axioms. Since all axioms and rules of the calculus
of propositions are also axioms and rules of the calculus of functions we are
justified to in asbsumcing all formulas and rules formerly derived bthe order
of the last two words corrected in the manuscriptc for in the calculus of
propositions.
1. Example ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x)
Derivation:
(1) (x)[∼ ϕ(x)] ⊃ ∼ ϕ(y) obtained by substituting ∼ ϕ(x) for ϕ(x)
in Ax5.bAx. 5c
(2) ϕ(y) ⊃ ∼ (x)[∼ ϕ(x)] by rule of transposition applied to (1)
(3) ϕ(y) ⊃ (∃x)ϕ(x) by rule of defined symbol from (2)
J2.K 2. Example (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ψ(x)]
(1) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)] by substituting ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)
for ϕ(x) in Ax. 5
(2) (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ϕ(y) Axb. c5
(3) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ [ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)] . ϕ(y) by rule of
multiplication of implications applied to (1) and (2)
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(4) [ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y)] . ϕ(y) ⊃ ψ(y) by substituting ϕ(y) for p and ψ(y)
for q in the demonstrable formula (p ⊃ q) . p ⊃ q
J3.K(5) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(y) by rule of syllogism applied to
(3) bandc (4)
(6) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] . (x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)ψ(y) by rule of quantifier from (5)
(7) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (y)ψ(y)] by rule of exportation
from b(c6b)c
(8) (x)[ϕ(x) ⊃ ψ(x)] ⊃ [(x)ϕ(x) ⊃ (x)ψ(x)] by rule of substitution for
individual variables
Predicates which belong to no object are called vacuous (e.g. president
of U.S.A. born in South Bend). SaP and SeP are both true if S is vacuous
whatever P may be. J4.K All tautologies are true also for vacuous predicates
but some of the Aristotelian inferences are notb,c e.g.
SaP ⊃ SiP
(false if S is vacuous)
00
SaP ⊃ ∼ (SeP ) (false 00 00 00
),
the mood Darapti M aP . M aS ⊃ SiP is false if M is vacuous and if S, P are
any two predicates such that ∼ (SiP ).
The totality of all objects to which a monadic predicate P belongs is
called the extension of P and denoted by x̂[P (x)], so that the characteristic
J5.K property of the symbol x̂ is:
x̂ϕ(x) = x̂ψ(x) ≡ (x)[ϕ(x) ≡ ψ(x)]
Extensions of monadic predicates are called classes (denoted by α, β, γ . . .)
b.c That y belongs to the class α is expressed by yεα so that yεx̂ϕ(x) ≡
ϕ(y)b.c x̂ is also applied to arbitrary propositional functions Φ(x)b,c ib.ce.
x̂Φ(x) means the class of objects satisfying Φ(x)b,c e.gb.c x̂[I(x) . x > 7] =
class of integers greater bthanc sevenb.c
Also for dyadic predbicatesc \ Q(xy) / extensions \ denoted by x̂ŷ[Q(xy)]
/ are introducedb,c which satisfy the equivalence
x̂ŷ[ψ(xy)] = x̂ŷ[χ(xy)] ≡ (xb, cy)[ψ(xy) ≡ χ(xy)]
J6.K It is usual to call these extensions (not the dyadic predicates themselves) relations. If Φ(xy) is a propositional function with two variables
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x̂ŷΦ(xy) denotes the relation which is defined by Φ(xy)b.c If R is a relation
xRy means that x bears the relation R to y so that
u{x̂ŷ[ϕ(xy)]}v ≡ ϕ(uv)
The extension of a vacuous predicate is called 0bzeroc class and denoted
by 0\ (or Λ) / b;c the extension of a pred.bicatec belonging to every object
is called universal class and denoted by 1 (or V)b.c
J7.K For classes operation of +, · , − which obey laws similar to the
arithmetic laws are introduced by the following definitions:
α+β
α·β
−α
α−β

=
=
=
=

x̂[x ε α ∨ x ε β]
x̂[x ε α . x ε β]
x̂[∼ x ε α]
α · (−β)

(sum)
(intersection)
(complement)
(difference)

